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Abstract
This thesis is about the design of software which enables groups of people to make music to-
gether. Networked musical interaction has been an important aspect of Sound and Music Com-
puting research since the early days, although collaborative music software has yet to gain main-
stream popularity, and there is currently limited research on the design of such interfaces. This
thesis draws on research from Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) to explore the
design of systems for Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction (CDMI). A central focus of this
research is the concept of Awareness: a person’s understanding of what is happening, and of who
is doing what. A novel software interface is developed and used over three experimental studies
to investigate the effects different interface designs have on the way groups of musicians collab-
orate. Existing frameworks from CSCW are extended to accommodate the properties of music as
an auditory medium, and theories of conventional musical interaction are used to elaborate on the
nature of music making as a collaborative and social activity which is focused on process-oriented
creativity. This research contributes to the fields of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Com-
puter Supported Cooperative Work, and Sound and Music Computing through the identification
of empirically derived design implications and recommendations for collaborative musical envi-
ronments. These guidelines are demonstrated through the design of a hypothetical collaborative
music system. This thesis also contributes towards the methodology for evaluating such systems,
and considers the distinctions between CDMI and the forms of collaboration traditionally studied
within CSCW.
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Music is a fundamental part of human expression (David J. Hargreaves and Meill, 2005, Makel-
berge, 2010, Small, 1998), and although not always a collaborative activity (Makelberge, 2010),
the creation, performance and enjoyment of music is nevertheless highly social in nature; people
often write music in creative partnerships (John-Steiner, 2000), perform to audiences as ensem-
bles (Jorda`, 2005b), and attend concerts together (Small, 1998). Acknowledging the pervasive
nature of music within human life, Small (1998) uses the term Musicking to assert that music is
not an object, but rather an activity and social ritual through which people explore their identity
and relation to others. A literature survey suggests that the theory of Musicking has so far been
overlooked within musical interaction research, although the underlying message of Musicking
has been proposed as a tool for facilitating creativity in other group work contexts (Atau Tanaka,
2012).
According to the theory of Musicking, there is no fundamental difference between any of the
ways an individual can engage with the rituals of music; listening to a personal stereo, playing
in a rock band, dancing or attending a classical music concert should all be regarded equally as
acts of Musicking. Small argues that all musicking is a social phenomenon, and no individual
can detach themselves from the musical traditions of their culture. For many people, the balance
of challenges, rewards and satisfaction associated with Musicking provides a route to the psy-
chological state of Flow; a state in which a person forgets themselves, loses track of time and
through single-minded immersion becomes fully engrossed in the activity at hand (Csikszentmi-
halyi, 1990). Likewise, playing in a musical ensemble can be a source of Group Flow, a situation
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in which a group of people all reach a flow state whist engaged in a joint activity (Sawyer, 2003).
The theories of Flow and Group Flow neatly capture the sense of immersion and engagement
musicians feel when ‘jamming’ or ‘grooving’ together (Swift et al., 2011).
Computer Musicking; the title of this thesis, reflects the notion that computer technology has
permeated many aspects of Musicking. There are multiple technologies for listening to, storing
and searching digital recordings of music, whilst the internet provides a social forum for discus-
sion, discovery and sharing of musical recordings. There are also countless software applications
for the representation, manipulation and creation of music, all based on a variety of musical
paradigms (Gerzso, 1992) and interface metaphors (Duignan et al., 2004). Yet crucially, whilst
music making is often a group activity, the majority of existing music applications (commercially
available, within academic research or otherwise) are designed to support single user interaction
(Bryan-Kinns, 2012, Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009, Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2010, 2012,
2013, Healey et al., 2005). The single user paradigm adopted by the majority of music software
entails a view of musical interaction in which an individual interacts with a single system, or a
group of individuals each interact with there own personal and discrete systems. There are very
few examples of music software which let groups of musicians collectively and simultaneously
interact with musical data or representations in real-time. Research into the design, development,
use and evaluation of such interfaces is the central concern of this thesis.
Within academia there has been limited interest in the development of technology to support
the collaborative creation of music using computers. The work that has been conducted has for
the most part been concerned with technical innovations, rather than focusing on the evaluation of
user interface designs, or studying the activities surrounding musical collaboration. Consequen-
tially, there are a multitude of choices to be made when implementing interfaces for collaborative
music making, yet little information about how these interface design choices will impact on the
way groups of musicians work together. Through an analysis of thirty-five groups of three peo-
ple using novel collaborative musical interfaces, this thesis explores a number of fundamental
design concerns, and proposes a series of practical implications for future collaborative musical
interfaces. This research was informed by a thorough literature survey of previous research into
collaborative music environments, and studies of collaboration in non-musical domains such as
workplace interaction. Later parts of this thesis acknowledge the differences between musical
interaction and other forms of collaborative work, paying careful attention to the sonic, and time
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based nature of music.
1.1 Designing for Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction
Computers afford entirely new forms of musical interaction which are not possible with conven-
tional instruments, and computers consequentially provide opportunities for new forms of musi-
cal interaction between people (Bown et al., 2009). Going futher, Makelberge (2010) frames a
division in musical interface design research between the questions of how people make music,
and why people make music, arguing that while the former has radically altered, the latter remains
unchanged. Designing new systems for musical collaboration may therefore entail the creation
of new relationships and interactions between musicians. For example the internet allows mul-
tiple people to jointly create music in real-time from remote locations, multi-player instruments
let groups of musicians interact in complex and interdependent ways with a single interface, and
where musicians are in the same place at the same time, networked instruments distributed across
multiple computers can (as demonstrated by this thesis) provide an ensemble with new opportu-
nities to share, conceal, collectively edit and jointly organise their musical contributions in real
time.
This thesis proposes the term Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction (CDMI) to classify
these new forms of technologically mediated musical interaction, and to help understand how to
design systems to support them. The term CDMI bounds the concept in three ways. Firstly, it
focuses on the collaborative aspects of musical interaction, where groups of people jointly par-
ticipate in the creation of music. This represents a departure from previous discussions of dig-
ital musical interaction which largely focus on interfaces for single users (Gurevich and Fyans,
2011). Secondly, it emphasises the broad process of interacting musically, rather than concen-
trating on the constraints of a particular musical context such as performance, composition or
improvisation. Finally, CDMI focuses on the use of digital technology to support and mediate
collaboration, but does not commit to a specific device or platform. Subsequent sections of this
thesis explore the relationship between CDMI and other forms of group collaboration, and in
doing so reveal the challenges entailed in designing systems to support CDMI.
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1.2 Awareness and Awareness Mechanisms
There is currently a paucity of empirical studies to investigate interface design concerns for col-
laborative digital music environments, and there are no established methodologies for conducting
such research. This thesis therefore turns to the field of Computer Supported Co-operative Work
(CSCW) (Carstensen and Schmidt, 1999) as a starting point for understanding group collabora-
tion. In particular the concept of Awareness (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002) forms an important
conceptual foundation for the user studies conducted here. Within the context of collaboration,
awareness refers to a person’s understanding of the people around them and activities taking
place in the shared workplace.
Within the field of CSCW, the terms ‘co-located’ is used to describe situations in which
groups of people share the same physical environment whilst collaboration. In co-located collab-
oration where a group of people are working on a shared task in the same place and at the same
time, awareness of the actions and presence of others is easy to maintain (Gutwin and Greenberg,
2002). In particular, the perceptual information gained through being able to see and hear other
group members provides a wealth of information about their activities. Co-located collaborators
may also be available for conversation about the task, whilst overhearing the discussions of other
people in the room may provide further cues to what is happening (Heath et al., 2002b). Finally,
the state of the physical workspace may present information about the task at hand and may offer
opportunities for awareness to be gained about the status of tools and artefacts associated with
the activity.
In contrast, where collaboration is mediated by computers and shared virtual workspaces,
many of these sources of awareness information may be prohibited, causing collaboration to be-
come more difficult. For instance a shared on-screen workspace may not provide the wealth of
information available when people work together in the same physical space, and the interac-
tions associated with a computer interface provide a fraction of the perceptual information made
available through face-to-face collaboration (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002). Therefore, when
computers become involved in supporting collaboration, the interface must be designed such that
awareness information is conveyed to support the participants in carrying out their activities. An
understanding of awareness has implications for other aspects of collaboration, such as privacy
(hiding and sharing contributions), territory, and the congruence of interfaces made available si-
multaneously to multiple users. Subsequent sections of this thesis more thoroughly unpack these
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concepts.
Interface components which support aid in the provision of awareness information in collab-
orative systems are known within the field of CSCW as Awareness Mechanisms (Dourish and
Bellotti, 1992, Gutwin et al., 2004). Within CSCW research, Awareness Mechanisms have pre-
viously taken a variety of forms, including live video feeds of people’s workspaces (Hudson and
Smith, 1996), visual indicators of the location of other users’ mouse positions in collaborative
software, (Greenberg et al., 1996) and real-time sound effects to indicate the activities of others
(Gutwin et al., 2011). However, to date there has been little research into Awareness Mecha-
nisms within systems for collaborative musical interaction. One contribution this thesis makes,
therefore, is to consider and investigate how previous research into awareness mechanisms from
CSCW can apply to the design of musical interfaces.
Despite drawing on concepts and methodology from CSCW, this thesis also stresses that
musical interaction is in some respects fundamentally different from the workplace collaboration
typically discussed in CSCW literature. Consequently, ideas brought forward from related fields
need to be modified, or applied with care. For instance in a workplace context it may be advisable
to reduce the dependancies (known as ‘coupling’) between people required to complete a task,
so as to to increase efficiency by allowing people to work in parallel. However in a real-time
musical context where ‘efficiency’ is a less meaningful concept, an increase in coupling may be
beneficial in promoting more tightly interwoven interaction between the musicians.
An understanding of awareness can benefit design for both remote interaction (e.g. via the
internet) and real-time co-located musical interaction where musicians are working in the same
place at the same moment in time. Although remote and distributed forms of musical interaction
are an important and fascinating field of research, it is the co-located domain which this thesis
deals with. This decision is based on several observations. Firstly, the most common means
by which musicians collaborate has traditionally been co-located and real-time, yet beyond the
timing synchronisation of single-user devices there is only limited technological support for co-
located interaction. Moving forwards, the interfaces studied within this thesis extend beyond
synchronisation by allowing users to modify each others musical contributions in real-time. Sec-
ondly, there are a number of existing research studies dealing with real-time and asynchronous
musical interaction over the internet (see Chapter 2), yet there are fewer attempts to study co-
located, computer mediated musical interaction using shared interfaces. Finally, as has been
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argued with reference to other forms of collaboration (Heath et al., 1995, 2002b), an understand-
ing of co-located interaction is a prerequisite for designing software to support people working
remotely.
1.3 Research Questions and Approach
Previous CSCW research has emphasised the role and importance of awareness and privacy as
part of collaborative systems (see Sections 2.2 and 2.2.3). Within collaborative music research
however, these concepts have yet to be fully explored. The overall question this thesis therefore
addresses is how do interface mechanisms which support awareness and privacy effect the use of
collaborative software environments for music-making?
In relation to this overarching concern, a number of more focused research questions are
addressed by three experimental studies:
• what effect does the provision of privacy have on the way individuals share and edit musi-
cal contributions?
• what effect do awareness mechanisms have on the way shared software environments are
used?
• How does the way audio is delivered to co-located groups impact on collaboration?
• How do mechanisms for authorship and sound source awareness alter the way people
engage in collaborative digital musical interaction?
In approaching these questions the thesis re-examines existing concepts and models of col-
laboration through the lens of musical interaction. The concept of CDMI is proposed to bridge
knowledge from these previously disparate research domains and provide insights into the de-
sign and study of new collaborative computer music tools. Design implications for CDMI are
explored and supported by three controlled experiments whereby groups of musicians used soft-
ware environments for real-time co-located musical interaction.
All the primary data presented in this thesis is based on studies of human participants, and a
mixed of quantitative and qualitative methodologies have been employed to gather and analyse
this data. Each study follows an experimental design in which multiple conditions are compared.
The conditions in each study vary, however in all cases they represent different interface de-
sign choices and contain different features for the support of collaboration. Quantitative analysis
has been performed on interaction logs of the participants’ use of the software, thus enabling
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the identification of statistically significant differences in the way participants used the software
when presented with different interface conditions. This controlled approach represents a depar-
ture from the frequently presented ‘informal’ studies of new digital musical interfaces.
Multiple choice questionnaire responses were also analysed for statistical significance to col-
lect self-reported data such as preferences from the participants. In addition to these quantitative
measures, all the experiment sessions were video recorded and manually transcribed for further
analysis using qualitative approaches. Analysis of the participants conversations provided insight
into the problems participants faced, the topics of discussion, and the ways in which they under-
stood and interpreted the software interface. Finally, interviews were conducted to collect the
participants’ thoughts and suggestions about the software and the music they created.
The recruitment process for this research sought to find participants with musical and/or
computing backgrounds, including playing traditional musical instruments, DJing, or composing
music with computers and electronic instruments. Using participants with musical backgrounds
and experience offered a more informed insight into the interfaces being evaluated than would
have been possible using non-specialist users. This also enabled the software to contain specialist
musical and technical terminology, and allowed the inclusion of features similar to those found
in professional music-making applications. This approach represents a departure from previous
research into musical collaboration between groups of novice users (Bryan-Kinns, 2004, Gure-
vich, 2006, Miletto et al., 2009, Weinberg, 2003), and contributes to an understanding of how
to design applications for musical collaboration which are more advanced than simplistic ‘sound
toys’ (Robson, 2001) or musical games (Pichlmair and Kayali, 2007). This is an important point
to stress, as it has implications for both the generalisation of the findings presented, and the
application of this work in a real-world context.
Technologically, the focus of this thesis is the design of software which transforms multiple
generic computing devices such as laptop computers into a platform for musical collaboration.
This is a practical decision intended to promote the design of software which lets people col-
laborate using existing equipment. It has been suggested that for musical collaboration, new
technological developments such as interactive tables are superior to conventional computing de-
vices (Xambo´ et al., 2011a), however such devices are not yet commonplace. That being said,
many of the design implications and findings within this thesis may apply to the development of
collaborative interfaces for other platforms and devices, such as tablet computers.
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1.4 Contributions
The research questions posited in the previous section are answered by the three studies presented
in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
Chapter 5 contributes to the field by addressing the roles of privacy and awareness in a col-
laborative music environment. The study identifies several significant effects brought about by
the inclusion of privacy. In particular, the findings suggest that when privacy is incorporated into
the interface, users tend to use the privacy feature to develop and refine musical contributions in
isolation from one another before sharing with the group. The study also investigates the effect
of an awareness mechanism which allows users to gain awareness of who is doing what, at the
expense of reducing the level of privacy. Results suggest that the awareness mechanism does not
change the way the software was used, although it does influence the participants experiences
whilst working together.
Chapter 6 investigates the effects of audio delivery in a collaborative music environment,
by comparing three configurations of headphones and speakers for the presentation of public
and private audio. The findings indicate that using a single device for audio delivery promotes
a greater degree of reported awareness, and that presenting public and private audio exclusively
through speakers causes participants to make significantly less use of the privacy feature. Chapter
6 also investigates territorial organisation of the interface by the participants, and identifies a
significant difference between groups who use the shared workspace in a territorial fashion and
groups who do not.
Chapter 7 investigates the distinction between awareness of who contributed which musical
parts (Authorship Awareness), and awareness of which interface components are responsible for
creating which sounds (Source Awareness). The study findings suggest that providing Authorship
awareness causes users to work more individually, and leads to a reduction in the degree to which
they are willing to edit musical contributions they did not create. The use of Thematic Analysis
also provides insights into the way the interface was interpreted by the participants.
This thesis is immediately relevant to designers of new collaborative music applications, and
to researchers evaluating existing collaborative systems for musical interaction. In addition to
directly addressing the research questions posed in Section 1.3, this thesis makes a number of
more general contributions to the field:
1. The application of CSCW design concepts within interfaces for musical collaboration
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2. A range of empirical findings concerning the effect of different awareness mechanisms and
collaborative interface designs on the processes of group musical interaction:
• Chapter 5 stresses the importance of privacy mechanisms within shared musical in-
terfaces by identifying several significant effects such features have on collaboration
• Chapter 6 identifies a significant change in the use of a privacy feature when audio is
delivered through speakers as opposed to headphones
• Chapter 6 demonstrates that groups exhibiting territorial interaction within the shared
interface are statistically less likely to edit each others’ musical contributions
• Chapter 7 argues that providing visual and auditory information about the authorship
of musical contributions within a shared interface encouraged users to work more
individually
3. A series of design implications, derived from controlled empirical studies of user interac-
tion, and offering practical advice to designers of new interfaces for musical collaboration
(Chapter 8)
4. The design of a hypothetical collaborative interface which embodies these design implica-
tions (Section 8.4)
5. A comparison of Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction to other forms of technologi-
cally supported collaboration, articulated through a consideration of the properties of sound
and the constraints imposed by technological mediation (Chapter 3)
6. A novel combination of quantitative and qualitative methods (including Thematic Analy-
sis) employed to study collaborative digital musical interaction (Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7)
This thesis places a strong emphasis on the properties of sound as a medium and the implica-
tions this has for computer based collaboration. Consequentially, the outcomes of this research
have application in forms of interaction outside of collaborative digital musical interaction. In
particular the findings may directly translate to the design of other forms of collaborative sys-
tems where sound and auditory interaction are of central importance. Contributions in this area
are made through:
• A comparison of different audio delivery devices for collaboration between groups of three
people jointly working with auditory media (Chapter 6)
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• A comparison of different interface designs for presenting information about the authorship
and origin of sounds in a shared interface (Chapter 7)
1.5 Additional work
In addition to the research outputs outlined above, the following practical work was conducted
during this PhD:
• The iterative development of a collaborative musical interface, used as a vehicle for con-
ducting the empirical studies presented in Chapters 5, 6 & 7
• Sensory Threads, a group mobile sensing and sonification experience created in collabora-
tion with Proboscis, Birkbeck Colleges Pervasive Computing Lab, The Centre for Digital
Music at Queen Mary (University of London), Mixed Reality Lab (University of Not-
tingham) and the School of Management at University of Southampton. See Fencott and
Bryan-Kinns (2009).
1.6 Thesis Structure
Following this section, the thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive literature review of related research from the fields of
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), and previous work on collaborative mu-
sical interfaces, including contributions from the New Interfaces For Musical Expression
(NIME) conference series.
Chapter 3 proposes the term Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction (CDMI). Through
considering the nature of sound, and the technological constraints digital mediation can
impose on musical interaction, this chapter considers some of the key characterises of
group musical interaction and frames a distinction between CDMI and other forms of
computer supported collaboration, such as those typically studied in the field of CSCW
research.
Chapter 4 presents the research methods employed within this thesis, and provides moti-
vation for the software developed to conduct this research.
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Chapters 5, 6 and 7 present and discuss the three empirical studies conducted for this re-
search. Chapter 5 investigates the role of privacy in a collaborative music environment.
Chapter 6 considers how audio delivery devices can influence the way individuals share
their musical contributions. Chapter 7 explores how different sound identity and author-
ship awareness mechanisms effect the way musicians choose to view, edit and share in a
collaborative environment.
Chapter 8 draws together the findings of the three studies, relates this to previous research,
and proposes a number of design implications for the design of systems to support CDMI.
Chapter 9 summarises the findings of the three studies, re-states the contributions and
briefly concludes the thesis with suggestions for future work.
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This chapter surveys relevant work from within the fields of Human-Computer Interaction, Com-
puter Supported Cooperative Work and previous research into collaborative music systems. Par-
ticular attention is given to the concept of Awareness, to and evaluation methodologies for musi-
cal interaction and collaborative systems.
Chapter 1 recognised CSCW as an established research field concerned with the design of sys-
tems to support collaboration in the workplace, and acknowledged that there is a precedent for
the development of technology to mediate group musical interaction. While it is argued within
this thesis that workplace activities and musical interaction are in many ways distinct (see Chap-
ter 3), there are many design concerns which are shared by both computer supported workplace
collaboration and computer supported creative activities such as music making. For instance in
both forms of activity it is important for group members to maintain awareness of each others
actions, and issues such as ownership may play an important role in the unfolding interaction.
These issues have frequently been addressed by researchers studying collaborative systems for
the workplace, although a consideration of such design concerns is less commonly reported in
literature surrounding computer supported musical collaboration. Literature on technology for
musical collaboration has more often focused on issues such as documenting compositions and
the development of novel controllers for musical interaction, reducing network latency and using
the internet for the purpose of real-time jamming or performance.
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This chapter begins by surveying literature from the fields of Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) to identify contributions which are
relevant or influential to this thesis. Particular attention is given to work which concerns support
for co-located collaboration, and research dealing with issues such as awareness, territoriality
and privacy. The chapter then shifts focus to literature from the computer music community,
dealing in particular with musical collaboration, New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME)
and methods for the evaluation of new forms of musical interaction. While technological contri-
butions within both CSCW and computer music research are acknowledged in this chapter, the
primary focus is to survey and assess work which deals with the design for, and study of human
interaction.
2.1 Computer Supported Cooperative Work
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is a specialised branch of Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) focusing on understanding the nature of group work and designing appro-
priate technology to support work-related collaboration between people (Bannon and Schmidt,
1991). CSCW can be viewed as an umbrella term for all HCI research concerning multiple users,
however Hughes et al. (1991) stressed that all work, no matter how individual, occurs within a
wider social context. CSCW therefore might usefully be regarded as a paradigm shift within the
Computer Science community away from the view of HCI as interaction between people and
computers, and towards a social view of work and interaction as a collective phenomenon. Some
recurrent themes within CSCW literature are awareness, role formation, collaborative coupling,
support for both private and public working, and the study of verbal and non-verbal commu-
nication during workplace activities. These issues are addressed in subsequent sections of this
chapter.
Two related approaches to research within CSCW are the design and evaluation of collabo-
rative and multi-user software termed ‘groupware’, and the study of collaboration in real-world
work settings. Studies of real-world work activities are often performed to gain a deeper under-
standing of current working practices in a given context, with the intention of proposing design
guidelines for technology to support established working arrangements, or to facilitate new forms
of work practice such as remote online collaboration. For example the ClearBoard was an early
attempt to support remote collaborative drawing and drafting activities using digital video to
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recreate aspects of face to face interaction (Ishii et al., 1993).
Although generally not concerned with musical interaction, CSCW is significant within the
context of this thesis as it represents a substantial body of research into the nature of group-work
and the design of technology to augment collaboration between people. Within this thesis, the
research questions, study designs and evaluation methodologies were all informed by research
from the CSCW community.
2.1.1 Examples of CSCW
To set the scene, and provide context for readers who are not familiar with CSCW research,
this section briefly describes several systems and software implementations which have been
contributed to the field.
Clearboard
The Clearboard (Ishii et al., 1993) is a video-mediated collaborative system which enables users
working in geographically remote locations to engage in drawing activities. The Clearboard
comprises of a drawing surface which also acts as a back-projected video display. The system is
based on the metaphor of two people drawing together whist sitting on opposite sides of a glass
window (see Figure 2.1b, and attempts to re-create many of the interactional properties teams of
co-located people experience when working together on a whiteboard (see Figure 2.1a).
(a) Whiteboard interaction (b) Clearboard glass prototype (c) Clearboard System
Figure 2.1: The Clearboard system and prototypes. Images reproduced from http://tangible.
media.mit.edu/project/clearboard/ Last accessed 5 October 2012.
The Clearboard uses video communication to transmit the marks a user makes on a drawing
surface to the back-projection of another Clearboard in a different location. The transmission
of marks is reciprocated by the second users’ system, enabling the two users to jointly work on
a drawing in real-time. In addition to transmitting the drawn marks, the system also transmits
an image of each users upper body, allowing the Clearboard to show the gesture, gaze and the
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hand position of each user. By flipping the video image along the vertical axis the system also
provides a consistent representation of left and right orientation for both users. Figure 2.1c
shows the system in action, with a user drawing on the projection surface, whist another user is
projected as a video link behind the drawn image. A demonstration video is also available at the
MIT Media Lab website1.
The key contribution of Clearboard is that users can easily maintain awareness of each oth-
ers’ gaze, as they can simultaneously view their partner’s face and upper body, as well as the
shared image they are working on. This feature of Clearboard distinguishes it from conventional
video conferencing systems which do not provide information about where people are currently
looking. However, one drawback to the clear board system is that it does not scale to supporting
large numbers of users, as the images of multiple users would need to be overlaid on top of one
another.
ShrEdit
ShrEdit (Dourish and Bellotti, 1992) is another early example of a CSCW system. ShrEdit allows
groups of people working on separate computers to collaboratively edit a text document. ShrEdit
allows users to work individually in private windows, as well as allowing users to work in pub-
licly shared windows. Each user is represented with their own cursor, thus allowing concurrent
editing of the same document. Changes to a document are displayed with low latency to all other
users, however ShrEdit does not however provide information about the position of other users’
mouse cursors, or their gaze on the screen.
Figure 2.2: Screenshot of the ShrEdit interface, showing private and shared text editing windows.
Reproduced from Dourish and Bellotti (1992)
1http://tangible.media.mit.edu/project/clearboard/ Last accessed 5 October 2012
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GroupKit Framework and Applications
GroupKit is a framework that lets developers build desktop applications for synchronous and
distributed computer-based conferencing and real-time long distance interaction (Roseman and
Greenberg, 1996). The framework handles communication, remote procedure called between
application instances, access to shared data, and GUI widgets for designing distributed applica-
tions. Gutwin and Greenberg (1999) present a number of studies using applications built with the
GroupKit framework, for instance Pipeline, a desktop application which allows users working re-
motely on separate computers to collaboratively design and edit a complex plumbing network.
Applications such as this allow multiple people to simultaneously edit a shared document and
also offer means of communication such as video links or text chat tools. In the Pipeline sys-
tem Gutwin and Greenberg (1999) explored the use of the ‘Viewports’ an awareness mechanism
which shows where within a document other users were currently viewing and editing. Another
study by Greenberg et al. (1996) focused on ‘Telepointers’, awareness mechanisms which dis-
play the mouse position of other users as a means of presenting more fine grained information
about the activities of other collaborators. Figure 2.3 shows the two screenshots of the Pipeline
interface side by side. The right hand interface featuring the Local viewport which indicates
where the user is currently looking, whilst the left hand interface also features teleprinters and
multiple viewports, to indicate the presence of other remote users.
Figure 2.3: Screenshot of the Pipeline interface with Radar views. Reproduced from Gutwin and
Greenberg (1999)
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2.1.2 Methodology in CSCW
Within the remit of CSCW, a variety of methodological approaches have been used to study col-
laboration. Workplace studies have employed ethnographic techniques (Hughes et al., 1994) in
a variety of environments, such as offices (Rouncefield et al., 1994), trading rooms (Heath et al.,
1995), news rooms, operating theatres, control rooms (Heath et al., 2002b) and high risk environ-
ments which demand full concentration, and where people’s activities are time-critical, highly
interdependent and potentially life-threatening (Endsley, 1995, Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002).
Other studies have looked at the complex interactions between people engaged in creative tasks
and design activities (Healey et al., 2005, Healey and Peters, 2007). These ethnographic work-
place studies typically attempt to characterise the interaction and group processes that take place
through the presentation, analysis and detailed discussion of specific incidents within the ob-
served interaction. For instance Heath et al. (1995) identified instances of individuals verbalising
thoughts, activities and work-related information as a means of informally drawing co-workers’
attention to potentially salient details about the task at hand. These verbalisations were named
‘outlouds’, and were identified in a number of different workplace environments.
Furniss and Blandford (2006) and Hutchins (1996) used Distributed Cognition frameworks
to develop rich accounts of interaction in work settings. Distributed Cognition can be used to
explain some of the ways in which groups of people are able to collaborate despite holding in-
complete, disparate or conflicting mental representations of the situation or activity. Distributed
Cognition also considers the role objects, artefacts and technologies play in shaping and scaf-
folding cognition and collaboration. Finally, Distributed Cognition has proved a useful tool for
the study of musical interaction (Nabavian, 2009, Nabavian and Bryan-Kinns, 2006). Heath et al.
(2002b) argued that an understanding of the ways in which groups of people engage in focused
work activities can inform approaches to CSCW, however they stressed that the outcome of ob-
servations about the way people work should not necessarily be embodied in the design of new
collaborative systems until there is a thorough understanding of how people engage in conven-
tional activities. Similarly, Rouncefield et al. (1994) stressed that in addition to systems design to
support workplace collaboration, CSCW is concerned with ‘work redesign’, and consequentially
CSCW research requires a sensitivity to the (possibly unexpected) implications such redesigns
may have on the target workplace.
Broadly speaking, an alternative to ethnographic or observational workplace studies of col-
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laboration are laboratory studies which take place in artificial or controlled environments rather
than genuine work settings. By definition, this type of study observes participants in a unnatural
context, rather than in a genuine workplace environment. This approach may give more options
for data collection, by for instance allowing the researcher to set up multiple video cameras, inter-
rupt participants during interaction (Endsley, 1995), conduct interviews and collect questionnaire
information. In many cases, such methods cannot be used within purely observational workplace
studies, as they might interrupt the people under observation, and disrupt the natural flow of the
activities the researcher is attempting to study. The use of questionnaires and interviews might
also alert the participants to the motivations of the researcher and could potentially cause the
participants to alter their behaviour in response to what they believe the researcher is seeking to
discover.
Evaluation of groupware in CSCW research is often based on an experimental approach
where groups perform a task or work activity using interfaces with different features or support
for collaboration. For instance Gutwin and Greenberg (1999) investigated different on-screen
awareness widgets for supporting coordination in a shared document editors. Similarly Dourish
and Bellotti (1992) explored the role of privacy in shared document editing by observing how
groups collaborate using different interface configurations, and Olson et al. (1993) measured
performance in group activities with and without technological support. Such studies can offer
additional flexibility for the researcher, for instance in determining the activities participants are
engaged in, and the introduction of additional constraints on the participants, such as limiting the
time allocated for a given task or restricting the available resources.
Typical observations and measures in laboratory studies are task completion time, quality of
the solution, ease of collaboration and user satisfaction. Gutwin and Greenberg (1999) described
these features as Product (the result or outcome of a task), Process (the activity of the group
while developing their solution), and Satisfaction (feelings about the work and interaction with
the system). These metrics are appropriate within a work context where the emphasis is on
efficiently completing a task to a high standard, and where the outcome and performance of the
task is quantifiable (Olson et al., 1993). However in less productivity oriented domains such as
music the balance may need to be adjusted. This issue is explored further in Chapter 3.
Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2006, Glaser and Strauss, 1967) and Grounded Theory derived
techniques (Muller and Kogan, 2010) are increasingly common research methods within HCI and
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CSCW (Furniss et al., 2011, Muller and Kogan, 2010). The definition of Grounded Theory is a
contentious issue, due to the conflicting ideological perspectives of some of its’ key proponents.
Grounded Theory is based on a process of coding and continual comparison of coding with the
data set, which is performed in tandem with data collection. The data collection and sampling
process should also be informed by the on-going coding process. The method also requires copi-
ous note taking, memo writing and comparison of these written documents with previous codes
and collected data. This bottom-up approach is intended to promote the discovery or construction
of theories which are ‘grounded’ in data, in opposition to methods which ‘forcing’ data into a
preexisting theories. Grounded Theory methods typically propose that underly theories ‘emerge’
from the data set (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), although more constructivist views acknowledge
the active role a researcher plays in the generation of such theories (Charmaz, 2006). Within this
thesis, Grounded Theory methods are applied in Chapter 6.
In the case of both lab based studies and real-world observations, studying collaborative
groups presents many practical challenges. In ethnographic studies gaining access to existing
workplaces may be difficult, and the presence of the researcher may have effects on the activities
being studied (Hutchins, 1996). On the other hand, Rogers et al. (2009) discussed the logistical
problem of recruiting groups for experimental sessions, and implications this has for both exper-
imental designs and reliable statistical results. Large numbers of sample groups may improve
the reliability of statistical results, however finding a large quantity of suitable participant groups
may be difficult, or impossible given limited research budgets, project timeframes and access to
potential participants. In an experimental context the researcher may also need to balance the
controls and manipulations introduced through the experimental design against the similarity the
activity bears to a real-life work setting.
2.2 Awareness
The concept of awareness is central to a great deal of CSCW research, and underlies the research
questions addressed within this thesis. Awareness can be viewed as a person’s knowledge of
their environment (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002), and can include the location and activities of
people (Dourish and Bellotti, 1992), a memory of previous events, the state of systems or arte-
facts within the environment and predictions about what may happen in future events. Within
CSCW, researchers have used the concept of Situation Awareness (SA) to describe the awareness
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requirements for people working in dynamic, high risk, and high information load situations
(Endsley, 2000), or ‘centres of coordination’ (Heath et al., 2002b). Endsley (2000) defined Sit-
uation Awareness as ‘knowing what is going on around you’, but specified that SA applies to
situations in which individuals need to maintain high levels of awareness as part of their current
activity, as opposed to a situation where an individual may have some form of awareness, yet is
not required to act upon it. Endsley (2000) describes three levels of Situation Awareness (SA):
Level 1: Perception The ability to gather and selectively attend to perception of cues and im-
portant information.
Level 2: Comprehension Interpreting and integrating information from multiple sources, to
make sense of the current situation.
Level 3: Projection Anticipating future situations and making decisions.
Gutwin and Greenberg (2002) used the three levels of SA to formulate the Workspace Aware-
ness (WA) framework as a means of describing awareness between small groups of people in
physically shared workspaces. WA is defined as an ‘up-to-the-moment understanding of another
person’s interaction with a shared workspace’, and concerns the means by which collaborators
gather and use information about each-other’s activities while working on a joint task. Gutwin
and Greenberg (2002) decomposed WA into the categories of Who, What, Where, How, and
When. Table 2.1 gives examples of these categories.
The Workspace Awareness framework is based on studies of or co-located interaction, mean-
ing where the collaborators are in the same physical location at the same moment in time. WA is
also concerned with groups of collaborators that are focused on a specific work related activity
in a physical workspace. Considering remote, technologically mediated interaction Gutwin and
Greenberg (2002) stated that when using groupware, participants may also face difficulties at any
of Endsley’s three awareness levels due to the technological constraints of the software and tech-
nologically mediated communication. This idea is revisited in Section 3.3, where the constraints
technology imposes of musical interaction are discussed in more detail.
It has been stated that awareness information an individual holds about their environment
is not static, but is maintained over time during an individual’s conduct and interaction (Heath
et al., 2002b). Individuals do not simply possess awareness information, but they must gather
and maintain it throughout the course of an activity (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002, Heath et al.,
2002b). Supporting this argument, Akoumianakis et al. (2008) emphasised that in order for an
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Who
Presence Is anyone in the workspace?
Identity Who is participating? Who is that?
Authorship Who is doing that?
What
Action What are they doing?
Intention What goal is that action part of?
Artifact What object are they working on?
Where
Location Where are they working?
Gaze Where are they looking?
View Where can they see?
Reach Where can they reach?
How
Action How did that operation happen?
Artifact How did this artefact come to be in this state?
When
Event When did that event happen?
Who (past) Presence history Who was here, and when?
Where (past) Location history Where has a person been?
What (past) Action history What has a person been doing?
Table 2.1: Categories of Workspace Awareness, from Gutwin and Greenberg (2002)
individual to make sense of what others are doing they must invoke their own knowledge of the
common practice. As such, maintenance of awareness is not simply a result of ‘being there’
but instead requires explicit effort, and domain knowledge. Heath et al. (2002b) also claimed
that awareness is not necessarily symmetrical between individuals, but rather that individual’s
awareness of others must continually be produced through social action, and that awareness
does not arise simply because individuals have overlapping frames of activity. Within the WA
framework, Gutwin and Greenberg (2002) identified a number of ways awareness information is
gathered by individuals, including Consequential Communication, Feedthrough and Intentional
Communication.
Consequential communication is information made available to others as a consequence of
ones actions. For instance bodily movement, gestures and physical orientation associated with an
activity may convey details to others about the activity at hand. Consequential communication
is not designed explicitly to communicate with others, and is therefore unlike exaggerated body
movements (Hornecker et al., 2008) or actions designed to alert others to one’s own actions
(Heath et al., 1995). However as many workplace activities involve bodily movement (hands,
arms, head, etc.,) and the physical manipulation of artefacts, a wealth of information can be
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gained about others’ activities through casual observation.
Feedthrough refers to information generated by inanimate artefacts in the work environment,
such as tools. The term is derived from the notion of feedback, where an artefact communi-
cates information about its state through, for instance, sounds or visual indicators. The concept
of feedthrough extends this idea by suggesting that these sounds and visual indicators may also
be picked-up by other people within the environment. In this way, feedthrough information
allows a person to infer the activities of someone else without reference to their bodily action,
gestures, posture and so on. Gutwin and Greenberg (2002) and Smith and Hudson (1995) state
that feedthrough information is typically auditory, for instance Gutwin and Greenberg (2002)
used the example of hearing the sound of scissors ‘snipping’ to demonstrate how people can
gain information about what is happening in a shared workspace (i.e. the scissors are being
used) via feedthrough. Feedthrough and consequential communication are closely related, but
the terms are not interchangeable, as feedthrough becomes an aspect of consequential commu-
nication when associated with information gleaned through observation of a person’s activities,
rather than simply information which is made available in the workplace through sounds or other
indicators.
Verbal communication and associated gesturing are acts of intentional communication which
can be used to share awareness information in a workspace. Verbal communication can be used
in planning, discussion of activities, delegation of roles and in seeking assistance or clarification.
Through talking, awareness information may be conveyed not only to those who are being spo-
ken to, but also to others in the workspace who may overhear. Heath et al. (2002b) observed
that individuals often design their actions to be selectively noticeable by collaborators through
the use of body language and verbalisation, whilst simultaneously allowing their collaborators
to continue their own activities without disruption. For instance the production of ‘outlouds’
(Heath et al., 1995), a form of verbal commentary which can informally alert others to important
information within the workspace. Along with verbal communication comes intentional gestures
which can be used to communicate information such as shape, size and motion.
2.2.1 Awareness Mechanisms
Within groupware, Awareness Mechanisms are features which convey information about the ac-
tivities of users, or the status of systems or processes within the interface. Although awareness
has been a common feature in CSCW literature, the awareness mechanism studied in CSCW
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have been primarily visual, rather than auditory (Gutwin et al., 2011). Examples include mul-
tiple views onto a document (Dourish and Bellotti, 1992), telepointers to show the position of
other users’ mouse pointers (Gutwin and Penner, 2002), video channels (Olson et al., 1995),
shared spaces (Ishii et al., 1993) and three-dimensional representations (Benford et al., 1994).
Within CSCW research, the use of audio in collaborative interfaces is an under explored modal-
ity (Metatla, 2010), although it is acknowledged as a potentially fruitful area of future research
(Gutwin et al., 2011).
Hudson and Smith (1996) state that awareness mechanisms serve the dual function of alert-
ing others to an individual’s activity whilst simultaneously reducing the level of privacy they
have within a shared interface. As such, awareness mechanisms may have an effect on the way
people choose to share, communicate or contribute in a collaborative environment. Rogers et al.
(2009) stated that knowing ones actions are highly visible to the group via a shared interface may
influence the degree to which people contribute or are willing to participate. Similarly, within
electronic group brainstorming activities, the phenomenon of Evaluation Apprehension (EA) has
been used to describe the negative influence awareness can have on participation, by potentially
making people reluctant to contribute due to fear of retaliation or judgement by peers (Olson
et al., 1993, Pinsonneault et al., 1999).
2.2.2 Studying Awareness
Support for awareness has been identified as a central aspect of groupwork (Gutwin and Green-
berg, 2002, Heath et al., 2002b, Rogers et al., 2009), however awareness resides within the indi-
vidual and is therefore difficult to measure or study (Endsley, 1995). Observation and video cod-
ing are common approachs to analysing awareness gathering in group interaction. The Workspace
Awareness framework (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002) is based on observations of groups in
shared workspaces. Examples of video based studies of awareness include Healey and Peters
(2007), Heath et al. (1995, 2002a,b) and Hornecker et al. (2008), Scott et al. (2004). Another
common method of evaluating the effects of awareness support in software is through a compar-
ison of task executions, where participants are presented with experimental conditions in which
different amounts of awareness information are presented. For instance Gutwin and Greenberg
(1999) measured factors such as task completion time, communication efficiency and perception
of effort using two versions of a collaborative software application. However, studying the ef-
fects awareness mechanisms have on a task outcome is only effective if the outcome can be rated
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or quantified in terms of a measurable quality (Olson et al., 1993).
2.2.3 Mixed Focus in Collaborative Systems
A key interface metaphor in groupware is the What You See is What I See (WYSIWIS) abstrac-
tion. This metaphor is based on the notion of a shared physical workspace such as a chalkboard,
which is in use by a group of co-located individuals who all have consistent visual access to the
shared content. Systems which employ a strict WYSIWIS design adhere to the principle that
multiple users working on separate devices all see an identical on-screen representation of the
information held within the workspace. One disadvantage of this design is that it forces all con-
tributions to be public, and prevents individuals from working in isolation from the rest of the
group. In response to this, Stefik et al. (1987) discussed the importance of relaxing the WYSIWIS
abstraction along four dimensions: space, time, population and congruence. These relaxations
to the metaphor enable support for many of the activities afforded by pen-and-paper interaction
in shared workspaces. For instance writing individual notes, deciding what to share with others,
and breaking into smaller collaborative groups.
The term Mixed Focus refers to the movement between individual and coupled work during
collaboration (Gutwin and Greenberg, 1998). Individual work refers to people working inde-
pendently of one another, and conversely, coupled work refers to situations where two or more
individuals engage in a highly interdependent activity (Tang et al., 2006). Dourish and Bellotti
(1992) and Heath et al. (2002b) observed that within group-work, people frequently shift between
individual activities and tightly coupled collaboration. Support for privacy and individual work
in CSCW systems is typically through the inclusion of personal workspaces (Stefik et al., 1987)
or other forms of access control. Shen et al. (2003) addressed the issue of privacy and personal
information spaces on shared screen based computers by allowing personal data to be viewed
on individual screens, whist shared data was made available through a tabletop display. They
also stressed the importance of considering private and public data as a continuum, rather than
in binary terms. However it is important to acknowledge that within technologically mediated
collaboration there may be less well defined social conventions associated with privacy (Hudson
and Smith, 1996), and as such it may be difficult to predict how features intended to support
mixed focus interaction will be employed by users.
Personal and private workspaces in group text editing have been explored by Dourish and
Bellotti (1992) and Olson et al. (1993). In these studies, participants used a shared text editor
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which provided private and shared editing spaces. It was noted that the private spaces were not
used extensively during a real-time collaborative task, as participants preferred to work in the
publicly shared workspace. The researchers proposed that this may have been in part due to the
short time duration of the task, which forced participants to work quickly in order to finish on
time. Their research also considered the emergence of roles in the interaction, and the function
of awareness in supporting task completion. In relation to non-musical auditory collaboration,
the importance of providing private and public workspaces was emphasised in Metatla (2010).
However, incongruent, or mixed focus WYSIWIS interfaces can become problematic from
an awareness standpoint as users may be working in entirely different ares of a shared workspace,
and may therefore have a reduced awareness of the activities of others. Greenberg (1996) there-
fore argued for the importance of incorporating awareness mechanisms to counteract confusion
in relaxed congruence WYSIWIS systems. Within WYSIWIS systems design, researchers have
explored the presentation of ownership information in groupware in the form of colour coding
contributions (Gutwin and Greenberg, 1999), telepointers (Gutwin and Penner, 2002) to indicate
where other users’ mouse cursors are on the screen, and graphical overviews which present users
with a simplified impression of what other users’ screen layouts look like. Smith and Hudson
(1995) and Gutwin et al. (2011) have also emphasised that audio can be a powerful means of
supporting awareness in shared workspaces.
2.2.4 Territoriality
Within collaborative activities, territory is another important way awareness is mediated. Ter-
ritorial activity by someone in a shared software environment can signal that an individual or
group has claimed ownership or responsibility for objects, artefacts or spaces. In relation to
collaborative three-dimensional virtual environments, Benford et al. (1994) noted that space is
a central factor in establishing awareness, arguing that it is a form of awareness mediation and
activity enabler that provides a means for constraining access, marking territory and designating
locations for particular activities. Scott et al. (2004) discussed the role of physical space in sup-
porting collaborative tabletop activities, noting in particular the ways in which different physical
workspace areas are appropriated by people for different activities during collaboration. Territory
can also be established through explicit communication between people, for instance agreement
over tasks, space and the spatial layout of an activity.
Territory has been identified as an important feature of authorship awareness in collaborative
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document writing and other forms of creative collaborative activities (Thom-Santelli et al., 2009).
In the case of online document editing within the Wikipedia community, Thom-Santelli et al.
(2009) observed that existing software functionality was appropriated by expert users to signify
ownership, despite guidelines against this behaviour. This observation is interesting as it suggests
the importance and prevalence of territorial activities in collaboration, even in situations where
the written rules and cultural norms warn against the idea of ownership. Finally, territory can
also emerge through activities associated with the collaborative environment itself, for instance
some activities lend themselves to natural spatial arrangements (Tse et al., 2004).
2.2.5 Sharable Interfaces and Co-Located Collaboration
Heath et al. (2002b) stated that computer workstations are designed for one user at a time interac-
tion, rather than simultaneous use by multiple people. As a consequence, collaborators may often
have restricted and incongruent access to information about the activities of their colleagues, and
the single user nature of the technology may make it difficult to informally gather awareness
information. As an example it may not be possible for someone to determine ‘at a glance’ the
details a colleague may be entering via a keyboard, or to casually take note of what is currently
displayed on another person’s computer screen.
This section discusses multi-user Sharable Interfaces for co-located interaction in collab-
orative work contexts. Such interfaces begin to address the problems presented by single user
devices such as desktop computers. Rogers et al. (2009) drew a distinction between ‘early group-
ware technologies’ designed to support work within groups of geographically distributed individ-
uals, and ‘Shareable Interfaces’ designed to support physically co-located people in tasks which
require co-presence. Under the general umbrella of Sharable Interfaces a variety of collaborative
shared-screen based systems have been developed, including multi-touch surfaces (Hornecker
et al., 2008, Rogers et al., 2009), large public displays (Brignall and Rogers, 2003), and multi-
user extensions to conventional desktop computers (Stewart et al., 1999). Given the focus of this
thesis on co-located interaction, the more current research on sharable interfaces is especially
relevant.
A central distinction between groupware and sharable interfaces is that while a distributed
groupware application may be required to re-create, simulate or convey the functions of co-
present verbal and non-verbal interaction (e.g., gaze, physical gesture, orientation) via software
mechanisms such as telepointers (Gutwin and Penner, 2002), Shareable Interfaces designed for
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co-located interaction do not need to provide explicit support for these aspects of interaction.
Instead, Sharable Interfaces can attempt to leverage the affordances of co-located interaction
to support collaboration which is more efficient, equal, free-flowing (Rogers et al., 2009) and
serendipitous (Shen et al., 2003) than conventional single user interaction paradigms such as lap-
tops and computer workstations. Similarly Stewart et al. (1999) defined Single Display Group-
ware (SDG) as a model of co-present collaboration where people use private interface channels
such as personal keyboards and mice to interact with a shared screen. Stewart et al. (1999) argued
that the shared nature of these interfaces could enhance the collaborative experience by reducing
social barriers between users, eliminating conflict over shared input channels, and encouraging
more communication between users as the shared nature of the interface requires communication
in order to resolve conflict. Negative aspects of SDG were identified, notably that new forms
of conflict may arise through different users performing simultaneous incompatible actions, and
that task completion time may be increased as SDG does not permit a single strong willed user
to direct the collaboration through a monopolisation of the input channels. Finally Stewart et al.
(1999) noted that the parallel nature of the interface might encourage users to work in isolation,
rather than communicating or contributing to the primary group task.
Sharable Interfaces are most frequently evaluated through comparative studies of novel and
conventional computer interfaces (Rogers et al., 2009, Stewart et al., 1999) or through compari-
son to ‘pen-and-paper’ based approaches which do not incorporate digital technologies. As there
are few instances of novel Shareable Interfaces being used in real-world scenarios the majority of
studies in the literature take place in contrived or artificial situations. Observation, video, interac-
tion log analysis and interviews are common techniques for studying interaction around Sharable
Interfaces (Rogers et al., 2009). For instance Ryall et al. (2006) discussed observations of peo-
ple interacting with multi-touch screens in public places, noting in general that people did not
associated these interfaces with conventional computer systems, although during initial encoun-
ters with the device, groups of people under-exploited their capacity for simultaneous multi-user
interaction.
Using a generalised ‘Shared Information Spaces’ metaphor Rogers et al. (2009) presented a
detailed analysis of groups performing a collaborative task using three different physical inter-
face metaphors, a conventional laptop computer, a touch-surface and physical-digital interface
which combines digital data representation with tangible control. Their analysis considered the
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variance in the amount and type of conversational and interactional turn taking, turn negotiation,
joint action and verbal and participatory equality. In addition they discussed the arrangement
of physical resources and the ways in which location of collaborators and devices was observed
to contribute to the structure of the interaction. Their study suggests that allowing users to have
multiple points of ‘entry’ or interaction within a shared interface can be beneficial for creative ac-
tivities such as design tasks, although the nature of the interface can have an effect on the equality
of contributions between group members and the degree to which groups work in a parallel fash-
ion. Similarly Scott et al. (2004) observed territorial behaviour in tabletop activities, discussing
in particular spatial organisation, and the means by which groups utilise space to work, share and
store items. Tse et al. (2004) studied the way people spatially separate an SDG interface to avoid
overlapping or interfering with each-other’s work. They argued that spatial partitioning happened
consistently between groups of people, and occurred naturally without verbal negotiation. They
also argued that participants naturally avoided spatially interfering with each other in a shared
workspace, however the exact patterns of spatial division were determined by factors such as the
underlying structure of the task and the seating arrangement of the participants around the shared
screen.
2.3 Auditory Interaction and Collaboration
Auditory interaction is under-explored research areas with HCI and CSCW (Metatla, 2010), and
consequently there is a paucity of research addressing the properties and affordances of audio as a
medium for interaction and collaboration. This section surveys research concerning collaborative
sonic interaction design, and related issues such as the delivery of sound to users in support of
activities which are primarily visual in nature.
2.3.1 Audio Delivery
Gutwin and Greenberg (2002) acknowledged that during face-to-face collaboration in shared
workspaces many forms of feedthrough awareness are auditory (see Section 2.2 for a discussion
of the term ‘feedthrough’) , however there are few examples of research exploring the affor-
dances of audio for collaboration in software interfaces. Metatla (2010) explored audio-only
collaborative diagram editing in support of visually impaired users, using task based measures of
evaluation. Within the context of workspace awareness Gutwin et al. (2011) identified distinc-
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tions between synthetic and real-world sonic feedback, and argued that using sound in distributed
groupware could aid users in gathering awareness, especially if they are working in different ar-
eas of a shared workspace.
In a single user context Kallinen and Ravaja (2007) investigated the psychophysiological ef-
fects on individuals of listening to news broadcasts on headphones or speakers, reporting that
headphones cause people to become more immersed in the task at hand and less conscious of
their surroundings. Nelson and Nilsson (1990) reported similar results in a single user simulated
driving activity. These studies show that the devices used to deliver audio can encourage a va-
riety of different interactions and can influence the way people engage with both the task and
their surroundings. However perhaps due to the focus on visual interfaces within HCI research,
there is very limited information on this phenomenon within HCI or CSCW research. Within
the domain of music and music technology, Mulder (2010) studied spatial audio and the percep-
tual implications of sound amplification, surveying relevant work, and discussing the effects of
musical instrument amplification in a performance context, although this research was primarily
conducted to inform artistic outcomes. Pfadenhauer (2009) described the idiosyncratic way in
which DJs hold or wear headphones while cueing or pre-listening to music during a performance,
although this is a small part of a much wider ethnographic study into DJ culture.
Limited research has been directed towards studying the interactional or collaborative affor-
dances of devices for presenting audio. For instance there is currently contradictory information
on the effect headphones have on human interaction and engagement in both single user and
multi-party contexts. Morris et al. (2004) compared the use of shared speakers and shared speak-
ers plus individual headphones to deliver auditory feedback in a collaborative multi-touch system,
demonstrating that group’s task strategies changed when users were given a personal audio chan-
nel presented through a single in-ear bud. With the personal audio channel participants tended to
adopt a divide and conquer approach to complete a collaborative decision making task whereas
when audio was presented using a single speaker shared by the entire group, the participants
tended to work more sequentially. Morris et al. (2004) also observed that using single in-ear bud
style headphones did not impede group communication. Similarly, Metatla (2010) compared the
effects of speakers and headphones on participants’ ability to maintain Workspace Awareness
(Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002) using a collaborative diagram editor.
Within the domain of collaborative music there is also a limited amount of information on
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the implications of audio delivery devices. Laney et al. (2010) noted the use of headphones to
play personal audio in a multi-touch musical interface, however there is no previous research
which performs a direct comparison of headphone and speaker based audio presentation for pub-
lic and private audio within the context of collaborative music-making. Blaine and Perkis (2000)
also compared headphones and speakers through informal user testing, and suggested that head-
phones caused their participants to be less communicative and feel more isolated from the group.
They also argued that spatial delivery of audio might help individuals identify their own contri-
butions, although their results showed that non-musicians still encountered problems identifying
the changes they were making to the system. Their findings were based on visual measures such
as body movement, gestures, and ‘general levels of excitation’, rather than changes in interaction
caused by the form of audio delivery.
2.3.2 Summary of CSCW
Computer Supported Cooperative Work is a broad and well established field. At the time of
writing, the ACM Digital Library returned 11,406 unique results for a search on ‘CSCW’. This
section has highlighted the discussions and issues within CSCW which are considered most
relevant to the development of this thesis. In particular, the concept of Awareness plays a central
role in the three studies presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. This section has also highlighted the
concepts of congruence, privacy, and territory, and discussed some of the distinctions between
remote collaborative systems, and systems designed for co-located interaction. The following
section surveys the current state of research concerning collaborative music systems.
2.4 Collaborative Musical Interfaces
A recurrent theme within the Computer Music community has been the creation of physical inter-
faces and software environments for collaborative musical interaction. Although some acoustic
instruments can be played by multiple people (e.g., the piano) (Makelberge, 2010), the ability
for computer based instruments to run parallel processes and provide multiple channels of si-
multaneous control makes support for multiple users a logical developmental progression (Jorda`,
2005b). Arguably much of the work to date has focused on building novel software applications,
such as presented by Bryan-Kinns (2004), Gurevich (2006), Miletto et al. (2006) and hardware
interfaces (Fels and Vogt, 2002, Jorda` et al., 2007, Weinberg et al., 2002), software infrastruc-
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tures (Burk, 2000, Wyse and Mitani, 2009) and collective interactive sonic experiences (Fencott
and Bryan-Kinns, 2009, Wozniewski et al., 2008).
Although these technological innovations are undoubtedly a vital stage in expansion of com-
puter supported group musical interaction as a research domain, to date there has been less re-
search directed towards the study of human interaction in software mediated musical collabora-
tion. The previous section has discussed how concepts such as awareness, territory and privacy
have been investigated by CSCW researchers looking to develop collaborative workplace tools.
Focus on these currently under explored issues within musical interaction may result in a more
clear picture of how to design software to support real-time musical collaboration, and shed
light on the shortcomings of existing collaborative music software. In a related problem, it is
also important to stress that there currently exists no established experimental or methodological
paradigm for investigating these features within creative domains such as music. A key prob-
lem, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 3, is that musical interaction is characteristically less
task-constrained and product-orientated than the workplace activities typically studied in CSCW
literature.
2.4.1 Classifications of Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction
There have been various attempts to categorise systems for collaborative digital musical inter-
action. Such classifications provide a means of comparing the properties and affordances of
different systems, and may also suggest insights into new design or evaluation techniques. Wein-
berg (2005) presented a theoretical framework for classifying types of interconnected musical
networks, based on their system architecture, network topology and style of interaction. This
framework considers the types of network configuration, the structure of the activities under-
taken using the network, and the types of parameters made available to users, however it does not
consider what information should be presented to users in order to support interaction, collabora-
tion or engagement. Barbosa (2006) presented another technology centric classification, the Net-
worked Music Classification Space, as a means of identifying musical CSCW applications based
on the axes of local/remote and synchronous/asynchronous. Although this framework represents
a thorough classification of ‘CSCW systems for musical applications’, the primarily technology-
centric view of musical collaboration does not account for the issues related to interface design
issues such as awareness, or how people might use such interfaces in practice.
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Blaine and Fels (2003) proposed a detailed classification of collective musical interfaces
which is more focused on user interaction. This classification identifies ten dimensions of com-
parison: Focus, Location, Media, Scalability, Player Interaction, Musical Range, Physical In-
terface, Directed Interaction, Pathway to Expert Performance and Level of Physicality. These
are summarised in Table 2.2. Within this thesis, the most relevant dimensions of Blane and
Fels’ framework are those of Media and Player Interaction, both of which are manipulated in
the experimental studies presented in subsequent chapters. Other dimensions, such as Scala-
bility, Location, and Focus are discussed later as pertinent avenues of future work. Similarly
Jorda` (2005b) identified number of users and user number flexibility as crucial parameters for a
multi-user musical instruments, noting that some multi-user instruments can also be played by a
single person. Jorda` (2005b) also established interdependencies between users as an important
consideration, suggesting that environments which do not allow users to influence each-others
contributions might not be usefully regarded as multi-user.
Feature Description
Focus if the interaction is purely between the musicians, or if it
also includes an audience.
Location does the interaction happen in a specific place (e.g., in the
case of an interactive installation)
Media Is the interaction entirely auditory, or is there a visual com-
ponent.
Scalability The size or scale of the system (e.g., three people using a
shared interface, or hundreds via the internet)
Player Interaction The type of interaction musicians engage in (e.g., a multi-
touch tabletop, a computer interface)
Musical Range The range of notes available to musicians.
Physical Interface The kinds of sensors or physical devices used to create mu-
sic.
Directed Interaction Is the interaction directed by an experienced user or con-
ductor, or is it entirely open and free.
Pathway to Expert Performance Does the interface/instrument allow users to develop virtu-
osic skills?
Level of Physicality How physical is the interface (e.g., a full body suit, a key-
board, or brain-wave sensing)
Table 2.2: Blane and Fels’ ‘Contexts of collaborative musical experiences’
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2.4.2 Design Recommendations for Collaborative Musical Interaction
A number of researchers have contributed design guidelines for musical interfaces, although there
is currently only a limited number of design recommendations specifically for multi-user sys-
tems. Primarily concerning single user interaction, Cook (2001) proposed a set of influential de-
sign principles for hardware controllers, such as the idea of designing interfaces for performances
and compositions, rather than as generic tools. More recently, Murray-Browne et al. (2011) out-
lined a new set of design principles to inform the design of novel performance interfaces, however
these do not address design requirements for multi-party or collaborative interaction. Similarly
Overholt (2009) proposed a design space for musical interfaces, and discussed seven design prin-
ciples for designing musical interface technology, however this framework primarily addresses
the issue of expressivity, and does not consider in great detail the roles or challenges of multiple
users in a musical interface.
Barbosa (2006) considered the importance of reducing latency within internet based musical
collaboration, and although this work draws on previous CSCW research as a point of contextual
reference, it does not advance the understanding of issues such as awareness within collaborative
musical interaction. Weinberg (2003, 2005) and Weinberg et al. (2002) proposed a number of
ways in which shared musical experiences for novice users can be developed, however this work
does not easily translate into implications for the design of systems for more experienced users.
Based on a survey of literature related to computer based musical interaction and table-
top collaboration, Xambo´ et al. (2011b) used the popular ‘Design Pattern’ format derived from
Alexander (1978) to propose four ‘Candidate Design Patterns’ for collaborative multi-touch en-
vironments. These Design Patterns were designated candidate as they were based on literature
searches rather than primary data such as user studies. As the patterns are not based on observed
data, they address hypothetical design situations and are left intentionally vague so therefore act
as guidelines, rather than claiming to be concrete solutions to known design challenges. The
patterns are: shared and personal spaces, learning and fun, map of actions, divide and conquer.
Whilst these patterns do address some of the issues raised previously in this chapter, such as the
need to support mixed focus interaction (discussed by Xambo´ et al. (2011b) as the notion of di-
vide and conquer), the patterns are very generalised, and could potentially apply to non-musical
collaborative interaction design.
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2.4.3 Co-Located Musical Interaction
During the twentieth century, composers such as John Cage and Karlheinz Stockhausen began to
write pieces which called for more tightly interwoven interactions between groups of perform-
ers and the processes of sound creation using electronic instruments and devices (Jorda`, 2005b).
Cage’s Imaginary Landscapes is often cited as the first instance of a networked musical per-
formance (Renaud et al., 2007). In this piece performers were required to jointly manipulate
the volume and frequency controls on a radio tuner to create an aleatoric composition. Simi-
larly Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie compositions (Maconie, 1989) set out precise instructions for a
group of performers to collaboratively explore and electronically manipulate the sonic properties
of a large gong-like instrument.
Such pieces can be described as examples of Live Electronics, where elements of live per-
formance are combined with electronic sounds, which may be generated in real-time, or may
be played back from a pre-recorded medium such as tape. Stroppa (1999) discusses many topics
surrounding live electronics, including the relationship between the real-time generation of audio
and the relation this has to the potential for musical expressivity in performance. Davies (2001)
notes that the practice of improvised performance incorporating live electronics emerged in part
due to a lack of formalised notation for devices such as filters and oscillators, and also due to
more experimental approaches to music-making becoming popular during the 1960s. The de-
velopment of Live Electronics in the mid 20th century was an important step forward within the
field of electronic and experimental music, and paved the way for the use of computer software
within group musical performance.
The League of Automated Composers and the Hub (Gresham-Lancaster, 1998) were seminal
proponents of networked musical performance using computers (Barbosa, 2003, Hutchins, 2011,
Jorda`, 2005b, Weinberg, 2005, Wyse and Mitani, 2009). Members of these early computer music
groups wrote music generating programs which communicated via serial interfaces and bespoke
messaging protocols. These two groups were among the first documented attempts to design for
computer mediated group musical interaction. Similarly Interface (Bahn and Trueman, 2001)
explored duet musical performance with computers using novel physical interfaces to place an
emphasis on ‘group interaction’ rather than interaction with the computer, and in 1995 Sensor-
Band explored collaborative musical interaction via interconnected physical interfaces in their
SoundNet composition (Jorda`, 2005b).
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Protocols such as MIDI and Open Sound Control (Wright et al., 2003) have facilitated a num-
ber of Laptop orchestra and Mobile Phone Orchestra projects which have explored co-located
technologically mediated musical interaction using mobile computing devices. Key examples are
the Stanford Laptop Orchestra (Slork) (Wang et al., 2009) and Mobile Phone Orchestra (MoPho)
(Oh et al., 2010, Wang et al., 2008), the Princeton Laptop Orchestra (PLOrk) (Trueman et al.,
2006) and The Carnegie Mellon Laptop Orchestra (CMLO) (Dannenberg et al., 2007). Returning
to the classification of collaborative music environments presented by Blaine and Fels (2003), it
is important to stress that the concept of a laptop orchestras tends to suggest a formalised perfor-
mance context featuring live musical interaction before an audience. Publications related to these
projects often consider the technical implementation issues of creating these distributed musical
ensembles, discuss the technological affordances of the mobile devices which are employed, and
document in great detail the musical compositions and performance created for the ensembles
to play. However, perhaps due to their performance centric conception of musical interaction,
literature related to laptop orchestras has devoted less time to discussion of the human interac-
tion between the musicians themselves. An exception is the work of Trueman et al. (2006), who
discussed the use of gesture, hand signals and cue cards in co-ordinating the Plork as a solution
to reducing network traffic. Hutchins (2011) also stressed the importance of gaze and listening
as part of laptop ensemble performance. In considering the MoPho repertoire, Wang et al. (2008)
noted the spatial location of players as influencing the group interaction, and also created a dis-
tinction between compositions which are conducted, scored or improvised. Trueman et al. (2006)
also considered the role of the conductor, and noted that the computer network can play many
different roles in facilitating communication and co-ordination between musicians, ranging from
coarse communication such as text messages to low level control over musical timing.
In attempting to emulate the physical properties of acoustic instruments in traditional en-
sembles, the importance of coupling the performer with a localisable sound source has been a
central feature in the aesthetics of laptop and mobile phone orchestras (Oh et al., 2010, True-
man et al., 2006, Wang et al., 2009). Oh et al. (2010) considered several different methods of
attaching portable speakers to performers in a mobile phone ensemble, discussing in particular
practical and logistic issues, as well as the association of agency (in this case touch based inter-
action on mobile phones) with sound sources. However while devoting a great deal of time to
the engineering and technical aspects of creating personalised speaker setups for networked mu-
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sicians, these bodies of work have not evaluated the effects of localised audio on the interaction
between collaborating musicians. Furthermore, Merritt et al. (2010) observed that the two groups
of laptop musicians studied in their evaluation of a visual awareness mechanism for co-located
musical interaction rejected the idea of personal speaker channels, suggesting that the way audio
is presented is a subjective issue amongst electro-acoustic musicians.
There is a tendency for laptop orchestra projects to be focused on the development of soft-
ware for specific performances and compositions, rather than generalised collaborative musical
environments. This demonstrates an interesting distinction between some networked music re-
search, and CSCW systems such as shared document editors which are designed for general
purpose tasks. Such collaborative systems do not lend themselves to the production of specific
works or outcomes, whilst musical environments created for the realisation of a specific work
may lead their users towards more constricted outcomes, and are by definition limited in their
scope outside of their intended purpose. Systems which have been designed for the realisation
of a particular composition have been described as ‘composed instruments’ (Bown et al., 2009,
Murray-Browne et al., 2011), as the interface becomes a central component in the composition
itself. Such interfaces may also be imbued with assumptions about musical theory and represen-
tation (Magnusson, 2006, 2009). In comparison, whilst a general purpose tool such as a shared
document editor will contain assumptions about the kinds of documents which it can be used to
make, it does not lead users towards to creation of a specific textual work.
Another trend in computer music performance is ‘Live Coding’ (Collins et al., 2003), a per-
formance practice which involves writing or modifying music generating computer code in front
of an audience. Although Live Coding has gained publicity in recent years, Collins et al. (2003)
stated that the early computer music ensemble the HUB (discussed in Section 2.4.3) employed
live-coding style practices while developing their compositions. While some live-coders perform
solo, there are many who choose to perform as a group, and specialised collaborative live-coding
environments have been developed, such as Co-Audicle (Wang et al., 2005, 2006), a tool that
allows groups to share and jointly edit pieces of code across networked computers. Collaborative
Live Coding is an interesting case when considering awareness, as compared to playing acoustic
instruments, the activity of live-coding (typing code at a laptop) contains very few gestures or
physical indications of what a musician is doing or what sound they are creating, however for
those with an understanding of the languages, programs and structures in use, being able to see
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the code as it is typed and modified may provide detailed and nuanced insights into the activities
of a collaborator.
Aside from Laptop Orchestras there are other projects based around musical interaction us-
ing networked computer workstations. Wyse and Mitani (2009) presented a generalised software
infrastructure for networking arbitrary software and devices, but offered no evaluation of this
technology. Rebelo and Renaud (2006) presented the Frequencyliator, a software system which
attempts to facilitate co-located or remote musical collaboration between musicians using laptop
computers. The Frequencyliator does so by imposing constraints on the musical structures avail-
able to musicians. These structures include rhythmic pulse, performative roles, and the ability to
anticipate events. However Rebelo and Renaud (2006) did not include any detailed information
about how musicians used the system during composition or performance.
2.4.4 Live Algorithms and Collaboration With Computers
‘Live Algorithms’ is a field of computer music research concerning human interaction computer
applications which participate in creative performance through autonomous behaviours, impul-
sive responses and generative processes. Although this thesis does not directly concern the design
of such systems, it is important to acknowledge this field as an example of computer supported
collaboration, where the human player(s) engage in collaboration with the computer as though
it were another member of the ensemble. An example of a live algorithm is the B-Keeper drum
tracking system Robertson et al. (2008), which follows the tempo and rhythm of a human drum-
mer. Another example is the Swarm algorithm proposed by Blackwell and Bentley (2002), and
demonstrated improvising in real-time with a human vocalist. Finally, Band-in-a-Box 2 is an
example of a commercially available application which promotes collaboration between people
and computers through generative musical processes.
2.4.5 New Interfaces for Musical Expression
The availability of low cost sensor and micro-controller technologies, advanced computer game
controllers (Kiefer et al., 2008) and high power personal computers has facilitated a new gen-
eration of collaborative musical interfaces which represent a departure from traditional screen,
keyboard and mouse based interaction. The New Interfaces for Musical Expression conference
2http://www.pgmusic.com/ Last Accessed 2 October 2012
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series3 commonly features such interfaces. By way of comparison to the musical networks dis-
cussed later, in Section 2.4.7, many of these new interfaces feature a single shared device, present
users with musical controllers built from unconventional or modified physical objects, or do away
with the physical interface entirely. As well as challenging the conventions of the standard com-
puter interface, some projects falling into this category place an emphasis on co-located interac-
tion where intimacy and co-dependant connections between participants are created. For instance
the Tooka (Fels et al., 2004) is a two player wind instrument which requires two musicians to
share and jointly manipulate the pressure of a volume of air contained within a tube. Success-
ful musical performances or interactions with the Tooka require participants to form a repertoire
of tightly coupled, intimate and inter-dependant gestures, while maintaining ‘mutual awareness’
(Fels, 2004).
The BeatBug Network (Weinberg, 2003, Weinberg et al., 2002) is a co-located physical in-
terface designed explicitly for multi-party interaction. Using this interface, musicians or novice
users manipulate and share short drum loops using a novel sensor based hand-held controller.
The drum patterns are modified by a stochastic process, before being transmitted to other players
in the group.The stochastic nature of the music making process and the aleatoric methods used
to share and exchange musical material between participants limits the BeatBug Network as a
tool for serious musical collaboration, however it must be stressed that the system is designed
primarily for non-musicians, and as a tool for workshop activities with groups of children.
2.4.6 Touchscreen and Tangible Interfaces for Collaborative Music
Just as touch screens have become a major focus for Shareable Interfaces in CSCW research (see
Section 2.2.5), touch surfaces for musical interaction, performance and composition are a rapid
field of expansion (Xambo´ et al., 2011b), with touchscreen mobile telephones and tablet com-
puters becoming commonplace tools for musicians (Oh et al., 2010). At a larger physical scale,
interactive table interfaces such as the reacTable (Jorda` et al., 2005) have captured a great deal
of public attention. The reacTable allows musicians to collaboratively patch together sound gen-
erators and processors by manipulating and arranging small physical objects on a rear-projected
tabletop interface. These physical objects represent different sound generators and processors;
with position, rotation, and proximity to one-another mapped to various synthesis parameters.
This physical interaction metaphor is intended to provide both an intuitive experience for musi-
3http://www.nime.org/
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cians and a compelling spectacle for an audience by providing a visual connection between the
performer’s physical gestures and the music being created. Similar tangible object based inter-
faces for music-making and musical interaction include BlockJam (Newton-Dunn et al., 2003)
and Audiopad (Patten et al., 2002).
Purely touch-based music environments have also been developed, including those presented
by Davidson and Han (2005), Fencott (2008), Iwai (1999), Xambo´ et al. (2011). Davidson and
Han (2005) stressed that purely touch based interaction provides more flexibility than interfaces
based on tangible objects, as touch-only allows for dynamic re-contextualisation of the graphical
interface. Furthermore the interface components are not limited to the physical size constraints
of the physical objects, and the screen does not need to be horizontal. However while noting the
potential for the multiple-user interaction, Davidson and Han (2005) focuses on technological
concerns, rather than social or collaborative aspects of multi-touch technology.
Regardless of whether these systems use direct touch or tangible object based interaction,
a key feature of interactive surface interfaces is the support for multiple points of interaction
by one or more simultaneous users (Davidson and Han, 2005, Klu¨gel et al., 2011). This calls
not only for consideration of musical interaction metaphors, but also a sensitivity to the nature
of human collaboration and in particular issues of awareness, territory, sharing and privacy, as
discussed in Section 2.1. Acknowledging this fact, Klu¨gel et al. (2011) drew extensively on stud-
ies of collaboration to inform the design of a collaborative multi-touch music interface. Using
CSCW literature, the paper identified a number of constraints and requirements for collaborative
interaction; group awareness, group articulation and tailorability. A key contribution this paper
makes is to propose that non-spatial interaction metaphors which operate independently of the
orientation or position of interface elements are preferable in a collaborative context to mapping
strategies which rely on the spatial position of objects, as the non-spatial designs can more ef-
fectively support the dynamic coupling of users. They also acknowledge the role of awareness
in collaboration and suggest that interfaces should support tailorability by allowing adoption and
use in personal and unintended ways.
Aside from the interactive surface interfaces based on conventional paradigms of computer
music software (on-screen oscillators, musical keyboards, sliders and so on), multi-touch inter-
faces are ideal for placement in public contexts where accessibility and immediacy are central
concerns (Benko et al., 2006). Examples of interactive surfaces designed for playful engagement
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or public exhibition include the interactive cellular automata presented by Fencott (2008) the
Scambi Surface Sequencer (Fencott and Dack, 2011), and Composition on the Table (Iwai, 1999),
all of which leverage the potential of interactive surfaces to support direct intuitive engagement
with sonic and visual materials in a manner which is distinct from conventional music-making
techniques and tools.
Xambo´ et al. (2011a) argues that such interfaces are better suited to collaboration than both
single user computers and interconnected musical networks, as the ‘interaction with digital data is
more embodied and social’. While this statement may have merit, Xambo´ et al. (2011a) does not
support this claim though a direct comparison of the collaborative affordances of touch tables and
other interfaces for musical collaboration. Although the work in this thesis does not deal directly
with touch-screens, tangible interaction or tabletop displays, these projects are included due to the
similarities they share with other aspects of the work studied in this thesis. In particular touch-
screen interfaces support real-time co-located interaction, and multi-touch musical interfaces
allow multiple users to simultaneously interact with, and contribute to a shared musical or sonic
product. The spatial and territorial aspects of table interfaces are also reflected in the interface
designs used for the studies presented in later parts of this thesis.
Another crucial consideration is the physical orientation and configuration of the shared in-
terface, and how this supports group interaction. The reacTable was deliberately designed as a
circular table, so as to create a situation where there is no ‘head position or leading voice, and
with no privileged points-of-view or points-of-control’ (Jorda` et al., 2007). While not discussed
in his publications, photographs of Davidson’s interface show it in a diagonal orientation, rather
than as a horizontal table-top, and the multi-touch platform is described as a ‘drafting table’
(which is typically tilted, rather than flat). This has implications for how a group of people might
interact with and orient around the interface. A slanted table clearly privileges those stood facing
the front, and many of the graphical widgets (e.g., the on-screen musical keyboard) privilege a
user who is facing them in the correct orientation, and although the widgets could potentially be
rotated and re-sized for use by someone standing at a different side of the drafting table, they
may not promote the same degree of collective interaction as the reacTable pucks which are in-
dependent of orientation. Finally, the physical nature and arrangement of the reacTable pucks
presents all users with a persistent account of the system state and makes changes immediately
visible. On other hand, on-screen widgets could potentially become minimised or obscure each
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other, therefore hiding certain information about the system.
2.4.7 Geographically Distributed Musical Interaction
While long-distance real time musical collaboration had been demonstrated by the Hub in the
1980s (Gresham-Lancaster, 1998, Renaud et al., 2007), the increasing uptake of the internet made
larger scale collaboration over vast geographic distance a feasible (Alexandraki and Kalantzis,
2007, Renaud et al., 2007) and a popular avenue for exploration (Jorda`, 2005b). Barbosa (2003),
Renaud et al. (2007) and Mills (2010) presented surveys of remote internet based collaboration.
Examples of geographically distributed musical interaction include Daisyphone (Bryan-Kinns
and Hamilton, 2009), Jam2Jam (Brown, 2010) and WebDrum (Burk, 2000). The Daisyphone is
a desktop computer or mobile phone based application for informal musical collaboration over
the internet. Similarly, WebDrum is an internet based drum sequencer written in Java to allow
remote collaborators to create simple drum loops. Jam2Jam is a collaborative music environment
which allows groups of people to create music by manipulating algorithmic musical units in a
process Brown (2010) defined as Network Jamming. In an education context Akoumianakis
et al. (2008) presented a prototype distributed musical collaboration and learning environment to
facilitate on-line and off-line activities which provides support for mutual awareness.
While the impact of latency (the time taken for information to pass between computers) in
a local network can be reduced to low levels, when data is travelling via the internet latency
becomes much more noticeable, and as such must be taken into account. Furthermore, real-
time audio streaming has been identified as one of the most intensive networking applications
(Alexandraki and Kalantzis, 2007). One way to lower latency is to use low bandwidth protocols
such as MIDI to transmit musical information (Bryan-Kinns, 2004, Burk, 2000), while more re-
cently high-speed internet connections have become capable of reliably transmitting compressed
audio data with minimal delay (Renaud et al., 2007). Barbosa (2003) stressed that rather than
viewing latency as a technological limitation, it should be celebrated as an inherent property of
distributed online musical collaboration.
There are also a number of online collaborative systems and services with a commercial or
non-research origin. Some of these these programs are attempts to create collaborative environ-
ments which function in a similar way to popular single user music composition applications
typically referred to as Digital Audio Workstations (DAW). DAWs typically allow sounds and
musical elements to be placed in sequence along a time-line, and also feature a range of audio
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editing tools, software synthesisers and audio processing effects such as reverberations, distor-
tion and filtering. Examples of single user DAWs include Cubase4, the popular GarageBand
application 5 and Pro Tools6.
Commercially available collaborative applications include ResRocket7 (Barbosa, 2003), Dig-
ital Musician8 eJamming9 and NinJam10. These services typically allow users to compose music
together in real time or asynchronously, or provide a means for musicians to play or rehearse
music in real-time using streaming audio. Where musicians play together in real-time they may
be provided with a video or audio channel for communication. Renaud et al. (2007) presented
a more in-depth technical analysis of many such systems, placing emphasis on approaches to
dealing with network latency. By contrasting novice and experienced users, James and Stanton
(2011) draw on CSCW literature to discuss the affordances of asynchronous and synchronous
systems for distributed musical collaboration. The paper stated that systems for asynchronous
collaboration may be advantageous for non-musicians who need more time to formulate their
musical contributions, while synchronous systems may be more suitable for the immediate test-
ing of ideas and negotiation over the musical direction of a composition.
Asynchronous composition systems such as Digital Musician enable musicians to collaborate
over wide geographic distances by means of a centralised server which holds a shared record of
the composition. Some services, such as Digital Musician, also provide a social networking in-
frastructure for musicians to connect with each other, initiate collaborations and share their work.
Other examples of collaborative Digital Audio Workstations (DAW) include ‘Ohm Studio’11(in
Beta testing at time of writing), and the open source LNX Studio12. At the time of writing, the
forthcoming BitWig DAW advertised a collaborative function 13.
2.4.8 Awareness Research in Collaborative Music
Awareness mechanisms were a concern for the CODES project (Miletto et al., 2006), an asyn-
chronous web-based ‘music prototyping’ system for novice and non-musician users. CODES
4http://www.steinberg.net/en/products/cubase/start.html Accessed 30 September 2012.
5http://www.apple.com/ilife/garageband/ Accessed 30 September 2012.
6http://www.avid.com/us/products/pro-tools-software Accessed 30 September 2012.
7http://www.jamwith.us/about us/rocket history.shtml Accessed 7 June 2012
8http://www.digitalmusician.net/index.php Accessed 7 June 2012.
9http://www.ejamming.com/ Accessed 7 June 2012.
10http://www.ninjam.com/ Accessed 7 June 2012.
11http://www.ohmstudio.com/ Accessed 22nd May 2012
12http://lnxstudio.sourceforge.net/ Accessed 22nd May 2012
13http://bitwig.com/bitwig studio.php Accessed 22nd May 2012
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addresses the issue of awareness by providing users with information about the modifications,
past actions and motivations of other uses. The results presented by Miletto et al. (2009) and
Pimenta et al. (2011) using HCI methods such as think-aloud observations and task execution
challenges followed by questionnaires, heuristics and likert scales suggest a general approval for
the system, which is ‘intuitive and easy to use’. The study did not, however, address in detail the
collaborative features of the system, and consequently the findings of a more detailed evaluation
would be beneficial to the wider research community.
Merritt et al. (2010) developed and evaluated an audio visualisation system to support laptop
based group musical improvisation. The system uses audio visualisation techniques such as
sonograms to provide musicians with real-time awareness information about the sounds being
generated by other members of the laptop ensemble. A sonogram is a visualisation of sound in
which time is represented along the x-axis and frequency is represented from low to high along
the y-axis. Colour is plotted on the graph to represent the amplitude of frequencies at particular
points in time. Sonograms therefore provide a highly accurate visual representation of complex
sounds. Figure 2.4 shows the sonogram of a piece of electronic music.
Figure 2.4: A piece of electronic music, represented as a sonogram.
Merritt et al. (2010) used a participatory approach in the development of their visualisation
system. In this approach groups of laptop musicians were observed in performance and inter-
viewed about their needs and requirements. The software was then developed through several
prototype iterations, and evaluated through contextual interviews with the musicians. However,
their work did not make an explicit connection to issues of awareness in CSCW research.
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Gurevich (2006) investigated the issue of privacy in JamSpace, a music environment in which
users have access to a hierarchy of workspaces, each showing an increasing level of information
to fellow collaborators. Although the JamSpace project investigated levels of privacy within
multi-party music-making, it did not focus specifically on the issue of inter-participant awareness,
and also differs from the focus of this thesis, as it considers privacy at the level of the individual,
rather than at the lower level of control over specific musical contributions within a collaboration.
Gates et al. (2006) used the Workspace Awareness framework (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002)
to describe the kinds of awareness information DJs utilise when playing in night clubs, and
describes in detail how this information is gathered. They suggested that the primary means
employed by DJs was observation of their audience, through which the DJ is able to monitor the
level of audience engagement, and discover which records, or types of music the audience is most
likely to respond positively to. Their paper proposed a number of design implications for creating
new awareness gathering technologies for DJs, stressing that such awareness mechanisms should
not add to the DJ’s cognitive load, not interfere with their working practice, and not allow too
much direct audience involvement. Pfadenhauer (2009) also employed ethnographic techniques
to discuss the role and activities of DJs in nightclub environments although this work did not lead
to a discussion of technology or redesign implications.
2.4.9 Interfaces for Non-Musicians
Another recent trend is the development of technology which allows non-musicians to engage
in musical interaction. These systems and experiences are often playful and more approachable
than traditional musical instruments. A characteristic of such interfaces is a shallow learning
curve or ‘low entry fee’ (Fels, 2004) which enables the user to learn the interface quickly, but at
the expense of offering limited challenges. Work which falls into this category includes ‘sound
toys’ (Robson, 2001), which are music producing objects that do not resemble musical instru-
ments. Overholt (2009) claimed that interfaces which do not present a challenge to their users
may be more similar to interactive installations which are designed for use in a single visit for a
limited amount of time. Weinberg (2003) and Weinberg et al. (2002) presented several collabo-
rative musical systems designed for the ‘lighter novice-oriented’ end of the user axis, and which
were perceived by users more as ‘toys’ than ‘serious tools’. Blaine and Perkis (2000) proposed
an electronic drumming circle to support and encourage novice users in creating music collabo-
ratively, whilst the Daisyphone (Bryan-Kinns, 2004) is an online collaborative jamming system
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for novice users.
Music based based computer games are currently a popular genre (Pichlmair and Kayali,
2007). Examples include Guitar Hero14, and Dance Dance Revolution15. Guitar Hero is a musi-
cal game (Overholt, 2009) which employs a physical controller that visually resembles a conven-
tional electric guitar, however playing Guitar Hero is quite unlike playing a guitar as the player
is required to press buttons in a pre-determined sequence displayed on a screen. It is also inter-
esting to note that multi-player interaction in Guitar Hero is in part competitive and offers little
room for individual or group creativity. Dark Circus (Hadrup et al., 2004) is another example of
collective sound mediated gameplay. Dark Circus is a team based strategy game in which players
are placed in a darkened room and use sound (as opposed to vision) as the primary medium for
co-ordination.
Museum and gallery based interactive musical exhibits which seek to engage groups of non-
musicians through casual, low-impact activities can also be included under the heading if in-
terfaces for non-musicians. Examples include Jam-O-World (Blaine and Forlines, 2002) and
WorldBeat (Borchers, 1997), both of which allow participants to create music using easily learn-
able interfaces. Finally, there are a number of mobile and pervasive experiences which engage
groups of people in digitally mediated musical activities on the city streets. Examples include the
work of Wozniewski et al. (2008), Sensory Threads (Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2009) and Mal-
leable Mobile Music (Tanaka, 2004). Within this category, Sensory Threads relates most closely
to this thesis as it concerns design issues for co-located group interaction and considers the provi-
sion of awareness information about other people’s activities within a collective, interactive data
sonification.
While designing for non-musicians is an interesting avenue of research, with wide-reaching
applications (e.g., entertainment, music therapy and education), this thesis focuses on studying
features which might be appropriate for more professional level music tools, and for people with
existing musical skills and domain knowledge.
2.5 Evaluation of New Interfaces for Musical Expression
Within CSCW there are established methodologies for performing evaluation and user testing.
However evaluation is a problematic issue for research focused on domains such as music, where
14http://www.guitarhero.com/ Last Accessed 7 June 2012
15http://www.ddrgame.com/ Last Accessed 7 June 2012
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the target activities does not have clearly defined goals and outcomes, and where highly subjec-
tive interpretations of the interaction or experience make a strong contribution to the perceived
success or quality of the interaction design. The problem of evaluation is further compounded in
domains characterised by high levels of creativity and spontaneity, and where there exists multi-
ple (or infinite) solutions to a single problem or task. Terry et al. (2004) used the notion of the
‘ill-defined problem’ to describe this situation, emphasising the role multiple solutions play in
creative design processes. This is discussed further in Chapter 3.
A current drawback to research from the NIME community is that these new musical inter-
faces are often used by a small number of people, perhaps only those involved in its development.
This means there is currently a limited pool of information about how such systems should be
designed, and how they might be used. The NIME community therefore requires more developed
evaluation methodologies to explore musicians’ and audiences’ experiences with these interfaces.
Furthermore, the use of bespoke hardware and custom electronics may make the interfaces dif-
ficult for other musicians to re-create, use and re-appropriate for their own needs. Without the
widespread adoption or use of these new interfaces it is difficult to assess their potential to change
the way music is played, composed or performed.
There have been various attempts to explore and classify engagement with interactive expe-
riences. Within the context of public performance with interactive technology, the Wittingness
Framework (Sheridan et al., 2007) considers the transitions between bystander, participant and
performer, taking into account the development of skills, and the acquisition of knowledge about
the interactive system. Morrison et al. (2007) proposed the ‘Lens of lucid engagement’ to evalu-
ate interactive artworks by observing how they are used and interpreted by participants. Brignall
and Rogers (2003) discussed how people gather around, express interest in, and ultimately engage
with large interactive public displays. Similarly, Hornecker and Stifter (2006) presented observa-
tions of visitors using interactive exhibits in a science museum. Research from the Creativity and
Cognition Studios (CCS)16 has attempted to explore more detailed levels of interaction with dig-
ital artworks, often through detailed video observation and by conducting interviews with partic-
ipants after they have experienced the work. Costello and Edmonds (2007) asked participants to
indicate if they experienced various emotions while interacting with an exhibit, while Bilda et al.
(2008) proposed a model of interaction which described how people explored and understood an
16http://www.creativityandcognition.com/ Accessed 22 May 2012
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interactive system. Freeman (2008) used a similar approach, by employing short questionnaires
with audience members at an interactive performance, while Morrison et al. (2008) proposed
a multi-model approach, combining discussions, interviews and observations. A key criticism
of these questionnaire and interview approaches when used in isolation is their post-hoc nature,
which is based on the subjective memories of the participants.
Quantitative questionnaire based approaches have also been adopted. These approaches in-
clude collecting subjective ratings using questionnaires and Likert scales (Hsu and Sosnick, 2009,
Laney et al., 2010, Unehara and Onisawa, 2003). Here, participants rate factors such as the qual-
ity of the music created, their level of enjoyment, or the degree to which they have control over
the musical output. However, Likert scale measures have previously been identified as prob-
lematic for the evaluation of musical interfaces (Stowell et al., 2009) because of the subjective
quality of the ratings, and the arbitrary nature of the scale itself.
Wanderley and Orio (2002) proposed a quantitative HCI derived ‘musical task’ approach to
evaluation, through the comparison of interfaces based on their support for executing tasks such
as playing notes, performing gestures (e.g., trills, vibrato), and playing musical phrases. Kiefer
et al. (2008) used a variation of this approach to compare several musical interfaces. While Hsu
and Sosnick (2009) noted that the methodology proposed by Wanderley and Orio (2002) could
be useful in the evaluation of input devices, Stowell et al. (2009) argued that by focusing on the
execution of simple musical tasks, the HCI approach potentially ignores the creative and emo-
tional aspects of music-making. Furthermore, considering musical interaction, it can be argued
that assessing the ability of participants to execute a task does not give a very clear indication
of how effective an interface is. For instance Candy (2007) noted that musicians often work
within constraints which might appear to hinder their performance, but which in practice pro-
vide a fertile ground for experimentation and creativity. Such constraints could include obeying
a set of compositional rules or working within a musical framework such as the Western tonal
tradition. Conventional instruments also apply limitations on the performer, such as the range of
notes which can be produced, the speed at which the instrument can be played, and the number
of timbres which are available, yet even instruments which appear to be highly constrained have
remained popular for hundreds of years. It could therefore argue that the success of a musical
interface cannot be measured simply on the basis of how well it supports the execution of par-
ticular activities, but should perhaps consider less easily measurable parameters, such as how
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expressive it is (Dobrian and Koppelman, 2006), or how creative it makes the musician feel. Fi-
nally, when thinking about collaborative musical interaction, factors such as time taken to reach
a conclusion or solution may be less important because musical interaction is often loosely struc-
tured (Nabavian, 2009), and may not have a specific goal or easily delineated outcome (Holland,
1999).
Bryan-Kinns (2012) drew on CSCW research to inform the design of controlled studies in-
vestigating distributed group music-making using a novel collaborative application called the
Daisyphone (Bryan-Kinns et al., 2007). The Daisyphone studies focused on the concept of Mu-
tual Engagement as a means of understanding group creativity on the internet. This was explored
through the controlled manipulation of simple awareness features within the interface to deter-
mine their impact on the way participants use the software. These studies used questionnaires,
and interaction measures such as the number of contributions made, the amount of editing and de-
gree of co-editing, as well as spatial arrangements of the circular sequencer interface. The results
presented by Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton (2009) suggested that allowing musicians to annotate
the shared workspace increased the level of mutual engagement between people, as did provid-
ing colour coded indications of who was responsible for which contribution. However there are
a number of limitations to the Daisyphone studies. Firstly, the studies are all based on groups
of non-musician users, rather than people with established musical backgrounds. Secondly, the
Daisyphone does not resemble the interfaces typically used in conventional music software, and
thirdly, the Daisyphone offers users a very restricted range of pitches and sounds with which to
compose. These issues make it difficult to transfer the study findings into design guidelines for
more complex collaborative software environments.
Truman (2011a) used similar interaction log metrics to evaluate learning in a group music
composition activity. Her approach combined quantitative interaction log analysis and ques-
tionnaire data to explore the effect interface support for several aspects of group creativity has
on learning in a collaborative music environment. This analysis was performed in relation to a
three part framework to characterise group creativity in terms of personal and social aspects of
preparation, generation and evaluation. However, as with the Daisyphone, the interface used by
Truman (2011a) was very simplistic, and designed for children. This limitation makes it difficult
to draw firm conclusions about how the study findings might be applied to the design of interfaces
for adults, or experienced musician users.
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Analysis of interviews and dialogue has featured in the evaluation of musical interfaces.
Wilkie et al. (2010) proposed a ‘conceptual metaphor based evaluation’ to analyse the language
musicians used to describe aspects of music, and discover the metaphors which underpinned their
understanding of musical concepts. In this approach, a group of musicians answered questions
about the written score for a piece of music. The discussion was video recorded, transcribed, and
coded to identify the metaphors used by the musicians. Existing music applications were then
analysed for evidence of these metaphors in their interaction design. Wilkie et al. (2010) argued
that this approach can help designers identify usability issues, design tradeoffs and interaction
design improvements. One critique of this approach is that the metaphors identified were derived
from discussion of a written musical score, rather than audio or musical interaction. This is prob-
lematic because a score is a set of instructions for the realisation of music, rather than the music
itself (Small, 1998). Furthermore, a score contains its own set of representations metaphors (e.g.,
time as a horizontal continuum, pitch as vertical position), which may have influenced or directed
the musicians to use metaphors appropriate to score based music, rather than encouraging them
to discuss the metaphors they personally use when composing, performing or interacting with
music software.
Discourse Analysis was suggested by Stowell et al. (2009, 2008) as a means of identify-
ing similarities and common themes within participants descriptions of a musical interface for
the purpose of understanding their conceptualisation of it. For similar reasons, a number of re-
searchers have used Grounded Theory methodology (Muller and Kogan, 2010) to evaluate musi-
cal controllers and interfaces (Kiefer, 2010, Laney et al., 2010,?, Michael Gurevich and Marquez-
Borbon, 2010, Morrison et al., 2007, Xambo´ et al., 2011). Using Grounded Theory methodology,
the investigator uses coding techniques to categorise their data; usually video recordings or inter-
views transcripts. The researcher then attempts to construct (Charmaz, 2006) or discover (Glaser
and Strauss, 1967) a model or theory to describe what is taking place. Unlike other research
methods, the aim of Grounded Theory is not to support or refute an experimental hypothesis,
but rather to arrive at a theory of the interaction derived from the data itself (i.e., is ‘grounded’
in the data) (Matavire and Brown, 2008). In evaluating a multi-touch music application Xambo´
et al. (2011) and Laney et al. (2010) argued a combination of Grounded Theory and ethnographic
content analysis (Altheide, 1987) can provide a more balanced approach than relying purely on
Grounded Theory methods.
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A number of researchers have used video observation techniques to study co-located musi-
cal interaction. Drawing on theories of non-verbal multi-party interaction, Healey et al. (2005)
described the way co-located musicians use space and gesture to co-ordinate their activities.
Nabavian (2009) used the distributed cognition framework previously applied to the observation
of work teams (Furniss and Blandford, 2006, Hutchins, 1996) to study skilled musicians over
repeated rehearsal sessions, engaged in joint musical composition in music studios. Swift et al.
(2011) discussed the evaluation of group musical interaction with reference to Sawyer (2003),
and used the concept of ‘groove’ to explain the sensations musicians typically experience and
report when playing together. However their position paper is inconclusive, and does not attempt
to offer any firm recommendations for the evaluation of collaborative musical environments.
Gratier (2008) used a combination of video observation and other measures such as analysis of
musical waveforms to compare the recorded musical sound signals with the posture and orien-
tation of musicians engaged in musical improvisation. However, the detailed video observation
techniques employed in these examples may not be effective tools for studying all forms of Col-
laborative Digital Musical Interaction. For instance where musicians are located remotely, issues
such as gaze and orientation may become less useful features to study. Also, where people inter-
act via generic computing devices such as laptop computers, physical gestures and posture may
not provide as rich a source of information about the activities of the musicians under observa-
tion. For this reason, the studies presented in this thesis use a combination of video observation
and automated logging to capturee a more detailed picture of the interactions (see Chapter 4).
2.6 Summary
This chapter has presented a thorough survey of existing collaborative digital musical interfaces,
and has drawn a number of important concepts from within CSCW research. However, despite a
shared focus on designing for group interaction, few researchers have previously made connec-
tions between the domains of CSCW and collaborative music. Within this chapter existing points
of confluence between the two areas have been highlighted, although there is still a great deal of
scope for computer music researchers to re-appropriate knowledge and understanding about the
design and evaluation of collaborative work systems (James and Stanton, 2011). In particular,
this thesis argues that an understanding of issues such as awareness, congruence, and privacy are
especially relevant for the design of new collaborative music environments for co-located inter-
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action. The following chapter explores these concepts in more detail, considering in particular
the nature of musical interaction and the constraint imposed on it by technological mediation.
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Chapter 3
Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction
This chapter uses reference to previous theories of musical interaction and other forms of collab-
oration to define the term Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction (CDMI). CDMI is consid-
ered in relation to the properties of sound as a medium, and in turn this leads to the formulation of
a number of design challenges for systems to support CDMI. CDMI is also discussed in Fencott
and Bryan-Kinns (2013).
It has been stated that digital technology has significantly altered the nature of musical inter-
action by introducing new ways for music to be created, heard and shared (Bown et al., 2009,
Gurevich and Fyans, 2011). It has also been suggested that people conceive of acoustic instru-
ments in entirely different ways to digital instruments (Gurevich and Fyans, 2011, Magnusson
and Mendieta, 2007), and Bown et al. (2009) argued that the language used to discuss musical
interaction is frequently tied to inadequate metaphors of acoustic instrumentation. In response
to this, the term Digital Musical Interactions (DMI) has been used to describe digital technolo-
gies for musical performance, the relation these technologies have with conventional acoustic
instruments, and the implications for spectators (Gurevich and Fyans, 2011, Marquez-Borbon
et al., 2011, Michael Gurevich and Marquez-Borbon, 2010). However, the term DMI as defined
by (Gurevich and Fyans, 2011) appears to be focused primarily on the interaction between a
user/musician and interface/instrument, and between the user/musician and the audience, DMI
does not consider in any detail the concept of collaborative musical interactions between groups
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of people making music together, or the ways in which a digital technology might mediate these
interactions.
Just as digital instruments can change the way musicians make music, technology can alter
the way groups of musicians work together. This thesis proposes the term Collaborative Digital
Musical Interaction (CDMI) to describe the phenomenon of technologically supported musical
interaction between groups of people. This chapter draws together theories of collaboration and
musical interaction to define the concept of CDMI and situate it within the context of previous
research. This provides a means by which group music making can be compared to the primarily
visual and spatial forms of collaboration that have typically been studied within CSCW.
While musical interaction is not subject to the pressures and dangers of control rooms, op-
erating theatres or other centres of high concentration studied in CSCW literature (see Section
2.1), for the musicians involved the interaction may exhibit similar attributes to those identified
through workplaces studies. For instance real-time musical interaction is typically time-critical,
and musicians are especially sensitive to timing accuracy on many different musical time scales.
Group musical interaction can be highly interdependent, with musicians using and broadcasting
cues for changes and transitions, adapting their own contributions in response to what they hear
from others in the group (Sawyer, 2003), and using non-verbal communication to help each other
recover from mistakes (Gratier, 2008).
This section considers these phenomenon in more detail, with a view to highlighting the
implications of designing technology to support CDMI. Emphasis within this chapter is placed
on the properties of group music-making as a collaborative activity, the open-ended nature of
music-making, the modality of sound and the implications this has for collaboration. This chapter
also uses the theory of Communication Constraints (Clark and Brennan, 1991) to further examine
how group music-making might be influenced, supported or otherwise altered by technological
mediation.
As stated in Chapter 1, this thesis is not concerned with producing a definition of music,
and does not comment on the meanings of music, performance, or other such concepts. Such
definitions are often overlapping and ambiguous (Cross, 2005), and are not easily translated into
practical implications for the design of new musical interfaces or interactions. Neither does this
thesis attempt to separate or delineate between different varieties of musical interaction (Bow-
ers, 2002), comment on musical style, or use theories of music (such as Western Tonality) to
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understand or analyse interaction (e.g., (Gratier, 2008)). Finally, and for the purposes of clarity,
this chapter makes no distinction between sound, noise or what might be regarded as ‘musical
sounds’. Such distinctions are based on a social and cultural interpretations (David J. Hargreaves
and Meill, 2005) and bear little significance in a discussion of interface design for collaborative
features such as awareness mechanisms. Despite sidestepping these problematic and fuzzy dis-
tinctions, Section 3.2 of this chapter does consider the properties of sound as the medium and
focus of collaboration, giving particular attention to the ways in which collaboration around a
primarily sonic media distinguishes CDMI from other more visual forms of collaboration. The
following section considers previous attempts to characterise musical interaction as a group ac-
tivity.
3.1 Musical Interaction
Music has been described in terms of an information theoretic model of source and receiver
(Clarke, 2006, Cross, 2005). In this model two or more people share a common set of musical
knowledge (described by Akoumianakis et al. (2008) as common ground), which is used for the
encoding, transmission and decoding of musical ‘communications’. However this view neglects
the role of interaction in co-present music making by ignoring the multitude of non-musical com-
munication which takes place during musical interaction (described in Section 3.1.2). For this
reason CDMI is rooted in the notion that musical interaction is a collaborative activity which is
characterised by rich multi-modal, verbal and non-verbal interchanges, as well as communication
through musical contributions which serve both aesthetic and communicative roles (Bryan-Kinns
and Hamilton, 2009). Consequentially, computer systems to support musical interaction should
consider not only the transmission of musical data, but also the conveyance of extra-musical
information related to ownership, activity and awareness.
3.1.1 Music and Conversation
Real-time group musical interaction has often been described as similar to a face-to-face con-
versation (Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009, Gratier, 2008, Healey et al., 2005, Small, 1998).
Frequently cited commonalities include the time-based nature of the interaction, the exchange
and development of ideas, the notion of turn taking during interaction, the use of non-verbal
communication such as posture, gesture, and the presence of embodied humour. Sawyer (2003)
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observed that improvising musicians frequently use conversation as a metaphor for describing
the process of group improvisation. Healey et al. (2005) identified a turn-taking process used
by musicians in improvised music to introduce new musical themes and allow different individ-
uals to solo on their instruments. Similarly, Sawyer (2003) stressed that improvisational music
making shares many properties with everyday conversation, including emergence, contingency
on the contributions of others, and a reliance on intersubjectivity. However, despite similarities
between musical interaction and conversation, there are also some important distinctions. For
instance it has been argued that in musical improvisation there is no turn-taking as all musicians
perform simultaneously (Sawyer, 2003), and musical contributions serve simultaneously as both
communicative acts between musicians, and as an aesthetic product (Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton,
2009, Gratier, 2008). Section 3.1.1 discusses these distinctions with reference to constraints on
grounding in communication (Clarke, 2006).
In studying these phenomena, Sawyer (2003) used the concept of interactional synchrony
to describe a situation in which performers are attuned to each-others musical gestures and are
able to cohesively modify their own contributions during the on-going interaction. Interactional
Synchrony was also studied in video of musicians playing acoustic instruments, for example
(Gratier, 2008) compared physical posture, orientation, melodic contours, musical timing and
gaze, using mother-child interaction to characterise interactional synchrony between improvising
jazz musicians. However, due to the technological nature of CDMI, interactional synchrony may
not be as useful an approach as it has proved to be in the observation of acoustic instrumental
playing, due to the way in which computer based instruments and interfaces can remove the
embodied and physical aspects of instrumental playing.
3.1.2 Non-Verbal Communication in Musical Interaction
It has frequently been observed that musicians co-ordinate using a mixture of verbal and non-
verbal communication. When playing acoustic instruments, musicians provide a rich source of
consequential communication (see Section 2.2) through the gestures and movements associated
with using their instruments. For instance setting up, adjusting, playing and tuning all provide
non-verbal indicators of activity to co-present musicians. Talking, visual cues, gaze, gesture and
bodily orientation around shared interaction spaces (Healey et al., 2005) all contribute in vari-
ous ways to an ensemble’s ability to co-ordinate whilst playing, and to their ability to rehearse,
compose and perform. These co-ordination mechanisms are used to, for instance, introduce new
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musical contributions or signifying engagement with the group. Furthermore, the sounds they
produce with their instruments and the way they orient around each other within a shared physi-
cal interaction space provide information about their engagement within the collaboration.
A caveat to this is that visual cues such as gaze, orientation and posture are only relevant
to sighted musicians. Visually impairment can therefore cause problems for blind musicians
playing together, especially in cases where the performance deviates from a score, and where the
performers need to use visual cues to recover from mistakes (Dı´az et al., 2009). Dı´az et al. (2009)
proposes a technological solution to this, using motion capture and haptic feedback to provide
visually impaired musicians with cues from the conductor’s baton. This haptic awareness mecha-
nism goes some way to addressing the issue of score following in an orchestral situation, however
is very little additional literature concerning the ways in which visually impaired musicians co-
ordinate whilst playing together in improvised contexts.
Collaborative interfaces for musical expression are also channels of human-human commu-
nication (Fels, 2004). However, in a computer-mediated context the non-verbal forms of com-
munication, coordination and awareness gathering may be impeded, as the role and actions of
the human body may play a less central role in the means of sound production (Bahn, 2001). For
example co-located musicians sitting at laptop computers may have a less well defined physical
interaction space to orient around, whilst the conventional posture of the laptop musician tends to
focus his/her gaze on the screen, rather than the other musicians (Rebelo and Renaud, 2006). In
a co-located context, sources of consequential communication may be reduced to include actions
such as removing headphones, altering posture or turning away from the computer screen.
As noted above, physical space is an important collaborative resource for groups of musi-
cians (Healey et al., 2005). However the role of this physical interaction space may be reduced
when musicians are seated at computers using a shared software interface as the musicians may
be less free to move while still able to reach their computer. Compared to acoustic instruments,
the abstracted nature of the shared software interface may provide less opportunity for musicians
to use physical gestures as a means of communication. In particular, the movements and gestures
associated with sound production may have been abstracted away by generic input devices and
on-screen instruments (Magnusson, 2009). While acoustic instruments often require specialised
physical gestures which are directly associated to sound production (Hunt et al., 2000), a com-
puter musician may interact simply by moving the mouse, pressing keys or using generalised
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reconfigurable inputs devices such as arrays of buttons or banks of sliders. The meaning of these
actions is therefore highly dependant on others’ understanding of the music-making environment
and the mappings between controls and sounds. Merritt et al. (2010) observed that even en-
sembles of skilled electroacoustic musicians accustomed to rehearsing and performing together
encounter difficulties determining who is responsible for making which sounds, and that visual
indicators such as level meters are often used by the musicians to aid their understanding of the
unfolding musical improvisation.
3.1.3 Group Creativity
Although this thesis is not directly concerned with the subject or study of creativity, it is important
to acknowledge this as a central feature of musical interaction, as group musical collaboration has
the potential to be spontaneous, unplanned and highly creative (Small, 1998). Truman (2011a,b)
described musical creativity using a three stage cyclical model of preparation, generation and
evaluation. Sawyer (2003) described the emergent qualities of group creativity, referring to the
idea that the products of group creativity can in some ways become more than the sum of their
parts, due to the combined actions and input of a group of individuals. Similarly, group creativity
has been described in terms of Mutual Engagement, the point at which people ‘creatively spark
together’ (Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009). Bowers (2002) stressed the role that coincidence,
accident and chance play in shaping the outcome of musical interaction. Sawyer (2003) stated
that ‘In group creativity, interaction between performers is immediate, durationally constrained
to the moment of creation, and is mediated by musical or verbal signs. The process of group
creativity is coincident with the moment of reception and interpretation by other participants’
, referring to the idea that the musicians are simultaneously contributing musical material and
responding to the contributions of others. For many people, group creativity is a source of Flow
(Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009, Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, Sawyer, 2003), a psychological state
characterised by single-minded focus and attention on the activity at hand, and which goes in
tandem with positive emotions such as joy. Extending the concept of Flow, (Sawyer, 2003)
coined the term Group Flow to account for situations where multiple people are simultaneously
engaged in flow whilst working in a joint creative activity.
An exciting potential for collaborative musical software is the possibility to leverage the
spontaneous and emergent properties of group creativity in ways which are not possible either
with acoustic instruments or existing single user music technologies. For instance the studies
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presented in the rest of this thesis explore the possibilities of interfaces which allow musicians to
spontaneously edit the musical contributions made by other members of the ensemble, in ways
which would not be possible if the musicians were playing conventional acoustic instruments.
3.1.4 Open-Ended, Problem Seeking
Musical collaboration is often loosely structured (Nabavian and Bryan-Kinns, 2006), and may
not have a specific goal or clearly delineated outcome. Similarly, the activity of making music has
been described as being process-oriented, meaning that the product is the process (Makelberge,
2010, Sawyer, 2003). In other words, people may engage in music-making as an activity for
its own sake, and may be more concerned with exploring the medium, discovering new ideas
and finding a creative ‘problem’ to resolve than with producing a finished work. During the
process of creation, the musicians may not know what the final musical result will sound like.
For this reason music has been described as a problem-seeking activity (Holland, 1999) where
there are no clear goals, no criteria for testing correct solutions and no set of comprehensive or
well-defined methods for reaching an end point or solution. Furthermore, judgments about the
quality of the interaction may be influenced by the focus on process. For instance musicians
engaged in musical collaboration may have enjoyed or otherwise benefitted from the process,
whilst at the same time being dissatisfied with the final result. The subjective nature of music
can also promote high degrees of disagreement between collaborators, as noted by Young and
Colman (1979) in studies of string quartets.
With reference to the evaluation methodologies discussed in Chapter 2, the open-ended na-
ture of music makes certain approaches to evaluation problematic. In particular, task-based eval-
uations which focus on the successful execution of a task within a given time window do not
provide a useful basis for the comparison of musical interfaces. Such measures are concerned
with the generation of products, whereas musical interaction is often much more process orien-
tated. Within the context of a CSCW evaluation, participants may have a well-defined task with
a clear point of conclusion (e.g., designing a newspaper layout), however with music, the ‘task’
is ill-defined and the point at which it might be regarded as complete is entirely subjective, and
may never be reached. Furthermore, the emergent and unpredictable aspects of group musical
interaction, (including inspiration, group flow and group creativity) could mean that the same
group of musicians might work different over the course of different sessions together.
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3.1.5 Mixed Focus
The concept of mixed focus collaboration was introduced in Section 2.2.3 to describe the move-
ment between individual and group level collaboration (Gutwin and Greenberg, 1998). Group
musical interaction can be regarded as an instance of mixed-focus collaboration as it features
both individual activities and group level interaction. The mixed focus nature of musical inter-
action has been identified previously in a number of contexts. Studying a group of co-located
improvising musicians, Healey et al. (2005) describes the way musicians create and maintain a
physical ‘interaction space’ within the room, which they then orient around to mark their en-
gagement with the rest of the group. The mixed focus nature of musical interaction is also an
aspect of the creative process. Talking more generally about musical creativity, (Sawyer, 2003)
elaborated on the cyclical, process-oriented aspect of creativity, with reference to the visual artist
Picasso, stressing that artists frequently modify their work during the creation process, that inspi-
ration does not always proceed execution, and not all acts of creativity are shared with the world
(Sawyer, 2003).
Concerning real-time interaction, the benefits of incorporating privacy features into collab-
orative music systems have been identified in previous research. The JamSpace environment
described by Gurevich (2006) allows users to regulate other users’ access to their compositions
via the internet. Laney et al. (2010) identified privacy as an important aspect of real-time musi-
cal interaction, although their argument is grounded in literature, rather than primary evidence.
Fencott and Bryan-Kinns (2010) proposed that privacy features are used extensively when made
available, as a mechanism for formulating and testing contributions before they are shared. Sim-
ilarly, Truman (2011a,b) identified the importance of social and personal level ‘preparation’,
‘generation’ and ’evaluation’ in the creative process. The concepts of personal and social gen-
eration were then used as the basis for a user study investigating the effects of incorporating
interface support for these activities within a musical composition environment. However, whilst
the creative process was described as cyclical (Truman, 2011a), the interface mechanisms im-
plemented to support the preparation phase of the process were only offered at the start of the
interaction, rather than as a feature which could be returned to throughout.
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3.2 Properties of Sound
The concept of musicking is based on the notion that music does not exist as an object (Small,
1998). Putting to one side the (doubtlessly important) social and cultural aspects of musicking, it
is essential to consider the physical and perceptual aspects of sound and music. Although there
are many traditions for which notations and graphical representations are a central aspect of mu-
sical understanding (Small, 1998, Thiebaut, 2010), music is fundamentally an aural experience.
The aural nature of music represents a key distinction between CDMI and research in CSCW,
which typically investigates activities that are primarily visual and spatial, such as producing tex-
tual documents, drawings and diagrams. Compared to the large amount of research concerned
with support for multi-user interaction with visual artefacts such as textual documents, there are
relatively few examples of research focused on the design of systems to support the collabora-
tive production of auditory media. This section considers the properties of sound as a medium,
compares this to other domains for collaboration, and identifies the challenges sound poses for
designers of collaborative musical systems. Although this section has been written with CDMI
in mind, it has implications beyond the domain of music, and may be especially relevant for
designers of systems to support other forms of auditory collaboration.
3.2.1 Temporal Qualities of Sound
Sound is intrinsically time-based; it is important to remember that all sounds, no matter how
short, are perceived as a function of time (Roads, 2004). Sound is also ephemeral, and leaves
no persistent trace. This means that unless a recording is made, there is no permanent record of
a sonic event. This is quite different to visual media such as drawing and written documents,
where symbols and marks remains in place after they have been created. Systems such as written
notation have been developed to account for this. Written notation instructs a musician in the
re-creation of a particular sequence of sounds, whilst time-line based sequencers allow sounds to
be organised in time using graphical representations. In real-time musical interaction, however,
there is no way to revise what has been previously contributed.
Human memory does however provide a means by which musicians can recall ideas between
rehearsal and writing sessions Nabavian (2009), and memory also provides a mechanism for
musicians to remember, recall and modify the musical contributions made by other members of
an ensemble during improvisation Sawyer (2003). However, these instances of recall are unlike
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the marks which can be made on a piece of paper or the words typed into an electronic document,
as they are reproductions of past event, rather than persistent traces or records.
The time-based nature of musical interaction means anticipation and predictions of future
events are important. This has been emphasised especially in the case of improvised styles such
as jazz (Sawyer, 2003). In cultures of musical improvisation such as jazz, shared knowledge
of musical styles can facilitate the predication of musical developments such as chord changes
(Sawyer, 2003, Small, 1998). These predications may also be informed by musicians’ familiarity
with the playing styles of their collaborators. However, the prediction of future events is excluded
in the Workspace Awareness framework (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002), as it is argued that de-
signers are unlikely to be able to support these aspects of collaboration. Similarly, (Renaud et al.,
2007) stated that the ability for musicians to anticipate each-other’s actions is difficult to support
in a networked environment.
3.2.2 Spatial Qualities of Sound
Working with sound is unlike working with visual materials, as sound is pervasive and ephemeral
and has entirely different spatial qualities to visual media. Unlike visual media such as drawing,
sound does not linger or leave a persistent spatial impression. Sound is not directly malleable,
and computer based interaction with sound is usually via a graphical or tactile interface. Where
graphical interfaces are employed within software as a means of controlling the generation and
manipulations of sounds, the interaction can be regarded as multi-modal. This is because the
means of interaction operates in a separate modality to the output. By means of comparison,
in a collaborative diagram editing context users are often able to directly manipulate a visual
representation of the artefact they are producing.
The theory of communicative grounding (Clark and Brennan, 1991) notes that ‘indicative
gestures’ such as looking, pointing and touching are important means by which interlocutors ar-
rive at an understanding that they are both referring to the same object. The spatial properties
of visual media have been observed to contribute to the management of tasks and conversation
(Healey and Peters, 2007), and are an important aspect of establishing joint attention in collabo-
rative domains such as document editing (Cohen, 2008). However, the ephemeral nature of sound
means groups of people are unable to point at, gesture or orient around a sound in the same way
as they can when working with visual artefacts.
In CDMI this modality split between visual control and sonic output may complicate the
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design of collaborative interface features such as awareness mechanisms which rely on conveying
information about the identity, location, source or ownership of a sound or musical contribution.
For example telepointers have been used in collaborative environments to show where another
user’s mouse currently resides as an indicator of their current (and possibly previous) actions
and attention within a graphical document (Gutwin and Penner, 2002). However such visual
information may not provide users with as much information about what another user is currently
attending to in a collaborative music environment due to the disconnection between graphical
representation and fleeting sonic output.
Coughlan and Johnson (2007) stated that musicians use many forms of representation to
convey ideas and refer to aspects of the music, including playing their instruments, vocalising,
gesture and verbal communication. The studies in this thesis also show that people use verbal
imitation, descriptions, and reference to graphical representations to draw attention to aspects
of the shared music. This illustrates the idea that a musical gesture is both an act of commu-
nication and an aesthetic product in its own right (Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009, Gratier,
2008). Coughlan and Johnson (2007) argued that an understanding of how musicians represent
and convey ideas is crucial to the design of new musical interfaces and software environments,
while Nabavian (2009) noted that musicians often successfully collaborate while holding entirely
different cognitive representations of the music they are co-creating.
3.2.3 Disruption
One property of the phenomenon of auditory masking is for loud sounds to conceal quiet sounds
(Bregman, 1990). This means the generation of sound may cause verbal communication to be
problematic during musical interaction as excessive sound volume may interfere with normal
conversation. Equipment such as headphones may also cause verbal communication to be dif-
ficult. In addition to sound level in the environment, individuals may have difficulty speaking
whilst concentrating on the activities associated with playing their instruments or controlling in-
terfaces, and the positioning of individuals may also restrict conversation. Where technologies
such as computers are involved musicians may also be tied to a specific location, and furniture,
stands and other items may make it difficult for musicians to move around.
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3.3 Communication Constraints for Musical Interaction
This section uses the Communication Constraints proposed by Clark and Brennan (1991) to
understand how technological mediation can influence musical interaction. These constraints
were previously used to consider forms of mediated human-human communication. In CDMI,
technological mediation imposes constraints on the ways in which musicians can work together.
Although this thesis does not attempt to make strict distinctions between different types of musi-
cal activities, the influence of these constraints are important to acknowledge. Clark and Brennan
(1991) defined eight constraints which can be used to compare communication modalities. These
constraints, discussed in the following sub-sections, refer to the properties of the situation or con-
text itself (i.e. co-located interaction), rather than the constraints imposed by an instrument or
interface, or creative constraints a musician may adhere to as part of their artistic practice (Candy,
2007, Michael Gurevich and Marquez-Borbon, 2010). This discussion serves to highlight the role
technology places in shaping, supporting and prohibiting certain forms of coordination and com-
munication between groups of people whilst engaging in music-making. The discussion also
stresses a number of distinctions between CDMI and other forms of group collaboration, and
between CDMI and face to face verbal conversation.
3.3.1 Copresence
Clark and Brennan (1991) uses the term copresence to refers to situations where people occupy
the same physical space and are therefore able to interact face-to-face. Within this thesis copres-
ence has previously been discussed in relation to the ethnographic studies of groupwork (Furniss
and Blandford, 2006, Heath et al., 1995, 2002b, Hutchins, 1996), and observational studies of
conventional musical interaction (Gratier, 2008, Healey et al., 2005, Nabavian, 2009, Nabavian
and Bryan-Kinns, 2006, Sawyer, 2003). Copresence is a natural context for verbal communi-
cation, and copresence also affords non-verbal communication in the form of gestures, gaze,
pointing, and orientation. Early research within CSCW attempted to recreate the experience of
co-located interaction between geographically separated individuals using live video links (Ishii
et al., 1993, Olson et al., 1995). However, it was soon realised that even with multiple channels
of video, such systems provide a limited approximation of some aspects of co-located interac-
tion (Hollan and Stornetta, 1992). For instance, gaze, eye contact and the ability to establishing
reference to artefacts through pointing, are all potentially compromised by video mediated com-
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munication. Groupware systems also attempt to recreate certain aspects of co-located interaction.
The Workspace Awareness framework (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002) used throughout this thesis
is based on observations of co-located interaction, and contributes to an understanding of how
awareness features can be mediated by technology to support remote collaboration.
Before the advent of technologies such as the internet, musical interactions between people
would have relied more heavily on copresence. However, digital technology allows for a variety
of remote interactions, such as file sharing, audio streaming, digital video-mediation and online
composition systems. In attempting to classify systems to support musical interaction between
people, Barbosa (2003) referred to copresence using the terms local and remote. This thesis
focuses on co-located (local) musical interaction between people, mediated via a shared software
interface. From a design perspective, this approach alleviates the need for an interface to support
communication and interaction which is naturally afforded by co-location, although compared
to acoustic instrument playing, the use of screen-based interfaces for musical interaction may
affect the degree to which users communication their activities as a consequence of their physical
movements.
3.3.2 Visibility
The constraint of visibility refers to the ability for people to see each other whist interacting.
Face-to-face interaction would normally presuppose visibility, and remote video mediated com-
munication also supports visibility, despite the participants not being co-located. Visibility might
normally be the case for co-located musical interaction between small groups of musicians (Fen-
cott and Bryan-Kinns, 2010, Gratier, 2008, Healey et al., 2005, Nabavian, 2009, Nabavian and
Bryan-Kinns, 2006), although it has been noted that visibility is not necessarily essential for
grounding in musical improvisation (Gratier, 2008). Visibility may not be assured in larger en-
sembles of co-located musicians, such as orchestras, where musicians are spread out over a large
area.
3.3.3 Audibility
The audibility communication constraint refers to the ability for people to hear each other during
communication. This is assumed in verbal face-to-face communication, and is essential for tele-
phone conversation, but is not necessarily a feature of other forms of mediated communication,
for instance e-mail, video-only communication, or text-messaging. The sonic nature of music
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presupposes the need for audibility for collaborative musical interaction, and the ability to hear
others is one of the main ways in which musicians co-ordinate their actions. This thesis explores
a number of aspects of the Audibility constraint, particularly in relation to the ways in which
interfaces for collaboration can be designed to disrupt the congruence of audio presentation be-
tween collaborators.
3.3.4 Cotemporality
The cotemporality constraint refers to receiving a contribution at the same moment that it is
being produced by someone else. For instance face-to-face or telephone conversations can be
regarded as cotemporal. However in contrast, communication formats such as e-mail can disrupt
cotemporality by allowing messages to arrive out of sequence. Most real-time musical interaction
relies on contemporality, not only for successful interaction between musicians, but also for the
creation of music which is aesthetically pleasing (i.e., in time and in tune). Reflecting this, a
fundamental concern for distributed technologies is network latency, which can heavily disrupt
the cotemporality of musical interaction (Barbosa, 2003). Within the research presented in this
thesis, contemporality is assured by several means. Firstly, colocating the participants allows
face-to-face speech, secondly, the software environment was deployed on a high-speed local
network (to minimise network latency), and the software (see Section 4.2) used a centralised
mechanism to ensure that all musical events were delivered cotemporarily to all participants.
3.3.5 Simultaneity
Simultaneity refers to people being able to send and receive at once. In face-to-face and telephone
conversation, interlocutors are able to speak at the same time. Simultaneity would usually be as-
sumed where participants each have individual instruments or mechanisms for producing sound,
and indeed it has been stressed that in activities such as group improvisation, musicians gen-
erally contribute simultaneously, rather than taking turns (Sawyer, 2003), although some group
members may be taking a more prominent role such as a lead player. The issue of simutaneity
becomes blurred when considering multi-user instruments which require two or more people to
jointly control or co-author the sonic output of an instrument. Examples include the Tooka (Fels
and Vogt, 2002), and experimental compositions such as Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie composi-
tion (Maconie, 1989). In examples such as these, whilst the musicians are interacting in simul-
taneity their actions are causing the interface/instrument to produce a single musical outcome,
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rather than two distinct and simultaneous musical voices.
3.3.6 Sequentiality
Forms of communication such as e-mail allow contributions to go out of sequence, possibly lead-
ing to confusion or misunderstandings. However, as with face-to-face conversation, contributions
in real-time musical interaction cannot fall out of sequence. In real-time musical interaction, se-
quentiality is also assured. Remote interaction and asynchronous collaborative activities may
alter the sequence of musical contributions, however these activities are not addressed within this
thesis.
3.3.7 Reviewability
Communication media such as letters and e-mail allow their contents to be reviewed after trans-
mission, while speech is evanescent (Clark and Brennan, 1991) and fades away as soon as it
has been uttered. Similarly, real-time musical interaction with conventional acoustic instruments
does not include reviewability, as the sounds of acoustic instruments are ephemeral, and pass
by in the same way as vocal utterances. Recording technologies allow speech and music to be
reviewed after the event, although this arguably challenges their status as real-time activities.
Other forms of musical interactions may allow for reviewability, for example non-realtime
composition systems may enable musicians to revise their contributions after they have been
submitted. Real-time musical interaction which is based on the editing of repetitive looping
phrases, such as in the Daisyphone (Bryan-Kinns, 2004), may also support reviewability in the
sense that a musical phrase can be altered after it has been entered into the system. Similarly,
(Gratier, 2008) stated that musical repetition is another essential part of musical grounding for
improvising musicians.
3.3.8 Revisability
Forms of communication such as e-mail and letters allow messages to be revised before being
transmitted. In some forms of musical interaction musicians may also be able to revise their
contributions before they are shared with others. For example people composing music over a
long period of time may work on ideas in private before bringing them together and sharing or
combining them with the contributions of other people. Similarly, in real-time interaction, people
may temporarily break away from the group or play ideas more quietly in order to revise and
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formulate a contribution in private (Healey et al., 2005, Nabavian, 2009). This idea has previously
been discussed with reference to the notion of mixed focus collaboration. Previous work on
cotemporal and co-located musical interaction demonstrates that the inclusion of revisability,
when presented in the form of private workspaces was favoured by collaborators during a group
composition activity (Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2010).
3.3.9 Summary
This discussion of the communicative constraints imposed by technological mediation in musical
interaction has performed several functions. Firstly, it has highlighted a number of ways in which
music differs from other forms of communication. This is an essential distinction to make, as it
has implications not only for understanding the ways in which people perceive sound, but also for
understanding how interfaces must be designed so as to support musical collaboration. Crucially,
group musical interaction in real-time relies upon audibility and sequentiality, and although some
coordination mechanisms may rely on visibility, this may not always be available. Secondly,
this discussion identifies a number of dimensions along which technological support for musical
interaction can influence the kinds of activities a system is likely to support. A breakdown in
simultaneity will be a serious issue for real-time interaction (a known and well attended problem
for online collaboration), whilst constraints such as revisability are open for support in software
interfaces. Finally, these two considerations serve to delimit the domain of study addressed in the
remainder of this thesis, which, as outlined previously is real-time co-located interaction between
musicians, supported through a shared software interface.
3.4 Designing for CDMI
Previous research has considered theoretical perspectives on the design of musical interfaces.
Gerzso (1992) stated that in all cases the systems embody a particular approach to making music.
Such approaches which arrive with assumptions about the nature of music, musical representa-
tion, and interaction. For instance a time-line based interface such as found in applications such
as Cubase1 considers music in terms of musical events which are arranged in a pre-defined tem-
poral order. Magnusson (2006) goes further by using semiotic theory to describe the design of
music software in terms of as a process of combining signs and interface metaphors with compo-
sitional ideology, to create a system which allows users to express their ideas and communicate
1http://www.steinberg.net/en/products/cubase/start.html Accessed 30 September 2012.
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their ideas, whist at the same time opening up the possibility for new ideas and ways of thinking
to emerge. Magnusson (2006) describes three ‘interaction paradigms’ within musical computer
interfaces, the ‘computer-as-tool, computer-as-partner, and computer-as-medium’. However, less
emphasis is placed within this work on the role of computers in a collaborative context where
multiple people are simultaneously creating music together.
As previously discussed in this thesis, there are no clear boundaries between different kinds
of musical activities, musicians approach musical creativity in different ways, and the activity
of making music has no clearly defined end point or criteria for evaluation. Furthermore, it is
essential to realise that the tools, instruments and interfaces employed in the process of making
music influence the musical outcomes that are realised, and also affect the ways in which multiple
people interact during the process. Musicians also have a tendency to re-appropriate technologies
for new purposes (Cascone, 2000), making it difficult to predict how features within an interface
will be used, and making it difficult to reason about how people will interact with each other.
These properties of musical interaction make it difficult to formulate a design specification for
a musical interface, and designers are consequentially placed in a position where they too must
explore and experiment to arrive at interesting solutions. Put another way, Cook (2001) stated
that musical interface construction perhaps necessarily ‘proceeds as more art than science’.
Much like the activity of music-making itself, the challenges of designing technology to sup-
port musical interaction feature many of the traits of a ‘wicked problem’ (Fitzpatrick et al., 1998,
Ritchey, 2005). The following points, adapted from Ritchey (2005), demonstrate the aspects of
designing for CDMI which can be regarded as ‘wicked’:
• the open-ended and ambiguous nature of musical interaction makes it difficult to formulate
an exact specification for the software
• There is no stopping rule in the development process, features can be added or extended
indefinitely
• Judgements about the software (i.e., evaluations) indicate ‘better or worse’, rather than
true-or-false
• There is no immediate and no ultimate test of a solution
• There is an infinite set of potential solutions
• The challenges of designing for CDMI are unique
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3.5 Summary
This chapter has outlined Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction (CDMI). Whist acknowledg-
ing and building upon previous descriptions of Digital Musical Interactions, CDMI focuses on
the interaction surrounding group music-making which is mediated by technology. Particular
facets of CDMI which have been explored in this chapter include the ways in which sound as a
medium distinguishes musical collaboration from other forms of collaboration, and the ways in
which technology makes CDMI different from other forms of musical interaction. This chapter
has also broken down CDMI in terms of the communication constraints defined by Clark and
Brennan (1991), so as to understand the role technology can play in altering the ways in which
musical interaction can proceed. The following chapter briefly discusses the research methods
adopted within this thesis, and introduces the collaborative music software developed in order to




The first section of this chapter discusses the motivations for employing lab-based user studies.
The second section (Section 4.2) justifies the reasons for developing a piece of bespoke software
for use within these studies, and presents some general details about the implementation of this
software. This chapter serves as a general introduction to these issues; more specific details of
the methods and software environments used in the studies are given in their associated chapters
(Chapters 5, 6, 7).
4.1 Methodological Approach
The literature review identified several approaches to studying group work and collaborative in-
teraction. Broadly speaking, the two approaches most commonly seen in CSCW research are
naturalistic observational studies of people engaging in work activities, and lab based experi-
ments. Observational studies typically use ethnographic techniques (Heath et al., 1995, 2002b),
or frameworks such as Distributed Cognition (Furniss and Blandford, 2006, Hutchins, 1996).
This approach has been used in the study of groups of musicians writing and rehearsing in re-
hearsal rooms (Nabavian, 2009), and also ensembles of electro-acoustic musicians collaborating
in real-time (Merritt et al., 2010). However, this methodological approach requires access to a
group of subjects who can be observed whilst engaging in their collaborative activities over a
sustained period of time.
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Although it has been suggested that the evaluation of collaborative musical interfaces should
occur in a setting which is as close as possible to a ‘real context’ (Xambo´ et al., 2011a), a
number of issues discouraged the use of purely observational methods within this thesis. Firstly,
the forms of shared interface designs this thesis set out to investigate are not commonly used
by groups of collaborating musicians, making it difficult to find suitable groups of experienced
users to observe. This also makes it difficult to identify an existing ‘context’ within which to
perform an evaluation. Secondly, should such a group of musicians be located, gaining sustained
access to them for the purpose of conducting the observations may not be easy. Thirdly, a purely
observational approach, by definition, does not allow for the use of experimental manipulations
or interventions, meaning it would be difficult to perform explicit comparisons between different
interface designs. The scarcity of established groups of users to observe also excludes the user
of more design orientated methodologies such as participatory design.
For these reasons, the studies presented in this thesis use a controlled experimental approach,
whereby groups of musicians are observed in a laboratory context, and presented with a number
of different interface variations. The decision to use short controlled studies was also positively
motivated by several factors which mitigate against the unnatural context of experimental studies.
In particular, such an approach bypasses the need to locate existing groups of musicians, and
makes it possible to introduce experimental interventions such as changing features within the
interface. Lab based studies also provide a greater degree of control over the study context and
the data collection process. For instance they provide the opportunity for detailed logging of
user interaction which would not be possible through an observation of people using software
which was either commercially available or constructed by the musicians themselves. Secondly,
the controlled nature of the studies enables statistical comparisons to be made between groups of
participants exposed to different experimental conditions.
The use of short controlled studies also makes sense given the infancy of research within
the field of collaborative music. The limited knowledge currently available about how people use
shared interfaces for music-making means that there is still a lot to be learnt from small controlled
studies, as demonstrated by the contributions of this thesis. In particular, rather than focusing on a
limited number of people, the use of controlled studies allowed for a large number of participant
groups to be observed, and enabled a range of different interface designs and features to be
compared. As systems for CDMI become more widely adopted, the use of purely observational
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naturalistic studies will surely become more beneficial. This is acknowledged as future work.
Finally, the lack of commercially available collaborative music software for real-time interac-
tion required the development of a new piece of software as a vehicle for conducting the research,
although the timescale of this PhD restricted the amount of time that could be spent developing
software for the purpose of running experiments. The construction and testing of software is an
involved process, and designing and developing a compact prototype interface which is suitable
for conducting short user studies is considerably less complex than creating a large, fully fea-
tured application which would be suitable for use in multiple sessions by experienced users over
a long period of time. Given the paucity of information about the design of collaborative musical
software, developing a large-scale application would arguably have been a premature step for this
research. Without identifying and understanding some of the primary issues for a CDMI system,
the development of an application for use in a large scale observational study would largely have
been based on guesswork. The contributions this thesis makes can in this sense be regarded as an
incremental step towards the design of a more featured application which could be used in a large
scale study. An overview of the software developed for this thesis is described in Section 4.2,
whilst the details of the interfaces used in each study are presented in their respective chapters.
4.1.1 Study Methodology
During experiment sessions groups of musicians make music using a collaborative music envi-
ronment. The groups are presented with different software interface designs. Observations are
taken to understand how this impacts on the way the groups of individuals use the software, their
approach to organising collaborative activities and their reported preferences. This approach is
inspired by CSCW studies such as that by Gutwin and Greenberg (1999), where various interface
features are presented to assess the usability of groupware software. Quantitatively measurable
features within interaction using automatically collected interaction log data from the software
and multiple choice questionnaires. Video observation and group discussions were also used
to gather qualitative data. This methodology is informed by the approach taken in some forms
of CSCW research, although the additional qualitative measures extend the traditional CSCW
approach to account for some of the distinct properties of CDMI.
This research focuses on studying aspects of group interaction surrounding CDMI, rather
than attempting to address issues such as expressivity, which are highly subjective and difficult
to operationalise. Similarly, the analysis performed for this research did not attempt to rate, judge
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or review the quality or musicality of the music created by any of the study participant groups.
Such analysis would involve subjective judgements about the quality of the music, and this was
seen as peripheral to understanding how the interfaces presented to participants supported or
interfered with music-making processes, and how they influenced the participants’ experiences
whilst using them. Furthermore, the interfaces presented to participants featured various forms of
incongruence in the way audio was presented, and in the forms of access the interface provided
users with (e.g., relating to privacy and sharing of contributions). This incongruence makes it
difficult to delimit what might be regarded as the final music the participants created during the
experimental sessions, further complicating any hypothetical processes of critique by external
judges.
4.1.2 Participants and Participant Groups
A decision was made to study triadic groups of participants (groups of three) in all studies. Inter-
action in triadic groups has been identified as distinct from interaction in dyads (two people). For
example as part of conversation, gaze has limited value in a triadic group as it is only possible
to look at one person at once (Battersby and Healey, 2008). Considering musical collaboration,
issues such as ownership become more uncertain and ambiguous in triadic groups, as it less
obvious who contributed which sounds, or who performed which actions. In a dyad, such infor-
mation would be implicit for both group members. Studying triads also represents a compromise
between the logistic challenge of recruiting anticipants and forming groups of more than two
people.
E-mail mailing lists were the primary means by which participants were recruited. All three
studies sought to recruit people who identified themselves as musicians, people with an inter-
est in music technology or people with prior experience using computer music software. As
discussed previously, the design of collaborative systems for novice users has been a concern
for a number of researchers (Weinberg, 2003), however this places considerably different de-
mands on the system design. The decision to use music terminology and interface metaphors
similar to those found in conventional music software sets this research apart from collaborative
music research aimed at supporting audiences, non-musicians, novice users, children or educa-
tion (Bryan-Kinns, 2004, Freeman, 2008, Truman, 2011a, Weinberg et al., 2002). The value of
conducting user studies of musical interfaces using novice users has not been fully assessed in
previous research, although there is evidence that musicians and non-musicians perceive music
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in different ways (Koelsch et al., 1999), and the decision to recruit participants with at least a
basic knowledge of music and music technology is also supported by James and Stanton (2011),
who demonstrate a language barrier caused by lack of musical domain knowledge in novice users
While many researchers have identified social and musical rapport as an important aspect
of group musical interaction (Sawyer, 2003, Small, 1998) several factors motivated us to study
groups of people who have not previously worked together. Firstly, established groups will ar-
rive with a history of shared experiences to draw upon, a shared musical repertoire and estab-
lished working strategies. These working strategies and means of communication may be obtuse
and difficult to interpret or study. Secondly, studying musicians who have previously worked
together may introduce bias between groups, as not all groups will have an equal level of experi-
ence. Thirdly, the group’s musical repertoire, group musical knowledge and established working
strategies may be stronger than or resilient to the effects brought about by the experimental con-
ditions under investigation. Studying groups of individuals who are not familiar with each other
introduces control over differences in the level of group experience, as all participants will have
an equal level of familiarity with one another. Although it is important to acknowledge that
participants will need to build a social and musical rapport and although it is less common for
musicians to play with people they have not previously worked with, this is not an entirely un-
natural situation. Finally, recruiting groups of strangers simplifies the process of recruitment and
allows us to use a larger sample of participants.
4.2 Collaborative Music Software
The collaborative music-making software used for this thesis was designed and implemented
specifically for the purpose of performing the interaction studies presented in subsequent chap-
ters. This section justifies the motivations for developing a bespoke application rather than using
or adapting a pre-existing environment. The differing functionality requirements and research
objectives for each of the three studies presented in this thesis necessitated changes to the func-
tionality and appearance of the software. To avoid repetition, this section provides an overview
of the software, with a focus on the high-level design motivations rather than specific interface
features. The individual study chapters contain more detailed descriptions of the interfaces pre-
sented to participants in each instance (see Sections 5.1, 6.2, 7.4). This section then details the
underlying architecture and iterative implementation process adopted throughout the research
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process.
The collaborative music software allows multiple people working on separate desktop or lap-
top computers to create music together via a local network connection. The software is based
on the relaxed WYSIWIS metaphor of a shared workspace in which multiple virtual instruments
can be created and manipulated simultaneously by all users taking part in the session (Green-
berg, 1996, Stefik et al., 1987). The software does not map spatial layout to any musical pa-
rameters, and unlike digital audio workstations, does not feature a timeline for the arrangement
of musical ideas at a compositional level, and does not incorporate extensive mechanisms for
scheduling future events on a compositional or ‘macroform’ time-scale (Roads, 2004). From a
research perspective this matters, as an analysis of interface designs which map on-screen spatial
positioning to musical parameters may conflate musical arrangement with territorial behaviour.
Klu¨gel et al. (2011) suggested that avoiding spatial metaphors and musical mappings is benefi-
cial in tabletop style interaction as it supports dynamic coupling between participants, however
there is limited research on the issue of spatial mappings in collaborative distributed desktop
environments. While this limits the applicability of some findings related to spatial layout, it is
important to stress that many music applications do not rely on the timeline metaphor. Examples
of music software which do not map spatial position to time include patching environments such
as Plogue Bidule1, Cycling 74’s Max/MSP2, Pure Data3and Audio Mulch4, modular synthesis
environments such as Native Instruments Reaktor5, step-sequencer based applications such as
Propellerheads ReBirth6, interactive table systems such as the reacTable (Jorda` et al., 2007), and
live performance applications such as Ableton Live7.
4.2.1 Software as Research Tool
Creating a bespoke application to perform the research presented in this thesis was necessary for
a number of reasons. As stated in the background chapter 2, the prevailing interaction paradigm
for music software is that of one user at a time interaction, and there are very few existing ap-
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network connection. Consequentially, a primary motivation for developing bespoke software was
born of necessity, as at the time the research was carried out, no readily available software ex-
isted to fully support the forms of interaction and user interface features under investigation. In
particular, while some applications support real-time multi-user interaction with virtual software
instruments, they do not necessarily feature multiple workspaces to support varying levels of pri-
vacy (investigated in Chapter 5), incorporate ways of altering which devices are used to present
public and personal audio channels (see Chapter 6), or provide awareness mechanisms to high-
light the contributions made by different users within the session (Chapter 7). Furthermore, one
goal of this research is to arrive at guidelines for designing new tools to support musicians during
the process of co-located group musical interaction. As such, a further requirement was for the
research subjects to work with a software environment that bears resemblance to genuine music
making applications, rather than a sound toy (Robson, 2001) or simplified interface for non-
musician novice users (Bryan-Kinns, 2004, Weinberg, 2003, 2005, Weinberg et al., 2002). Using
bespoke software also provides the researcher with control over the capabilities of the software
so as to engender a suitable learning curve for participants given the limited time constraints of
a short experiment session. This is important as it enables participants to gain a working knowl-
edge of the software within a short amount of time, while at once allowing certain more advance
features to be incorporated at the discretion of the researcher.
Developing bespoke software also presents a number of advantages over performing evalu-
ation techniques on existing software. Specifically, such an approach enables the researcher to
base an application around the research questions under investigation. In this case, using bespoke
software provides complete control over every aspect of the software’s functionality, appearance
and behaviour, making it possible to implement multiple interface designs using the same under-
lying software framework. This supports the exploration of interface and interaction possibilities
that are not present in existing applications, and is crucial for facilitating the experimental manip-
ulation of specific features and performing interventions such as removing interface components
or altering the behaviour of certain aspects of the interface. Finally, presenting research partic-
ipants with a novel interface allows the researcher to control for familiarity with the interface,
by ensuring that non of the research participants will have used it prior to the experiment taking
place.
Having access to the internal workings of the software presents the opportunity to incorporate
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automated data capture mechanisms such as time stamped event logging, or caching of internal
memory states throughout the course of an interaction. In practice, this allows the software to
automatically capture both user interaction and the software responses to this interaction in a
format dictated by the researcher, for the purpose of conducting fine grained analysis of how the
software was used.
4.2.2 Implementation
The software implementation was informed by the Client-Server architecture of existing web-
based collaborative systems such as Web Drum (Burk, 2000) and Daisyphone (Bryan-Kinns,
2004) and follows the model-view-controller paradigm. In practice, this required the develop-
ment of two interrelated applications, a central Server, and a Client application incorporating a
user interface. The graphical interface, underlying server-side code and client-side graphical in-
terface was implemented in Java. Java was chosen for its simplified network layer abstractions,
rich graphical interface libraries and capacity to support object-oriented design principles.
The Server performs back-end tasks such as establishing connection to all Client applica-
tions, maintaining a consistent representation of the shared interface components and generating
correctly timed musical messages for the rendering of audio. For this purpose, the Server con-
tains a Module Database to represent the state of the music software, including a record of which
Music Modules are currently active within the workspace, where they are located on the inter-
face, which client caused them to be created, and the state of their musical parameters. The
Module Database is also used to generate timed messages which trigger the generation of music
on the Client workstations, based on the currently active Music Modules. The generated audio
can therefore be regarded as a sonification of the internal state of the Server.
The Client application is the user-facing graphical interface, containing the shared workspace
used to create and edit music modules. To streamline development, a set of Java Swing interface
elements were extended to encapsulate the transmission of user interaction modifications via a
TCP/IP socket connection. In the Study One implementation the Music Module interfaces were
generated on-the-fly based on commands generated from the Server, while in the Study Two and
Study Three implementations which featured more complex Music Module interfaces, the Music
Module GUIs were specified as separate classes, and instantiated dynamically within the Client
and Server via a Factory class.
To guarantee the successful transmission of all control messages between Server and Client,
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the Server and Client applications communicate Server via TCP/IP sockets, with a separate thread
running on the Server to handle message transmission for each connected Client. A custom
messaging protocol was developed using Enumerated types to encapsulate message transmission
between Server and Client applications and ensure the correct formation of network messages.
The network messages were designed to be human-readable, and are logged in text files as
one form of interaction data logging. In addition, in the software used for studies Two and Three,
each change made to the Client graphical interfaces or Server side Module Database triggered
the status of the entire Module Database contents to be logged in a separate text file, alongside
a timestamp. This extra information facilitates accurate reconstruction and analysis of the user
interact at any given moment in the log files.
The audio synthesis algorithms were written in SuperCollider (McCartney, 2002). A Super-
Collider Server instance runs on each client computer to render audio when directed by the Server
application. This approach to audio rendering takes advantage of the advanced synthesis capabil-
ities of SuperCollider, specifically the low latency audio server, pre-existing unit generators for
synthesis and effects, simplified sample playback, and internal bus architecture for audio routing.
Choosing to use SuperCollider also bypassed the latency issues and complexities of sound syn-
thesis within Java. To ensure low latency across multiple Clients running on separate computer
workstations, messages to trigger audio events are sent from the Server directly to SuperCollider
instances using Open Sound Control (Wright et al., 2003) over UDP. While exact latencies were
not measured, informal testing showed there to be no noticeable timing discrepancies between
audio events triggered on multiple computers when using a local network. This approach would
not provide stable timing over the internet, however as the intention of this work was to focus on
co-located interaction this solution was entirely adequate.
4.2.3 Development Iterations
The software was used in three experimental studies, presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The
software was developed in iterations between each study. Details of the specific software features
are presented in the chapters associated with each study. Table 4.1 presents some metrics to
illustrate the stages of software development throughout the research.
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Iteration Lines of Code Number of Source Files
Study One 3360 51
Study Two 7555 49
Study Three 8876 53
Table 4.1: Iterations of software development through the research
4.3 Summary
In summary, the implementation process resulted in the iterative development of a robust re-
search tool for conducting the studies presented in this thesis, where the research questions and
experimental designs drove and informed the software design. This approach is therefore in line
with other researchers who develop musical interfaces specifically to support research (Marquez-
Borbon et al., 2011), and is in opposition to approaches which focus on initial technological de-
velopment of software or hardware interfaces, before applying posteriori evaluation techniques
to these previously developed artefacts of new musical technology.
The studies within this thesis use a controlled experimental approach. Although there are
good reasons to use observational and naturalistic approaches to studying musical interaction,
these approaches are also problematic. For the study of CDMI, a key disadvantage is that there
are few existing users of collaborative music applications, making it difficult to find groups of
genuine users to observe in their natural contexts. Furthermore, at this stage, there are lots of
benefits to using more controlled approaches, such as the ability to observe the effects systematic
changes in a user interface have on the way groups of people interact and collaborate. To conduct
the studies presented within this thesis, a software environment was developed. Developing
software for the explicit purpose of performing research is a relatively new approach within
the study of musical interaction, although it presents a number of advantages to the researcher,
including complete control over the functionality, and the option of creating interaction logs to




Study One: Privacy and Awareness
The first study of this thesis explored how the inclusion of a Private workspace and an awareness
mechanism affected the way groups of users interacted whilst engaged in CDMI. Results suggest
that the Private workspace was used extensively to support mixed focus collaboration, whilst the
addition of an awareness mechanism changed the subjective quality of the interaction. Portions
of this work were presented in Fencott and Bryan-Kinns (2010) and Fencott and Bryan-Kinns
(2013). This study design proposed in this chapter was cited as the basis for future work by
Mu¨ller-Rakow and Fuchs (2012).
This chapter presents a study to investigate the effects varying the amount of privacy and aware-
ness information provided by a software interface has on the way groups of people engage in
the process of collaborative music making. This study addressed the research question how do
interface features designed to support privacy and awareness alter the way groups of co-located
musicians engage in collaborative musical interaction? For instance allowing users to work in
isolation from one another may encourage less focus on the shared aspects of the music, or might
disrupt the users ability to contribute cohesive musical parts. Allowing collaborators to work in
private may also mean each collaborator is listening to a mixture of shared material and individ-
ual contributions. Given a situation where individuals are listening to heterogeneous versions of
the music it may become more difficult for collaborators to co-ordinate their actions or maintain
awareness of each others’ activities. A software interface could potentially provide additional
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awareness mechanisms to compensate for situations where musicians are working individually,
and in turn such mechanisms may also impact on the way the individuals within a group struc-
ture their interaction or choose to share musical material. Portions of this work were presented
in Fencott and Bryan-Kinns (2010, 2013).
In this study nine groups of three musicians composed music together using three interface
designs, each providing different levels of privacy and awareness information. The recruitment
process is described in Section 5.7. The first interface offered a public workspace where all
musical contributions are visible and audible to other users. The second interface introduced a
Private workspace for each user. The Private workspace could be used to create, edit and au-
dition musical contributions in isolation from other group members. The third interface design
granted users read-only access to each others’ Private spaces, therefore potentially providing
users with increased awareness of one another’s activities while at the same time reducing the
level of individual privacy offered by the interface. The order of interface presentation was ran-
domised between groups. Later sections of this chapter give more detail about the experimental
conditions, hypothesis, variables and measures.
These interface designs were informed by previous CSCW research into interface support
for privacy during collaboration (Dourish and Bellotti, 1992, Olson et al., 1993), and studies
of large public displays (Vogel and Balakrishnan, 2004). Within the field of digital musical
interaction, similar arrangements of individual and shared workspaces have been incorporated
into collaborative music environments. For instance Laney et al. (2010) describe a multi-touch
collaborative music environment which enables users to choose between playing audio privately
through headphones or publicly through speakers. whilst (Gurevich, 2006) provides a range of
privacy options within the internet based JamSpace environment. However the study presented
in this chapter goes further than previous work by systematically investigating the effects of
manipulating privacy and awareness mechanisms in a shared music making environment, and
by studying the ways in which shared and individual workspaces contribute to the processes of
collaboration and coordination during computer supported musical interaction.
5.1 Collaborative Music Software
A collaborative music making environment was developed to run this study. The software is a
Client-Server based system which enables multiple Client applications to connect simultaneously
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to a central Server. Each user within the system uses a Client application, which comprises of the
graphical interface and audio rendering. The Server maintains consistency between all connected
Client applications and manages a database of the music being created. Section 4.2 describes the
underlying technical and implementation details for the collaborative music software developed
for use in all three of the studies in this thesis. This section describes the specific music-making
capabilities, interface features, controls and collaborative mechanisms implemented for the study
described in this chapter.
5.1.1 Creating Music
The music software allows musicians to create ‘electronica’ style music which relies primarily
on synthesised sounds, making it suitable for generation using computer software. Users of
the software make music by deploying Music Modules within an on-screen workspace in the
Client application. The modules provided in the software can be used to create percussive parts
such as bass drums, snare drums and high-hat rhythms, as well as melodies, bass lines and
ambient textures. Modules are represented as windows containing sliders to control their musical
parameters. Each module offers control over its volume and stereo pan position (see Figure 5.1),
and also includes a number of module specific parameters. The music modules are algorithmic
in nature, meaning they generate musical material automatically in response to the settings of
various high-level parameters. While the algorithmic music modules do not allow fine-grained
control over specific notes or musical patterns, altering their musical parameters provides the
users with a wide range of musical possibilities.
This algorithmic ‘music module’ design is advantageous for two reasons. Firstly it presents
a shallow learning curve and makes it possible to train participants in the use the software in a
short amount of time, and secondly, the simplified music production environment enables more
research emphasis to be placed on aspects of collaboration; a view echoed by Laney et al. (2010),
who presented users with samples of pre-composed musical parts. Despite the software being
designed to present users with a shallow learning curve, it is important to stress that the software
is intended for musicians rather than novice users, and as such requires a certain degree of domain
knowledge, for instance an understanding of musical terminology, and music technology related
terms. The details and properties of each music module are presented below:
Bass Drum The Bass Drum module creates a low frequency percussion sound which occurs on
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Figure 5.1: A ‘Melody’ music module.
the 4th beat divisions of the bar, according to the Steady parameter. The user can also set
the pitch and tone of the Bass Drum sound.
High-Hat The High Hat module creates filtered white noise pulses on 2nd, 4th or 8th divisions
of the bar, according to the Speed parameter. The timbre is also configurable via a tone
control.
Snare Drum The Snare Drum module creates a percussion sound which may occur on the 2nd
or 4th beat of the bar. The probability of the sound being triggered is set using the Steady
parameter. The timbre and pitch of the sound are also modifiable. A final parameter is
Jitter, which causes additional, low volume instances of the Snare Drum sound to occur
on 16th divisions of the bar.
Pulse The Pulse module creates a single musical tone, which can be placed at any position
within the bar, according to the phase parameter. The frequency and tone and the amount
of modulation or Wobble applied to the sound can also be configured using the module
parameters.
Bass Pulse The Bass Pulse creates a low frequency tone at the beginning of the bar. The timbre
and pitch and attack of the Bass Pulse can be set by the user.
Melody The Melody module creates a melody by choosing notes from a pre-defined set of pitch
classes. The Variety parameter sets how many of these pre-defined pitches are used, where
a low variety causes only a few notes to be used, and a high variety setting allows the
algorithm to introduce a wider variety of notes into the melody. The Register parameter
selects which octave the melody occupies, while the tone of the synthesis voice is also
configurable via a tone slider.
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Texture The Texture module creates a continuous synthetic tone, whose timbre and modulation
can be set.
5.1.2 Workspaces and Interface Variations
The study used three interface designs, each of which presented the user with different forms
of graphical workspace. The workspaces are on-screen areas to place and manipulate the music
modules. In all interface designs the participants share a Public Workspace which is consistently
reflected across all Client computers, meaning the coordinate position of the music module is
identical for all Clients, and changes to music module parameters are immediately updated for
all Clients. Music modules present in the public workspace are editable, visible and audible
by any collaborator within the software environment. Figure 5.2 shows the interface with only
the Public workspace is enabled. The Public space only condition adheres to a strict WYSIWIS
approach, where all users see (and hear) an identical representation of the shared interface (Stefik
et al., 1987).
The second and third conditions of the study add a Private workspace for each connected
computer. When the Private workspace is included in the interface it appears below the Public
workspace (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4) and offer each user with an additional area to deploy music
modules. Music modules within a user’s Private space are only editable by that user. Modules
can be freely transferred between the Public and Private spaces using a button located at the top of
each module window (see Figure 5.1). A module can only exist in a single space at any one time
and it is not possible to directly transfer modules between two participants’ Private spaces. To
achieve this modules must be transferred via the Public space. Figure 5.3 illustrates the interface
with the Private Space enabled.
The additional inclusion of a ‘View’ awareness mechanism in the third condition allows users
to see and audition each other’s Private workspaces, thus reducing the level of privacy offered by
the Private Space. When the ‘Views’ option is enabled users can use a tabbed window pane to
select either their own Private space or the Private space of one of their collaborators. Figure 5.4
illustrates the interface with the Private Space and Views tab awareness mechanism.
The interface variations (Public only, Public+Private, and Public+Private+Awareness) form
the basis of the experimental conditions outlined in Section 5.3, and are selected through command-
line options at runtime. Figure 5.5 shows the interface with the Public, Private and Awareness
features enabled.
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot of Study One collaborative music software, with C0 Public Only condi-
tion enabled.
Figure 5.3: Screenshot of Study One collaborative music software, with C1 Public plus Private
Workspace condition enabled.
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Figure 5.4: Screenshot of Study One collaborative music software, with C2 Public + Private +
Awareness condition enabled.
5.1.3 Chat Tool
The software provides participants with a text-chat tool for communication. The chat tool is
located to the left of the screen. Chat messages are typed into a small text field, and sent by
pressing the return key. Messages appear immediately on all Client screens, although author
names are anonymised in the chat tool, for example appearing as ‘Client 1’. These anonymised
Client names are based on the order Client workstations connected to the Server application. The
text chat tool was situated on the left hand side of the interface (Figure 5.5).
5.1.4 Awareness information presented via the software interface
The software provides several forms of awareness to users. The public workspace displays the
modules currently shared across all users, and therefore provides an indicator of when modules
are created or deleted. Where Private workspaces are available to users, the interface does not
visually distinguish between modules which are created in the Public space or modules which
have been created in a Private space and subsequently transferred into the Public Space. Simi-
larly, for a given user, the interface does not visually distinguish between modules which have
been deleted or modules which have been moved into another users’ Private space.
Within the Public workspace, the consistent window positioning across all connected Clients
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provides awareness of when another user re-positions a module. The movement of Music Module
sliders is also immediately reflected to all Clients, providing an instantaneous indicator of which
modules are currently being edited, however the software does not indicate who is performing
the edit operation, and the software does not provide any indication of who is responsible for
which musical contribution. A separate study examines Authorship awareness, and is presented
in Chapter 7.
Figure 5.5: Screenshot of Study One collaborative music software. Video-window top left, chat
window bottom left, Public Space top centre, Private Space bottom. ‘View’ tab selector centre.
5.1.5 Data Logging
Data about usage is logged by the Server and stored in three text files, a Supercollider Log, a
Client Log and a Server Log. The SuperCollider log stores all synthesis messages sent by the
Server and can be used to re-synthesise the music created by the software, however it contains
no information about the state of the GUI. The Client Log stores all messages received by the
Server (i.e., sent by users), and includes all messages related to GUI operations performed by the
users, including the creation and deletion of music modules, editing, chat messages and changes
to the on-screen co-ordinate position of modules. The Server Log contains all non-music related
messages sent from the Server to connected Clients. Log messages include updates to the position
of module sliders in the GUI and text chat message. All log events are time-stamped using the
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Server computer’s system clock.
5.2 Hypotheses
This study addressed the research question how do interface features designed to support privacy
and awareness alter the way groups of co-located musicians engage in collaborative musical
interaction? This research question was used to derive the following hypotheses:
H1 The inclusion of privacy will cause measurable differences in the way the software is used.
H2 Increased awareness will promote more collaborative use of the software, as evidenced
through a greater degree of collective editing in the Public space
These hypotheses are not intended to attach value to any particular outcome. For example
although hypothesis H2 posits that there will be a higher incidence of joint or collective editing
(where group members edit each-others contributions) when awareness has been increased, the
wording of the hypothesis is not intended to favour outcome over any other. This standpoint is
also reflected in the design implications presented in Chapter 8, where it is stressed that many of
the implications should be viewed as design tradeoffs between the effects of presenting certain
kinds of awareness information within interfaces for CDMI.
5.3 Independent variables
The study design uses three experimental conditions, each of which provides different opportuni-
ties for participants to share and conceal their musical contributions from one another while col-
laborating. The conditions directly manipulate the types of workspaces made available to the par-
ticipants. The conditions are Public Only only, Public+Private, and Public+Private+Awareness,
and are labelled C0, C1 and C2. The study used a within-subjects design where each participant
group was exposed to all three conditions. The condition ordering was randomised between ex-
perimental sessions to counteract ordering effects. The experimental conditions were as follows:
C0: Public Only. In C0 all music modules, and music module editing is constantly visible
and audible to all participants via a single shared Public workspace. All participants see an
identical copy of the graphical workspace, and any changes are immediately updated across all
computer workstations.
C1: Public+Private. In C1 participants have the Public Space, as in C0, however partici-
pants are each also provided with a Private space. Each participant can see, hear and edit music
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modules contained in their Private workspace, but they do not have any access to the Private
workspaces owned by other participants. Music modules can be created in either the Public or
Private space, and can be freely transferred between spaces.
C2: Public+Private+Awareness. C2 builds on C1 by allowing participants to view and
audition the contents of each other’s Private spaces, but not edit music modules within them.
As in C1, musical contributions can be freely transferred back and forth between a participant’s
Private Space and the Public Space. At any one time participants are able to view the Public
Space and one Private Space, which can be their own, or the Private space of another user.
5.4 Dependant variables
The hypotheses from Section 5.2 were operationalised into the following dependent variables:
Interaction with the software Measures of interaction with the software are drawn from inter-
action log analysis collected by the software. This includes features such as the number of
music modules created, the amount of music module editing, instances of editing modules
created by someone else (co-editing), proportion of modules in each workspace and time
spent viewing other user’s Private spaces.
Individual preferences Measures of preference are collected via questionnaires presented to the
participants after they have experienced the three interface conditions. Group discussions
in the final stage of the experiment session also explore preferences, although the nature of
focus group style discussions may influence the preferences reported by participants.
Group strategies and discussion Video observation was used to study the groups’ working
strategies and analyse verbal discussion during the musical interaction.
The rest of this section describes in more detail the data collection methods employed, and
the justifications for choosing these methods.
5.4.1 Questionnaire Data
Demographic information was collected from participants via a pre-test multiple choice question-
naire. This questionnaire was in place to collect general details about participants’, such as age
and occupation, and information about musical experience, musical proficiency and knowledge
of other collaborative computer software.
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A post-test multiple choice questionnaire was administered to gather opinions and impres-
sions about the experimental conditions. The questionnaire was based on the Mutual Engage-
ment Questionnaire (Bryan-Kinns, 2012, Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009), which requires par-
ticipants to select which experimental condition applies most strongly to a list of statements.
Participants were presented with the statements described below:
The best music This question is designed to uncover preferences for the music created by the
group, and potentially uncover relationships between the preferred music and the interface
condition and the order the conditions were presented in.
I felt most involved with the group This question is designed to uncover participants’ feelings
of involvement, and how this may have been affected by the experimental conditions, as
well as the influence of time spent during the session and their familiarity with the music
software.
I enjoyed myself the most This question is designed to gauge the effects of interface conditions
and ordering on reported enjoyment.
I felt out of control This question is designed to uncover the effect the interface designs had on
participants’ reported feelings of control.
I understood what was going on This question is designed to probe participants’ self reported
sense of awareness of what was happening during the interaction.
I worked mostly on my own This question is designed to uncover the effect of the interface
designs on participants’ reported feelings of working individually.
We worked most effectively This question is designed to gauge how well participants felt they
worked together, and how this may have been influenced by the interface conditions, or-
dering effects and time spent using the software.
Other people ignored my contributions This question is designed to uncover the effect of the
interface designs on participants’ reported feelings of working individually.
The interface was most complex This question is designed to uncover participants’ interpre-
tation of the interface complexity, and is included partially to determine if participants
identified any differences in the interface designs presented to them.
I knew what other people were doing This question is designed to probe participants’ self re-
ported sense of awareness of others in the group.
I felt satisfied with the result This question is in place to gauge the participants’ satisfaction
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with the music they created, and the relation this has to the interface conditions, ordering
effects and the time spent using the software.
We edited the music together This question is designed to gauge the degree to which the inter-
face conditions contributed to participants’ feelings of group cohesion.
5.4.2 Interaction Logs
The Server component of the music software logs all user interaction, including module cre-
ations, module deletions, parameter modifications, module position changes, button presses,
slider movements and text-chat entries. Each event log entry contains a time-stamp and an au-
thor name. Programs were developed in Java to autonomously reconstruct the user interaction,
providing a means to parse the logs and extract various details of how the software was used by
the participants. Data from these scripts was saved to a comma separated value (CSV) formatted
text file for further analysis using a spreadsheet. The following features were identified as useful
to study:
Module Creations A record of each module creation during the interaction. Module creation
log entries include the time the creation occurred, the type of module created, the user
who created it, which workspace it was created in, and the coordinate position within
the workspace. The number of music modules created by an individual provides an overall
estimate of the amount of ideas contributed during the interaction, and can be broken down
by workspace location to indicate which workspace an individual was using to create their
contributions. The spatial location of creations can be used to indicate territory and patterns
of spatial usage within the interface, while the temporal information can be used to plot
the frequency of creations over time.
Music Module Parameter Editing Parameter editing includes the manipulation of Music Mod-
ule sliders and changes to the coordinate position of a module within a workspace. An Edit
log entry includes the Client performing the edit, a timestamp, the parameter being edited,
the new value and the module it is associated with. Using additional knowledge about the
state of the interface at that time the edit occurred it is also possible to determine the co-
ordinate location of the module being edited, which can contribute to identifying patterns
of spatial usage within the interface.
The continuous nature of the GUI sliders means a single slider movement will incur mul-
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tiple log entries, which is also affected by the speed of slider motion. One implication of
this is that different participants may generate different quantities of log entries depending
upon their style of slider interaction. To account for this, a time-based filter was applied
to the logs to distinguish between separate edit operations using a one-second time delay
to differentiate between the end of one edit operation and the start of a subsequent edit
operation.
Two types of music module parameter editing were identified, Self-Edits and Co-Edits. A
self-edit occurs when a participant edits a module they initially created. A co-edit occurs
when a participant edits a module created by a different user. A measure of Co-editing can
indicate the degree to which music modules are shared between users.
Module Deletions A record of each module deletion during the interaction. Module deletion
log entries include the time the deletion occurred, the identify of the module deleted, and
the user who performed the deletion. Using additional information from the log file it is
possible to determine which workspace the module was in when deleted, and its coordinate
position within the workspace.
Transfer Instances of module transfers between workspaces are logged. The log entry for a
transfer includes the module being transferred and the space it was transferred to. Transfer
information can be used to characterise the use of the workspaces, by for instance identi-
fying if modules were more frequently transferred in or out of a workspace. Additionally
the time modules spend in each workspace can be inferred from information about module
transfers, creations and deletions.
View Activity The amount of time each user viewed their collaborators’ Private spaces can be
extracted from the log files. This information can be used to characterise users’ use of the
Views awareness mechanism.
Spatial Use and Division of the GUI The study software records information about the spatial
use of the GUI, including the spatial movement of music modules and the position mu-
sic modules were created at. This spatial information can be presented as visualisations
of module locations and positions for creations, deletions and editing over the course of
the interaction. Colour coding can be used to distinguish between the three participants.
Within this study, analysis of the spatial interface arrangements users adopted was consid-
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ered exploratory, however Study Two (Chapter 6) presents a more thorough analysis of the
way the shared screen space was used as a collaborative resource.
5.4.3 Video and Group Interviews
Each experiment session was video recorded to capture the discussions participants engaged in
whist using the software. A group discussion was held at the end of each session. All dialogue
from participants and interviewer were manually transcribed using the ELAN video annotation
software 1. This resulted in 11,300 words of dialogue. The discussions were structured around
the prescribed themes of the preferred interface, maintenance of awareness, the formation of
roles and approaches to composing for the video loop. The participants were also encouraged to
talk about their experiences more generally, and were invited to ask their own questions about
the research at the end of the group interview.
5.5 Experiment Task
Participant groups were set the task of working together to create music to compliment a short
video loop. The task was put in place to give focus to the participants’ collaboration by set-
ting a common goal to work towards, encouraging discussion, and providing opportunities for
consensus, disagreement and uncertainty during the course of the group collaboration. To give
participants a fresh challenge with each interface condition, three different video loops were
used, each with a similar aesthetic style (see Figure 5.62). Each loop lasted around twenty sec-
onds and was comprised of moving coloured geometric shapes. The videos were displayed in the
top left corner of their graphical interface (see Figure 5.5) and were synchronised between par-
ticipants, meaning all participants view exactly the same point in the loop at any given time. The
videos were generated using an instance of Processing 3 which was embedded into the graphical
interface. To eliminate ordering effects the videos were presented in a different order for each
experimental session and ordered independently of the interface conditions.
1http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/
2videos downloadable from http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/∼robinfencott/thesis resources/
3http://processing.org/ Accessed 30 September 2012
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(a) Video 1 (b) Video 2 (c) Video 3
Figure 5.6: Screenshots of videos presented to participants during the study
5.6 Pilot Study
A pilot study was carried out prior to participant recruitment. The pilot study was used to identify
problems with the experimental design, test the data collection mechanisms, highlight software
bugs and provide an opportunity to rehearse the training session and presentation of information
to the participants. Pilot study participants were recruited from within Queen Mary University of
London, and took part in an experimental session of exactly the form described above.
5.6.1 Software Bugs and Usability Issues
The pilot study identified a number of usability problems and software bugs which had not been
apparent through informal testing during the development process. The following section de-
scribes these issues and the implemented solutions.
Music Module Positioning It was noted that music modules could be positioned outside of the
on-screen workspace in such a way as to prevent them from being accessible or movable
once the mouse was released. This encouraged participants to create more music modules
than required, and as a consequence the resultant music was considered too chaotic. The
solution to this bug was for music modules to automatically track their on-screen position
and alter their position if placed outside bounds of the workspace.
Software slowdown It was noted that if too many music modules were created the software
began to slow down and potentially crash. As a control for this, an upper limit of 25 was
applied to the number of music modules that could be created at any given time.
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Chat Tool Bugs and Usability Two bugs were identified in the way the chat tool parsed and
displayed messages. The chat tool window was modified to correctly display messages
using text wrapping automatic window scrolling.
Musical expressivity in the software The pilot study participants stated that the system did not
allow them to be very creative or expressive. Improvements and modifications were dis-
cussed, and a number of changes were implemented to address this issue. Additional
parameters were added to the music modules as follows: to introduce more control over
the audio mix volume and stereo panning position sliders were added; additional tone con-
trols were added to the other modules to provide more timbral variety; finally, the Pulse
module design was revised through discussion with the pilot study participants to allow
control over the pitch and bar position of the pulse. Multiple pulse module instances can
be used to create melodies or rhythmic parts.
5.6.2 Experiment Conduct
The following alterations were made to improve the running of the experiment:
Pre-test questionnaire Typographic errors with the pre-test questionnaire were corrected, sev-
eral questions were identified as ambiguous.
Experiment ‘Script’ A detailed script or plan was written to structure the introductory briefing
and explanations given to participants. A list of key points was formulated, including
ethical issues, the structure of the session, and what should be said to participants between
experimental conditions.
Music software training and free time Explaining to the participants how to use the music
software was difficult. After running the pilot, a more structured training session was
developed to step participants through the interface components and the process of creat-
ing music. It was also noted that participants needed some unstructured time to explore the
system before starting the experimental conditions.
5.7 Participants and Recruitment
Nine groups of three participants (27 participants in total) were recruited for the study. All
participants were recruited via mailing lists related to art, electronic music, sonic arts, music
technology and academic research concerning sound and music computing. The recruitment
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e-mail stated that a new music application was being developed at Queen Mary University of
London, and that for testing purposes, the project required ‘people with an interest in creating
music, for instance composers, musicians, DJs, and students of Music, Music Technology or
related fields’. The message stressed that people would work in a group with two other people,
and that they did not need to be able to play an instrument or have formal musical training
to take part. The message invited people to make contact via e-mail if interested. In line with
ethical procedures for the recruitment of human subjects, no individuals were directly approached
or asked to participate. Participants received £10 financial compensation for taking part in the
experiment. For practical reasons the participants were assigned to groups on a first-come-first-
serve basis, taking into account their availability to attend the study session.
17 participants were male (65%) and 9 were female (35%). The average (mean) age was 28
years (SD = 7.4), and the modal age was 21 years old. 11 participants (41%) were students, 4
participants (15%) were unemployed, 1 participant (4%) was self-employed, and 10 participants
(37%) were in employment. One participant (4%) did not provide details of their employment
status. 24 participants (89%) could play a musical instrument, 2 participants (7%) described
their level of proficiency as ‘beginner’, 8 participants (30%) described their level of proficiency
as ‘intermediate, 9 participants (33%) described themselves as ‘semi-professional’, 4 partici-
pants (15%) described themselves as ‘professional’ and 4 participants (15%) gave no response.
24 participants (89%) reported having written musical compositions on their own. Of these, 7
participants (29%) had written between 2-5 pieces of music, 2 participants (8%) had written 5-10
pieces, and 15 participants (63%) had written more than 10 pieces. 19 participants (70%) re-
ported having written musical compositions with other people. Of these, 1 participant (5%) had
jointly written one piece of music, 11 participants (58%) had written jointly 2-5, 2 participants
(11%) had jointly written 5-10 and 5 participants (26%) had jointly written more than 10. Figure
5.7 shows the participants reported musical preferences.
When describing their level of computer literacy, 2 participants (7%) selected ‘beginner’,
12 participants (44%) chose ‘intermediate’ and 13 participants (48%) described themselves as
‘expert’. 1 participant (4%) used the internet once a week, 8 participants (30%) used the internet
once a day, and 18 participants (52%) used the internet every hour. 16 participants (59%) had
previously used multi-user computer software such as collaborative document editors or online
games.
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In summary, participants recruited for the study generally had a high level of musical expe-
rience. Almost all participants could play a musical instrument, and the majority had previously
written music, either by themselves or with other people. The majority of participants were also
experienced in the use of computers.
Figure 5.7: Participant musical preferences.
5.8 Procedure and Apparatus
Apple Mac computers were used to run the collaborative software environment for making music,
each with a screen resolution of 1280x800. The computers were arranged around a table, and
chairs placed at the table. Audio was presented through headphones connected to the computers.
Participants were asked to meet in a reception area close to the experiment laboratory. Once
all participants were present they were led to the experiment laboratory, and asked to take a seat
around the computer table. The researcher then sat at a chair near the table and presented par-
ticipants with information sheets and consent forms. The researcher then proceeded to verbally
describe the purpose of the study session, stressing the voluntary nature of the research participa-
tion. In line with research ethics guidelines, the data collection procedures were explained, along
with reassurance that all data would be anonymised, and that images, video and audio from the
research would not be published or made available online.
Participants were encouraged to ask questions throughout the introductory explanation. They
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were then given time to read the information sheet and consent form, and ask any further ques-
tions before being invited to sign the consent form. After signing consent forms the participants
were given the pre-test paper based questionnaire to collect demographic information and details
about their previous musical background, computer literacy and experience using collaborative
computer software.
Participants were then given a training session with the software, which covered how to cre-
ate, edit and delete music modules, how to use the chat tool, the use of the Private workspace, and
the way modules could be transferred between these spaces. The location of the video loop was
also made clear to the participants. During training the participants were given a short amount of
free time to use the software (around five minutes), however time constraints prevented more time
from being permitted. Throughout the training participants were invited to ask questions about
the software. After training the groups were given fifteen minutes with each software condition.
To control for learning effects the order of conditions and video loops was randomly assigned
within each group.
After switching interface conditions, the researcher pointed out to the participants the dif-
ference between the current interface and the previous, and answered any questions that were
asked. When stating these differences, the researcher focused on the objective differences, and
did not present the interface features as intended for a particular purpose. Once all three condi-
tions were presented the researcher handed out paper based post-test questionnaires as described
in Section 5.4.1. After completing the final questionnaire a group discussion was conducted by
the researcher. Towards the end of this discussion the participants were invited to ask questions
of the researcher. At this stage the researcher explained more generally about the research being
conducted, and the purpose of the study. Before leaving, the participants filled out a form to
acknowledge receipt of £10 financial compensation. Finally the participants were thanked for
their time and led to the exit.
5.9 Sample Size and Post-Hoc Effect Size Analysis
The Friedman test was selected as an appropriate test for the analysis of data from a three con-
dition within subjects design. As the Friedman Test is used several times within this thesis,
Appendix A presents a description and justification for the selection of this test.
The Friedman test is not widely used in HCI, CSCW or computer music research, and there
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are few guidelines for performing a priori sample size estimation (as was performed for Study
Three of this thesis - see Chapter 7). Such calculations also require estimated mean and standard
deviation based on prior studies, related literature or expert judgement (Prajapati et al., 2012).
As this study was the first of its kind, such data was not available. In addition, recruiting large
numbers of human participants for HCI studies is a challenging task Rogers et al. (2009). The
sample size for Study One was therefore driven by the availability of participants. As noted
about, 27 individuals were recruited and placed into nine groups of three participants.
To validate the significance of the findings given this sample size, significant results from
the Friedman test were analysed using a post-hoc effect size analysis technique. This approach
has been proposed for situations in which a sample size cannot be estimated a priori, or in cases
where it is not possible to recruit a large enough sample in the first place (Prajapati et al., 2012).
The post-hoc test performs pairwise comparisons using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to
identify which pairs of conditions out of the three caused a significant effect. A Bonferroni
correction is applied at this stage to account for the increased chance of detecting a significant
result when multiple pairs are compared. The final part of the post hoc analysis is to calculate




Where r is the effect size, Z is produced by the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test, and N is the num-
ber of matched pairs in the analysis. In this instance N=27, as there are 27 sets of within-subjects
data (Corder and Foreman, 2009) The effect size shows the degree of association between the
groups (Corder and Foreman, 2009), and range from 0.0 to 1.0, with 0.10, 0.30 and 0.50 being
widely accepted as small, medium and large sizes respectively (Corder and Foreman, 2009).
5.10 Results
5.10.1 Interaction Log Analysis
The Friedman Test was used to compare the number of creations in the Public Space between all
conditions. The Friedman test is a non-directional, non-parametric statistical test used to iden-
tify differences across multiple test treatments within a repeated measure experimental design
(Greene and D’Oliveira, 1999). As the Friedman test is used at several points throughout this
thesis, Appendix A presents a description of this test, and provides justification for its use.
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Significantly more creations occurred in the Public space in C0 than in C1 or C2 (p<0.0001,
df=2 csqr=25.8). A post-hoc test using Wilcoxon sign-rank tests with Bonferroni correction
showed the significant differences between C1 and C2 (p<0.001, r = 0.8614851) and between
C1 and C3 (p<0.001, r = 0.7548208), indicating large effect sizes for both comparisons.
The Friedman Test was used to compare the total creations in all spaces. Significantly more
creations occurred in total in C0 (p=0.0029, df=2, csqr=11.69), with no statistical difference
between C1 and C2. A post-hoc test using Wilcoxon sign-rank tests with Bonferroni correction
showed the significant differences between C1 and C2 (p<0.001, r = 0.6577167) and between
C1 and C3 (p<0.001, r = 0.6763419), indicating large effect sizes for both comparisons.
For conditions where the both Public and Private workspaces were available (Conditions C1
and C2) the Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was used to compare the number of module creations
which took place in the Public Space compared with creations in either Public+Private condi-
tion (C1) or Public+Private+Awareness condition (C2). The Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test is a
non-parametric test for comparing related samples on a single sample population (Greene and
D’Oliveira, 1999). In this instance, the test was used to perform a pairwise comparison between
the data for two of the experimental conditions. The the two data samples are creations in Public
and creations in Private.
In both cases significantly more module creations took place in a participant’s Private Space
than in the Public space (for C1: p=0.0001, w=-331, z=3.97. For C2: p=0.0002, w=-307, z=-
3.68). Figure 5.8 shows the mean module creations in each workspace across all conditions,
demonstrating the strong tendency for module creations to be made in the Private workspaces
when these workspaces were present in the interface.
The Friedman Test was used to compare the amount of module editing which took place in
the Public Space between all conditions. Significantly less editing overall took place in condition
C0 (where participants had only a Public Space) than in conditions where participants also had
a Private Space (p=0.0344, df=2, csqr=6.75). A post-hoc test using Wilcoxon sign-rank tests
with Bonferroni correction showed the significant differences between C1 and C2 (p<0.001, r =
0.5155887) and between C1 and C3 (p<0.001, r = 0.5363585), indicating large effect sizes.
There was no statistical difference in the amount of editing between conditions C1 and C2.
See Figure 5.9.
The Friedman Test was used to compare the amount of module co-editing which took place
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Figure 5.8: Mean number of module creations in Public and Private workspaces. Error bars show
Standard Error
Figure 5.9: Mean Public and Private Editing. Error bars show Standard Error.
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in the Public Space between all conditions. Co-editing was calculated per participant as a propor-
tion of all the editing which took place. The Friedman test was then applied to test for significance
on the proportion of co-editing per experimental condition. Significantly more co-editing took
place in condition C0 (where participants only had a Public Space) than in conditions where par-
ticipants also had a Private Space (p=0.0019, df=2, csqr=12.57). A post-hoc test using Wilcoxon
sign-rank tests with Bonferroni correction showed the significant differences between C1 and C2
(p<0.001, r = 0.7259073) and between C1 and C3 (p<0.001, r = 0.6889184), indicating strong
effect sizes.
Figure 5.10: Mean amount of co-editing, calculated as a percentage of all editing. Error bars
show Standard Error.
The Friedman Test was used to compare the amount of module deletions which took place
in the Public Space between all conditions. Significantly more deletions took place in the Public
space for condition C0 (where participants only had a Public Space) than in the Public Space for
conditions where participants also had a Private Space (p=0.0293, df=2, csqr=7.06). Figure 5.11
shows the mean deletions for each condition. A post-hoc test using Wilcoxon sign-rank tests
with Bonferroni correction showed the significant differences between C1 and C2 (p<0.001, r =
0.573964) and between C1 and C3 (p = 0.01, r = 0.4456084), in indicating medium and strong
effect sizes respectively.
Module transfers between workspaces could only occur in conditions C1 and C2, as both of
these interfaces feature two workspaces. The C0 condition featured only a Public space, so no
transfers could occur. The Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was used to compare the total number of
transfers between conditions. There was no statistical differences between the overall number of
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Figure 5.11: Mean Public and Private Deletions. Error bars show Standard Error.
Feature C0 C1 C2
Public Module Creations 220 43 59
Private Module Creations n/a 296 274
Public Module Deletions 138 51 97
Private Module Deletions n/a 103 101
Public Module Edits 3752 2152 2277
Private Module Edits n/a 2375 2220
Module Transfers to Public n/a 237 232
Module Transfers to Private n/a 74 96
Table 5.1: Raw log file data
transfers, the number of transfers from Private to Public, or the number of transfers from Public
to Private.
In Condition C2 participants spent on average 8.3% of their time viewing and listening to
each others’ Private Spaces. This equates to on average 75 seconds out of the total 15 minute
session. Figure 5.12 shows the mean time (in seconds) participants spent viewing their own
Private Space and the Private Space of other users.
5.10.2 Spatial use of workspaces
Visualisations were generated from the interaction logs to investigate how participants used the
graphical workspace to organise and arrange their music modules within the shared workspace.
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Figure 5.12: Mean time spent looking at own and others’ Private Space (in seconds). Error bars
show Standard Error.
Figure 5.13 shows an example visualisation. The full collection is included in Appendix B. The
top box represents the Public space, and the three boxes below are the Clients Private spaces.
From the visualisations it was not possible to identify any generalised patterns of behaviour.
Chapter 6 presents a more detailed investigation of spatial arrangements within a variation of the
interface used for this study.
5.10.3 Post-Test Questionnaire
Statement C0 C1 C2 Total Responses Chi test P value
The best music 5 12 8 25 0.23
I felt most involved with the group 6 9 10 25 0.59
I enjoyed myself the most 5 13 8 26 0.07
I felt out of control 12 2 8 22 0.04
I understood what was going on 6 10 7 23 0.51
I worked mostly on my own 3 10 13 26 0.05
We worked most effectively 6 11 9 26 0.16
Other people ignored my contributions 10 6 4 20 0.22
The interface was most complex 7 3 14 24 0.01
I knew what other people were doing 8 2 11 21 0.06
I felt satisfied with the result 5 9 9 23 0.5
We edited the music together 4 11 8 23 0.2
Table 5.2: Post-Test questionnaire results for Study One. Statements with a significance level of
p<0.05 are highlighted in bold.
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Figure 5.13: Visualisation of spatial usage for an experimental session. Experimental conditions
are from left to right (C0, C1, C2). Circles represent edits, Squares represent module Creations,
colours represent participants.
The chi-square test was used to determine the statistical significance of the post-test ques-
tionnaire responses. The chi-square test compares the observed and expected frequencies for
multiple categories of data (Greene and D’Oliveira, 1999). In this instance, the observed fre-
quencies are the responses from each participant to the statements in the post-test questionnaire,
shown in columns C0, C1 and C2 of Table 5.2. If the experimental conditions had no influence
on the experiences of the participants the expected frequencies for each questionnaire statement
would be evenly distributed across all three choices. However, if one condition was frequently
selected by participants for a given questionnaire statement the observed frequencies would differ
from the expected frequencies, potentially indicating a significant effect within the data.
Using the chi-square test, the following statistically significant (p<0.05) effects were identi-
fied within the questionnaire data, summarised in Table 5.2.
• Participants felt ‘out of control’ the least in condition C1
• Participants stated working ‘mostly on their own’ the least in condition C0
• Participants stated that interface C2 was the ‘most complex’
The following trends were also identified:
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• Participants had least awareness of each other’s activities in C1 (p=0.06).
• Participants enjoyed themselves least in C0 (p=0.07).
5.11 Discussion
This study set out to explore the role of privacy and awareness functions in a distributed software
environment for CDMI, by addressing the research question how do interface features designed
to support privacy and awareness alter the way groups of co-located musicians engage in col-
laborative musical interaction? This question was operationalised by the hypotheses stated in
Section 5.2 and discussed below.
5.11.1 Hypothesis H1
H1 hypothesised that the inclusion of privacy would cause measurable differences in the way
the software was used. This hypothesis was supported through a number of findings which
indicate the inclusion of the privacy function caused participants to work more in isolation from
one another. Comparing the location of module creations for conditions when both public and
private workspaces were available shows that module creations happened almost exclusively in
the Private Space when it was present within the interface. This finding suggests that participants
used the Private Space to create musical contributions prior to sharing them with the other group
members. Analysis of the post-test questionnaire also supports this finding, insofar as participants
reported working mostly on their own in conditions which featured the privacy mechanism. This
was true for the condition which also included the additional awareness mechanism, and the
inclusion of the awareness mechanism did not appear to cause participants to work any less in
their Private space.
Comparing all three conditions, significantly more co-editing occurred in condition C0 (Pub-
lic Only). One explanation for this could be that in the Public+Private and Public+Private+
Awareness conditions, users worked more on their own by creating and editing modules in their
Private Space, therefore limiting the potential for co-editing as it was not possible to edit modules
in other users Private Spaces. However, it may have also been the case that when participants
were given the option to work in privacy, they concentrated on formulating finished contributions
there, and used the Public space more as an area to share, and less as an area to edit the musical
material. Several other results also support this notion. Firstly, significantly less editing took
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place overall when participants were presented with only the Public space, indicating that they
were less exploratory when they were forced to work in public. Secondly, the interaction logs
indicate that significantly more public deletions occurred in C0. This suggests that there was a
higher turnover of contributions, with more contributions being rejected or discounted when par-
ticipants could only work in the Public Space. One explanation for this is that when participants
were forced to use the Public Space for experimentation, they were less inclined to spend time
refining their contributions when they were in the Public space.
Further support for this claim can be found in the interview transcripts, where the Private
Space was often described by participants as an area for experimentation and development, with
participants often describing their Private Space as a place to ‘prepare’, ‘sketch’, ‘test’ and ‘draft’
contributions. These kinds of descriptions imply that the Private Space was used as an area in
which musical ideas could be developed and refined before sharing, and that such a process was
important part of the collaborative activity. Participants also described transferring or ‘dropping’
contributions into the Public Space once they were satisfied with the way they sounded. It is
important to state that the participants were not lead to using the Private Space in this way during
the training period at the start of the session. The following extracts from the interviews show
these sentiments.
PARTICIPANT 2: You could prep. something, and say
PARTICIPANT 1: Here it is, and you knew no-one else had heard it before,
PARTICIPANT 2: Uh hu
PARTICIPANT 1: so you could prepare it and then drop it in, yeah.
PARTICIPANT 2: You could alter it a bit, so it’s kind of a different mental space
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, that’s true. (Session 3 Interview)
PARTICIPANT 2: when I used Personal space, it was just like, drafting ideas, before I put
it in there, just, yeah that, I didn’t really look at that many people’s personal spaces
that much, it was just, oh yeah, see if they are doing the same thing as me, so I
wouldn’t have to, later on, but that was it really (Session 8 Interview)
In contrast to these descriptions, participants used terms such ‘the main space’ and ‘the ac-
tual composition’ to describe the Public Space Such descriptions suggest that the Public Space
was regarded as the primary, shared focus of the collaboration, as illustrated by the following
interview vignette:
INTERVIEWER: Which version did you prefer?
PARTICIPANT 1: the last one
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah, I might preferred the last one
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PARTICIPANT 2: yeah, I agree
INTERVIEWER: why was that?
PARTICIPANT 3: I felt like I kind of worked on my own, and found bits that I liked, put it
into the main space (Session 1 Interview)
The privacy mechanism did introduce some problems for participants. In particular, partici-
pants frequently noted being unsure which musical contributions were at group level and which
were part of their Private space. This problem is in part caused by the separation within the in-
terface between the graphical controls and the sonic output. For instance although the interface
clearly separates the graphical representation of the musical contributions into public and private
through their presence in one of the two workspaces, there is no auditory distinction between
sounds which were in the Public Space and sounds in the Private Space. This issue was unfore-
seen in the design of the interface, but hints at an important design implication, that collaborative
features such as Private Spaces also need to be designed to be usable from the perspective of a
single user, and not only with concern for groups of people.
5.11.2 Hypothesis H2
The awareness mechanism introduced in condition C2 allowed users to view the contents of other
users Private workspaces. Hypothesis H2 conjectured that increased awareness would promote
more collaborative use of the software, as evidenced through a greater degree of co-editing in
the Public space. This hypothesis was refuted by the results of the study. In fact, the awareness
mechanism caused no measurable differences in the way the software was used by participants.
In particular, the inclusion of the awareness mechanism did not cause participants to create more
modules, perform more editing, or delete more modules. This contradicts previous research
which suggests that increased awareness can cause reduced participation in collaborative activi-
ties (Olson et al., 1993, Pinsonneault et al., 1999).
Despite this, analysis of the interaction logs shows that the feature was used by the partici-
pants for on average over one minute during the fifteen minutes they were presented with it, and
a significant proportion of participants identified interface C2 as the most complex, suggesting
that the awareness mechanism was not ignored by the participants. Turning to the interview tran-
scripts, participants often expressed a preference for condition C2 as it allowed them to get an
overview of each other’s work and therefore aided in reducing redundancy or duplication of work.
This, coupled with the short amount of time the feature was used for, suggests that gaining a brief
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glimpse of their collaborator’s activities provided enough information to support co-ordination.
Based on this, it could be argued that providing additional awareness information through the
Views mechanism changed the quality of the interaction, despite having little impact on the way
participants used the software, as evidenced by the interaction log analysis.
Participants often stated that it was difficult to remember what each users Private Space
sounded like when switching between them. This implies a design flaw in the awareness mech-
anism as the tabbed window prevents users from simultaneously listening to their own private
contributions and the private contributions of others. This issue was investigated further in sub-
sequent studies.
There is also evidence that the software did not provide a sufficient level of information about
the activities of others. For instance in some cases participants would make verbal enquiries as
to who was doing what, even when the Views awareness mechanism was present within the
interface. This following excerpt, taken from the dialog during the interaction, suggests that
using the software alone, the participants were not able to ascertain who was responsible for
which actions or contributions. Study Three (Chapter 7) presents an awareness mechanism which
enables participants to discover the authorship of musical contributions.
PARTICIPANT 1: Glances at participant to right. Who is playing with the pulse
PARTICIPANT 2: Removes headphones. Say what?
PARTICIPANT 3: Me
PARTICIPANT 1: You, Ok
PARTICIPANT 2: laughs
PARTICIPANT 3: alright
PARTICIPANT 1: it’s, it’s fine, I just wanted to see what it’s doing. Keep playing.
(Session 1, Condition C2)
There were two other awareness problems, related to the disconnection between graphical
interface and sonic output. The first was participants describing difficulties knowing which mod-
ules were producing which sounds, and secondly, in knowing which person was responsible for




Participants rarely moved around the table or leaned over to view each other’s screens, however
pointing with fingers and talking was noted when participants assisted each other in the use
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of the software interface. While in conversation participants would occasionally make use of
the shared software interface to gesture at specific music modules, for instance by continually
moving a slider or music module window to indicate to others what they were referring to. The
following excerpt demonstrates an instance of participants establishing reference to aspects of
the interface through pointing and talking:
PARTICIPANT 2: it’s really difficult to single out what’s doing what
PARTICIPANT 1: exactly, yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: there’s someone somewhere that’s, there’s one of them there that’s mak-
ing the
PARTICIPANT 1: how about this one down here? (repetedly clicks)
PARTICIPANT 2: erm
PARTICIPANT 3: no, I didn’t
PARTICIPANT 2: take that texture
PARTICIPANT 3: no, I, I put the volume down, and it’s
PARTICIPANT 2: is it
PARTICIPANT 3: very strange
PARTICIPANT 3: can’t find it
There are two points to draw from this extract. Firstly, Participant 2 expresses the problem
of identifying the music module responsible for a certain sound within the musical mix, stating
it is difficult to single out what is doing what. Participant 2 is attempting to gather awareness
information about the source of a sound, and in doing so draws attention to the way graphical
interfaces for music detach the means of visually defining a musical event from the auditory
result; the two operate in different modalities.
The second point about this incident relates to the way Participant 1 draws the attention of
Participant 2 to a specific item within the interface. During the incident participant 1 uses the
spatially consistent layout of the workspace across all users screens and the knowledge that his
on-screen actions are immediately reflected to all screens to make an indexical reference a music
module by repeatedly modifying a parameter, and referring to the module as ‘down here’. It
is important to note that Participant 2 is not at this stage trying to ascertain who created the
music module he is searching for, this highlights a situation which the Workspace Awareness
framework (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002) cannot fully describe, as it does not take into account
awareness of autonomous elements within a shared workspace by non-human entities. It would
therefore be feasible to suggest adding an additional authorship dimension to the WA framework
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to account for an awareness of which non-human element is responsible for which sounds within
the unfolding music. This concept is explored further in Chapter 7.
5.11.4 Approaches
Through discussion, some groups of participants introduced more structured management into
the collaboration, by for instance assuming specific roles, such as working on bass-lines, or cre-
ating rhythms. While in some instances a group member took the initiative and assigned roles to
others, participants often noted in the group discussion that roles emerged spontaneously during
the course of the interaction. Participants reflected on the assumption of roles based on what
their fellow collaborators appeared to be doing, for instance noting that they would try to avoid
duplicating other people’s work by choosing to work on different sounds or instruments. Dur-
ing the interviews, participants often noted that this approach helped them remember who was
responsible for which aspects of the music. In cases where participants had access to a Private
space, a parallel approach was observed in which participants would designate time for each
member to develop ideas in private, and then in turn share their ideas with the group for scrutiny,
selection and further revision. This observation is similar to the finding of Morris et al. (2004),
who described participants adopting a ‘divide and conquer’ approach to solving a collaborative
task in instances where the interface supported individual work.
5.11.5 Feature Suggestions and Usability Issues
The study highlighted a number of usability issues encountered by participants while using the
collaborative music software.
Transfer of Modules
It was frequently noted that transferring modules between the Private space and the Public space
could have been simplified by means of drag-and-drop, rather than via a button on the module
window.
Musical Limitations
Some of participants discussed a number of musical limitations within the software. One com-
mon limitation was the size of the musical loop, which participants often noted to be too short.
Some suggested the need for multiple compositional sections to move between, such as verse and
chorus, while others stated that a timeline feature would be a useful inclusion. Other participants
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noted a tempo control should be included. Another frequently raised issue was the limitations of
the algorithmic music modules, and participants suggested that allowing control over note-level
parameters would open up a lot of creative possibilities.
Muting Private and Public Spaces
As a feature suggestion, participants often stated it would be useful to solo the individual spaces,
so as to avoid the problem of constantly hearing the sum of both spaces simultaneously. Such a
feature would have enabled participants to distinguish between shared and private musical con-
tributions. Study Three (Chapter 7) explores the notion of allowing participants to solo specific
aspects of the shared audio.
5.11.6 Musical Expression
Most groups expressed frustration at the lack of expressive potential, and the limited scope for
musical novelty with the software may have impacted on the participant’s commitment to the
task. The algorithmic nature of the music modules is too simplistic for a ‘real’ application,
although the issues raised in this study demonstrate that it was sufficient as a research vehicle.
The issue of musical complexity is addressed in subsequent studies through the inclusion of more
advanced music making capabilities and sound manipulation options within the software.
5.11.7 Video Task
As described in 5.5, participants were set the activity of composing music for an abstract video
loop. While some participants stated not paying a great amount of attention to this task, others
stated in discussions that they often oriented around the video loop and found it a useful means of
initiating conversation with their fellow collaborators. When asked, some participants discussed
taking musical inspiration from the video loop. The ‘video task’ is used in the following two
studies.
5.12 Summary
This concludes the first study of this thesis. Nine groups of three musicians used three software
interfaces to make music together using an interface shared across a network of computers. Each
interface variant provided users with different degrees of privacy and awareness. Changes in
the interface design caused significant differences to the way the participants used the software
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and the way the groups worked together. Specifically, when given the opportunity, participants
made extensive use of the ability to work individually and control access to, and release of their
musical contributions. When made available, the ability to work privately was exploited by
participants from all groups to formulate ideas in isolation before making them available for
others in the group to hear and edit. The awareness mechanism changed the subjective quality of
the interaction for a number of participants, but from the viewpoint of the interaction logs, it did
not alter the way in which the software was used.
Analysis of the results pointed towards a number of areas for further exploration, specifically
the means by which audio can be presented so as to indicate its status as shared or private, and the
role of awareness mechanisms in aiding users to identify the ownership of musical contributions.
These issues are addressed by the studies presented in following two chapters.
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Chapter 6
Study Two: Audio Delivery
The second study of this thesis investigated the effects of different forms of audio delivery for
Private and Public audio. Results suggest that presenting Personal audio through speakers dis-
courages participants from using their Personal audio channel. Analysis of the way participants
arranged the shared workspace also points to different styles of interaction. Portions of this work
are presented in Fencott and Bryan-Kinns (2012).
The previous chapter (Chapter 5) presented a study investigating the way groups of musicians
used Public and Private workspaces in a collaborative graphical environment for creating music.
The study showed that given the opportunity, musicians used their Private workspace to formu-
late musical contributions in isolation from the group before sharing their ideas in the Public
workspace. Incorporating a Private workspace into the interface also affected factors such as
the overall number of musical contributions and amount of editing, as well as the proportion of
musical contributions which were editing by multiple group members.
Despite the advantages of including a Private workspace within the collaborative interface,
participants in Study One encountered the problem of not knowing which sounds were currently
audible to all group members via the public workspace, and which sounds were only audible to
themselves via their Private workspace. This ambiguity may be seen as a product of the audi-
tory nature of music (see Section 3.2), and a consequence of the modality separation between
the visual control mechanisms of the graphical user interface and the resulting auditory output.
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In Study One audio was presented using headphones (see Section 5.8), therefore allowing each
group member to receive a personalised audio mix containing sounds which were not necessarily
present in the audio directed to other group members’ headphones. This in turn allowed group
member to formulate musical contributions in auditory isolation from their collaborators. Using
headphones may have also influenced the group interaction in other ways, such as disrupting or
impeding verbal conversation, and causing participants to become more focused on the computer
interface than the people around them. Acoustic instruments feature an intrinsic physical con-
nection between the means of control and the sound source (Jorda`, 2005a), whereas in computer
based instruments in which audio is generated electronically the sound can be presented in a vari-
ety of ways. Speakers and headphones are ubiquitous devices for this purpose, and are therefore
important technological artefacts for the production of computer based music.
6.1 Audio Presentation
In Study One (Chapter 5), audio was presented to the participants exclusively through head-
phones. There are many other ways audio could have been presented to members of the group.
One option, which was suggested by participants from several groups in Study One, would be
to present public audio via shared speakers, while providing each group member with individual
headphones for their Private audio. This configuration is also similar to the arrangement often
employed by DJs, where headphones are used to pre-listen to a record before it is made audible
to the audience through speakers (Pfadenhauer, 2009). As discussed in Chapter 2, there is limited
research on the effects of audio delivery within HCI and CSCW.
To explore this issue, the study presented in this chapter examines how sound can be pre-
sented to a group of musicians so as to afford an understanding of the location and status of
musical elements within a collaboratively created musical work, and provide information to in-
dividuals about the activities of the group members. The study compares the effects different
devices for audio delivery (speakers, headphones) have on the process of collaborative music
making using a shared software interface distributed across multiple computers for use in a real-
time co-present musical interaction. Three combinations of speakers and headphones, referred to
as the audio presentation modes, are used to investigate these effects. It is important to stress that
the focus of this chapter lies in a comparison of the affordances presented by personal and public
means of audio delivery, rather than simply a shallow comparison of speakers and headphone
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devices.
The research question this study addresses is how does the mode of audio presentation affect
co-located collaborative digital musical interaction using an interface shared across multiple
computers? More specifically, how does the way audio is presented through combinations of
speakers and headphones affect:
• the way musicians gather or maintain awareness information during musical interaction
• the way groups arrange and manage the shared interface
• how musical material is contributed, edited or co-edited
Within the field of collaborative music making there are no detailed comparisons of head-
phones, speakers and combinations thereof for co-located group musical interaction. This study
therefore informs the design of collaborative computer music interfaces by pointing to the impli-
cations of choices made about the way audio is physically presented to users, and the presentation
of shared and private musical material. This study also contributes to an understanding of how
groups of musicians collaborate in real-time, considering the provision of awareness and author-
ship information, and support for the user defined spatial arrangement of resources in distributed
interfaces. More generally, as audio and sonic interaction design has not been a central feature
for CSCW research the findings of this study contribute to an understanding of how different
devices for presenting audio can influence collaborative group work in non-musical activities.
6.2 Collaborative Music Software
The Study One software (described in section 5.1) imposed a number of constraints on the mu-
sical outcomes participants could realise. The algorithmic nature of the music modules pre-
determined the types of melodies and beats which could be created, and these constraints, com-
bined with the limited sound pallet fixed tempo may have caused participants to create music
which they may not otherwise have wished to create. The algorithmic nature of the Study One
music modules also caused the music to sound relatively harmonious and pleasant, regardless of
what combinations or parameters were used by participants. This is problematic, as if all musi-
cal contributions sound relatively homogeneous there may be less opportunity for participants to
discuss or debate the quality of each others contributions, and less incentive to perform editing.
The software musical interface developed for this study is a multi-user patching environ-
ment designed to promote collaborative activity between the participants. The software allows
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a number of software instruments to be routed through audio processing effects before being
connected to an audio output which is associated with either headphones or speakers. The con-
nection metaphor used in the software is similar to other commercial music environments such as
Propellerhead’s Reason software (Duignan et al., 2004). Although the design is visually similar
to patching environments such as Max/MSP and Pure Data, the experiment software does not
offer the low-level programming capabilities of such systems.
The new software design attempts to address some of the creative limitations imposed in
Study One by replacing the algorithmic modules of the first study software with sequencer style
instrument modules. These modules provide the users with control over the musical contents of
a 16 step looping bar, and therefore offer more fine grain control over the musical material being
created. They also feature a much wider variety of timbral controls, while the effects modules
can be used to achieve more advanced and unpredictable sonic manipulations. The instruments
available are the Drum Sequencer and Step Synth. The effects are Distortion, Delay, Reverb,
and Filter. Compared to the Study One software, including more sounds and effects gives par-
ticipants more opportunities to customise the style and character of their contributions, while
providing note-level editing options (rather than higher level algorithmic controls) allows partic-
ipants to create their own melodies and drum patterns, and in addition opens up the opportunity
for participants to create discordant, out of time, and unpleasant sounding contributions. This in
turn may provide more opportunity for discussion, disagreement and decision-making within the
collaboration. With reference to game design theory, Overholt (2009) supports this concept by
stating that ‘good instruments should be able to make bad sounds’, so as to present a challenge
and provide an element of reward to their users.
Furthermore, the effects routing options provide more opportunity for users to interconnect
and inter-associate their musical contributions in ways which were not possible using the Study
One software.
6.2.1 Shared Workspace
While the software in Study One enforced a separation between Public and Private areas by
means of a split-screen design, the Study Two software uses a single shared workspace which
is consistently distributed across all computers (see Figure 6.3). This move to a single shared
workspace, rather than a split-screen design is significant as it provides more opportunities to
study how participants develop or enforce territorial behaviour and use spatial partitioning of the
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interface to support their collaboration.
6.2.2 Shared and Personal Audio
In order to allow participants to work in privacy the software introduces Public and Personal
audio outputs. Outputs are represented as grey rectangles within the workspace. Instruments and
effects can be ‘patched’ to these outputs. All users share a Public output which is found in the
centre of the workspace. Figure 6.1 shows modules patched to the public output.
Figure 6.1: Public Audio Output
All users are also provided with a Personal output which is located in the bottom left of the
screen. Figure 6.2 shows the Personal audio outputs. Modules connected to a users’ Personal
output appear as greyed out rectangles on other users’ screens.
Figure 6.2: Personal Audio Outputs shown in bottom left of figure
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Audio from modules patched to the Public Output is routed to all participants. Depending on
the experimental condition this may mean routing audio to all participants headphones, or to all
participants speakers, participants can route audio to their headphones or individual speaker by
connecting modules to their own Personal Output. Participants are able to mute their Personal
audio, and are also able to listen to each-other’s Personal audio by un-muting the other users’
Personal Outputs. The output a module is connected to also affects its visual representation and
editing access for other users. Modules patched to the Public output are freely editable by all
users, while modules patched to a Personal output are only editable by the owner of that output,
and appear as grey boxes on all other participants screens.
Figure 6.3: Interface for Study Two.
6.2.3 Global Controls
As well as a requirement for more control over musical features such as melody and rhythm, in
Study One participants frequently mentioned the need for global controls, such as the tempo or
musical key. The software used in Study One offered no such controls, and therefore a tempo
control was introduced into the revised software environment for this study. A global tempo
control was also proposed as an area of future investigation by Laney et al. (2010). The tempo
operates globally for all users, and as it’s effect have implications for every user, the points at
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which it is discussed and manipulated are a potentially interesting feature to study.
6.3 Hypotheses
The research question from Section 6.1 were used to derive the following hypotheses:
H1 Presenting audio exclusively through headphones will encourage more individual work.
Indicators of individual work are: more use of Personal output; less co-editing of contri-
butions; less verbal or embodied acknowledgements.
H2 An interface with the most auditory distinction between Public and Private audio channels
will be preferred by participants. This hypothesis is based on the assumption that privacy
is a key factor in the user’s preference (Fencott and Bryan-Kinns, 2010).
H3 An interface which presents Personal and public audio entirely through speakers will cause
participants to work more collectively, as evidenced by: more audio played in the Pub-
lic channel; less use of privacy features; observation of spatially indexical cues to audio
sources being used as a collaborative resource
6.4 Experiment Tasks
6.4.1 Video Task
Participants were set the challenge of composing music for a short video animation. Due to a
chance in the way the software’s graphical interface was implemented, the Processing library1
used to generate the video animations in the Study One software (see Section 5.5 became unstable
in the new software. For this reason, the videos used in this study were different to those used
in Study One. Rather than using the animated geometric shapes from Study One, the video
animations for this study were taken from output of the interactive VJ software developed by
Bergstrom and Lotto (2009). These animations were played in the software using the Java Media
Framework2, which proved to be more reliable. The new animations were abstract compositions
of line and colour, similar in style to the videos presented in the first study, although featuring
more visual complexity. As with the first study, the video task was in place to spark discussion
and provide a talking point for the participants.3
1http://processing.org/ Accessed 30 September 2012
2http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/tech/index-jsp-140239.html Accessed 30 September 2012
3videos downloadable from http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/∼robinfencott/thesis resources/
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6.4.2 Snapshot Task
In addition to the video task, the participants were asked to make recordings or ‘snapshots’ of
their music composition during each experimental condition. Snapshots are 30 second snippets
of music, which are recorded using a button on each of the participant’s GUIs. A snapshot begins
when all participants vote to start, by each pressing their Snapshot button. The motivation for
inviting participants to create snapshots of their music is to encourage discussion amongst the
participants, for instance about when to take the snapshot, and which musical material should be
included in it.
6.5 Independent variables
The study employed a three condition within-subjects design in which all participants were ex-
posed to each of the conditions. The musical software (discussed in Section 6.2) remained con-
stant throughout all conditions, and the independent variable was the way audio is presented.
This was manipulated by means of three configurations of speakers and headphones, presented
as three different experimental conditions. Ordering was randomised between groups to coun-
teract learning effects. The experimental conditions are described below, and outlined in table
6.1.
Condition Public Audio Personal Audio
C1 Shared Speakers Personal Speaker
C2 Shared Speakers Headphones
C3 Headphones Headphones
Table 6.1: Table showing audio delivery configurations for experimental conditions
Condition C1: Speakers only
In this condition each participant has his/her own speaker, which is used to present both Personal
audio and Public audio. Using Personal speakers would be similar to conventional instrumental
playing, where each person’s instrument comes from a distinct spatial location. Giving partici-
pants individual speakers creates a situation in which participants each have a personalised ver-
sion of the music which can be overheard by others in the workspace. Research from Auditory
Scene Analysis (Bregman, 1990), suggests that participants will be able to localise the sources
of different sounds from multiple loudspeakers. The spatial quality of audio played through
speakers may provide a form of feedthrough awareness, allowing participants to identify more
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easily who is doing what in the collaboration. Using speakers instead of headphones may also
encourage more verbal communication.
Condition C2: Headphones and Public Speakers
In this condition each participant has their own speaker, which is used to present the Public
audio. Personal audio for each participant is played through headphones. Playing public audio
through shared speakers and providing non-shared audio through individual headphones is not
uncommon in conventional musical contexts, for example a common feature of DJ practice is
to use headphones to cue new records in private before they are mixed with the front of house
speakers for the audience to hear (Pfadenhauer, 2009). In this instance by wearing headphones
a participant may indicate to others (as a form of consequential communication) that they are
concentrating on private contributions.
Condition C3: Headphones Only
In the third condition participants hear both Public and Personal audio through headphones. Mu-
sical contributions routed to the Public Channel go to all headphones, while contributions routed
to the Personal channel are only routed to the owner’s headphones.
When listening to audio through headphones other co-located individuals are not able to listen
in. Headphones may also inhibit natural conversation, and may make the wearer less conscious
of other activities around them. In Study One it was noted that participants would sometimes




Pre and Post-test questionnaires were used. The pre-test questionnaire collected demographic in-
formation about the participants, while the post-test was designed to collect information about the
participants experiences with the experimental conditions. The post-test questionnaire required
participants to order the experimental conditions in terms of how they applied to a list of state-
ments. This questionnaire was based on the Mutual Engagement Questionnaire (Bryan-Kinns
and Hamilton, 2009). A computer based questionnaire system was used to administer the ques-
tionnaires and automatically log the results. The pre-test questionnaire questions are included in
Appendix C. The post-test questionnaire questions were as follows:
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• The best music
• I felt most involved with the group
• I enjoyed myself the most
• I felt out of control
• I understood what was going on
• I mostly worked on my own
• I lost track of time
• Other people ignored my contributions
• We worked most effectively
• The interface was most complex
• I had the most privacy
• I knew what other people were doing
• We edited the music together
• I made my best contributions
• I was influenced by the other people
• The condition I preferred the most
6.6.2 Interaction Log Analysis
The software logged all interaction, including mouse clicks, key presses, and details of which
software functions and operations were used, as well as how much time was spent using each
function. These measures are similar to those taken in Study One (see Section 5.4.2). Various
software tools were developed using Python and Java to extract quantitative data from the logs.
Table 7.2 summarises the features studied, and how they were identified in the log files.
6.6.3 Group Discussions
Semi-structured discussions were held with the participants at the end of the session to gather
data about their perceptions and experiences. Discussions were video and audio recorded. A
set of questions were generated to focus on general preferences, perceived differences between
the speakers and headphones, use of the Personal and Public channels, awareness of each-other’s
activities, roles and working strategies and spatial use of the shared on-screen workspace. Partici-
pants were also invited to raise any other issues, talk about the experience in their own words, and
ask their own questions. Analysis of interview transcripts used Grounded Theory methods, as
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Feature Description
Creations Creating a module
Deletions Deleting a module
Cloning Cloning a module using the clone button
Snapshots Taking a group snapshot of the music
Text chat Number of text chat events
Editing (raw) Modifying a module control (slider, button, etc.,)
Patching to Public Connecting a module to the Public output
Patching to Personal Connecting a module to a Personal output
Movement Movement of modules
Number of Snapshots
Tempo changes
Table 6.2: Summary of log file features studied
adopted by many others for the study of digital musical interactions, CSCW and HCI (Dow et al.,
2008, Laney et al., 2010, Luther and Bruckman, 2008, Michael Gurevich and Marquez-Borbon,
2010, Muller and Kogan, 2010, Thom-Santelli et al., 2009).
6.7 Participants and Recruitment
Thirty individuals were recruited and organised into ten groups of three people. These groups
were scheduled to attend experiment sessions at Queen Mary University of London. Partici-
pants received financial compensation of £10 for taking part. All participants were recruited via
mailing lists related to art, electronic music, sonic arts, music technology and academic research
concerning sound and music computing. The recruitment e-mail stated that a new music appli-
cation was being developed at Queen Mary University of London, and that for testing purposes,
the project required ‘people with an interest in creating music, for instance composers, musi-
cians, DJs, and students of Music, Music Technology or related fields’. The message stressed
that people would work in a group with two other people, and that they did not need to be able
to play an instrument or have formal musical training to take part. The message invited people
to make contact via e-mail if interested. In line with ethical procedures for the recruitment of
human subjects, no individuals were directly approached or asked to participate.
Over a period of several months approximately eighty people replied to the recruitment e-
mails, either expressing an interest in taking part, or asking for additional information. Each
respondent was contacted via e-mail, with answers to any questions they had about the research.
Respondents were then invited via e-mail to take part in an experiment session. Electronic copies
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of the information sheet and consent form were sent to participants prior to the experiment ses-
sion, and e-mail reminders were sent close to the date of the session. Participants were informed
they did not need to bring instruments or equipment with them on the day of the session.
Demographic information for each participant was acquired via a computer administered pre-
test questionnaire at the start of the experiment session. Participants were able to skip questions
if they so wished. 25 of the 30 participants completed the questionnaire in full, while five partici-
pants omitted details about age and/or occupation. 19 participants (68%) were male (based on 29
responses). The mean age of participants (based on 25 responses) was 33 years. 20 participants
(69%) could play a musical instrument. 6 participants ( 22%) classified themselves as beginner
level in their musical proficiency, 11 participants (40%) classified themselves as of ‘intermediate’
level, 5 participants (18%) classified themselves as ‘semi-professional’ and 5 participants (18%)
classified themselves as ‘professional’ level. 25 participants (86%) had previously composed
songs on their own. 4 participants (16%) had composed 2-5 pieces, and 21 participants (84%)
had composed more than 10 pieces. 22 participants (75%) had previously composed songs with
others. 2 participants (9%) had composed 1 piece with others. 4 participants (18%) had com-
posed 2-5 pieces with others, 3 participants (14%) had composed 5-10 pieces with others, and 13
participants (59%) had composed more than 10 pieces with others.
One participant (3%) described their level of computer literacy as ‘beginner’. 17 participants
(58%) identified their level of computer literacy as ‘intermediate’, and 11 participants (37%)
identified as ‘expert’. 28 participants (97%) had previously used an Instant Messenger appli-
cation to communicate online, and one participant had not used an Instant Messenger (3%). 8
participants (28%) had not used collaborative software before. 7 participants (25%) had played
online multi-player computer games, 4 participants (14%) had used collaborative document ed-
itors, 2 participants (7%) had used collaborative writing software, 14 participants (50%) had
previously used some form of collaborative music making software, one participant (4%) had
used another form of collaborative software (SVN)4.
Information about musical preference was collected by asking participants to select from
a multiple choice list of sixteen musical genres. The most frequently selected genre of music
was ‘Jazz’ (22 participants) closely followed by ‘Electronic’ (21 participants). The least pop-
ular genres were ‘Metal’ (7 participants), ‘Country’ (8 participants) and ‘Rap’ (9 participants).
The mean number of genres selected was 7.37, indicating that most participants appreciated a
4Percentages do not add up to 100 for multiple choice questions
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range of different musical styles. The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient indicated no
correlation between age and musical tolerance (n=24, rs=-0.0309, t=-0.15, df=2, p1=0.441066
p2=0.882131). In summary, whilst not all participants were instrumentalists, there was a high
level of musicality and musical experience within the participant sample, as well as a high level
of computer literacy.
It might be expected that people interested in testing new computer music software would
appreciate electronic music, yet it is also interesting that jazz was such a popular genre within
the participants for this study. One possibilities is that the term ‘jazz’ is too broad and generic
to reflect any specific style, while another explanation is that people willing to work with other
musicians in an experimental musical context may also be inclined to enjoy and/or participate in
music such as jazz, which frequently incorporates aspects of improvisation. Although data on
musical preferences was collected by the pre-test questionnaire, this information was not factored
into the analysis.
Figure 6.4: Participant Musical Genre Preferences
6.8 Pilot Studies
Two pilot studies were conducted prior to commencing with the full study. The first pilot identi-
fied a number of usability and stability issues within the software, while analysis of the captured
pilot data highlighted problems with the data collection mechanisms. These issues were ad-
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dressed before the second pilot.
To aid in analysis, the data logging methods were modified to record the state of the entire
system every time a change was made. This simplified the analysis process at the expense of
increasing the size of the log files.
6.9 Procedure and Apparatus
Three studio quality near-field Yamaha MSP5 monitors were used for conditions requiring speak-
ers. Sony MDR-7509HD headphones were selected for conditions C2 and C3. These headphones
feature freely rotatable ear-pieces and therefore allow the wearer to comfortably hold them to
their ear in the style of a DJ, as well as wear them in the conventional way. Mac-Mini computers
with 21 inch widescreen displays were used. The computer displays were lowered as far as pos-
sible to allow participants to see over them. Each computer had an identical two button mouse
and Apple keyboard. The workstations were set up on a large round table (see Figure 6.5) with
the Mac Mini units in the centre. A Yamaha MSP5 monitor was positioned to the right of each
computer screen, and a pair of Sony MDR-7509HD was headphones placed on top of the speaker
at the start of each session. A chair was positioned at each of the computer workstations.
Figure 6.5: Second study set-up.
Each session was structured as follows:
• Introduction, Consent form signing, pre-test questionnaire - 10 minutes
• Training - 10 minutes
• Experimental Conditions - 45 minutes
• Post-test Questionnaire - 5 minutes
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• Discussion and Debriefing - 15 minutes
Participants were asked to meet in a reception area close to the experiment laboratory. Once
all participants were present they were led to the experiment laboratory, and asked to take a
seat around the computer table. The researcher then sat at a chair near the table and presented
participants with information sheets and consent forms. The researcher verbally described the
purpose of the study session, stressing the voluntary nature of the research participation. In line
with ethics guidelines, the data collection procedures were explained, along with reassurance that
all data would be anonymised, and that images, video and audio from the research would not be
published or made available online.
Participants were encouraged to ask questions throughout the introductory explanation. They
were then given time to read the information sheet and consent form, and ask any further ques-
tions before being invited to sign the consent form. After signing consent forms the participants
were presented with a computer administered pre-test questionnaire to collect demographic in-
formation and details about their previous musical background, computer literacy and experience
using collaborative computer software.
Participants were then given a training session with the software, which covered how to
create, edit and delete music modules, how to use the chat tool, the use of the Personal and Private
workspaces, and the way modules could be transferred between these spaces. The location of the
video loop within the interface was made clear to the participants. During training the participants
were given a short amount of free time to use the software. Throughout the training participants
were invited to ask questions about the software. After training the groups were given fifteen
minutes with each software condition. To control for learning effects the order of conditions and
video loops was randomly assigned within each group.
After exactly fifteen minutes the Server application automatically closed the interface and
presented participants with a blank screen. At this point the researcher loaded the next experi-
mental condition via a software interface running in the control room. The researcher then ex-
plained to the participants how the new conditions was different from the previous, and answered
any questions the participants had, before letting the participants begin.
After the three conditions had been presented the participants were presented with a com-
puter administered post-test questionnaire, as described in Section 6.6.1. After completing the
final questionnaire a group discussion was conducted by the researcher. Towards the end of this
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discussion the participants were invited to ask the researcher questions about the study. At this
stage the researcher explained more generally about the research being conducted and the pur-
pose of the study. After the group discussion the participants filled out a form to acknowledge
receipt of the £10 financial compensation for their time. Finally the participants were thanked
for their time and led by the researcher to the exit.
6.10 Sample Size
As this study was based on the same design as Study One, a similar sampling approach was
taken, although a larger sample of 30 participants was recruited. The same post hoc analysis was
performed on the Friedman Test results to determine their effect size. This process is described
in Section 5.9 and Appendix A.
6.11 Results
This chapter presents the results obtained from analysis of the experiment sessions. A discussion
of the findings proceeds in Section 6.12.
6.11.1 Post-Test Questionnaires
All participants were invited to complete a multiple choice post-test questionnaire administered
via an onscreen interface. This questionnaire was in place to investigate the participants’ inter-
pretations of the experimental conditions, their feelings towards music created and their thoughts
about how well the group worked together (see Figure 6.4). Of the 30 participants, 28 completed
the questionnaire in full, one participant provided responses to almost all statements and one
participant did not provide any responses.
The post-test questionnaire asked participants to rank a series of statements in order of their
applicability to the experimental conditions presented to them. As experimental conditions were
randomly ordered for each session the participants were asked to use the order in which the
conditions were presented to them. The response orders were subsequently placed in a uniform
order for analysis. The Friedman test was used to identify questionnaire statements which elicited
a statistically significant trend. A significant number of participants identified condition C2 as
the one in which they ‘lost track of time’ (p=0.0406, df=2, csqr=6.41). A post-hoc test using
Wilcoxon sign-rank tests with Bonferroni correction showed the significant differences between
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C1 and C2 (p<0.001, r=0.4553862), with a medium effect size.
A significant number of participants (p=0.0211, df=2, csqr=7.72) also rated condition C2
as the one in which they ‘had the most privacy’. No other statements elicited a statistically
significant result or indicated a strong trend. A post-hoc test using Wilcoxon sign-rank tests
with Bonferroni correction showed the significant differences between C1 and C2 (p = 0.001, r
= 0.5528049), and between conditions C1 and C2 (p = 0.01, r = 0.4100125), with a strong and
medium effect size respectively.
The post-test questionnaire also included a comments field. Comments left by the partici-
pants in the post-test questionnaire are given in Appendix C, and were not analysed.
Statement C1 C2 C3 Total csqr df p
The best music 2 1.9 2.2 29 1.16 2 0.5599
I felt most involved with the group 1.9 1.9 2.2 29 1.31 2 0.5194
I enjoyed myself the most 2.1 1.9 2.1 29 0.83 2 0.6603
I felt out of control 2.2 1.8 2 29 2.14 2 0.343
I understood what was going on 1.9 2 2.1 29 0.48 2 0.7866
I worked mostly on my own 2 1.9 2.1 29 0.9 2 0.6376
I lost track of time 2.2 1.6 2.1 29 6.41 2 0.0406
Other people ignored my contributions 1.9 2 2.1 29 1.1 2 0.5769
We worked most effectively 2.1 2 2 29 0.21 2 0.9003
The interface was most complex 1.9 2.1 2 29 0.48 2 0.7866
I had the most privacy 2.4 1.7 1.9 29 7.72 2 0.0211
I knew what other people were doing 2 2 2 28 0.07 2 0.9656
We edited the music together 2 2.1 1.9 28 1.14 2 0.5655
I made my best contributions 2 2 2 28 0.07 2 0.9656
I was influenced by the other people 2 1.9 2 28 0.21 2 0.9003
The condition I preferred the most 2.1 1.9 2 28 0.64 2 0.7261
Table 6.3: Summary of Post-Test questionnaire results for Study Two, showing mean rank for
each condition, ordered by experimental condition. Questions with a significance level of p<0.05
are highlighted in bold.
Ordering Effects in Post-Test Questionnaire
The post-test questionnaire responses were analysed in their presentation order to show the ef-
fects of time and ordering on participants experiences. A significant proportion of participants
noted mostly working on their own in the first condition they were presented with (p=0.0063,
df=2, csqr=10.14). In the first presented condition a significant number of participants stated
that their contributions were ignored the most in condition C3 (p=0.0052, df=2, csqr=10.5). A
significant number of participants reported that they they least understood what was going on
(p=0.0046, df=2, csqr=10.76) and a significant number stated that they worked most effectively
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in condition C1 (p=0.0167, df=2, csqr=8.19). A significant number of participants noted that they
made their best contributions in the second and third conditions (p=0.0107, df=2, csqr=9.07),
while response to the statement ‘the best music’ shows a strong trend towards later conditions
(p=0.0553, df=2, csqr=5.79), as do responses to the statement ‘We edited the music together’
(p=0.0596, df=2, csqr=5.64).
Statement C1 C2 C3 Total csqr df p
The best music 2.3 1.9 1.7 29 5.79 2 0.0553
I felt most involved with the group 2.1 2 1.9 29 0.93 2 0.6281
I enjoyed myself the most 2.2 2 1.8 29 1.78 2 0.4232
I felt out of control 1.8 2 2.2 29 2.97 2 0.2265
I understood what was going on 2.5 1.9 1.7 29 10.79 2 0.0046
I worked mostly on my own 1.6 1.9 2.4 29 10.14 2 0.0063
I lost track of time 2.1 1.8 2.1 29 1.86 2 0.3946
Other people ignored my contributions 1.6 1.9 2.5 29 10.5 2 0.0052
We worked most effectively 2.4 1.8 1.7 29 8.19 2 0.0167
The interface was most complex 2.2 1.8 2 29 1.72 2 0.4232
I had the most privacy 1.9 1.8 2.3 29 4.34 2 0.1142
I knew what other people were doing 1.9 2 2.1 28 0.29 2 0.865
We edited the music together 2.4 1.9 1.8 28 5.64 2 0.0596
I made my best contributions 2.5 1.8 1.8 28 9.07 2 0.0107
I was influenced by the other people 2.3 2 1.8 28 3.07 2 0.2155
The condition I preferred the most 2.3 1.9 1.8 28 3.5 2 0.1738
Table 6.4: Summary of Post-Test questionnaire results for Study Two, showing mean rank for
each condition, ordered by presentation order. Significance level of p<0.05 highlighted in bold.
6.11.2 Interaction Log Analysis
The Friedman Test was used to compare interaction log features between the experimental con-
ditions. Appendix A provides justification for selecting this statistical test. Table 6.5 summarises
these results. Interaction log analysis using the Friedman Test showed that where participants
used Speakers Only (Condition 1) they made significantly less use of the Personal channel to lis-
ten to musical contributions (p=0.01216, df=2, csqr=8.82). See Figure 6.6. A post-hoc test using
Wilcoxon sign-rank tests with Bonferroni correction showed the significant differences between
C1 and C2 (p<0.001, r=0.629554) and between C1 and C3 (p = 0.006, r = 0.480526), indicating
strong and medium effect sizes respectively.
There was no significant effect on the amount of times participants patched modules to the
Public channel (p=0.1496, df=2, csqr=3.8). See Figure 6.7.
Interaction log analysis using the Friedman Test showed that the experimental conditions
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Figure 6.6: Mean number of times modules were patched to Personal outputs. Error bars show
Standard Error
caused no significant difference in the amount of modules individuals contributed (p=0.7225,
df=2, csqr=0.65) or deleted (p=0.5169, df=2, csqr=1.32). See Figures 6.8 and 6.9.
The Friedman test showed no significant differences between the amount of editing which
individuals performed on their own modules (p=0.8395, df=2, csqr=0.35), or the amount of co-
editing which took place (p=0.3413, df=2, csqr=2.15). See Figures 6.10 and 6.11.
Participants spent a similar amount of effort organising the workspace in each condition,
as evidenced by the Friedman test, which indicated no significant difference in the amount of
window position movements between conditions (p=0.4677, df=2, csqr=1.52). See Figure 6.12.
Feature C1 C2 C3 df csqr p
Creations 1.9 2 2.1 2 0.65 0.7225
Deletions 2.1 1.8 2.1 2 1.32 0.5169
Individual editing 1.9 2 2.1 2 0.35 0.8395
Co-editing 2.2 1.9 1.9 2 2.15 0.3413
Movements 2 1.8 2.2 2 1.52 0.4677
Patch to Public 2 2.3 1.8 2 3.8 0.1496
Patch to Personal 1.6 2.3 2.2 2 7.35 0.0253
Table 6.5: Interaction log results summarised to rank averages. Significance of p<0.05 in bold.
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Figure 6.7: Mean number of times modules were patched to the Public output. Error bars show
Standard Error
Figure 6.8: Mean number of creations. Error bars show Standard Error
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Figure 6.9: Mean number of deletions. Error bars show Standard Error
Figure 6.10: Mean number of edits. Error bars show Standard Error
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Figure 6.11: Mean number of co-edits. Error bars show Standard Error
Figure 6.12: Mean number of module position moves. Error bars show Standard Error
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Snapshots
Groups were asked to record 30 second ‘snapshots’ of their compositions using a button within
the interface. In order to initiate a snapshot all participants were required to press the button. Five
groups (50%) did not take any snapshots, two groups (20%) took one snapshot, one group (10%)
took two snapshots, and one group took six (10%). Table 6.6 shows snapshot totals organised by
experimental condition. The least snapshots were taken in condition C3 (headphones only), and
the most snapshots were taken in condition C2 (headphones+speakers). Based on the limited use
of the snapshot feature, no further analysis was performed.
Session/Group C1 C2 C3 Total
1 0 1 0 1
2 0 1 0 1
3 1 0 0 1
4 0 1 1 2
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
7 3 3 0 6
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
Table 6.6: Number of snapshots taken
Tempo Control
The Friedman test showed that there was no significant difference in the use of the tempo control
between conditions (p=0.5916, df=2, csqr=1.05).
6.11.3 Spatial Organisation
Visualisations of how participants spatially arranged the music modules within the workspace
were created using interaction log data. The visualisations were created with the Processing lan-
guage5. These visualisations ploted the co-ordinate position of music modules for the duration
of each experiment condition. An example is presented in Figure 6.13, and the full collection
is included in Appendix C. In the visualisations, each participant is associated with a colour to
signify authorship, and each circle represents the position of a music module during the course
of the interaction. The same module will appear twice in the visualisation if its position was
5www.processing.org
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changed. As participants rarely edited each others’ music modules (see Table 6.5) the initial cre-
ator of the module was used as the indicator of authorship. The visualisations are arranged with
columns to represent experimental conditions from left to right C1, C2 and C3, and experiment
groups are arranged in rows.
The visualisations were visually categorised into ‘grouped’ and ‘intermingled’ sets based on
the degree to which the areas of coloured dots appeared to be grouped together. Grouped sets
refer to where the participants were more territorial in the layout of the interface, by grouping
there contributions together, while intermingled groups were less territorial, and interspersed
their contributions across the interface. The categorisations were independently performed by
a third party rater (see Table 6.7), and inter-rater agreement was assessed using the Cohen’s
Kappa test. This test provides a measure of the level of consensus there exists within the ratings
of independent judges. The test produces a score ranged from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates total
disagreement, and 1 indicates complete agreement. When applied to the ratings of ‘groups’
and ‘intermingled’ categorisations, Cohen’s Kappa produced a rating of 0.6667 agreement. The
inter-rater categorisations are presented in Table 6.7.
Figure 6.13: Example workspace visualisation
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Session Condition Rater 1 Rater 2
1 Condition 1 Intermingled Intermingled
1 Condition 2 Intermingled Intermingled
1 Condition 3 Grouped Intermingled
2 Condition 1 Grouped Grouped
2 Condition 2 Grouped Grouped
2 Condition 3 Intermingled Grouped
3 Condition 1 Grouped Grouped
3 Condition 2 Grouped Grouped
3 Condition 3 Grouped Grouped
4 Condition 1 Intermingled Intermingled
4 Condition 2 Intermingled Intermingled
4 Condition 3 Intermingled Intermingled
5 Condition 1 Intermingled Intermingled
5 Condition 2 Grouped Intermingled
5 Condition 3 Intermingled Intermingled
6 Condition 1 Grouped Intermingled
6 Condition 2 Intermingled Intermingled
6 Condition 3 Grouped Intermingled
7 Condition 1 Grouped Grouped
7 Condition 2 Grouped Grouped
7 Condition 3 Grouped Grouped
8 Condition 1 Grouped Grouped
8 Condition 2 Grouped Grouped
8 Condition 3 Grouped Grouped
9 Condition 1 Grouped Grouped
9 Condition 2 Grouped Grouped
9 Condition 3 Grouped Grouped
10 Condition 1 Intermingled Intermingled
10 Condition 2 Intermingled Intermingled
10 Condition 3 Intermingled Intermingled
Table 6.7: Table of inter rater classifications for spatial visualisations
The visualisations and categorisations provide evidence that five out of ten groups partitioned
the two-dimensional space of the shared workspace during their interaction. The visualisations
also show that groups used a similar spatial arrangement in every condition, and the spatial
arrangements appear not to be influenced by the audio presentation modes.
It is important to emphasise that the spatial position of modules within the virtual workspace
does not influence the musical outcome of the software, meaning that the way windows were
arranged by participants served no musical function, yet may have been relevant from an in-
teractional standpoint as a support for awareness, coordination, or organisation of some form.
Furthermore, as noted in Section 6.11.2 the experimental manipulations did not influence the
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amount of module movements participants made.
6.11.4 Spatial and non-spatial analysis
The Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyse the interaction logs for grouped and intermin-
gled data sets independently, revealing several differences in the patterns of interaction be-
tween the participants who grouped their modules territorially and the participants who inter-
mingled their modules. Groups who intermingled their modules performed significantly more co-
editing than groups who were spatially grouped (Ua = 1354.5, z=-2.76, p1=0.0029, p2=0.0058).
Groups with more pronounced spatial partitioning also created more modules (Ua = 696, z=2.55,
p1=0.0054, p2=0.0108) and made more use of the public channel (Ua = 697.5, z=2.54, p1=0.0054,
p2=0.0111).
6.11.5 Video Observation and Group Interviews
All interaction during the sessions was video recorded, and all groups were subjected to a video
recorded group discussion at the end of the experiment session. This resulted in approximately
ten hours of video footage. Videos of each experimental session were transferred to computer
and divided into four separate files; the three audio presentation conditions plus the interview.
The ELAN software6 was used to transcribe speech from the videos. This resulted in 11,644
words of interview dialog, and 3,696 words of dialogue during from during the interaction itself.
The videos were analysed using coding techniques adopted from Constructivist Grounded
Theory (Charmaz, 2006). Although the experimental approach adopted in this study precludes
performing a full grounded theory analysis, the use of Grounded Theory Methods (GTM) is a
recognised approach to analysing transcripts of interaction in HCI and CSCW research (Muller
and Kogan, 2010). Grounded Theory methods have also been used to study digital musical
interactions (Kiefer, 2010, Laney et al., 2010, Michael Gurevich and Marquez-Borbon, 2010,
Morrison et al., 2007, Xambo´ et al., 2011).
To perform analysis using a Grounded Theory method, the transcripts were read through
several times, and then openly coded. This involved a line-by-line reading of the text, and the
assignment of codes to represent meaning. Following (Charmaz, 2006), codes were assigned




tion. Words and phrases used by the participants were also employed as codes, so as not to put
distance between the analysis and the data. After the initial coding process, the codes were com-
pared line-by-line with the transcripts to assess their fit and suitability. Appendix C.1presents a
list of initial codes generated at this stage.
Similar codes were then grouped into higher level categories (Axial Codes) to form more
broad descriptions. These categories were refined through further comparison with the transcripts
and extended through notes and written descriptions to clarify their meaning. At this stage,
excerpts were taken form the text to exemplify the categories. Whist not adhering to a full
Grounded Theory methodology, this analysis provided a means of exploring and making sense
of the large corpus of interview text collected. Interview extracts are presented throughout the
discussion section to elaborate on specific features of the analysis. The following axial codes
were identified from the interviews:
Generating new ideas
Participants described the experience in terms of generating ideas and brainstorming, and noted
the benefits of getting three people’s ideas at once.
enjoying the experience
Participants in the interviews talked about their enjoyment.
Working in individual areas of the screen
Participants work in individual areas of the screen to help them keep track of which contributions
are theirs and which belong to other people. Sometimes the groups discuss where to work, but
often this process of claiming screen space happens without discussion.
Assuming a role
Sometimes participants assume specific roles within the collaboration, for instance ‘doing the
drums’, ‘doing the textures’.
Becoming familiar with the group
Becoming familiar with the group as time moves forward appears to be a natural aspect of the
group interaction, and is often mentioned by the participants.
Close listening with headphones
Participants often describe the close listening experience of using headphones, and the affordance
of hearing more detail in the sound that way.
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Using personal channel before sharing
Participants often describe the process of creating musical ideas in their personal channel before
sharing them with the group. This appears to be an integral aspect of the collaborative activity,
and a strong emergent code from the interviews.
Identifying ones’ self
Identifying the sounds one was making
Identifying others
Attempting to identity others in the mix
Losing track of time
Some people note losing track of time, as they become more immersed in the activity. This code
clearly echoes the idea of Flow and optimal experience.
6.12 Discussion
This study took as a starting point the question how does the mode of audio presentation affect
co-located collaborative digital musical interaction using an interface shared across multiple
computers? Particular concerns were how different forms of audio presentation influenced styles
of working, discussion over the music and collaboration, and management of the shared inter-
face. The results suggest a number of ways in which manipulating the way audio is delivered
in a collaborative music-making activity changed the way participants used the software, and
influenced the perceived quality of the interaction. This section begins by using the quantitative
interaction log measures, questionnaires, and analysis of the video data to assess the hypotheses
presented in Section 6.3. The discussion then expands on a number of more general issues sur-
rounding the interaction which took place, drawing heavily on the Grounded Theory Methods
(GTM) analysis of the experiment sessions and group interviews.
6.12.1 Hypothesis H1
Hypothesis H1 (Section 6.3) stated that Participants will work more individually when audio is
presented exclusively through headphones. Key indicators of individual work were increased use
of the Personal audio output, a reduction in module co-editing and less discussion between par-
ticipants. In addition, some of the post-test questionnaire questions were in place to investigate
the participants’ reported impression of the interaction related to this hypothesis.
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Interaction log analysis for editing and co-editing showed no significant effects caused by
the experimental manipulation of audio devices. The same level of co-editing in the conditions
suggests that the mode of audio delivery did not encourage participants to edit each others contri-
butions more or less. There was also no effect on the amount of creations, deletions, or movement
of modules within the interface. This suggests that manipulating the audio delivery devices did
not alter the turnover of contributions or music modules.
Participants used the Personal audio channel more when it was routed through headphones
(Conditions C2 and C3), although this did not appear to be further influenced by routing Public
audio through speakers or headphones. According to the post-test questionnaire, participants re-
ported having least privacy in the speakers only condition (p=0.0211, df=2, csqr=7.72), although
there was no significant reported distinction between the headphones only condition (C2) and the
headphones+speakers condition (C3). This suggests that the largest difference in interaction was
brought about by presenting the Personal channel through speakers, and not through presenting
all audio exclusively through headphones.
During the interview, participants identified a number of distinctions between working in
headphones and working in speakers. There was no strong indicator that presenting audio exclu-
sively through headphones caused groups to work more individually, although participants often
noted that the headphones encouraged more concentrated listening than with speakers, causing
them to ‘hear close things’, or focus on ‘texture’ and ‘tiny details’. The property of headphones
to facilitate a more intimate, close and immersive listening experience was also identified by
Kallinen and Ravaja (2007). This tendency for headphones to promote more focused listening
had contradictory effects on reported experiences of involvement in the group. On the one hand
some participants reported being less involved with the group as they become more focused on
the details of the sounds they were creating, at the expense of engaging with the publicly shared
music. On the other hand, for different participants, the more concentrated listening resulted in
their becoming more attentive to the changes made by others, and consequently they noted feel-
ing as though they were working more as a group when using headphones. These two effects are
illustrated by transcript extracts from interviews with two separate groups of participants:
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah, and I think you’re much more aware of, of other people’s changes,
in the last one, having the headphones on [...] and I think, my feeling was that that
encourages, encouraged us to change more in each others’. [...] that was my feeling
anyway, that there was a bit more collaboration with each others’ sounds
(Session 6 Interview)
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PARTICIPANT 3: well, erm, I see, the headphones definitely, shut me off from, erm, I mean
I was able to concentrate solely on what I was doing, but I wasn’t as involved as a
group (Session 5 Interview)
Participant 2 from Session 6 described a situation in which headphones caused them to en-
gage more with the group, as the close listening they promoted focused their attention on changes
other people were making to the sounds. Conversely, Participant 3 clearly stated that the head-
phones allowed them to concentrate on their own ideas, but at the expense of less group involve-
ment. The contradictory statements from participants do provide reassurance that the interview
questions were not leading participants towards particular answers (Furniss et al., 2011), although
the range of results also suggests that the individuals had quite widely different experiences of
the interaction. It does appear that participants noted feeling more involved with the group when
they were most aware of and attentive to the changes being made by others in the group, and this
occurred primarily when public and Personal audio was presented via the same device (speakers
or headphones), rather than when public and Personal audio were split into separate devices.
6.12.2 Hypothesis H2
Hypothesis H2 posited that an interface which provides the greatest auditory separation between
Personal and Public audio would be preferred by participants. The post-test questionnaire data
does not indicate that any of the conditions affected preference based on results for the state-
ments ‘The condition I preferred the most’ or ‘I enjoyed myself the most’. Analysis of post-test
responses indicated that a significant proportion of participants rated condition 2 (Speakers +
Headphones) as the one they most lost track of time in (p<0.05). This questionnaire statement is
rooted in the theory of Flow, which suggests losing track of time is an indicator of enjoyment or
engagement (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), although this in and of itself is not enough to support the
hypothesis.
During interviews participants expressed mixed responses to the headphones+speakers con-
dition. Some participants expressed difficulty switching between headphones and speakers, not-
ing in particular that it caused a disruption in their ability to focus on the shared aspects of the
music. For instance one participant described using headphones initially to experiment with the
software, before switching back to speakers to work with the group.
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah yeah, because I, I was just trying to get, see how it all worked,
and, which I preferred, and then I found it was much better to just be on the same
wavelength as everybody else (Session 10 Interview)
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Similarly, one participant from another group noted that the headphones made them con-
centrate more on what they were doing individually, apparently at the expense of formulating
a musical contribution which were coherent with the sounds playing through the Public audio
channel on speakers. This contradicts the proposal by Morris et al. (2004) to use individual audio
channels presented via in-ear headphones to support parallel working in a task based scenario.
PARTICIPANT 2: I was more concentrating on what I was doing, and when I tried to erm,
add it to the, you know, public thing, it was, it just didn’t sound right.
(Session 5 Interview)
In summary, the results do not support hypothesis H2, that splitting Public and Personal audio
channels between devices would be most preferred. As with H1, it appears that splitting audio
between headphones and speakers was actually problematic for a lot of the participants, although
this is not reflected in the interaction logs analysis, which shows interaction in C2 and C3 were
very similar.
6.12.3 Hypothesis H3
Hypothesis H3 posited that an interface which presents Personal and Public audio entirely
through speakers will cause participants to work more collectively. Interaction log analysis
shows that the audio presentation configurations did not influence individuals’ tendency to edit
modules created by other group members, and altering the form of audio presentation did not
cause individuals to create significantly more or less music modes, or influence the amount
of editing they performed. However, when Public and Personal audio was presented entirely
through speakers (Condition 1), interaction log analysis using the Friedman Test showed that
participants made significantly less use of the Personal channel to listen to musical contributions
than they did in either of the other conditions (p=0.0253, df=2, csqr=7.35). This result partially
supports hypothesis H3, insofar as participants were less likely to listen to contributions via their
Personal channel when Personal audio was routed to their speaker. This finding may however be
more related to the depreciated benefit of using the Personal channel when it was routed through
speakers.
Furthermore, response to the questionnaire self-reported statement ‘I had the most privacy’
shows participants reported experiencing least privacy in C1 (p=0.0211, df=2, csqr=7.72). How-
ever, analysis of the post-test questionnaire results for the statements ‘We edited the music to-
gether’, ‘We worked most effectively’ and ‘I worked mostly on my own’ suggested that there
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was no trend for participants to report working more collectively in any of the audio presentation
configurations.
One of the strongest descriptive codes in the interview analysis related to participants descrip-
tions of control over the sharing of musical contributions, and the formulation of contributions
away from the group. This is similar to the observed use of the Private space in Study one.
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, you didn’t want to introduce something terrible
(Session 5 Interview)
By reducing the privacy afforded by the Personal channel, the ability to formulate contribu-
tions in isolation before sharing would clearly have been negated, therefore reducing the useful-
ness of the Personal audio channel. However, forcing contributions to be more Public did not
impact on the level of co-editing in the same way as reported in Study One.
When analysed for ordering effects, the post-test questionnaire results showed that a signif-
icant number of participants reported working most effectively in the final condition they were
presented with, regardless of which audio presentation configuration this equated to. A signifi-
cant number of participants reported working mostly on their own in the first condition they were
presented with, and similarly that people also ignored their contributions more in the first pre-
sented condition. The final condition presented to the participants was most frequently selected
for the statement ‘I understood what was going on’.
Findings related to the order of conditions are to be expected, as it makes sense that over
the the group members would have become more familiar with the software, and with each
other. This familiarity would explain their reported feelings of working more effectively together
and understanding more about what was happening in the later conditions. However, as the
experiment controlled for learning effects by altering the condition presentation order for each
group (see Section 6.5) this finding does not negate the other findings of the study, which have
been identified independently of the condition ordering.
Some participants reported an unanticipated use of the Personal channel, as a mechanism for
discovering which modules were producing which sounds. During group interviews participants
talked in more detail about the importance of knowing what was making a specific sound than
knowing who was responsible for a given contribution. For instance one participant noted of the
Personal audio channel:
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, I err, I used, yeah, I used it for two things. For, for monitoring
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before I submitted something, but also if I got, confused between, which sounds
were, were what, then I would, would listen to it (Session 6 Interview)
Furthermore, analysis of the interviews suggested that the idea of becoming aware of what
was creating sounds arose much more frequently than the category of who was creating a sound,
and participants frequently noted not being aware of who was responsible for particular contri-
butions.
In summary, presenting Personal Audio through speakers reduced the participants’ reported
level of privacy, and also reduced the tendency for the Personal audio channel to be used. This
can be explained through the reduced level of privacy afforded by presenting Personal audio
through speakers. This finding relates strongly to the findings of Study One (Section 5.11) by
showing that the option for privacy gets exploited when made available to participants. How-
ever, as the experimental manipulations did not influence the way participants used the software
(module creations, deletions, editing), it is difficult to find strong support for the hypothesis that
presenting audio entirely through headphones caused the group to work more collectively. In-
stead, analysis of the self-report questionnaire data also implied that the time the group spent
working together and/or using the music software was a stronger predictor of how collectively
they reported working together.
6.12.4 Spatial Use of Workspace
Analysis of the way participants spatially organised the interface showed strong cases of terri-
torial behaviour in half the groups, although there was also no evidence that the form of audio
presentation influenced the way individuals or groups spatially arranged the modules within the
shared on-screen workspace. The evidence for participants employing strategies for spatial or-
ganisation of the shared interface supports the work of Tse et al. (2004), who suggest people
naturally adopt spatial partitioning strategies in shared Single Display Groupware interfaces. Tse
et al. (2004) argue that users primarily partition their shared workspaces to avoid interference
with each another’s work, and that some collaborative tasks lend themselves to an inherent spa-
tial partitioning strategy. Tse et al. (2004) also observe that seating arrangement around a shared
screen can influence participants’ on-screen working area. Similarly in interaction over conven-
tional tabletops it has been shown that group members generally modify aspects of the group
product which are within their proximity and reach (Scott et al., 2004). Unlike in the case of
people seated or standing around a shared screen or table, the circular nature of the equipment
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and seating arrangement (see Figure 6.5), combined with the consistent spatial position of mod-
ules within the shared and distributed workspace means that the physical position of participants
around the table could not have contributed to the way participants organised spatial layout of
elements on the screen, while the primarily auditory activity presents no inherent cues or sugges-
tions towards specific spatial arrangements. It is possible that the position of the public patching
block in the middle of the screen may have directed participants towards a natural spatial parti-
tioning strategy around the patching block, however the interface was identical for all conditions
and the plurality of layout approaches (corners, horizontal and vertical stripes, non-uniform)
therefore suggests that this was not a major contributing factor.
Participants may have spatially partitioned the interface to reduce interference with one an-
others work. This statement is supported by interaction log evidence; using the Mann-Whitney
test to compare instances of co-editing between the sets of partitioned and intermingled groups
reveals that participants in groups with weaker spatial organisation strategies conducted signifi-
cantly more co-editing (i.e., editing music modules created by others) than participants in groups
with more strict spatial organisation (Ua=1354.5, z=-.2.76, p1=0.0029, p2=0.0058). However,
conversation during the sessions indicate that the role of spatial partitioning stretched beyond the
minimisation of interference, and was used to signify and help manage awareness of authorship of
musical contributions. This follows the work of Thom-Santelli et al. (2009), who argue that dur-
ing collaboration, territoriality serves the communicative function of indicating ownership over a
particular object or space. It is also important to note that whilst the shared workspace supported
the territorial arrangement of contributions, such strategies were not encouraged through the in-
terface design itself. This finding is similar to the observation in (Thom-Santelli et al., 2009)
that existing software features can be re-appropriated as markers of territory in a collaborative
environment.
When asked in interview, the vast majority of participants seemed aware that they themselves
were working in a particular area of the screen, and could remember which portions of the screen
they were mostly working in. However, the participants did not always know where other group
members were working. This implies that the spatial organisation of the interface did not con-
tribute strongly to awareness of specific individuals, although it may have contributed to a more
general awareness of ownership. Studying the video recordings, an absence of discussion over
where in the shared workspaces people worked indicates that in many cases this partitioning was
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the result of tacit agreement, rather than the result of verbal negotiation.
While in many cases the groups did not discuss spatial layout, the following conversation
extract from an experiment session demonstrates how some of the participants identified dif-
ficulties maintaining awareness of each other’s actions. The extract then goes on to show the
participants’ negotiated solution to these difficulties by means of an explicitly agreed strategy to
spatially organise the shared interface.
PARTICIPANT 3: The beat’s pretty cool, hey?
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, it’s alright, man
PARTICIPANT 1: it’s just hard to keep up with so much, what’s going on. You don’t know
who’s, who’s is doing what, you know?
PARTICIPANT 2: (laughs)
PARTICIPANT 3: ok, ok well how about this, how about this.
PARTICIPANT 1: uh uh
PARTICIPANT 3: Why doesn’t everybody, like, lets say, you go to one side with yours, I
go to one side with mine, and you go to one side with yours. Like, it’s to move it to
one side so we know what everyone is doing.
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: that make sense?
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: so if I, can I go down, I can go down on the lower
PARTICIPANT 3: oh sorry
PARTICIPANT 3: I put myself down there, so
PARTICIPANT 2: you start moving your things
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah





PARTICIPANT 3: that’s me
PARTICIPANT 1: where are you, at the bottom?
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah, that’s me at the bottom, yeah
[...]
PARTICIPANT 2: you’re going on the left, yeah?
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, well I’m, I’m on the middle
PARTICIPANT 2: the middle?
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: so I’ll go to the top, yeah?
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah, if you, if you climb, yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: so If I’m down low, and maybe someone is on the left hand side, and
someone is on the right hand side, then everyone has enough space, you know what
I mean? so
PARTICIPANT 1: or we can do top, middle and bottom, see, can do it either way really.




PARTICIPANT 3: that’s you? In, that’s you in the middle, yeah?
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, just the three boxes
PARTICIPANT 3: OK
(Study Two Condition C2)
This extract demonstrates the way in which participants negotiated an informal mechanism
or agreement to scaffold authorship awareness through partitioning of the workspace. The par-
ticipants used the spatial division of the shared interface to create or claim workspace areas for
themselves within the shared interface, even though such workspaces were not provided explic-
itly via the interface. This extract also highlights a common vocabulary used by participants to
discuss the screen layout. During interviews, participants often described themselves in terms of
working ‘in the bottom left’, ‘top right’, and so on, although some participants appeared not to
have any sense of territory within the interface and talked about working ‘all over the place’, or
’putting stuff anywhere there was space’.
Another important feature of the participant’s spatial arrangement of the workspace is that in-
dependent of any particular configuration (corners, strips, etc), the groups maintained a very sim-
ilar arrangement of modules between conditions. This indicates that territorialisation was not in-
fluenced or affected by the experimental manipulations, but remained relatively constant. Gutwin
and Greenberg (2002) used the example of people’s physical bodily location in a workspace en-
vironment to highlight the notion that certain aspects of workspace awareness do remain static
during collaboration, and therefore do not necessarily need explicit support in a software inter-
face.
There were points at which the participants’ schemes for spatial organisation broke down.
For instance one participant noted during the interview
PARTICIPANT 1: you watch around for space, and start just putting stuff wherever
(Session 9 Interview)
Participants also occasionally used the shared and consistent spatial layout of the interface as
a resource to discuss aspects of the musical arrangement, as demonstrated in the following ex-
cerpt. Here Participant 1 uses the spatially consistent workspace as a resource to draw Participant
2’s attention to a particular music module.
PARTICIPANT 1: ....pointing with both fingers all over his screen I can see what everyone
else has got on their parameters
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah, that’s right
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PARTICIPANT 1: .....pointing at right hand side of screenbecause I’ve put, I’ve got, the
second step sequencer, down on the right hand side, I’ve put the notes where your
kicks are, .....pointing to left of screen
PARTICIPANT 1: so it’s sort of
PARTICIPANT 2: ah, right, paralleled
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah
(Session 7 Condition C2)
In this incident, Participant 1 begins by gesturing with both hands towards the workspace on
his screen, and then begins to point at an on-screen music module while talking about how he
has configured it. Due to the physical arrangement of screens on the circular table, Participant 2
is unable to ground Participant 2’s deictic reference to the information on his screen (Gutwin and
Greenberg, 2002). Participant 1 therefore verbally refers to the music module’s spatial position
within the shared on-screen workspace, by stating ‘the second step sequencer, down on the right
hand side’ of the workspace. In this way Participant 1 and Participant 2 use their inter-subjective
knowledge of the spatially consistent layout of the workspace to discuss an aspect of the shared
interface.
Participant 2 then notes that Participant 1’s sequencer is ‘paralleled’, to acknowledge the
observation that A’s step sequencer is playing notes at the same time as the kick drums from
Participant 2’s drum module. This extract also demonstrates that participant Participant 1 was
using visual access to Participant 2’s music modules as a resource for creating musically coherent
contributions. Finally, this scenario demonstrates the difficulty of identifying collaborative co-
creation. Although both participants have created music modules on their own, and appear not to
have edited each others modules, Participant 1 has used the visually shared workspace to create
a contribution which is musically cohesive with Participant 2’s existing contribution.
6.12.5 Roles
Participants discussed and adopted a variety of roles within the interaction. This observation is
based on video evidence from during the group interaction and discussion with the participants at
the end of the sessions. During interviews, the majority of participants talked about what could be
termed instrumental roles associated with the generation of musical material, for instance ‘doing
the bass’, ‘doing the drums’ and ‘doing the melodies’. Some participants described their activities
using more abstract terminology, for instance ‘filling gaps in the sound’, trying to ‘fill out the
other spectrum’ or ‘experimenting with weird stuff’. Finally, some participants noted moving
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from the role of generating musical material to that of mixing or taking on a more compositional
role, as exemplified by the following extract:
PARTICIPANT 1: I was the one who was sort of, taking things in and out, mixing, mixing
role, towards the end. And I saw because there was some elements that really worked
I thought, and then others I was just into kind of putting in and out, and just thinking
more of sort of a mix, which was nice to get to that point
(Session 6 Interview)
In the majority of cases groups did not explicitly assign or discuss roles, however, one group
explicitly discussed and assigned roles at the start of their session, before starting to create music.
They then decided to rotate these roles for the three conditions, to ensure each member of the
group had a chance to perform each role. The following extract from during their interaction
shows how these roles were chosen.
PARTICIPANT 3: I think the best way to do it, is, if, one person does the drums, one person
does, the, the step sequencer, and somebody else does something else, because, if all
of us are working on the drums, I think it’s going to get too random
PARTICIPANT 2: yes
[...]
PARTICIPANT 2: what about drums, bass and lead, or something, just as three roles
PARTICIPANT 1: yep, yeah, could try that, OK, makes sense
PARTICIPANT 3: and, then, then we can rotate, because there’s three to do isn’t there
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah, so we can try different
PARTICIPANT 1: Right, which do you want?
PARTICIPANT 2: I don’t mind at all
PARTICIPANT 3: You want to start with err, drums?
PARTICIPANT 1: OK, yeah, sure
PARTICIPANT 3: Lead?
PARTICIPANT 2: OK
PARTICIPANT 3: and I’ll do, what did we say? Bass?
PARTICIPANT 1: Bass
PARTICIPANT 2: Bass (Session 7 Condition C1)
6.12.6 Preferences and Learning Effects
The post-test questionnaire responses were analysed in their presentation order to show the ef-
fects of time and ordering on participants experiences. This identified a number of ordering ef-
fects, particularly in relation to the quality of the music made and the degree to which the group
members responded to each other’s contributions. These ordering effects suggest that partici-
pants’ enjoyment and reported preferences were influenced by the time spent using the software,
and could have been related to their familiarity with the other group members. This finding is
supported by studies of collaborative document writing, which indicate that as groups become
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more mature they are more inclined to suggest and make changes to each others’ contributions
(Posner and Baecker, 1992). The following statements from participants support this:
PARTICIPANT 1: just felt I was more involved in a way, I just felt, I just felt like I was
more involved (Session 2 Interview)
PARTICIPANT 2: cos the ball start to roll, you know, a little more, more erm, into, into the
things and so on (Session 2 Interview)
PARTICIPANT 3: just sounded, sounded better. ‘Cos the other one’s a little bit too fast to
what I normally do, if anything, that’s the only reason why
(Session 2 Interview)
In another session, the same participant reported a preference for their final conditions, due
to familiarity with the software, while Participant 2 gave the second condition, as he/she felt the
group was working more effectively together.
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, I think that I’d gotten more used to sort of, using the, the software
better (Session 3 Interview)
PARTICIPANT 2: err, I preferred two, I just thought it had a groove to it, I don’t know, it
seemed like everyone was working together (Session 3 Interview)
6.12.7 Feedback from participants
Participants commented on the positive experience of creating music with other people using the
software.
PARTICIPANT 3: I mean, it was fun you know, and it, and, that’s the main thing, it’s fun to
be, to be working in real time with two other people
(Session 10 Interview)
Other participants noted the potential of using it live, for instance when asked how they would
describe the experience, one participant noted:
PARTICIPANT 3: I would say, we need to get one of these, and start playing it live
(Session 9 Interview)
6.13 Design Implications
Based on the findings above, this section outlines a number of design implications for systems
to support collaborative musical interaction. So as to be appropriate in a variety of contexts,
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these design implications are presented in a generalised manor. New research directions are
highlighted as this discussion progresses.
6.13.1 Implications for Multiple Devices for Audio Delivery
In single user performance contexts such as DJing, the separation of audio into different devices
has been identified as a central aspect of the practice. However in a real-time, co-located collab-
orative context, where multiple people are listening to a variety of sound sources simultaneously,
splitting audio across multiple devices appears to be problematic from a design and usability
perspective.
Although Mixed Focus interaction (discussed in Section 3.1.5) was supported through the
results of Study One (Chapter 5), the findings of this chapter suggest that performing this separa-
tion by means of different audio presentation devices is detrimental or problematic for a number
of reasons. Firstly, separating audio into different devices affected the participants ability to co-
ordinate and manage their collaboration. In particular, during interview, some participants noted
feeling less involved and less aware of their collaborators when the Personal and Public audio
channels were split between two devices.
Secondly, problems arose due to logistic issues such as switching between headphones and
speakers, balancing the level between speakers and headphones, and the disruption of headphones
on both conversation and monitoring of audio played through speakers. These issues could be
counteracted by using less acoustically isolated headphones, providing each user with individual
control over the level of their audio outputs, and using wireless headphones to make switching
between headphones and speakers less awkward.
Finally in regard to split audio delivery, a clear drawback to the findings of this study is that
although the participants were musically inclined, they had limited experience of collaborative
software, and specifically had limited experience of using the software developed for this study.
Had the participants become accustomed to the split audio delivery design of Condition 2 they
may have developed ways to deal with the problems they encountered. Consequentially, a strong
implication emerging from this discussion is that for first time users of a collaborative music
making environment, audio should be presented via a single device where possible (either head-
phones or speakers) as it appears to encourage stronger feelings of group involvement, and a
greater sense of awareness between users.
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6.13.2 Implications for Single Device Audio Delivery
Interaction log analysis of the data suggests that using speakers for shared and individual audio
presentation discouraged people from using Personal audio channels. Previous research suggests
that incorporating the ability for users to work in auditory isolation from the group had a positive
impact on collaboration, by allowing people to formulate more complete contributions before
sharing them. Designers must therefore balance the choice to discourage individual work against
the benefits of allowing users to control how and when their ideas are shared with the rest of the
group.
If the system design is intended to encourage users to work publicly, rather than supporting
more mixed focus activities, then using speakers might be preferable. A system which is de-
signed to promote mixed focus individual work might benefit from headphone presentation, as
this allows users to concentrate on their own contributions and take advantage of the detailed
sound provided by headphones. This design implication is supported by the log file analysis,
which indicates significantly less use of the Personal audio channel when all audio was routed
through speakers. As a compromise, a collaborative system could also incorporate a switching
mechanism which allows individuals to select between using headphones or speakers.
6.13.3 User Configurability and Layout Features
The ten groups used and configured the shared workspace in a variety of ways. While these con-
figurations were in some cases emergent, rather than the result of discussion or verbal negotiation,
they appeared to be important ways for individuals to keep track of their own contributions, and
on a larger scale important for groups to maintain a spatially organised representation or own-
ership. Given the importance of module layout during collaboration (and the precedent this has
in previous studies of collaboration), a redesigned interface could incorporate additional layout
and organisation features to support additional scaffolding for collaboration, awareness and joint
attention. These features would not have a direct influence on the sonic output of the software,
but could aid groups of people in structuring a collection of interface elements so as to support
and scaffold their collaboration. Additional features could include user configurable dividers,
partitions, annotations and colour coded areas. The ability to group or bundle associated mod-
ules together (e.g., a collection of drum sequencers forming a rhythm) could be another useful
feature.
However, it is important to remember that groups who employed more spatially territorial
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layouts were less inclined to edit the contributions made by others. Designers should therefore
keep in mind that supporting spatial layout through interface features might impact on the amount
of joint editing which takes place.
In collaborative environments which do not feature a workspace metaphor (e.g., a timeline
based sequence application), separate visual representations could be incorporated, as well as
other mechanisms to highlight, group or visually organise musical contributions. A new research
direction might be to investigate the extent to which these organisational features need to be con-
sistently duplicated across all users, and how groups or individuals might exploit the affordances
of these features to support personalised and group level organisation of the interface.
6.14 Summary
This study has started to unpack the complexity surrounding the way Public and Personal audio
can be presented during CDMI. A key finding was that presenting Public and Personal audio
through different devices did not appear to be a successful design decision, as it caused confu-
sion and made it difficult for participants to keep track of both channels. Presenting Public and
Personal audio through speakers caused less use of the Personal channel, but may have affected
the ability for participants to confidently formulate musical contributions by themselves. For
some participants, headphones was a more focused listening experience, in some cases leading
to increased awareness of others. This plurality of responses suggests that designers should pay
particular attention to the way audio is presented in a collaborative environment, as it can have
strong and varied effects on users.
The analysis identified spatial organisation strategies in the way the shared interface was used
by the participants. These strategies appeared to be independent of the experimental interventions
studied, and were in some cases emergent, rather than the result of negotiation between group
members. The identification of these patterns led to further analysis of the data, revealing that
more spatially territorial groups performed less co-editing.
The findings have suggested a number of design implications for future systems. One im-
plication is that using audio delivery as a means of providing awareness information about the
activity of others is problematic. The following chapter picks up on the design implications re-
lated to the identification of contributions and authors, and performs a detailed analysis of the
effects different interface provisions for interrogation of the audio mix have on the way a collab-
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orative music making environment. This approach puts participants in control of what awareness
information they receive by letting them create their own mix of the musical contributions cur-
rently shared within the interface.
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Chapter 7
Study Three: Source and Authorship Awareness
The third study of this thesis investigated the effects of two different awareness mechanisms, one
for presenting information about the Source of sounds, and one for presenting information about
Authorship of contributions. Results suggested that presenting Authorship Awareness discour-
aged participants from collectively editing, and encouraged individual work. Source Awareness
had a limited impact on the way participants used the software.
The previous study investigated the effects of audio delivery in a collaborative music environ-
ment. Analysis showed that when Public and Personal audio were combined and presented
through speakers only (rather than headphones or a combination of speakers and headphones),
participants were less inclined to use the privacy features of the software to listen to contribu-
tions individually. In addition, it was discovered that the groups of participants adopted spatial
approaches to arranging the shared workspace, and that this contributed to their ability to manage
and maintain awareness of the authorship of contributions. Groups of participants for the most
part used the same spatial arrangements in all their conditions, and groups who adopted more
strictly separated layouts between group members’ contributions were statistically less likely to
co-edit one anothers’ musical contributions. One possible implication of this finding is that an
increased awareness of who created a particular musical contribution had an influence on the
tendency for collaborators to edit items which they did not initially create.
Finally, participants reported using their Personal audio channel within the interface as a
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means of identifying the source of particular sounds within the mix. This behaviour could be
regarded as representing a deficiency in the awareness provision of the software, as it indicated
participants were re-appropriating other features within the software to compensate for a lack
of awareness information pertaining to the source of particular sounds. Furthermore, by routing
audio to a personal channel to determine its source, a user would also be disrupting the shared
music by removing this sound from the collection of modules routed to other users via the Public
audio channel. This could potentially cause interference with the activities of others within the
group, particularly if they were currently listening to, or editing a shared musical contribution
which was then removed from the Public audio channel by another user. The study presented in
this chapter investigates the impact of awareness mechanisms to support both awareness of who
contributed, and what the source of sounds are within the interface.
7.1 Authorship (Who) Awareness and Source (What) Awareness
The findings of the previous study indicate that users of a shared environment for collaborative
music-making could benefit from an interface which separates the presentation of awareness
information about which interface component represents a sound, and who was responsible for
creating it. In Study Two, authorship awareness appears to have been maintained through spatial
organisation of the interface, while some participants described re-appropriating the Personal
audio channel as a means of discovering which modules were creating which sounds.
This leads to the delineation of two distinct forms of awareness within collaborative digital
musical interaction. The first is an awareness of who is responsible for the authorship of partic-
ular sounds or contributions within the shared music. Secondly; within the shared interface an
awareness of what is responsible for producing a particular sound, or in other words, an aware-
ness of the sound source. While based in the theory of Workspace Awareness (Greenberg, 1996),
these concepts extend the theory to apply to auditory media such as music.
Related concepts have been partially addressed in previous research. Within the context of
Acousmatic music, Smalley (1997) used the term ‘Source Bonding’ to describe the attribution of
a sound to a known or unknown source, however Smalley’s theory does not touch on the issue of
authorship, and is focused primarily on individuals listening to pre-recorded material rather than
groups of people co-creating music in real time. Within research on laptop ensembles Merritt
et al. (2010) identified the problems of ‘who makes what sound?’ and ‘how is the sound being
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altered?’. While their work is highly relevant, it considers musicians using individual or personal
means of sound generation, rather than the case of interaction via a shared interface which allows
all users to see and modify each others’ contributions. As a consequence of this distinction, the
study presented in this chapter addresses the subtly different questions of ‘who is responsible for
which sound?’ and ‘which interface element is responsible for which sound?’.
The study presented in this chapter investigates the practical application of these concepts
through posing the research questions how do mechanisms for authorship awareness and source
awareness measurably alter the way people engage in the process of collaborative digital musi-
cal interaction? These questions were addressed by observing the effects of providing different
auditory and visual indicators of authorship (who) and sound source (what) awareness in a collab-
orative music environment. In particular the study investigates how allowing users to individually
isolate audio from different musical contributions and from different people within the on-going
musical collaboration affects the process of musical collaboration and the way the collaborative
software environment was used to make, share and edit musical contributions. Specific features
of interest are quantitative differences in the way individuals use the software as a result of the
additional awareness mechanisms, differences in the way groups co-ordinate their activities and
the influence of these awareness mechanisms on self-reported measures such as preference.
7.2 Hypotheses
The following hypotheses operationalise the research questions discussed above:
H1 an environment which incorporates additional Source awareness will elicit the following
effects:
– Increase instances of co-edited as participants will be able to accurately identify the
source of specific aspects of the music
– a positive impact on preferences
– Increase participants’ reported levels of awareness of one another
H2 environments which incorporate additional Authorship awareness will elicit the following
effects:
– Decrease instances of co-editing
– feature less discussion over authorship management (e.g., spatial partitioning, dis-
cussion over who is doing what)
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– a positive impact on preferences
7.3 Experiment Task
The participants were set the same task as in the previous studies; creating music based on a short
video loop. As different participants were to be recruited, the same videos were used as in Study
Two (see Section 6.4.1). The ‘Snapshot’ task was not used in this study.
7.4 Collaborative Music Software
The software used for this study was extended from the collaborative music environment de-
veloped previously in Study Two (see Section 6.2). The music-making functionality was left
unchanged, although two additional awareness mechanisms were implemented as a means of al-
lowing the user to select different subsets of sounds to listen to within the mix of music modules
and effects. These awareness mechanisms were named Module Soloing and Client Soloing, after
the ‘soloing’ function found in mixing desks and digital audio workstations.
7.4.1 Module Soloing
The Module Soloing function enables a user to solo the audio from a particular module or col-
lection of modules within the software interface. Modules are soloed using a ‘Solo’ button found
on the top of the module, as shown in Figure 7.4. Once a module has been soloed the sound from
all other non-soloed modules is no longer audible. Soloed modules are also visually highlighted
with a yellow background against the grey software workspace (see Figure 7.1). Any number
of modules can be soloed simultaneously using the Module Solo function, resulting in the user
hearing a combination of all soloed modules. If no modules are soloed then all are made audible.
7.4.2 Client Soloing
The Client Soloing function allows a user to highlight all the Music Modules created by a specific
person within the collaboration. This action is performed by ticking against the users’ name in a
box to the left of the screen (see Figure 7.3). Once a Client has been soloed, only the modules
created by this Client are audible, and modules created by other Clients within the collaboration
are no longer audible. Any number of Clients can be soled at the same time. It is possible for a
user to solo themselves in order to listen to only the modules they have created. Modules soloed
using the Client Soloing feature are also colour highlighted within the workspace, as shown in
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Figure 7.1: Screenshot of Module Soloing, showing the Solo buttons at top right of each Module
Window and colour highlighting for soloed modules
Figure 7.2. Each user is given a different colour. These colours were consistent on the interfaces
for all participants. The Client Soloing checklist itself was not colour coded as it was possible to
determine which colour was associated with which user by checking and un-checking.
Figure 7.2: Screenshot of colour coding for Client Soloing
Soloing an audio effect (for example a Reverb or Delay module) causes all modules con-
nected to the input of that effect to also be soloed. Soloing an effect module at the base of a long
chain of modules causes all modules above it in the chain to also be soloed. Similarly, soloing
an instrument module (Step Synth or Drum Sequencer) connected through an effect causes the
processed sound to be heard. It is possible to use the Client and Module soloing functions at
the same time, causing all soloed modules to be made audible while non-soloed modules are
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rendered inaudible. Soloing a module using both Client and Module soloing simultaneously has
no additional effect on which modules are audible.
7.4.3 Individual Audio Mixes
Both forms of soloing are applied to individual users, rather than operating globally for all users.
This means that with a group, each user may hear different combinations of music modules,
depending on which solo functions they are currently using. The software provides no indication
of which modules other users are currently soloing at any given moment.
7.4.4 Implementation of Soloing Functions
Implementation of the soloing functions required a number of core modules within the code base
to be modified. The Server was modified to store for each connected Client a representation of
which other Clients were soloed by the particular user. The Server was also required to store
information about which modules were currently soloed by each user. This stored information is
then used to route or block audio generation messages to each connected Client, while ensuring
that soloing and un-soloing does not affect all users receiving an identical representation of the
audio mix when no modules are soloed.
The Server-side data logging mechanisms were modified to record the state of the Module
and Client soloing functions. The Server control panel was modified to allow the Client Soloing
and Module Soloing functions to be disabled via checkboxes. Figure D.2 (in appendix) shows
the modified Server window. See Figure 7.3 for a comparison of the interfaces with and without
Client Soloing, and Figure 7.4 for a comparison of Music Modules with and without Module
Soloing.
7.4.5 Other Application Changes
Privacy was not a central feature of this study, and consequently the Private outputs (described in
Section 6.2.2) were disabled from the interface to reduce the complexity and simplify the training
process. Future research should address the effect of incorporating privacy into the environment
(see Section 9.2).
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(a) with Client Soloing (b) without Client Soloing
Figure 7.3: Interface with and without Client Soloing enabled
(a) with Module Soloing (b) without Module Soloing
Figure 7.4: Module with and without Module Soloing function enabled. Note absence of Solo
button in (b)
7.5 Independent Variables
For reasons outlined below, the study uses a four condition experimental design adopted from
a previous study of collaborative music making by Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton (2009). In this
design each participant group is subjected to two conditions, and the experiment features both
within-subjects and between-subjects conditions. All participant groups were exposed to a within
subjects condition of Authorship Awareness which was operationalised through the inclusion of
a ‘Client Soloing’ function that enabled users to visually highlight and aurally solo contributions
made by specific users within the group. A between subjects comparison of Source awareness
was also performed by presenting half the subject groups with an additional ‘Module Soloing’ in-
terface feature that allowed specific Music Modules to be visually highlighted and aurally soloed
regardless of who created them.
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This experimental design allowed for pair-wise testing for the within subjects effect of in-
corporating Authorship awareness through the inclusion of Client Soloing, and allowed for pair-
wise testing for the between subjects effect of Source awareness through the inclusion of Module
Soloing. Table 7.5 outlines the four conditions. Authorship awareness was selected for the
within-subjects comparison as this would show how adding or removing awareness information
about how is responsible for which contributions would affect interaction within the same group
of people. Source awareness was selected for the between subjects comparison as this form of
awareness is by definition more anonymous than Authorship awareness.
The four condition mixed design differed from the previous two three condition designs em-
ployed in Chapters 5 and 6, and was selected in response to several factors. Firstly, so as to
address the learning effects observed and reported by participants in the previous study, it was
decided that participants should be provided with a longer period of time for training and fa-
miliarisation with the software. However, ethical and financial constraints prevented the study
sessions from being extended in time beyond one and a half hours. By presenting subjects with
only two conditions, more time could be given over to training and providing participants with
unstructured free time to familiarise themselves with the software before being presented with
the experiment conditions. In association with this, participants also had more time to ask the
researcher questions about the software. Secondly, in addition to a longer training period, using
two conditions within an experiment session (instead of three) enabled the participant group to
be assigned twenty minutes with each study condition, instead of the previous fifteen minutes
per condition, as was the case in studies one and two. Finally, the mixed design enabled a more
complex comparison of conditions to be performed across multiple participants within the lim-
ited time frame of the study sessions. More detail about the procedure and apparatus is given in
Section 7.9.
7.5.1 Study Three Condition Naming Convention
The remainder of this chapter refers to the conditions using an alpha-numeric abbreviation with
the M and C letters representing Module soloing and Client soloing, suffixed with 0 or 1 to
represent the presence (1) of absence (0) of this interface element within the condition. For
instance M0C1 represents a condition which does not contain Module soloing but which does
contain Client Soloing. This naming convention is also used in Table 7.5.
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Within Subjects (Columns)
Groups 1-8 Groups 9-16
Condition M1C0 Condition M0C0
Between Subjects specific Module soloing (M1) no specific Module soloing (M0)
(Rows) no soloing by Client (C0) no soloing by Client (C0)
Condition M1C1 Condition M0C1
specific Module soloing (M1) no specific Module soloing (M0)
soloing by Client (C1) soloing by Client (C1)
Table 7.1: Summary of experiment conditions for Study Three. Columns represent the within
subjects groups, and table rows show the between subjects comparisons. Therefore a left-right
comparison of the groups shows the Module Soloing condition which was compared using inde-
pendent groups of participants, whilst a top-bottom comparison shows the Client Soloing condi-
tions which were compared using the same subjects.
7.6 Dependant variables
This section describes the measures taken during and after the participants’ interactions with the
software.
7.6.1 Post-Test Questionnaire Data
A post-test questionnaire asked participants to select which of the software conditions was most
applicable to a list of statements. This questionnaire was adapted from the Mutual Engagement
Questionnaire (Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009). A computer based questionnaire system was
used to administer the questionnaires and automatically log the results. The post-test question-
naire statements were:
The best music
I felt most involved with the group
I enjoyed myself the most
I felt out of control
I understood what was going on
I mostly worked on my own
I lost track of time
Other people ignored my contributions
We worked most effectively
The interface was most complex
I had the most privacy
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I knew what other people were doing
We edited the music together
I made my best contributions
I was influenced by the other people
The condition I preferred the most
7.6.2 Interaction Log Analysis
The software logs all interaction, including mouse clicks, key presses, and details of which soft-
ware functions and operations were used, as well as how much time was spent using each func-
tion. Software tools were developed using Python and Java to extract quantitative data from the
logs. Table 7.2 summarises the features studied, and how they were identified in the log files.
Feature Description
Creations Creating a module
Deletions Deleting a module
Cloning Cloning a module using the clone button
Snapshots Taking a group snapshot of the music
Text chat Number of text chat events
Editing (raw) Modifying a module control (slider, button, etc.,)
Patching to Public Connecting a module to the Public output
Movement Movement of modules
Tempo changes Alterations to the global tempo control
Table 7.2: Summary of log file features studied
7.6.3 Group Discussions
Semi-structured discussions were held with the participants at the end of the session to gather
data about their perceptions and experiences. Discussions were video and audio recorded. A
set of questions were generated to focus on general preferences, perceived differences between
the conditions, the use of the awareness mechanisms, roles and working strategies and spatial
use of the shared on-screen workspace. Participants were also invited to raise any other issues,
talk about the experience in their own words and ask their own questions. Analysis of interview
transcripts used the Thematic Analysis methodology described by Braun and Clarke (2006).
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7.7 Sample Size
The required sample size for the study was calculated using the G*Power application1. This
program can be used to calculate a sample size based on the the alpha value and desired statistical
power to be achieved. G*Power is able to calculate a sample size a priori using mean and standard
deviations collected from, for instance, a pilot study (Prajapati et al., 2012). As the two previous
studies had been based on a different design, mean and standard deviations were instead used
from the study by (Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009), which featured an identical experimental
design, and a similar, although less complex collaborative music interface.
Figure 7.5: Screenshot of the G*Power readout to calculate sample size.
G*Power calculated a sample size of 16 as sufficient to achieve significant P values at a
statistical power of 0.8, which is defined in Prajapati et al. (2012) and Faul et al. (2007) as
a ‘large’ effect size (see Figure 7.5). As the experiment design required comparisons across
two sets of groups (see Section 7.5), a sample size of 24 participants was chosen for each set,
comprising of 8 groups of 3 participants, making the sample for each group larger than suggested
1http://www.psycho.uni-duesseldorf.de/abteilungen/aap/gpower3/ Last Accessed 15th October 2012
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by G*Power. In total, this required the recruitment of 48 participants, a sample size larger than
used in the study by Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton (2009), which featured 39 participants in an
identical experimental design.
7.8 Participants
Initially forty eight participants were recruited using online mailing lists to take part in the study.
Each participant received £10 for taking part. These people were organised into seventeen groups
of three participants. The first eight groups were presented with an interface featuring Module
Soloing, and were exposed to a within subjects condition of Client Soloing or No Client Soling
(conditions M1C1 and M1C0). This is shown in the first within subjects column in table 7.5. The
second eight groups were presented with an interface featuring no Module Soloing, and were
exposed to the same within subjects condition of Client Soloing or no Client Soloing (Conditions
M0C1 and M0C0). This is shown in the second within subjects column in Table 7.5.
One of the first eight groups was excluded from the data set due to one of the recruited
participants choosing not to take part in the experiment. This session was repeated with three
new participants to make up the numbers.
A pre test questionnaire gathered demographic information about the participants. Appendix
D presents a detailed account of the participant demographics. In summary, the participants had a
high level of musical competence and knowledge. The majority of participants (88%) could play
a musical instrument, almost all participants had previously written pieces of music on their own
or with other people. On average the participants were also experienced in the use of computers
for a variety of activities.
7.9 Procedure and Apparatus
Three identical Apple Mac Mini computers with keyboards, mice and 21 inch widescreen dis-
plays were arranged on a round table in a laboratory room (shown in Figure 7.6). Headphones
were used exclusively to present audio, as this allows each user to be delivered a personalised
audio mix depending upon how they choose to solo specific music modules within the interface.
Identical sets of Audio-Technica ATH M30 headphones were connected to each computer for the
purpose of audio delivery.
Despite differences in the lengths of training period and interaction, and a change in the num-
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Figure 7.6: Hardware setup
ber of experimental conditions, the procedure and practical running of the experiment sessions
was largely identical to Study Two (see Section 6.9). The session began with the researcher
outlining what would happen during the session, and inviting participants to ask any questions
before reading an information sheet and signing a consent form. A computerised pre-test ques-
tionnaire was then presented to collect demographic information (presented in Section 7.8). A
training period followed, which began with a hands on demonstration of how to use each fea-
ture of the software. Participants were then given ten minutes of unstructured time to explore
the software. Participants were invited to ask questions about the software throughout the train-
ing period. Each group of participants was then subjected to two experimental conditions, each
lasting twenty minutes. The computerised post-test questionnaire was then presented, and the
session closed with a group discussion. Each session was structured as follows:
• Introduction, Consent form signing, pre-test questionnaire - Approximately 20 minutes
• Training - 20 minutes
• Experimental Conditions - 40 minutes
• Post-test Questionnaire - Approximately 15 minutes
• Discussion and Debriefing - Approximately 15 minutes
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7.10 Testing and Pilot Studies
The software was tested thoroughly for software errors and bugs before being used in pilot stud-
ies. Pilot study participants were recruited from within Queen Mary University of London. Pilot
sessions were run to test the software environment, the data collection mechanisms, question-
naires and general running of the experiment sessions. The pilot studies highlighted a number
of usability issues with the software interface, specifically related to the position of the soloing
functions and the layout of the interface. Initially the module soloing buttons were located in a
column to the left hand side of the screen, although the pilot study indicated that it would be more
useful if it was located on the module window itself. After this modification was implemented
a further pilot was run with this design to test for bugs and other unforeseen issues. In addition
to testing the software interface and associated hardware, the pilot studies also enabled testing of
the automatic data logging and analysis tools.
7.11 Quantitative Results
This section presents the results obtained from analysis of the experiment session data. As noted
above, the experimental design and use of statistical tests is identical to the study presented in
Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton (2009). A discussion of the findings follows in Section 7.13.
7.11.1 Effects of Client Soloing on Post-Test Questionnaires
The experimental design used a within-subjects comparison to observe the effects of Client
Soloing, meaning all participants were exposed to a condition with Client Soloing and a con-
dition without Client Soloing. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used to identify the effects
of Client Soloing on the post-test questionnaire responses. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test is
a non-parametric statistical test used for the comparison of two related samples (Greene and
D’Oliveira, 1999), and is therefor an appropriate test in this instance.
The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was applied to the post-test questionnaire responses for con-
ditions M1C0 and M1C1 (groups with Module Soloing), and for conditions M0C0 and M0C1
(Groups without Module soloing). Table 7.3 presents the within subjects comparison of post-test
responses for both sets of groups. As half the groups were presented with Module Soloing in
both their conditions, and half the groups were not presented with Module Soloing in either of
their conditions, the test was applied independently to both sets of data.
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For groups who were presented with Module Soloing in both conditions (groups M1C0 and
M1C1), there was a trend (w= 125, n s/r=24, Z=1.78, p=0.0516) for participants to express
preference for interface M1C1 over M1C0. A significant proportion of participants stated that
in interface M1C1 they ‘knew what the other people were doing’ (W=99, n s/r= 18, Z=-1.64,
p=0.0436), and that they worked mostly ‘on their own’ in interface M1C1 (W=121, n s/r= 21,
Z=2.09, p=0.0183).
For groups who were not presented with Module Soloing in either condition, a significant
proportion indicated feeling ‘out of control’ in condition M0C0 (W=-99, n s/r=21, Z=-1.71,
p=0.0436). A significant proportion indicated that they ‘knew what other people were doing’ in
condition M0C1 (W=156, n s/r=23, Z=2.36, p=0.0091), and a significant number of participants
indicated preference for condition M0C1 (W=125, n s/r=24, Z=1.78, p=0.0375).
Statement C1 C0 W n s/r Z p
The best music
with Module Soloing 12 11 12 23 0.17 0.4325
without Module Soloing 14 10 50 24 0.71 0.2389
I felt most involved with the group
with Module Soloing 10 12 -23 -23 -0.37 0.3557
without Module Soloing 12 12 0 24 0 0.5000
I enjoyed myself the most
with Module Soloing 12 10 23 22 0.37 0.3557
without Module Soloing 14 9 60 23 0.9 0.1841
I felt out of control
with Module Soloing 8 12 -42 20 -0.77 0.2207
without Module Soloing 6 15 -99 21 -1.71 0.0436
I understood what was going on
with Module Soloing 12 10 23 22 0.37 0.3557
without Module Soloing 15 9 75 24 1.06 0.1446
I mostly worked on my own
with Module Soloing 16 5 121 21 2.09 0.0183
without Module Soloing 14 9 60 23 0.9 0.1841
I explored more
with Module Soloing 12 12 0 24 0 0.5000
without Module Soloing 12 12 0 24 0 0.5000
I lost track of time
with Module Soloing 7 12 -50 19 -1 0.1587
without Module Soloing 13 11 25 24 0.35 0.3632
Continued on next page
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Table 7.3 – continued from previous page
Statement C1 C0 W n s/r Z p
Other people ignored my contributions
with Module Soloing 6 7 -7 13 -0.23 0.4090
without Module Soloing 10 6 34 16 0.87 0.1922
I was more focused
with Module Soloing 14 8 69 22 1.11 0.1335
without Module Soloing 14 10 50 24 0.71 0.2389
The interface was most complex
with Module Soloing 10 11 -11 21 -0.18 0.4286
without Module Soloing 14 8 69 22 1.11 0.1335
I had the most privacy
with Module Soloing 10 8 19 18 0.4 0.3446
without Module Soloing 8 13 -55 21 -0.95 0.1711
We worked most effectively
with Module Soloing 9 12 -33 21 -0.56 0.2877
without Module Soloing 16 8 100 24 1.42 0.0778
I knew what other people were doing
with Module Soloing 15 6 99 21 1.71 0.0436
without Module Soloing 18 5 156 23 2.36 0.0091
We edited the music together
with Module Soloing 5 13 -76 18 -1.64 0.0505
without Module Soloing 15 8 84 23 1.27 0.1020
I made my best contributions
with Module Soloing 12 12 0 24 0 0.5000
without Module Soloing 11 10 11 21 0.18 0.4286
I was influenced by the other people
with Module Soloing 5 14 1 -90 19 -1.8 0.0359
without Module Soloing 12 12 0 24 0 0.5000
The condition I preferred the most
with Module Soloing 16 7 108 23 1.63 0.0516
without Module Soloing 17 7 125 24 1.78 0.0375
Table 7.3: Wilcoxon Signed-Rank analysis of post-test questionnaire responses, comparing
Client Soloing and no Client Soloing, with and without Module Soloing
7.11.2 Effects of Client Soloing on Software Interaction
The effects of Client Soloing on the interaction logs was analysed through a within-subjects
design, where all participants were exposed to a condition with Client Soloing and a condition
without Client Soloing. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used to perform this within-subjects
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comparison on the interaction log features discussed in Section 7.6, and identify the effects of
Client Soloing on the way participants interacted with the software. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test is a non-parametric statistical test used for the comparison of two related samples (Greene
and D’Oliveira, 1999), and is therefor an appropriate test in this instance.
As half the groups were presented with Module Soloing in both their conditions, and half the
groups were not presented with Module Soloing in either of their conditions, the test was applied
independently to both sets of data. Table 7.4 presents the results for the effects of Client Soloing
when the interface contained Module Soloing and also for conditions where the interface did not
include Module Soloing.
For groups where the interface contained Module Soloing in both conditions, analysis showed
a strong trend for participants to make more co-editing operations when the interface did not
include the Client Soloing feature (See Figure 7.7), although this was slightly above the level of
statistical significance (w=-87, n/sr= 20, z=-1.61, p=0.0537). There were no significant effect on
Module Creations, Deletions, Editing, Module Cloning, Connection to the Public Audio Channel,
or Movement of modules.
Figure 7.7: Mean co-edits compared between conditions C1M1 and C0M1. Error bars show
Standard Error.
For groups where the interface did not include Module Soloing, participants made signifi-
cantly less Deletions (w=–183, n/sr= 23, z=-2.09, p=0.02) when given the option of Client Solo-
ing. (See Figure 7.8). There were no other significant effects.
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Figure 7.8: Mean Deletions compared between conditions C1M0 and C0M0. Error bars show
Standard Error.
Feature C1 C0 W n s/r z p
Creations
with Module Soloing 219 210 20 22 0.32 0.3745
without Module Soloing 206 224 -49 23 -0.74 0.23
Deletions
with Module Soloing 83 110 -30 19 -0.59 0.2776
without Module Soloing 87 118 -138 23 -2.09 0.02
OwnEdits
with Module Soloing 3009 2716 41 24 0.58 0.2810
without Module Soloing 2972 2754 101 24 1.44 0.07
coEdits
with Module Soloing 310 496 -87 20 -1.61 0.0537
without Module Soloing 356 458 -10 18 -0.21 0.42
Patch to Public
with Module Soloing 311 312 3 22 0.04 0.4840
without Module Soloing 299 329 -70 23 -1.06 0.14
Moves
with Module Soloing 1109 1127 25 24 0.35 0.3632
without Module Soloing 1141 1009 86 23 1.3 0.1
Table 7.4: Effects of Client Soloing on interaction log features, comparing Client Soloing and
no Client Soloing, using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test, for groups with and without Module
Soloing
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7.11.3 Effects of Module Soloing on Post-Test Questionnaire
The experimental design permitted an analysis of Module Soloing by means of a between-
subjects comparison. In this approach, half the groups of participants were presented with an
interface containing Module Soloing for both their conditions, and half the groups of participants
were not presented with Module Soloing in either of their conditions. Both sets of participants
(those with Module Soloing and those without) were also presented with two within-subjects
conditions, an interface with Client Soloing and an interface without Client Soloing.
To perform the between-subjects comparison, The Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyse
the post-test questionnaire responses across the M0C0 and M1C0 samples of data to test for the
influence of Module Soloing where Client Soloing was not present within the interface. The
Mann-Whitney U test was then applied across the M1C1 and M0C1 samples to test for the
influence of Module Soloing where Client Soloing was also present within the interface.
The Mann-Whitney U test is a non-parametric statistical test for assessing whether one of two
independent samples tends to have larger values than the other. The Mann-Whitney U can be re-
garded as the unrelated design equivalent to the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank (Greene and D’Oliveira,
1999), and is therefore an appropriate test in this instance.
Table 7.5 presents the results of this analysis. This analysis showed that when Client Soloing
was present within the interface, independent sets of participants reported working most effec-
tively (Ua=372, Z=-1.72, p=0.04), editing the music together (Ua=408, Z=-2.46, p=0.01), and
being influenced by the other group members in the condition which did not include Module
Soloing (Ua=372, Z-1.72, p=0.04).
When the interface did not feature Client Soloing, the presence of Module Soloing in the
interface caused no significant effects on reported preferences. This suggests an interaction
between Client Soloing and Module Soloing, where the presence of Client Soloing within the
interface resulted in a stronger distinction between the reported effects of Module Soloing.
Statement M1 M0 Ua Z p
The best music
with Client Soloing 23.5 26 312 -0.48 0.32
without Client Soloing 25 24 276 0.24 0.41
I felt most involved with the group
with Client Soloing 23.5 26 312 -0.48 0.32
without Client Soloing 24.5 25 288 0.01 0.5
Continued on next page
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Table 7.5 – continued from previous page
Statement M1 M0 Ua Z p
I enjoyed myself the most
with Client Soloing 23.5 26 312 -0.48 0.32
without Client Soloing 25 24 276 0.24 0.41
I felt out of control
with Client Soloing 25.5 24 264 0.48 0.32
without Client Soloing 23 26 324 -0.73 0.23
I understood what was going on
with Client Soloing 23 26 324 -0.73 0.23
without Client Soloing 25 24 276 0.24 0.41
I mostly worked on my own
with Client Soloing 25.5 24 264 0.48 0.32
without Client Soloing 22.5 27 336 -0.98 0.16
I explored more
with Client Soloing 24.5 25 288 0.01 0.5
without Client Soloing 24.5 25 288 0.01 0.5
I lost track of time
with Client Soloing 21.5 28 360 -1.47 0.07
without Client Soloing 25 24 276 0.24 0.41
Other people ignored my contributions
with Client Soloing 22.5 27 336 -0.98 0.16
without Client Soloing 25 24 276 0.24 0.41
I was more focused
with Client Soloing 24.5 25 288 0.01 0.5
without Client Soloing 23.5 26 312 -0.48 0.32
The interface was most complex
with Client Soloing 22.5 27 336 0.98 0.16
without Client Soloing 26 23 252 0.73 0.23
I had the most privacy
with Client Soloing 25.5 24 264 0.48 0.35
without Client Soloing 22 27 348 -1.23 0.11
We worked most effectively
with Client Soloing 21 28 372 -1.72 0.04
without Client Soloing 26.5 23 240 0.98 0.16
I knew what other people were doing
with Client Soloing 23 26 324 -0.73 0.23
without Client Soloing 25 24 276 0.24 0.41
We edited the music together
with Client Soloing 19.5 30 408 -2.46 0.01
without Client Soloing 27 22 228 1.23 0.11
Continued on next page
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Table 7.5 – continued from previous page
Statement M1 M0 Ua Z p
I made my best contributions
with Client Soloing 25 24 276 0.24 0.41
without Client Soloing 25.5 24 264 0.48 0.32
I was influenced by the other people
with Client Soloing 21 28 372 -1.72 0.04
without Client Soloing 25.5 24 264 0.48 0.32
The condition I preferred the most
with Client Soloing 24 25 300 -0.24 0.41
without Client Soloing 24.5 25 288 0.01 0.5
Table 7.5: Effects of Module Soloing with and without Client Soloing, using a between subjects
Mann-Whitney U Test on post-test questionnaire responses
7.11.4 Effects of Module Soloing on Software Interaction
The experimental design called for an analysis of the effects of Module Soloing by means of a
between-subjects comparison. As with the post-test questionnaire data described above, half the
groups of participants were presented with an interface containing Module Soloing for both their
conditions, and half the groups of participants were not presented with Module Soloing in either
of their conditions. Both sets of participants (those with Module Soloing and those without)
were also presented with two within-subjects conditions, an interface with Client Soloing and an
interface without Client Soloing.
To perform the between-subjects comparison, The Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyse
the interaction log data across the M0C0 and M1C0 samples to test for the influence of Module
Soloing where Client Soloing was not present within the interface. The Mann-Whitney U test
was then applied across the M1C1 and M0C1 samples to test for the influence of Module Soloing
where Client Soloing was also present within the interface.
Module Soloing caused no statistically significant effects on the way the software was used
for either set of groups, and on inspection, the figures were almost identical (See Figure 7.6),
indicating that Module Soloing had a negligible effect on all aspects of the interaction logs or the
way participants used the software.
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Feature M1 M0 Ua Z p
Creations
With Client Soloing 25.9 23.1 254 0.69 0.2451
Without Client Soloing 23.8 25.2 305.5 -0.35 0.3632
Deletions
With Client Soloing 22.3 26.7 341.5 -1.09 0.1379
Without Client Soloing 21.9 27.1 349.5 -1.26 0.1038
OwnEdits
With Client Soloing 24.5 24.5 288.5 0 0.5000
Without Client Soloing 24.5 24.5 288 0.01 0.4960
coEdits
With Client Soloing 26 23 253 0.71 0.2389
Without Client Soloing 26.5 22.5 240.5 0.97 0.1660
Patch to Public
With Client Soloing 25 24 275.5 0.25 0.4013
Without Client Soloing 24.3 24.8 294 -0.11 0.4562
Moves
With Client Soloing 25 24 275.5 0.25 0.4013
Without Client Soloing 25 24 277 0.22 0.4129
Table 7.6: Effects of Module Soloing on interaction log features by performing a Between Sub-
jects comparison of conditions with Module Soloing and without Module Soloing, using the
Mann-Whitney U Test. Table shows two sets of groups, those who were presented with Client
Soloing and those who were not.
7.12 Thematic Analysis
Thematic Analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) was used to analyse topics of verbal exchange made
by participants during their interaction with the software, and to analyse the interviews conducted
at the end of each study session. This analysis was performed with the intention of gaining insight
into how the participants discussed and conceptualised the software interface, their approaches
to collaboration, the issues they faced while working together, and the conversations they had
about the music they were creating. Thematic analysis provides an established and structured
method for making sense of large bodies of textural data, and was therefore selected as an appro-
priate technique for this purpose. This section describes in detail the methodology employed in
conducting the Thematic Analysis. This description is an essential criteria for reporting qualita-
tive research as it provides a transparent account of steps taken, and enables other researchers to
arrive at their own assessment of the work. Following a description of methodology, this section
provides a lengthy discussion of the findings.
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7.12.1 Thematic Analysis Methodology
Thematic Analysis is a qualitative analysis method which seeks to identify themes or patterns
within a body of textual data (Braun and Clarke, 2006). This is performed through an itera-
tive process of manually coding the data, grouping codes to identify common themes, and re-
evaluating these themes against the data to assess their strength and applicability. While coding
and comparison could potentially be a never-ending process (Braun and Clarke, 2006, Charmaz,
2006), there eventually comes a point at which the comparison between codes and data ceases to
result in radical modifications to the previously identified themes. At this point the comparative
process could be said to have produced a working set of themes which sufficiently ‘fit’ with the
data.
Qualitative research commonly uses coding and comparative techniques, although in many
cases the process and method employed are not sufficiently documented to provide external par-
ties with enough information to effectively evaluate or assess the outcomes of the analysis (Braun
and Clarke, 2006). For instance many research publications talk about a process of ‘coding for
themes’ without documenting the coding process or talking in sufficient detail about where or
how the themes were derived. The Thematic Analysis process presented by Braun and Clarke
(2006) addresses this problem by providing a structured methodology for coding, grouping codes,
and generating a report of the findings. Braun and Clarke (2006) stressed the role of researcher as
taking an active position in the interpretation of data, as opposed to being presented as a passive
channel through which themes and codes within the data are said to ‘emerge’, as though hidden
or latent within the data itself. Braun and Clarke (2006) encouraged researchers to apply their
knowledge, intuition and expertise in analysis the data, rather than denying it or attempting to
suspend their informed judgements, as advocated in some branches of Grounded Theory (Glaser
and Strauss, 1967)
Thematic Analysis is also proposed as a suitable alternative to ‘lite’ versions of more in-depth
qualitative methods such as Grounded Theory and Discourse Analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006).
For instance within previous HCI and CSCW research Muller and Kogan (2010) identified ex-
amples of ‘Grounded Theory Methods’ which have been employed as a lightweight alternative to
conducting fully fledged Grounded Theory research. In these Grounded Theory Methods (GTM)
the emphasis is usually placed on comparative coding, categorisation and comparative analysis,
for the purposes of analysing previously collected interview or textual data. However without
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adhering to the other requirements of a Grounded Theory method, this coding process may be
poorly structured, and there is no standardised or widely acknowledged method of conducting
analysis using ‘Grounded Theory Methods’. This makes it difficult for a researcher to confidently
apply a subset of the grounded theory techniques to their particular application. In contrast, the
structured, and self-contained methodology for conducting high quality thematic analysis on a
variety of data sources makes it an accessible qualitative tool.
Finally, unlike Grounded Theory approaches which attempt to generate theory in tandem
with the data collection process, Thematic Analysis is intended to be suitable for analysing ex-
isting data, as it does not rely on specific collection techniques such as theoretical sampling.
While the specialised data collection techniques of more involved methods might be powerful
analytic tools, they can nevertheless demand an unspecified amount of time, continued access to
participants, and sustained funding for an on-going research process.
The Thematic Analysis conducted for this study followed the detailed six stage process out-
lined by Braun and Clarke (2006):
Familiarisation with data Familiarisation with the data is an essential aspect of TA. The pro-
cess of familiarisation usually begins with transcription, however the researcher is en-
couraged to read the whole data set several times before moving to the next stages. The
familiarisation process can include note taking. Repeated reading of the data can be very
time consuming.
Generating Initial Codes The initial coding phase entails the generation of codes based on in-
teresting features within the data. Despite the time it takes, this should proceed systemati-
cally through the entire data set. Relevant data for each code should also be collated at this
stage.
Searching for Themes Grouping codes into potential or candidate themes enables a higher level
view of the data to be generated. Data extracts to support each theme should also be
gathered at this stage.
Reviewing Themes Themes should be reviewed and compared against the entire data set and
against the initial codes, to evaluate their strength and relevance. At this stage, a Thematic
Map can be generated to aid in assessing how the themes relate to one another.
Defining and Naming Themes Clear names and definitions should be produced for each theme.
These definitions should serve to delimit the themes from one another.
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Producing a report Writing the report is a fundamental aspect of the TA method. At this point,
the themes should be described and discussed in relation to examples from the data, and
related to literature and the research questions of the study.
7.12.2 Data for Thematic Analysis
The Thematic Analysis was driven primarily by the dialog recorded during the participants’
interactions together and with the software. It is important to stress that these exchange between
participants occurred prior to the post-test questionnaires and interviews, so were less guided
or led by the research objectives of the experiment. This matters, as a common problem for
analysis such as this is producing results which simply re-phrase the questions or issues put to
participants by the researcher. Focusing on the conversations participants had while interacting
also offered an opportunity to study the interaction as it unfolded. Data collected during the post-
test interviews was, however, incorporated into the analysis during the later stages to elaborate
upon the thematic descriptions produced through analysis of the participant interactions.
Video editing software was used to divide footage of the study sessions into forty-eight sep-
arate files, one for each condition and one file for each interview (2 conditions x 16 interaction
sessions + 1 x 16 interviews). Although each experiment condition was presented for exactly
twenty minutes (timed automatically by the software) the video footage was cut to include par-
ticipants’ discussions before and after the conditions. The average length of each interaction
session video file was twenty-one minutes and thirty-two seconds, and footage equated to a to-
tal of eleven hours, twenty-nine minutes and twenty three seconds. The interviews consisted
of four hours twenty-two minutes and fifty eight seconds of video footage. The videoed inter-
views ranged from seven minutes twenty-nine seconds to twenty-six minutes and eight seconds
in length. The average interview time was seventeen minutes and thirty-one seconds.
All the footage was transcribed manually using the ELAN video annotation software2. The
transcription was a verbatim account of all verbal utterances, but did not adhere to more com-
plex transcription techniques such as those used in Discourse or Conversation Analysis. Back-
channeling3 was transcribed where possible, and non-speech utterances were approximated in the
transcription where appropriate. Non verbal communication such as hand gestures was not coded
2http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/
3In verbal communication, back-channelling refers to the the utterances made by an interlocutor who is not the
current speaker. Examples of back-channel utterances in the English language include sounds such as ‘uh-huh’ and
‘hmm’, or words such as ‘yes’ or ‘right’.
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or transcribed in any way. This level of transcription was deemed appropriate as the analysis
sought to identify themes and patterns in the topics of verbal exchange between participants dur-
ing their interaction. In addition to the transcriptions, the logged text-chat messages exchanged
by participants via the software interface were included in the data set to provide a more complete
set of all communication during the interaction. Although the interviews remained for the most
part on-topic, sections of dialogue which fell outside the remit of the research study were not
transcribed. For instance one participant talked at length about his/her life history and anecdotal
experiences working in the music industry.
The interview transcripts were divided into two sets, based on the experimental conditions
the participants had been presented with. These are referred to as the M0 and M1 transcriptions,
in reference to Module Soloing, which was presented to half the participant groups. The tran-
scripts and text-chat logs were imported into a spreadsheet for the purpose of coding and analy-
sis. Combined, the interaction session transcriptions and text-chat accumulated in approximately
2000 lines of dialogue, ranging from single words or non-speech sounds to long sentences. In
total, there were approximately ten thousand words of transcribed speech in the interaction data,
while the interview transcripts contained over five thousand lines of text, and in excess of forty-
thousand two-hundred individual words.
7.12.3 Coding
Familiarisation with the data forms the first step in a Thematic Analysis. As noted by Braun
and Clarke (2006), the process of transcription should engender a deep familiarity with the data,
although to ensure familiarity, the entire corpus of dialogue was read through several times before
coding. An initial coding process was performed by reading each line of data and textually
coding it with a word of phrase which captured the meaning or significance of the data item.
This generated an extensive list of codes which loosely described the topics of conversation
and other instances of dialog during the interaction, including participants vocalising melodies,
talking to themselves or asking the researcher questions. Table 7.7 shows an example of coded
transcription from the initial coding stage of the analysis. At this stage in the process new codes
were created as required to describe each line of data. Consequentially, as the right column in
table 7.7 shows, the initial codes ranged from very generalised concepts such as ‘Approach’ to
more specific codes such as ‘discussion of tempo’. A full list of the initial codes can be found
in Appendix D. Coding the dialog during interaction generated fifty eight codes (see Appendix
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Participant Transcription Initial Codes
Participant 3 what now, genre?
Participant 2 err, lets try Trance discussion of style/genre, approach,
planning
Participant 3 trance, ok discussion of style/genre
Participant 1 trance discussion of style/genre
Participant 1 four to the floor discussion of style/genre
Participant 2 yeah, hundred and thirty or some-
thing (laughs)
discussion of tempo, modification
Participant 3 OK
Participant 3 same, with regards, to drums,
synths and chords? stuff like that
roles
approach, planning
Participant 3 umm, do same?
Participant 1 I’m just gonna do bits and piece,
like that piece is I was just putting
in little bits of drums, and little bits
of bass, just little, flourishes, do you
know what I mean?
roles, statement of intent, asserting
Participant 2 cool
Participant 1 cos erm, my head’s not, into, I
haven’t worked out the, the ac-
tual notes on the bass, the step se-
quencer, it’ll take me a little while
to sort it out




Participant 1 and I don’t want it to sound shit, so problems with software, statement of
intent, asserting
Participant 3 (laughs)
Participant 2 I’ll do, err, well, I’ll do the drums statement of intent, roles, planning
Table 7.7: Example of initial coding for thematic analysis of participants during interaction
D.3. Coding the M0 condition interviews generated 566 codes (see Appendix D.3), and coding
the M1 condition interviews generated 787 codes (see Appendix D.3).
At this stage the two sets of interview transcripts were initially coded by reading each line
of transcript text and manually adding a code to describe the significance or meaning of the
statement made by participants. There codes were then collated into loosely defined categories
and visually grouped, resulting in two densely populated maps, shown in Figures 7.9 and 7.10.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.9: Initial Codes for M0 Condition Interviews. Digital copy available on request.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.10: Initial Codes for M1 Condition Interviews. Digital copy available on request.
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7.12.4 Candidate Themes
The initial codes were then grouped and organised into a set of candidate themes, which at-
tempted to loosely capture similarities between the codes and form higher level categories. At
this stage it was assumed that further coding iterations and comparison would radically alter the
initial candidate themes. The candidate themes were then organised into a candidate Thematic
Map to visually group similar themes and provide an overview of how different themes and codes
related to one another.
Figure 7.11, shows the first generation of this process. At this stage, some of the more
general codes were elevated to form higher level groupings of similar codes. The spatial layout
of the themes in this figure is arbitrary and does not represent any form of high-level groupings
or categorisation. Such groupings had not taken place at this stage in the analysis. This figure
therefore represents an initial attempt to identity the themes present in the data. Examples from
this stage included:
Identification : Discussion over the identification of sounds, instruments, authors or activities
within the collaboration. For example where a participant asked the other group members
who was making a certain sound.
Modification : Discussion over making changes to the music. For instance the Tempo control
was a common source of modification related discussion.
Ownership : The ownership candidate theme gathered together instances of participants refer-
ring to the ownership of specific contributions. For example where a participant talked
about ‘my synth’, or ‘your bass’.
Assistance : The assistance candidate theme collected together codes related to participants
asking for or providing assistance in the use of the software. This candidate theme included
codes attributed to discussion over how certain features worked, as well as instances where
participants described how they had created certain sounds.
Revision to the Candidate Thematic Map
The candidate thematic map was revised through iteration by means of comparison with the data
set and previous coding. This process entailed attempting to apply the candidate themes to each
line of data to assess how well they ‘fitted’ the data , and identifying instances where the themes
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Limitations
Software hitting limitations of software
comparision of software to other programs
features
discussion of approach to using software
discussion of software possibilities/potential Positive Feedback
discussion of software Statement of preference
providing help with software sounding good
revealing/sharing/disclosing knowledge of software positive statement




thinking aloud Ownership Life, Personality, Experience
discussion of style/genre ownership Comparison to other experiences
discussion of tempo asking to co-edit discussion of life, skills and knowledge outside of the experiment
instruction to others statement that co-edit was made
enquiry about activity of others
soloing
Modification Assistance
discussion of co-editing providing help with software
Identification invitation to make changes problems with the software
identification of others
identification of self Music
reference to specific module discussion of sound
discussion of musical parts Misc
identifying a sound comment on musical parts vocalising
uncertaincy regarding consistency between users
too much stuff happening being chaotic/a mass
too much stuff happening Approach/Planning
discussion of approach to using software
discussion of what one did
roles
planning
experiment and task Reaction
discussion of experiment comment on success / comment on failure
discussion of conditions/changes/differences
Assistance discussion of experiment room comment on quick passage of time
asking for help with the software comparison of group behaviour between conditions comment on being engrossed
Video loop comment on enjoyment
reaction
Figure 7.11: First generation of Candidate Themes
and codes were not sufficiently nuanced to categorise, describe or capture the intricacies of the
data. These instances of mismatch between themes and data resulted in refinement to existing
themes and the generation of new themes based on pre-existing or newly formed codes. This
process was repeated several times, and each time resulted in iterative modifications to the can-
didate thematic map. For instance, comparing the first and second generation candidate thematic
maps presented in Figures 7.11 and 7.12, the second generation introduced new themes which
placed more emphasis on ideas such as ‘Reflection’ or ‘Feedback’, and several themes were also
re-named, for instance changing ‘Limitations’ to ‘Constraints’. These subtleties illustrate the
effect the comparative process had on shaping and developing the themes.
7.12.5 Thematic Map
Once the iterative coding and comparison process ceased to yield substantial changes to the
codes or themes previously applied to the data, a finalised thematic map was produced (Figure
7.13). The final Thematic Map contains three high level themes of ‘Identification’, ‘Software’
and ‘Working Together’. Within these main themes are a number of more nuanced sub-themes
which describe individual aspects of the discussions and exchanges between the participants. For
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Software Constraints
hitting limitations of software
features Positive Feedback
discussion of approach to using software Statement of preference
Problems Negative Comments sounding good
discussion of software being chaotic/a mass positive statement
Software Errors
revealing/sharing/disclosing knowledge of software
discussion of software possibilities/potential Reflection
Life, Personality, Experience discussion of tempodiscussion of sound
Comparison discussion of life, skills and knowledge outside of the experiment too much stuff happeningdiscussion of musical parts
Comparison to other experiences being chaotic/a masscomment on musical parts
comparision of software to other programs
comparison to other music Asserting Assistance
ownership providing help with software
asking to co-edit problems with the software
statement that co-edit was made
Identification statement of activity Modification
identification of others soloing discussion of co-editing
identification of self statement of intent invitation to make changes Making Suggestions
reference to specific module enquiry about activity of others discussion of style/genre invitation to make changes
identifying a sound discussion of tempo
uncertaincy regarding consistency between users instruction to others
too much stuff happening Misc
Music vocalising
discussion of sound Enjoyment thinking aloud
Assistance discussion of musical parts comment on success / comment on failure drawing attention
asking for help with the software comment on musical parts question to researcher
giving and receiving Assistance being chaotic/a mass comment on quick passage of time
Solving problems together too much stuff happening comment on being engrossed Approach/Planning
uncertaincy regarding consistency between users comment on enjoyment discussion of approach to using software
reminder of activity reaction discussion of what one did
providing help with software Reflecting on Experiment roles
discussion of how to make a certain sound discussion of experiment planning
revealing/sharing/disclosing knowledge of software discussion of conditions/changes/differences spatial organisation
discussion of experiment room
revealing/sharing/disclosing knowledge of software comparison of group behaviour between conditions
Video loop
Figure 7.12: Refined second generation of Candidate Themes
instance the thematic map groups themes such as ‘Problems’, ‘Constraints’ and ‘Features’ under
the wider category of ‘Software’, while discussion about changes to the music (‘Modification’)
and ‘Positive Feedback’ fall under the theme of ‘Working Together’. In addition, a number
of commonly recurring extraneous themes were placed into an ‘Other’ category. The following
sections draw on extracts from the data to describe, demonstrate and support the themes contained
within in the Thematic Map4. The ‘Other’ category is excluded from this discussion, due to
irrelevance.
7.12.6 Software Theme
The software theme relates to discussion over the software itself, rather than practical aspects of
the music-process (These are addressed in the Working Together theme). The Software theme
captures participants experiences using the software, as well as highlighting the kinds of prob-
lems which were encountered, and participants’ thoughts about how the software might be im-
proved. The following sub-themes were identified within the Software category: Features, Use,
Constraints, Comparison, Problems, Assistance.
4Thematic maps are zoomable in digital form of this thesis, or can be downloaded in .pdf format from http:
//www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/∼robinfencott/thesis resources/
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Reflecting on Experiment
Use Problems discussion of experiment
discussion of approach to using software Problems discussion of conditions/changes/differences
revealing/sharing/disclosing knowledge of software Software Errors discussion of experiment room
problems with the software comparison of group behaviour between conditions
uncertaincy regarding consistency between users Video loop
Features Software Constraints Other Misc
hitting limitations of software vocalising
Assistance discussion of software possibilities/potential thinking aloud
asking for help with the software Life, Personality, Experience drawing attention
giving and receiving Assistance Comparison discussion of life, skills and knowledge outside of the experiment question to researcher
Solving problems together comparison to other software
uncertaincy regarding consistency between users Enjoyment
reminder of activity comment on success / comment on failure
providing help with software comment on quick passage of time
discussion of how to make a certain sound comment on being engrossed
revealing/sharing/disclosing knowledge of software comment on enjoyment
reaction
Comparison to other music
comparison to other music
Modification
discussion of co-editing Reflection
Planning invitation to make changes being chaotic/a mass Identification
discussion of style/genre too much stuff happening Attribution of Authorship Identification of Self
discussion of what one did discussion of tempo discussion of musical parts identification of others identification of self
roles instruction to others discussion of process stating ownership
planning invitation to make changes discussion of approach to using software
spatial organisation Identification of Sounds
reference to specific module
Working Together identifying a sound
Notification
ownership
asking to co-edit Positive Feedback Suggestion
statement that co-edit was made Statement of preference
sounding good
soloing statement of activity positive statement
statement of intent discussion of musical parts
enquiry about activity of others
Figure 7.13: Final Thematic Map
Software: Features
The Features theme captures discussion about specific features within the software, and partici-
pant’s statements about them. It also applies to discussion about potential or suggested features
and expressed views on possible changes that could be made to the software. Some participants
discussed positive features in the software design, particularly regarding the audio quality and
available musical/sonic resources.
PARTICIPANT 2: there’s some quite good bass synths in that
(Condition M0C1, Session 9)
PARTICIPANT 3: ah, I kind of can’t believe it took me so long to find the filter
PARTICIPANT 2: (laughs)
PARTICIPANT 3: it makes everything so much more interesting
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah yeah, it’s good (Condition M0C1 Session 11)
However, it was more common for participants to make critical statements about the soft-
ware and discuss what they identified as shortcomings or failings in the design. In some cases
participants suggested ways in which certain features could be improved to streamline the music-
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making process. Some of these exchanges were related to music-making functionality, for in-
stance modifications to the instruments, interaction design and mixing capabilities.
PARTICIPANT 1: it’s ok though isn’t it
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: well there’s lots of, yeah few things I’d like to, I’d, I’d like to just have
a, spend just a little time, so I could get used to the err, step sequencer
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: not the drum one, I know how to use the drum one, the er, the notes, just
so I can, I hate putting in wrong notes, I fucking hate it you know, I don’t mind when
I do it on my own
PARTICIPANT 2: you know the problem here, it’s too small, the actual, the increments
PARTICIPANT 1: the increments, I know, it’s really, you’re going really too, far I know,
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: I mean, yeah, if I was on my own, I’d just go through, it’d take me an
hour and I’d go through and I’d find the, you know, the, I’d like a controller as well
PARTICIPANT 1: and also, the drop down menu where the drums the drums are
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: it should be just click, you have to go into it every time, you couldn’t just
like, you know if you want to audition sounds as they come
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: but I just keep on going, just changing things really fast
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: just couldn’t do it fast enough, that’d be really easy to fix
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: I think it’s pretty cool (Condition M0C1, Session 16)
In this extract a participant raised several issues relating to the interface design for specific
features of the software; that it is difficult to find the correct note using the sliders for the Step
Synth, and that selecting and auditioning the drum samples in the Drum Sequencer could be made
easier by reducing the amount of times the user needs to click on the menu bar. Similarly in the
following extract participants suggest a mixer feature and note that a longer sequence would be
beneficial.
PARTICIPANT 2: you need a sort of mixer or something
PARTICIPANT 3: you’ve gotta
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: and plus I would say, longer sequence
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah (Condition M0C1, Session 16)
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Software: Use
The Software Use theme categorises discussion between participants related to how they used the
software. This theme differs from Features as it does not necessarily relate to specific features
or aspects of the software. Some participants reflected on their approach to interacting with
it, for instance considering the collaborative environment as an instrument, or discussing the
experience of encountering the software for the first time. The following extracts show how
some participants talked about the software in a more general sense, for instance stating that
the software could be used an ‘instrument’, while another group reflected on encountering the
software, and how the group worked together.
PARTICIPANT 1: we can use it as a instrument
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah (Condition M1C1, Session 8)
PARTICIPANT 3: but it’s true that, you, we’re learning a new tool, and
PARTICIPANT 1: mm
PARTICIPANT 2: mmm
PARTICIPANT 3: and we’re, it, we’re, but, I know, that, we’re not proficient, err, enough
to know to, how to cope with a progression and then kuu!
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: but still, it, it’s, I just wanted to push our limits, to see,
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: to the max, we, what we can do, up, up there
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: but, I think we
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah, yeah, it was very rulesy, it was interesting cos like yeah, I, yeah, I
not only did we settle into a groove, but we started to do some like on the fly like,
mixing as it were, as well
PARTICIPANT 1: mm
PARTICIPANT 2: which was, which was really interesting
PARTICIPANT 3: hmm
PARTICIPANT 3: and, I don’t know if it, because it was, we knew which person did what,
I think it’s, it’s good to know, umm, what colour, and you know what, where we’re
at because
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah (Condition M0C1, Session 14)
Software: Constraints
Participants discussed the constraints imposed by the software. Commonly discussed constraints
included the four beats to the bar time signature and the limited length of the musical loop, which
participants often expressed as imposing a limitation on their ability to realise certain musical
contributions.
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PARTICIPANT 1: I find it quite tricky as well with, the erm, you know, trapped inside the
four-four
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: can’t get anything in between
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah (Condition M0C0, Session 15)
Some participants discussed the limitations of the sounds and sonic pallet offered by the
software.
PARTICIPANT 1: there’s no kind of like a pad sound, or, you know, chords,
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah, that’s true, it’s it’s all like midi sounds
PARTICIPANT 1: that’s, that’s the problem I have (Condition M0C1, Session 13)
Software: Comparison
Some participants made comparisons between the study software and other music technologies.
These comparison where frequently related to the graphical patching metaphor of the software,
which shares characteristics with popular computer music environments such as Max/MSP 5 and
Native Instruments Reaktor 6.
PARTICIPANT 1: I don’t know if you’ve ever worked with Reactor, it’s very similar to that
kind of thing
PARTICIPANT 2: not a
PARTICIPANT 1: but it’s obviously not so
PARTICIPANT 2: I’ve, I’ve used err, Max/MSP
PARTICIPANT 1: is that similar, is it?
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah that, that’s all kind of connecting synths, to output, inputs and
PARTICIPANT 1: hmm
PARTICIPANT 2: samplers and that
PARTICIPANT 1: have, you’ve all used Reason?
PARTICIPANT 1: no?
PARTICIPANT 2: long time ago
PARTICIPANT 2: I just use Logic and Protools
(Condition M0C0, Session 13)
Software: Problems
This theme describes situations where participants discussed problems they encountered with the
software, such as bugs, perceived bugs, misunderstandings about how aspects worked, or confu-
sion over the shared nature of the interface. Within the category, no distinction is made between
genuine problems (such as a lack of functionality, software bugs) and perceived problems (for
5http://cycling74.com/products/max/ accessed 6 March 2012
6http://www.native-instruments.com/#/en/products/producer/reaktor-55/ accessed 6 March 2012
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instance where participants misinterpreted an aspect of the software, or encountered an error due
to a misunderstanding about how something was designed to work).
This Theme differs from the Features Theme as some problems are not related explicitly to
particular features of the software, but may entail more general issues. For instance the following
extract describes a situation in which the participants believed the software was malfunctioning
(not producing sound), however in reality the participants had not entered any musical sequences
or drum patterns.
PARTICIPANT 3: do you have to connect it?
PARTICIPANT 2: oh
PARTICIPANT 2: there’s still no sound
PARTICIPANT 1: what is there no sound?
PARTICIPANT 2: we have no sound
RESEARCHER: oh really?
RESEARCHER: um
RESEARCHER: put some things in here?
PARTICIPANT 2: oh, fine
PARTICIPANT 2: stupid
PARTICIPANT 1: what happened?
RESEARCHER: have you all got sound?
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: we didn’t put in tick boxes ( Condition M1C0, Session 3)
In the previous example the researcher was called by the participants to assist in their trouble,
however in many cases the participants discussed or dealt with problems by themselves:
PARTICIPANT 2: I think we overloaded it, like
PARTICIPANT 1: no
PARTICIPANT 2: I think someti, well sometimes I feel it
PARTICIPANT 3: it sounded like it was glitching
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: yes (Condition M1C0, Session 4)
Software: Assistance
A strong theme was for participants to provide assistance to one another during the interaction.
This is similar to the Technology Confusion category identified in Olson et al. (1993). In the
majority of cases assistance was related to the use of specific features within the software or the
ways in which certain parts of the interface functioned. In some cases participants assisted others
when problems arose:
PARTICIPANT 3: I couldn’t make much distortion, I tried a few times and erm, I wasn’t
hearing
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PARTICIPANT 3: I think I need to, there is the window, and you to click this one to the one
I want to distort, and then this one to the middle?
PARTICIPANT 1: you need to connect the sound to the distortion, then the distortion to the
main sound
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah so this is the, this is the instrument I want to distort, this is the
distortion, I need to connect this to this, and then this to this
PARTICIPANT 1: yes
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah, I did that, and it was just not, yeah, OK
(Condition M0C1, Session 9)
While in other cases participants offered help and shared their knowledge of how the software
worked without there being a specific problem at hand:
PARTICIPANT 2: I’ll have a go at a melody
PARTICIPANT 1: I’ve found for fine tuning, you can use the arrows, like if you hold the
thing, the cursor over the circle, tell you what number it is out of a hundred, and can
use the arrows to move it
PARTICIPANT 2: really?
PARTICIPANT 1: one at a time
PARTICIPANT 2: how do you tell that?
PARTICIPANT 1: if you set your cursor over the little circles, under the step synth,
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: for each of the beats, and just leave it there for a second it should tell you
what number it’s at
PARTICIPANT 2: OK (Condition M1C9, Session 17)
In one instance, a participant had produced an interesting sound using a complex arrangement
of modules, and when questioned by one of the other participants, provided a detailed description
of how this had been achieved.




PARTICIPANT 1: the swoosh, that’s really good?
PARTICIPANT 3: swoosh thing?
PARTICIPANT 3: that is
PARTICIPANT 3: sounds like The Tardis
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: erm, basically, I got a cymbal, sound
PARTICIPANT 1: uh uh
PARTICIPANT 3: and just put it though a reverb, ne, m, put everything on the reverb to
max so it sounds like it’s at the very far end of a cathedral, then filtered it so it goes
hwwweeeoooww
PARTICIPANT 1: uh hu
PARTICIPANT 1: really?
PARTICIPANT 1: that’s amazing, that’s a really cool sound
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PARTICIPANT 3: basic, I was basically trying to get something that, was as close to white
noise as I could get and then filter it
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: very good, that’s really, I really like that
PARTICIPANT 3: there we go
PARTICIPANT 1: mmm?
PARTICIPANT 3: I found the right cymbal for that now (Condition M1C1, Session 5)
7.12.7 Identification Theme
Identification was a key theme within the discussion between participants during the interaction,
and pertains to the way participants ascertained who was responsible for particular musical con-
tributions and the ways in which they talked about the source of particular sounds within the
mix. This theme was partially informed by the research questions and aims of the study (see Sec-
tion 7.2), however within the data, discussion over identification and awareness formed a large
proportion of all dialog between participants. Identification was divided into three sub themes:
Authorship, Sounds, and Self.
Authorship
The authorship theme describes discussion by participants about who was responsible for which
sounds, ideas or contributions with the music:
PARTICIPANT 2: which one are you working on now? the, out of the, out of the three,which
one are you working on, the top, the middle or the bottom?
PARTICIPANT 3: those, those three on the left
PARTICIPANT 2: oh right (M0C0 Session 16)
PARTICIPANT 1: how did you get that swoosh?
PARTICIPANT 3: sorry?
PARTICIPANT 1: hooweewwowww
PARTICIPANT 3: sorry? (Condition M1C1, Session 5)
Sounds
Discussion or questions about the source of a sound were frequently identified. For instance
some participants used vocal mimicry to aid in establishing reference to specific sounds:
PARTICIPANT 3: what is this, what is the grrrrrrr!, what is that, who is that? who is doing
that? (Condition M0C1, Session 9)
In other cases, participants talked about using the interface features to discover the source
of sounds, for instance re-appropriating the Client Soloing feature as a means of narrowing the
range of sounds in the mix:
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PARTICIPANT 3: I think the, I only ever used it just to basically, s, solo like like like, mute
a whole load if, when it was getting pretty hectic
RESEARCHER: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: like just like, just use it to just, regardless of who’s I was muting I would,
I was like well I’ll mute that one and that just cuts all that shit out
RESEARCHER: yeah yeah yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: so it was just more of a, kind of like a, a mute of stuff that you don’t
want (Session 11 Interview)
Self
Discussion about identification of one’s self within the mix:
PARTICIPANT 2: there’s a bit of confusion with the synths though
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, it’s
PARTICIPANT 2: cos you don’t know which notes are playing
(Condition M1C0, Session 8)
7.12.8 Working Together Theme
Working Together captures themes related to how the participants went about creating music
together. The data coded with the Working Together theme relates to suggested modifications,
statements about the one’s activity, and reflection on the progress made. The following sub-
themes were identified within the ‘Working Together’ category Suggestions, Modification, Com-
parison, Planning, Reflection, Positive Feedback.
Suggestions
Instances of participants suggesting changes to the music
PARTICIPANT 1: it’s very dark, should we lighten it up a little?
(Condition M0C0, Session 15)
PARTICIPANT 2: why don’t you, do a, try and make a, like a sine curve?
PARTICIPANT 1: again?
PARTICIPANT 1: oh OK (Condition M1C0, Session 3)
Modification
A key sub-theme within the Working Together theme group was that of Modification. It was
common for participants to discuss the tempo of the music, which was a global control that
applied uniformly to all participants using the software.
PARTICIPANT 1: do you guys mind if I see how it sounds at one forty?
PARTICIPANT 2: (laughs), no
PARTICIPANT 1: mind if I change the tempo for a bit, is that?
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PARTICIPANT 3: maybe in the middle something (Condition M1C1, Session 17)
It was also common to see participants announce modifications they were performing to other
people’s work.
PARTICIPANT 1: I’m gonna move the kicks up to the first beat
PARTICIPANT 2: mmm?
PARTICIPANT 1: I’m gonna move the kicks in the top right corner up to the first beat
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah, you can
PARTICIPANT 1: cos it’s really confusing
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: it’s, it’s, it’s all on the
PARTICIPANT 3: it’s yeah, it’s making the first beat off-beat
(Condition M0C1, Session 12)
The Modification theme was also applied to instances of participants discussion the ability to
edit modules created by others.
PARTICIPANT 1: I suppose you can change other people’s bits, seems a bit rude
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: (laughs)
PARTICIPANT 1: but I was just thinking yeah, hang on
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: um yeah, yeah yeah, no no, I know,
PARTICIPANT 1: did you? (laughs)
PARTICIPANT 2: I noticed, well, I I wasn’t doing too much of it, but ab
PARTICIPANT 2: I noticed like a couple of people stepped in and tweaked bits of mine,
and that, that was perfectly fine, though, I was,
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: well especially, since we didn’t have the opportunity to solo I was just
listening to the whole thing and just like going along with it, so
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah yeah yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: cool, but yeah, tweak mine if
PARTICIPANT 3: OK
PARTICIPANT 1: (laughs) that’s fine (Condition M0C1, Session 14)
Some participants discussed the introduction of new elements
PARTICIPANT T: what’s better...this...
PARTICIPANT T: or this
PARTICIPANT L: 1st one
PARTICIPANT T: the one that’s on now then?
PARTICIPANT T: not a fan of the piano sound (Condition M0C1, Session 15)
Others noted the deletion of modules, and acknowledged the accidental modifications they
made:
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PARTICIPANT 2: I deleted the synth by accident
PARTICIPANT 3: ahh (laughs) (Condition M0C1, Session 16)
PARTICIPANT 1: that, that one just annoying tone, the the one that goes duun duun (clicks
fingers)
PARTICIPANT 1: where is that one? did it disappear? did it disappear?
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah it disappeared
PARTICIPANT 2: the one that was down there?
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah I got rid of it
PARTICIPANT 1: you got rid of it? why did you get rid of it?
PARTICIPANT 2: because it was just so annoying (Condition M1C0, Session 3)
Comparison to other music
The comparison theme captures incidents where participants drew on their existing musical
knowledge and referred to their musical background to describe the music they were creating.
This Theme shows how participants used musical genres, styles and cliches as a means of finding
common ground with the group members and aiding in discussion of the collaboration.
PARTICIPANT 3: some death metal drumming going on there
(Condition M1C0, Session 5)
PARTICIPANT 1: bit, bit of Pink Floyd (laughs)
PARTICIPANT 2: (laughs) yeah (Condition M0C1, Session 13)
PARTICIPANT 3: think we managed to cover most music genres in that
PARTICIPANT 2: ah?
PARTICIPANT 3: think we managed to cover most of the electronic music genres in that
one
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah, hu hu (laughs) (Condition M0C1, Session 11)
Some groups discussed the musical style they would adhere to, often with reference to spe-
cific sub-genres of electronic music such as garage, techno, and trance.
PARTICIPANT 2: go, go for something a bit happier now?
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: it’s like dark industrial techno otherwise (M0C1 Session 13)
These discussions in some instances lead to discussion over musical parameters such as
tempo.
PARTICIPANT 3: what now, genre?
PARTICIPANT 2: err, lets try Trance
PARTICIPANT 3: trance, ok
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PARTICIPANT 1: trance
PARTICIPANT 1: four to the floor
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah, hundred and thirty or something (laughs)
PARTICIPANT 3: OK ( Condition M0C1, Session 16)
Planning
Discussions of planning were thematically grouped to describe how the participants approached
spatial organisation, musical roles, and the musical direction of the piece. The majority of groups
did not engage in extensive planning, although some groups attempted, at least initially, to impose
structure onto their interaction through the delegation of roles and the allocation of shared screen
space between each other.
Some groups of participants attempted to assign musical roles to members,
PARTICIPANT 2: shall we, gonna say, divide, who’s gonna do, what instrument, for exam-
ple?
PARTICIPANT 1: is it, it’s just a drum and a synth isn’t it?
PARTICIPANT 3: yeah thats
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: but I mean
PARTICIPANT 3: but then, but then like one person can do bass,
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: for example, and the other person can do like
PARTICIPANT 1: lead or something
PARTICIPANT 3: lead or chords, we can even like, I can try, if you guys want, I can try to
do like, the middle range
PARTICIPANT 1: OK
PARTICIPANT 3: and try to chords in the middle range
PARTICIPANT 1: Ok
PARTICIPANT 3: and somebody do the bass, I can like, match in
PARTICIPANT 1: OK
PARTICIPANT 3: the bass
PARTICIPANT 2: cool
PARTICIPANT 3: so, either one, of you, want to do drums, or
PARTICIPANT 2: cool,. I’ll do it
PARTICIPANT 1: which do you want to do?
PARTICIPANT 2: I’ll do, err, drums then
PARTICIPANT 1: ok, yeah
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: so if you do like a bass, yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: I’ll try bass (Condition M0C0, Session 16)
Others delimited the shared screen space to help enforce these musical roles.
PARTICIPANT 2: I’ll take the, the top left corner for now
PARTICIPANT 3: (laughs), ok that’s, that’s a good idea
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PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: so that’s, the
PARTICIPANT 3: top left, OK, close to the video
PARTICIPANT 1: left yeah
PARTICIPANT 1: I’ll take, I’ll take
PARTICIPANT 3: I’m taking
PARTICIPANT 3: a, the
PARTICIPANT 3: I just created the step synth
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: down on the bottom left
PARTICIPANT 1: oh right so,
PARTICIPANT 3: thta’s going to be my area, lets say
PARTICIPANT 1: top, top right
PARTICIPANT 2: yeah Ok, cool
PARTICIPANT 1: right, I’m just gonna probably have one bass anyway so
PARTICIPANT 3: unless you want to put effects on the right, like on the, the remaining
corner, the, the bottom right (Condition M0C0, Session 16)
Reflection
The reflection theme responds to participants’ reflection on the music they were making. In many
cases this formed a criticism of specific sounds, or a critique of the music as a whole.
PARTICIPANT 2: it’s just the end that doesn’t sound right
(Condition M1C0, Session 3)
PARTICIPANT 2: huh, there’s so many stuff going on
PARTICIPANT 1: huh?
PARTICIPANT 2: there’s so much stuff going on
PARTICIPANT 1: yeah, you can’t
PARTICIPANT 1: can’t, chaotic (Condition M1C0, Session 8)
PARTICIPANT 1: chaos (Condition M1C0, Session 8)
However in some cases there was a more of a positive emphasis on how well the group had
performed.
PARTICIPANT 3: we did it all together, our first run, I was, just had my own sound
PARTICIPANT 1: mmm
PARTICIPANT 3: but then when we had it all together I didn’t do that once, it was all about
making the song, right? (Condition M0C1, Session 10)
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Positive Feedback
As well as the more negative critique, participants frequently made positive statements made
about the music, or about specific features within it. Making positive statements was a common
use for the text chat feature.
PARTICIPANT S: sounds cool! (Condition M1C1 Session 2 text-chat)
PARTICIPANT 3: there was some nice, umm, bits
PARTICIPANT 1: nice, yeah (Condition M1C0 Session 6)
PARTICIPANT 2: the beat is nice now
PARTICIPANT 1: hmm?
PARTICIPANT 2: it’s a better beat (Condition M1C0, Session 8)
7.13 Discussion
This study investigated how interface mechanisms for authorship awareness and contribution
awareness impacted on the process of collaborative digital musical interaction. This section
begins by addressing the research questions and hypotheses presented at the start of this chapter.
A more general discussion follows, drawing on the Thematic Analysis to highlight a number of
additional issues raised by the study. The chapter concludes with a number of design guidelines
and implications for future collaborative systems.
7.13.1 Hypothesis H1: Source Awareness
The concept of Source awareness refers to awareness of where sounds are coming from. Hy-
pothesis H1 posited that an interface which incorporated additional Source awareness would
increase the tendency for participants to edit each others’ contributions (co-editing), have a pos-
itive impact on reported preferences, and increase participants’ reported levels of awareness of
one another. Source Awareness was supported within the interface through the Module Solo-
ing function, which allowed participants to aurally solo and visually highlight specific musical
contributions. The Module Soloing function did not however provide any indication of who
had created the modules; this information was presented to some groups via the Client Soloing
feature explored by Hypothesis H2. The experimental design investigated the effects of Source
awareness using a between-subjects comparison.
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Analysis of the interaction logs showed that incorporating Module Soloing into the interface
had no statistically significant effects on the way participants used the software. This was true for
the groups of participants who were presented with Client Soloing and the groups who were not
presented with Client Soloing. This evidence refutes the hypothesis that increased Source aware-
ness information would increase the tendency for participants to perform co-editing. Further-
more, in groups for whom the interface did not feature Client Soloing, the inclusion of Module
Soloing had no significant effects on the self report data collected by the post-test questionnaire.
This implies that where the interface did not feature Client Soloing, the inclusion of Module
Soloing made no difference to how participants used the software, or to how they rated the group
interaction, the music they made or their preferences towards the interface.
When Client Soloing was present within the interfaces, a between subjects comparison of
the post-test questionnaire data comparing Module Soloing revealed that participants reported
working most effectively, editing the music together, and being influenced by the other group
members when the interface did not feature Module Soloing. This is an unexpected finding,
and provides evidence that for participants who had access to the Client Soloing feature, the
addition of the Module Soloing feature had a detrimental effect on the participants ability to work
together. This finding is surprising as it challenges the assumption that increased awareness is
always beneficial.
The results of these two comparisons have several implications. Firstly, that the Module
Soloing function by itself had little effect on the way participants worked, or the way they felt
about the interaction. Secondly, that when presented in tandem with the Client Soloing feature,
the inclusion of Module Soloing made certain aspects of collaborative more difficult. This evi-
dence entirely refutes hypothesis H1, and suggests either that Source Awareness is not a useful
form of awareness within CDMI, or that the Module Soloing feature was not suitably designed
to provide Source Awareness to participants in a useful fashion.
Thematic Analysis of group interviews and discussion during the interaction suggests that
inadequate interface design was a more likely reason the Module Soloing function was unsuc-
cessful. In particular, turning to the Thematic Analysis, the identification of sounds theme in-
dicates that participants were concerned with discovering the source of sounds within the mix.
This implies that although Source Awareness was important and useful during the interaction,
the Module Soloing function may not have been adequately designed to support the acquisition
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of this information
Furthermore, during the interviews, some participants talked about an alternative use for
the Client Soloing feature as a means of gathering Source Awareness. Participants who talked
about this appropriation of the Client Soloing function noted being less concerned with who was
initially responsible the creation of certain contributions, and therefore ignoring the Authorship
Awareness provided by the function. Instead, the Client Soloing feature was used as a means
of identifying the source of sounds by selectively eliminating some of the music modules from
the audible mix. This use of the Client Soloing feature is illustrated by the following interview
excerpt (repeated from Section 7.12.7:
PARTICIPANT 3: I think the, I only ever used it just to basically, s, solo like like like, mute
a whole load if, when it was getting pretty hectic
RESEARCHER: yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: like just like, just use it to just, regardless of who’s I was muting I would,
I was like well I’ll mute that one and that just cuts all that shit out
RESEARCHER: yeah yeah yeah
PARTICIPANT 3: so it was just more of a, kind of like a, a mute of stuff that you don’t
want (Session 11 Interview)
In this case the participant used interfaces which did not feature the Module Soloing mech-
anism in both conditions, although this extract demonstrates the importance for the participant
of discovering the source of sounds. The fact that some participants used the Client Soloing fea-
ture as a means of gathering Source Awareness also suggests that a re-designed Module Soloing
mechanism might have been more successful.
Finally, Module Soloing, both alone and in combination with Client Soloing did not impact
on reported preferences, and did not influence the participants’ reported reflections about the
quality of music, the best contributions or their tendency to explore the interface. This is an
unanticipated result, as in the case of the previous studies increased awareness often contributed
towards increased preferences towards an interface.
7.13.2 Hypothesis H2: Authorship Awareness
Hypothesis H2 posited that an interface which incorporate additional Authorship awareness would
decrease instances of co-editing, discourage discussion over authorship management (e.g., spa-
tial partitioning, discussion over who is doing what, and have a positive impact on preferences.
Authorship awareness information was incorporated into the interface through the Client Solo-
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ing function. The Client Soloing feature allowed users to aurally solo and visually highlight the
musical contributions from particular people within the group.
The study results provide evidence to support the hypothesis. For both sets of groups (those
with Module Soloing and those without), the post-test questionnaire results provided a strong
(statistically significant) indication that the Client Soloing feature increased reported levels of
awareness. This is based on responses to the questionnaire statement I knew what other people
were doing. This finding indicates that the Client Soloing feature functioned as intended as a
source of awareness information. However, as anticipated, the inclusion of the Client Soloing
feature also effected the degree to which participants shared and edited the music they made.
For groups who were presented with an interface which also featured Module Soloing, the
inclusion of Client Soloing discouraged co-editing, and encouraged group members to work more
in isolation from one another. Analysis of the interaction logs shows a trend for less co-editing to
occur when the interface provided Authorship Awareness information through the Client Soloing
function. While not quite at the level of statistical significance (p=0.0537), it must be stated that
this finding is based on a sample size of only 8 groups. Moreover, the trend for reduced co-editing
identified in the log file analysis is supported by the post-test questionnaire responses which
show that for groups who were presented with the Module Soloing option in both conditions,
a significant number of participants reported that they ‘worked mostly on [their] own’ in the
interface which featured Client Soloing. This suggests that the Client Soloing feature encouraged
the participants to work individually. Participants also noted being more influenced by others
in the group when presented with the interface which excluded Client Soloing. Finally, there
was a trend for the participants who were presented with Module Soloing to select the interface
without Client Soloing as the one in which they ‘edited the music together’. Although this
finding is slightly above the significance level (p=0.0505), it supports the overall trend for the
participants to report working more individually when the interface included the Client Soloing
feature. Overall, these results suggests that while the Client Soloing feature may have enabled
more awareness information to be gathered, this did not necessarily lead to members of the group
drawing influence from one another, especially in the case when Module Soloing was also present
within the interface.
For groups who were not given Module Soloing, the inclusion of Client Soloing had no
effect on the amount of co-editing which took place. Participants did however make significantly
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more deletions when they had neither Client Soloing or Module Soloing, although the number
of Module Creations was not significantly influenced by the inclusion of Client Soloing. This
suggests that while a similar number of contributions were created regardless of the awareness
features, participants were more likely to delete modules when the interface provided no means
of identifying who had created them.
In the comparison of Client Soloing, more participants selected the condition which included
Client Soloing as the condition they preferred the most. For groups who were not presented
with the Module Soloing feature, the preference result was statistically significant, although for
groups who had both Client Soloing and Module Soloing this result was slightly above the level
of statistical significance (p=0.0516). This suggests that the Client Soloing feature had a strong
influence of reported preferences for the interfaces, despite it not influencing the reported quality
of the music, and despite causing the participants to work more individually.
In summary, the inclusion of the Client Soloing feature had three key effects on interaction.
• It increased participants levels of awareness of one another
• It discouraged the co-editing of musical contributions, and discouraged participants from
deleting music modules.
• It encouraged participants to work more individually, and this idea is addressed more fully
in relation to the concept of Privacy in Section 7.13.4.
7.13.3 Congruence of Audio Delivery
The study focused primarily on the way audio representations delivered to users can be filtered
and manipulated to provide auditory indicators of the relationship between sounds and on-screen
graphical interface components. While the participants in this study interacted via a shared graph-
ical interface which visually followed a strictly congruent WYSIWIS design (Stefik et al., 1987),
congruence of audio presentation was not preserved between all participants. This was because
the Source and Authorship awareness mechanisms developed for this experiment operated at the
individual level, meaning each participant could be listening to a unique and personalised combi-
nation of music modules, depending on which soloing functions they were using. This situation
places the interface more in line with the ‘relaxed WYSIWIS’ model of distributed groupware
(see Section 2.2.3), which allows individual users to see different representations of a shared
workspace. One key distinction between research based on ‘relaxed WYSIWIS’ designs (Green-
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berg, 1996) and the research presented here is that this study relaxes the auditory presentation
congruence.
Results of the study presented in this chapter show that in some circumstances the inclusion
of an Authorship awareness mechanism decreases collaborators’ tendency to edit contributions
created by others within the group (referred to as co-editing), and this was reflected in self-report
data collected from participants. Studying the effects of Source awareness shows little effects on
the way the software was used, however participants who did not use this feature often suggested
that it would be an important feature to add to the software. Video analysis of the participants’
interaction suggests that allowing each user to be presented with an individualised audio mix did
not introduce problems for the participants, although according to the self-reported data from
the participants, some combinations of awareness mechanisms did appear to negatively impact
on certain aspects of the groups’ collaboration. Finally, a qualitative analysis of interviews and
discussion during the interaction points to the perceived constraints of the software, the ways
in which the interface was interpreted and utilised by the participants, and an account of the
participants experiences while collaborating.
7.13.4 Privacy
Unlike the previous studies (see Chapters 5 and 6), which both featured some form of privacy
mechanism, the interfaces used in this study did not feature a privacy mechanism to support the
creation of musical contributions in isolation from the other group members. The decision to
exclude privacy options from the interface was primarily driven by practical issues such as the
need to reduce training time with the software, although it was also felt that the inclusion of
privacy might reduce the effects of the Awareness features the study sought to investigate.
Interestingly, during interviews participants repeatedly suggested that some form of privacy
function would have been useful. This was particularly the case for participants working in the
conditions without Module Soloing, although it was a strong theme within both sets of interview
codes. Participants often described features similar to the Private Space investigated in Study
One (Chapter 5) or the Personal audio mix found in the Study Two interface (see Chapter 6),
however none of the participants in Study Three had participated in the previous studies.
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7.13.5 Summary of key findings
• Client Soloing (Authorship Awareness) encouraged more personal work and less co-editing
for groups who were also given Source Awareness information
• Client Soloing (Authorship Awareness) had a positive influence on preferences, especially
when it was the only awareness mechanism in the interface
• Module Soloing (Source Awareness) had no effects on quantitative measures of interaction
with the software
• Module Soloing had limited effects on reported preferences
• A privacy function was repeatedly suggested by participants as a key feature to include
• Some interaction between the awareness mechanisms was noted, in particular that the ab-
sence of Module Soloing appeared to heighten the effects of Client Soloing
• In addition to providing Authorship-awareness, the Client Soloing function was also used
to ascertain as the source of sounds regardless of who create them (what-awareness)
• Authorship Awareness information detracted from tendency to co-edit, suggesting a de-
sign tradeoff between providing knowledge of who is doing what, and encouraging co-
authorship
• Individuals used the Client Soloing function as a means of developing contributions in
isolation from other group members, by soloing only themselves. This activity would have
been visible to other users. Privacy is therefore a desirable feature.
• The way Authorship was presented may have encouraged participants to work individually,
rather than being a mechanism for quickly determining the source/author of a sound
7.14 Summary
This chapter presents the third and final study undertaken within the PhD. The study used a four
condition design to investigate the implications of support for Authorship and Source awareness
in a shared interface for CDMI. It was discovered that the inclusion of Source awareness within
the interface did not significantly alter the way the software was used by participants, whilst the
inclusion of Authorship awareness tended to reduce the instances of co-editing, and caused the
participants to work more in isolation from one another. Unlike studies One and Two, the inter-
face did not feature a privacy mechanism, although this was frequently requested by participants.
It also appears that the Authorship awareness mechanism was re-appropriated by some partici-
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pants to served the dual function of providing Source and Authorship awareness. The following





This chapter draws together the findings of the three studies to reflect more broadly on what
has been discovered and how this relates to previous research within collaborative music and
Computer Supported Cooperative Work. Following this, Section 8.3 proposes a series of design
implications for future collaborative music environments. These implications are then demon-
strated through the proposal of a hypothetical system for CDMI. The chapter concludes with
a discussion of how the findings of this thesis might relate to other modalities such as touch
interfaces.
8.1 Designing for Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction
Designing new tools to support an activity may result in a re-design or alteration of the activity
itself. Within the field of CSCW, it has previously been stressed that creating computer systems
to support collaborative work engenders a process of ‘work redesign’ (Rouncefield et al., 1994),
whereby the tasks and activities change in consequence to their new means of execution. Sim-
ilarly, the influence of technology is a central feature in the development of music and musical
thought (Boulez, 1978, Cascone, 2000, Chadabe, 1996, Makelberge, 2010), and although the
reasons people create music or engage in Musicking (Small, 1998) may not have changed over
time, the ways and means by which music is created have been radically altered by technology
(Makelberge, 2010). The development of new technology has allowed people to create, store
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and manipulate sounds in new ways, in turn influencing the ways people conceive of, create
and experience music. Within the context of CDMI, by constructing a novel system to support
musical collaboration, the designer is modifying the ways in which musicians can communi-
cate, contribute, share ideas and participate in acts of music making. Creating such interfaces,
by definition, alters the nature and process of music making, and potentially restructures the
relationships between musicians. Designers therefore have a responsibility to consider the impli-
cations that new tools or systems have on the way people work, share, create or interact, as the
choices a designer makes may vastly alter the way people experience the collaboration, or use an
interface.
As computers are becoming more important for the creation of many forms of music, the
design of systems to support CDMI has huge potential to alter the way in which music is made
by many people. As previously discussed, systems for CDMI can open up a range of new pos-
sibilities for group musical creativity. However, compared with single-user systems for musical
interaction, CDMI is a relatively uncharted area for designers and researchers. Little is known
about how collaborative features in an interface impact on the way groups or individuals interact,
and it is important to remember that design choices often have unintended consequences, which
are difficult or impossible to predict (Norman, 2002, Wania et al., 2006). Due to this, it is vital
for designs to be tested and evaluated to understand how they might affect the way people col-
laborate. Such testing and evaluation allows us to gain an understanding of which features are
useful to include in an interface, how these features should function from a usability standpoint,
and what characteristics they may impose on the group interaction.
With respect to methods for evaluating interface designs and studying the effects of different
interface features, CDMI presents a number of interesting challenges. In particular, the nature
of music as a process centred, open ended and problem seeking activity (as discussed in Chapter
3) makes it an especially difficult domain within which to apply the methodological approaches
commonly associated with HCI and CSCW. Within CSCW, the majority of studies follow either
an experimental approach which focuses on the product a group creates (Gutwin and Greenberg,
1999), or an observational approach in a real-world work setting, where the group processes are
studied more closely (Gutwin and Greenberg, 1999). As a methodology for studying CDMI,
both approaches have limitations. The purely observational methodology is difficult to adopt
as there are currently very few examples of collaborative software in existence, and therefore
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few ensembles of electronic musicians using collaborative music software as part of their artistic
practice. The experimental approach taken within CSCW is also problematic, as it often focuses
on the evaluation or rating of task outcomes, such as the quality of a document or design solution.
However, the subjective nature of music means that the outcome of a musical interaction cannot
be objectively compared with any other. Furthermore, for the musicians involved, the process of
engaging in the interaction may be at least as important as the arriving at a final outcome (Sawyer,
2003), and in certain kinds of musical interaction (such as some forms of improvisation), there
may not be a final outcome at all, as all emphasis is placed on the process as it unfolds.
As discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 4, this research opted for an experimental approach,
where groups of participants were exposed to different interface designs, and a variety of mea-
sures were taken to discover how the different interface designs influenced the way they used
the software. In addition, more observational and qualitative methods were also applied to gain
additional insight into the qualitative findings of the experimental studies. A central focus of
these studies was the design of interfaces which allow musicians to edit each others contributions
in real-time via a shared software interface. This form of interaction is not possible using either
acoustic instruments or existing software environments designed for single users. This thesis
has demonstrated that even small changes in the user interface design can have a dramatic effect
on the way individuals choose to use a shared software interface, and on their reported feelings
towards such interfaces. Providing privacy, revealing information about who contributed, and al-
tering the way sound is presented, all had effects on the way groups of musicians worked together.
This finding underlines the responsibilities designers of musical interfaces have in shaping the
collaborative processes musicians might engage in, and indeed one contribution this thesis hopes
to make is engendering an increased concern for the issues of privacy and awareness in systems
for CDMI.
8.2 Awareness
The literature survey of CSCW research (Section 2.1) identified the concept of Awareness as a
central design concern for collaborative software in the workplace (Benford et al., 1994, Dourish
and Bellotti, 1992, Endsley, 1995, 2000, Gutwin and Greenberg, 1998, 1999, 2002, Gutwin et al.,
2011, Heath et al., 2002b, Hornecker et al., 2008). Within the context of this thesis, Awareness
was defined as knowledge of others’ actions and of ones surroundings within a shared workplace;
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a definition drawn from Gutwin and Greenberg (2002). The design and evaluation of mechanisms
to support awareness is an established and recognised avenue of research within CSCW. Con-
cerning CDMI, facets of Awareness have been touched upon by previous research in a variety of
interaction modalities and contexts, including performer-audience dynamics (Gates et al., 2006),
table-top interaction (Klu¨gel et al., 2011, Laney et al., 2010), web-based jamming (Bryan-Kinns
and Hamilton, 2009, Gurevich, 2006, Miletto et al., 2006) and networked collaboration (Merritt
et al., 2010). Despite the existence of this previous research, there is no clear picture of how to
design awareness mechanisms within systems for CDMI, and there has been limited attention
directed towards understanding which forms of awareness information are important to provide
within shared musical interfaces.
Within this thesis, the Workspace Awareness (WA) framework (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002)
was used as a foundation for considering awareness in CDMI. Despite the shared concern for
co-located collaboration interaction, the nature of music as an open ended, problem seeking
activity distinguishes it in some ways from the types of task and work oriented activities the
WA framework was based on. For instance the studies within this thesis have shown that within
musical interaction, including too much awareness information causes participants to make fewer
contributions and discourages editing of each others work.
The ephemeral, invisible and pervasive qualities of sound require careful consideration in
the design of a collaborative system. The pervasive and ephemeral properties of sound make it
difficult to provide passive awareness mechanisms which function in a similar way to the forms
of feedthrough awareness described in the WA framework. For instance in pen and paper col-
laboration with visual media, sound has been identified as an important source of ‘feedthrough’
about the status of objects, and consequential communication about the actions of others in the
workplace (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002, Heath et al., 2002b) (see Section 2.2). However, in
CDMI, sounds may not provide implicit information about the environment or activities of oth-
ers. Primarily, this is because in a computer-based system the way audio is presented may dis-
place individuals’ actions from their physical location in the environment. This was explored
in Study Two (Chapter 6), where the use of speakers and headphones to separate personal and
public audio proved to be an unsuccessful design, as participants found it difficult to concentrate
on both the Personal and Public channels when they were split across headphones and speakers,
and spatialising the personal channel using a personal speaker next to each participant proved to
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be unsuccessful as a means of providing awareness about the activities of others.
In contrast to awareness mechanisms which attempted to provide information passively, anal-
ysis of the interviews and questionnaires suggested that awareness mechanisms which required
additional effort from the participants appeared to be more successful. Such mechanisms in-
cluded the ‘Views’ tab in Study One, which allowed participants to choose which personal space
to listen to (their own or someone else’s), and the Client Soloing mechanism in Study Three.
These mechanisms provide participants with control over the information they were presented
with, allowing them to selectively attend to specific aspects of the shared music, rather than be-
ing simultaneously presented with the contributions from all participants. To a greater or lesser
degree, these mechanisms presented incongruous or personalised representations of the group
music to each participant, allowing the individual participants to choose what they were attend-
ing to. This is perhaps especially important in the context of auditory collaborations, where a
surplus of sonic information might quickly turn into a cacophony.
This suggests that within systems for CDMI, a balance should be struck between presenting
appropriate levels of awareness about the activities of others, and causing confusion by delivering
too much detail at once. Providing user controllable mechanisms for managing awareness can
circumvent this issue, although care must be taken to design awareness mechanisms so as to make
them easy to use without distracting from the musical activities. For instance whilst the ‘views’
mechanism in Study One provided participants with an overview of what their collaborators were
working on, it did not allow them to easily compare their own work with that of other people,
and therefore required participants to remember what each personal space sounded like when
returning to work within their own personal space.
8.2.1 Authorship Awareness
This thesis proposed in Chapters 6 and 7 that the WA framework is not suitably nuanced to ac-
count for certain aspects of awareness within CDMI. In particular, interaction with sound via
a distributed graphical interface can dislocate participants’ actions and contributions from their
sonic manifestation, and can disassociate sound sources from their visual representations in the
interface. This can lead to a disconnection between who contributed something and what within
the interface is responsible for controlling this contribution. Such confusion is less likely to occur
in collaboration over primarily visual media, due to the ease with which referential identify can
be established through gaze and pointing with fingers. As argued in Chapter 3, the properties
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of sound make these actions less effective in collaboration over auditory media. In response,
the categories of Authorship Awareness and Source Awareness are proposed within this the-
sis to account for awareness of which individual contributed within the musical collaboration,
and awareness of which elements within the interface are responsible for which sounds. These
distinctions have not previously been proposed within research into the design of collaborative
interfaces for musical interaction.
The concept of Authorship Awareness was developed to account for awareness of who con-
tributed which musical elements. Study Three (Chapter 7) suggested that increasing the avail-
ability of information about the authorship of musical material within the shared workspace de-
creased the tendency for individuals to edit one-another’s contributions. This could be due to
participants attaching a greater sense of ownership to other people’s contributions when they are
able to ascertain who created them. Studying the Daisyphone, a similar idea was suggested by
Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton (2009), who used colour to indicate the creator of notes in a shared
sequencer. This thesis extends the finding of Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton (2009) in a number of
ways. Firstly, the software used for this research was more complex, offered more opportunities
for participants to create personalised musical contributions, and was designed with experienced
musical users in mind. Secondly, concerning the awareness mechanism itself, the interface in
this thesis allowed individuals to listen to each other, and sonically isolate the sounds created by
others as a means of attributing authorship. In comparison, the Daisyphone interface used only a
visual indicator of authorship, although this may have been sufficient for the simplified interface.
Territorial approaches to laying out the interface were also identified as influencing the ten-
dency for participants to edit each others’ contributions. In Study Two an analysis of the way
participants chose to lay out the interface revealed evidence of highly territorial behaviour in
around half the groups, and this behaviour reduced the likelihood that individuals would edit
contributions which they had not initially created. As it seems the groups adopted these terri-
torial arrangements so as to scaffold awareness of ownership, this also follows the finding that
increased authorship awareness can discourage collective editing of musical material.
The idea that increased awareness can impact on the way people contribute in a shared en-
vironment has also been identified in other collaborative tools (Pinsonneault et al., 1999, Rogers
et al., 2009). For instance within tasks such as group mind-mapping (Pinsonneault et al., 1999),
increased authorship awareness has been noted to reduce the creativity of the group by mak-
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ing members more self-conscious and less inclined to edit or critique contributions which are
not their own. Whilst CSCW research often advocates an increase in awareness information
provided by an interface (Gates et al., 2006, Gutwin and Greenberg, 1999, 2002, Gutwin and
Penner, 2002, Gutwin et al., 2011), within CDMI the inclusion of authorship awareness might be
considered as a design choice or tradeoff between the benefits of allowing participants to know
who contributed what, and potentially reducing the degree to which participants will edit collec-
tively. Future studies could investigate the degree to which this is influenced by the time groups
spend working together, and possible interactions with other awareness mechanisms within the
interface.
8.2.2 Source Awareness
In all the studies within this thesis, participants discussed issues surrounding knowledge of which
interface elements were responsible for creating which sounds. This is not an issue which is
exclusive to collaborative interfaces for music. In a single user musical interface, users may
need a means of identifying where a sound is coming from. However, the multi-user nature of
CDMI can make matters more complicated, as a given user is not necessarily responsible for all
the items in the sounds in the shared interface, so may require additional support in discovering
their source. In Study Two, some participants used the Personal audio channel as a means of
identifying the source of sounds, by temporarily routing sounds to their headphones. This re-
appropriation of the privacy feature prompted the design of a Module Soloing function in Study
Three, which allowed individuals to isolate the sound of specific music modules within the shared
workspace.
Study Three investigated the concept of Source Awareness through an investigation of the
Module Soloing function. The results suggested that this awareness mechanism did not alter
the way the participants used the software, and had only minimal influence on self-reported
statements about the software, the music or the quality of the group interaction. Analysis of
the groups’ discussions during the interaction suggested that Source Awareness was, however,
useful within the collaboration, suggesting that the Module Soloing function could be redesigned
to better support the presentation of Source Awareness.
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8.2.3 Privacy
Chapter 3 identified CDMI as a mixed focus activity in which participants work both individually
and as a group. Within a CSCW context, support for mixed focus collaboration often entails
the provision of private workspaces (Dourish and Bellotti, 1992, Stefik et al., 1987), or other
mechanisms to support parallel working within a shared interface (Ishii et al., 1993, Morris et al.,
2004, Vogel and Balakrishnan, 2004). However this concept has not been given much attention
in previous research on group musical interaction. For instance, the majority of collaborative
music environments previously developed have not featured private work spaces or offered users
control over the access other people have to their contributions (Bryan-Kinns, 2004, Burk, 2000,
Fels and Vogt, 2002, Gurevich, 2006, Jorda` et al., 2007, Newton-Dunn et al., 2003). Although
systems for CDMI can potentially enable groups of people to collectively edit, share and co-
create musical works in a democratic fashion (Xambo´ et al., 2011), the findings of this thesis
show the importance of individuality, privacy and ownership within collaborative music making.
In fact, findings from all the studies pointed to aspects of Privacy as being central to musical
collaboration, and this section therefore highlights the sensitivity a designer must place on the
design of features to support these concepts.
Study One used both visual and auditory privacy within the shared interface by presenting
a Private Space for each user, in addition to a Public area which was available to all users. The
privacy feature was heavily exploited by participants to facilitate the creation and preparation
of musical ideas in private before sharing via the Public space. The inclusion of the Private
space also discouraged Public editing and co-editing, suggesting that groups not only used the
Private space extensively, but were discouraged from using the Public space for performing mod-
ifications. The extent to which privacy features were exploited by the participants contradicts the
findings of Dourish and Bellotti (1992), who reported that participants in their study of text based
collaboration neglected to use their individual workspaces whilst working in real-time on a de-
sign task. Dourish and Bellotti (1992) explained this in part because of the time constraints of
the task they were assigned during the experiment, however the studies presented in this thesis
were of a similar duration to those conducted by Dourish and Bellotti (1992), perhaps suggesting
that the nature of musical interaction requires more sensitivity to privacy.
In Study Two, visual privacy was relaxed through the use of a single shared workspace.
Within the workspace, public contributions were visible and editable by all users, whilst grey
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boxes were used to indicate the presence and location of contributions which were held in private
by a single participant. The auditory aspect of privacy was manipulated in the study through
changing the way audio was presented. Presenting private audio through individual speakers
placed next to the users’ screens reduced the extent to which participants used their private audio
channels, when compared to presenting audio through headphones or a combination of head-
phones and speakers. This finding indicates that the ability to listen to audio in isolation from
others is a determining factor in the usefulness of a privacy feature within CDMI.
Finally, whilst the interface in Study Three did not feature any privacy functions, some par-
ticipants (non of which had used the previous interfaces) discussed using the soloing functions
as a method of isolating their own sounds. Some participants also suggested that privacy fea-
tures similar to those studied in the previous experiments would be an important addition to the
interface.
In summary, the absence of privacy features was often noted as a problem by the participants,
whilst the inclusion of privacy features and options for allowing incongruous audio presentation
often resulted in higher preference ratings for the interfaces. The inclusion of such features had
a measurable impact on the way participants collaborated in all studies. A strong implication is
that collaborative musical systems should feature support for individual work, therefore allowing
users to formulate their contributions away from the group before sharing them. According to the
participants’ statements, this allows collaborators to contribute more high quality contributions,
and provides an alternative to working exclusively in public, although it may consequentially
discourage group members from editing each others work. This was particularly apparent in
Study One, where participants were exposed to the condition which did not feature a Private
workspace.
8.2.4 Balancing Awareness and Privacy
The concepts of Privacy and Awareness are often tightly interwoven, as an increase in Privacy
may necessitate additional awareness mechanisms to facilitate effective collaboration (Gutwin
and Greenberg, 1999, 2002, Gutwin et al., 2011), whilst providing awareness mechanisms by
definition reduces the level privacy a user is afforded. Consequentially, the inclusion of privacy
within a collaborative interface complicates the design. Discussing impromptu face to face col-
laboration over tabletops, Shen et al. (2003) stresses that a binary notion of public and private is
too simplistic a model for most forms of collaboration. The findings of this thesis suggest that
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within CDMI this position also applies. Crucially, it is important for users to be made aware
of the activities of others, even whilst working alone, otherwise users may find that their new
contributions do not fit with those in the public area, or those being created by others in private.
Study One proposed that whilst such an awareness mechanism was used by participants to
gain an overview of who was doing what, it did not influence the way the software was actually
used. Similarly, the Module Soloing function in Study Three did not have a measurable impact
on the way participants used the software. This suggests that such awareness mechanisms can
change the subjective quality of the interaction, although they may not elicit a strong effect on
measurable features such as the amount of editing which takes place or the tendency for people
to edit contributions made by others.
Another important issue raised in the analysis of the studies was the presentation of aware-
ness information about the privacy status of musical contributions. If systems for CDMI provide
mechanisms for supporting individual work, they need to also provide users with information
about which aspects of the music product are currently private, and which are currently shared.
This is a separate issue to providing other users with awareness of the activities of others. In
physically spatial forms of workspace collaboration, information about the status of contribu-
tions might be performed through proximity and territory (Scott et al., 2004, Shen et al., 2003),
however in sound, such distinctions between public and personal contributions are not so easily
made. In Study Two, using audio delivery as a means of separating public and personal au-
dio by means of individual speakers and headphones met with limited success, as participants
tended to prefer conditions where all audio was presented through a single device. This could
have been related to the way the speakers and headphones were physically organised, however
a more likely explanation is that the pervasive nature of sound made the separation of Personal
and Private sounds problematic. Future research might uncover ways of successfully providing
information about the privacy status of musical contributions through audio delivery mechanisms
such as highly directional speakers, however a more practical approach might be to provide vi-
sual indicators combined with soloing mechanisms which allow users to individually interrogate
the audio mix for the purpose of determining which sounds are public and which are private.
Taking this into consideration, it could be argued that designers should not aim to create
interfaces which promote entirely shared and democratic means of music making, but should
instead focus on providing opportunities for people to explore their own ideas and make personal
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contributions. The following sections explore in more detail aspects of the support for private
working, awareness and issues surrounding the congruence in the presentation of audio.
8.2.5 Audio Delivery Congruence
In addition to privacy features, mixed-focus interaction was explored in this thesis by considering
audio presentation congruence. Within HCI the concept of congruence has commonly been used
to refer to visual interfaces, where it concerns the degree to which users see and interact through
the same representation or view of a shared artefact (Stefik et al., 1987) (see Section 2.2.3).
Within shared visual interfaces for group collaboration it has been noted that allowing interfaces
to relax their congruence can aid in collaboration by allowing individuals to work in isolation
from other group members, or work on separate aspects of a shared artefact (Greenberg, 1996,
Stefik et al., 1987). Support for such activities also parallels the kinds of interaction which take
place in pen and paper based collaboration (Healey and Peters, 2007), and across tabletops (Scott
et al., 2004).
This thesis contributes to an understanding of congruence in collaborative interfaces by con-
sidering how audio can be presented to groups of users during musical interaction via a shared
interface. Specifically, the ability for users to work in private, and the ability for participants
to choose which audio is presented to them all break the congruence of the shared interface by
allowing individuals to listen to discrete audio representations. Although privacy features are
the most common way in which congruence of audio presentation was effaced within the studies
presented in this thesis, it is important to make a distinction between interfaces which incorpo-
rate privacy, and interfaces which feature other forms of incongruence. As an example, some
of the interfaces in Study Three allowed participants to audition different combinations of music
modules simultaneously on their own headphones, thus breaking the congruence of audio presen-
tation between users, without supporting privacy by preventing others from listening to specific
contributions.
Interestingly, the most commonly preferred interfaces in all the studies were the ones which
provided opportunities for incongruence, either through privacy features or through awareness
mechanisms. Fully congruent interfaces were not favoured by self-report measures in any of
the studies, and during interviews participants regularly talked about the advantages of being
able to work in isolation, and also of being able to choose what they were listening to. Such
support for incongruence, even without privacy, may have been useful as a means of allowing
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participants to focus on specific aspects of the music, and selectively shut out elements which
they did not wish to hear. This finding supports the assertion made by others (Greenberg, 1996,
Stefik et al., 1987) that relaxing congruence can aid collaboration if supported by appropriate
awareness mechanisms.
8.3 CDMI: Implications for Design
This section draws together the findings of this thesis and synthesises a number of general design
implications for systems to support Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction. In summary these
implications are:
• Support for Individual Work
• Increased Authorship Awareness Leads to Less Collective Editing
• Momentary Provision of Awareness Information
• Avoidance of text-chat
• Single Device for Audio Delivery
• Ability to Offload Coordination and Organisation onto the Interface
• Auditory Displays of Information
In addition, the final part of this section considers implications for other devices and platforms.
8.3.1 Support for Individual Work
As discussed previously, the findings of the studies within this thesis have consistently pointed
to the advantages of providing opportunities for users to work individually during musical inter-
action. This has been somewhat overlooked in other collaborative music environments, although
privacy and mixed focus interaction have been acknowledged in previous CSCW research.
Xambo´ et al. (2011b) used findings from Fencott and Bryan-Kinns (2010) to propose that col-
laborative multi-touch music environments should include both ‘shared and personal workspaces’
to facilitate both the sharing of ideas and developing ideas individually. However the exact form
of these workspaces, the way people interact with them, and they way they are represented in the
interface are not specified in their ‘Candidate Design Pattern’. As the Candidate Design Patterns
in Xambo´ et al. (2011b) are based on a literature survey their apparent lack of specificity could
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be a consequence of limited available literature to draw upon. The experiments conducted for
this thesis contribute to an understanding of how to design for privacy by exploring two differ-
ent privacy implementations, separate on-screen workspaces, and the use of audio presentation
devices to support privacy in a single shared workspace design. Some important considerations
are:
• Ease of movement between Public and Private
• Awareness information pertaining to the privacy status of musical contributions
• Support for awareness of private activities for other users
8.3.2 Increased Authorship Awareness Leads to Less Collective Editing
Providing Awareness of Authorship is an ambiguous issue within CDMI. Although Study Three
(Chapter 7) showed that the interface which incorporated authorship awareness was rated more
positively by the participants, there is evidence from within this thesis and elsewhere (Bryan-
Kinns and Hamilton, 2009) that such information reduces the tendency for users to edit each
others contributions. Designers must therefore take this into account when incorporating such
features into collaborative interfaces, and weigh up the benefits of providing this information
with the possible implications it has for the way people will use the system. Future studies, as
outlined in Section 9.2 could investigate the extent to which this effect of Authorship awareness
is influenced by the length of time people use the software, and their familiarity of the group
members with each other in a creative context.
8.3.3 Identification of Musical Elements (Source Awareness)
In CDMI, where a group of people are simultaneously contributing, editing and removing musical
elements from a shared workspace, the mix of audio can quickly become confusing. Individuals
may not know the source of all sounds in the mix, and may therefore accidentally remove the
wrong thing, or change the wrong parameter. A strong implication for this research is that inter-
faces should provide a means of allowing participants to easily identify the source of sounds they
can hear.
The grounded analysis of interviews conducted as part of Study Two (Section 6) suggested
that participants often wanted to discover which elements within the interface were responsi-
ble for creating specific sounds within the musical output, and that in comparison to this they
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were less concerned with who was responsible for the authorship of specific contributions. This
suggests that interfaces should provide separate mechanisms for identifying which individuals
made which contributions, and in addition, a mechanism for determining which contributions are
responsible for creating which sounds.
The interface did not provide mechanisms to easily isolate specific music modules, or to
audition the contributions created by a specific user. Participants frequently stated that one use of
the Personal audio channel was to identify specific elements or components in the composition
by re-routing. Using the Personal channel in this way was not anticipated, and highlights a key
deficit in the software design. While using the Personal audio channel to identify specific sounds
within the mix would be a rather cumbersome task, it is more important to stress that using the
Personal channel in this way would impact on the other group members, as re-routing any of the
music modules from the public output (audible by all participants) to a Personal channel (audible
by a single participant) would remove this module from the audible mix presented to the other
users.
Given that the ability to identify musical components within the mix was clearly a useful
feature for users, a more efficient mechanism for performing this task could be incorporated into
a single audio delivery design. For instance many mixing consoles and digital audio workstations
incorporate a ‘solo’ button to isolate audio at a particular point in the signal path. In a collab-
orative environment a solo button could be designed to operate on the audio mix presented to
each individual. This would allow an individual to interrogate various aspects of the interface
and discover which components are responsible for making which sounds, without disrupting
the work of other people in the group. The study presented in Chapter 7 explores this concept in
greater detail.
8.3.4 Momentary Provision of Awareness Information
Participants in Study One used the ‘Views’ awareness mechanism for a short amount of time, al-
though in interview the features was repeatedly discussed as beneficial. In Study Two participants
had difficulties making use of the spatial audio delivery through multiple speakers to maintain
awareness of one-another, and talked about re-appropriating the personal channel as a means of
identifying the source of certain sounds. Study Three suggested that while the awareness mecha-
nisms functioned to provide participants with the ability to glean additional information about the
interface and the shared music, the Client Soloing mechanism was re-appropriated to function in
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a similar way to the privacy functions of the first two studies. This suggests that rather than pro-
viding continuous Awareness of the activities of others, awareness mechanisms for CDMI should
function in a more momentary fashion, so as to enabled users to gain brief auditory glimpses of
the activities of others, without being distracting. There mechanisms should be under the control
of individual users (i.e., incongruous), rather than operating automatically or at a group level.
8.3.5 Avoidance of text-chat
As a feature, a text-chat tool is easy to implement, however it offers only limited benefits within
the context of collaboration in time-based media such as music. This is primarily because per-
sistent text messages can quickly lose their context and meaning in relation to the continually
evolving and ephemeral musical sounds. Some participants discussed this in the interviews, stat-
ing in particular that they did not notice text messages appearing, or that when they checked the
chat window, they were unsure which messages referred to which sounds. Secondly, there is
the issue of establishing referential identity to sounds via the medium of text chat. Participants
sometimes uses vocal mimicking to draw attention to sounds they wished to draw attention to,
however this is not possible using a chat-tool due to the text based nature of the communication.
The human voice is capable of mimicking many different sounds, however these can not be easily
translate into a written form.
If users of a CDMI system are remote, rather than co-located (therefore excluding the possi-
bility of using fingers to point, and vocal mimicry), a more effective solution might be visually
co-located annotation windows or text-messaging facilities with each musical contribution, so as
to scaffold the establishment of referential identity. If used correctly, such a design would re-
duce the ambiguity over which messages referred to which musical contributions. One possible
problem with this approach is that having multiple points within the interface where dialog can
occur might become confusing, and might cause more text chat messages to go unnoticed. The
affordances of such a design would therefore need to be evaluated within future work.
8.3.6 Single Device for Audio Delivery
While certain musical practices use multiple devices for audio presentation, and in particular,
the use of headphones as a personal channel for cueing and preparing material before sharing
it on speakers, Study Two suggested that this approach was not beneficial form an awareness
perspective. This was because participants found it difficult to switch between using headphones
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and speakers for listening, whist simultaneously working on musical contributions and attempt-
ing to maintain awareness of the contributions made by other people in the group. Therefore, an
implication is that audio should be presented on a single device, such as headphones or shared
speakers. In particular, the findings of Study Two (Section 6.12.1) indicated that participants
reported feeling most involved with the group when audio was presented through a single device,
rather than a combination of headphones and speakers. The findings do not indicate that either
headphones or speakers was preferred by the participants, although the results do suggest that
presenting audio through speakers discouraged the use of the privacy function. As discussed pre-
viously (in Section 8.3.2), if a systems is to use a single device, designers may need to balance the
benefits of headphones in supporting individual privacy against the benefits of presenting audio
through speakers such that it encourages users to become more involved in the group.
In addition, it is important to state that within the scope of this thesis, the design implication
of using a single device for audio delivery applies primarily to first time users. Future work may
suggest that users with more experience find switching between headphones and speakers less
awkward. This is acknowledged in the limitations of this thesis (see Section 9.2).
8.3.7 Ability to Offload Coordination and Organisation onto the Interface
Participants were observed to use the spatially reconfigurable properties of the virtual workspace
as a support for organisation of the musical materials of their collaboration. A common approach
was for each group member to work in a self-allocated area of the screen, although some groups
attempted to group similar musical elements (such as drums or melodies) within the same loca-
tion on the screen. These kinds of activities highlight the importance of the interface as a place to
offload organisational and coordinative information. A clear implication for the design of future
systems is therefore the provision of mechanisms to support informal forms of coordination such
as spatial organisation. These mechanisms should not impact directly on the music being created,
but should enable users to arrange, configure and organise their musical contributions so as to
support and scaffold their collaboration. These mechanisms should also be user configurable,
rather than prescribed by the system, so as to support a plurally of approaches by different users.
8.3.8 Auditory Displays of Information
As music is an auditory domain, it makes sense for interfaces to provide awareness mechanisms
which allow for investigation and interrogate of the being presented. For instance Study Three
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investigated the implications of being able to solo the audio from specific participants. This
extends previous research which has looked at colour identification within collaborative musical
interfaces (Bryan-Kinns, 2004), yet without the ability to hear other people’s contributions.
8.4 Hypothetical System Design
This section proposes a hypothetical system for CDMI, as a means of illustrating the design
implications contributed by this thesis. This hypothetical system is a paper prototype and has
not been implemented in software. The design is based on the software interfaces described
in Sections 5.1, 6.2 and 7.4. In particular, it follows the same shared workspace and relaxed
WYSIWIS metaphor, and is a modular environment within which users create and edit virtual
instruments. The design does however propose a number of changes and deviations from the
designs which were implemented for the practical component of this thesis. These changes are
largely focused around support for collaboration, the provision of awareness information, and
means by which the interface can be used to support organisation during the collaboration. The
design does not expand on the music-making or sound generation capabilities of the software
interface used in the practical sections of this thesis, and as with the systems developed for this
thesis, the hypothetical system is designed for computer literate and musically experienced users,
rather than novice or non-musician users.
Figure 8.1 presents the hypothetical design. The key features are numerically annotated, and
described bellows. Subsequent sections discuss and justify these features in greater depth, with
reference to the design implications presented in Section 8.3.
1. The User Identification with Peek, Solo and Mute options for each user
2. Module Annotation/History pop-up
3. Module Peek, Solo and Mute menu
4. Workspace colour panels
5. Public audio output
6. Public audio Peek, Solo and Mute menu
7. Personal Audio Outputs
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8. Personal Audio Output Peek, Solo and Mute menu
9. Personal Audio Outputs can be re-positioned by the users
10. Music Modules can be collapsed to save on-screen space
11. Modules can be connected to multiple outputs
12 Modules connected to the a Personal output are represented as grey boxers for other users
8.4.1 Public and Personal audio channels
As with the interface featured in Study Two, the proposed design includes Public and Personal
audio outputs. These allow users to share musical contributions with everyone via the Public
interface, or enable individuals to work on contributions in private by routing the audio to their
Personal output. This provides support for individual work, as advocated by Section 8.3.1. The
Public and Personal outputs are represented as blocks within the interface. Routing audio to the
Public output makes the module editable by all users. Annotation number 12 in Figure 8.1 shows
that modules which have been routed to a Personal output are represented as greyed out boxes
for all users except the owner of the Personal output.
Unlike the interface used for Study Two, modules can also be routed to multiple outputs, so as
to provide an intermediate level of privacy, whereby a module can be made audible to everyone in
the group whilst still remaining protected and non-editable. This is shown by annotation point 11
in Figure 8.1. This additional control over access is intended to provide users with an intermediate
step between concealing and sharing, whereby a musical contribution can be introduced without
it being fully shared with the group.
8.4.2 Peek, Solo and Mute options
Music Modules, and other items in the interface, feature a Peek, Solo and Mute menu. This
provides a variety of controls over the audibility of sound sources. The Mute functions prevents
a sound source of channel from being heard. The Solo function causes one or more items to be
made audible, whilst all items which have not been soloed become inaudible.
The Peek function allows a currently inaudible item to be played momentarily, so as to pro-
vide the user with a quick indication of what it sounds like. When called on a currently audible
item, the Peek function temporarily causes all other sound sources to become inaudible, so as to































































































































Figure 8.1: A hypothetical CDMI environment, embodying many of the design implications pro-
posed in this thesis. The interface is presented here as though it were viewed from the perspective
of User 1
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enable the quick identification of sounds within the mix. For instance a user might use the Peek
function when attempting to discover the source of a sound which is playing out of time.
The Peek, Solo and Mute options can also be used to gain an overview of what other users are
currently working on. For instance it would be possible to call the Peek function on another user’s
private channel to hear a quick snippet of the sounds they are creating. This Momentary Provision
of Awareness Information provides a similar function to the ‘Views’ mechanism presented in
Study One, but would not disrupt the activities or workflow of a user to the same extent.
8.4.3 Workspace Colour Panels
The coloured areas to the left and bottom right of Figure 8.1 represent user definable colour
panels which can be placed anywhere in the workspace. These allow users to colour code areas
of the workspaces for any purpose they see fit. Users can create as many coloured panels as they
wish, and would be offered a range of colours. The panels do not affect the sounds or music in
any way, but instead serve as a flexible means of organising the Music Modules within the shared
workspace.
For instance users might choose to colour code separate areas as personal workspaces for
each member of the group, or they might choose to colour code designated areas for particular
kinds of musical contribution, such as drums or melodies. Another possible use of the colour
coded zones might be to separate contributions which have been finalised from contributions
which are regarded as experimental or unfinished.
The inclusion of the Colour Panels is based on the design recommendation for the ‘Ability to
Offload Coordination and Organisation onto the Interface’.
8.4.4 Movable Personal and Public Channel Terminals
The Public and Personal output terminals are the points at which users connect music modules
so as to route their sound publicly or privately. They are annotated as 5 and 7 in Figure 8.1.
In the Study Two and Study Three interfaces the position of the output terminals was fixed,
making it impossible for users to move them. In the proposed design, the output terminals can
be positioned anywhere within the workspace. The ability to move the output terminals in this
way follows the design recommendation for offloading coordination and organisation onto the
interface by allowing users to organise the shared workspace in accordance with their needs. For
instance annotation 9 in Figure 8.1 shows that User 2 has moved their Personal channel to the
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bottom right of the screen, so that it is closer to the modules they are working on.
8.4.5 Annotation History Dialog
The Annotation and History Dialog is labelled number 2 in Figure 8.1. This replaces the text chat
tool found in previous interfaces, whilst still allowing for textual information to be exchanged
between users. The Annotation History dialog allows users to attach named and time-stamped
text messages to any music module within the collaboration. The dialog also logs all parameter
changes made to a module, and allows users to step back through the editing history of the
module to recall a previous state or ‘undo’ changes which have been made. In 8.1 the Annotation
History dialog is only shown associated with one Module, however if the interface were to be
implemented, the dialog would be available as a pop-up panel for all modules.
The Annotation dialog can be used for instant messaging between users, however it has
several benefits over a simple text-chat window. Firstly, where users are talking about a specific
musical contribution, the Annotation History dialog co-locates the text message with the music
module itself, thus aiding the users in establishing reference to a particular aspect of the interface.
Secondly, by coupling time-stamped text messages with the undo feature, the dialog provides
additional contextual information to the message history by allowing users to recall what the
module sounded like at the time messages were being exchanged about it.
8.4.6 Hypothetical Design as Future Work
As well as illustrating the application of a number of the design implications proposed by this
these, the hypothetical design also provides the starting point for future work in the field. The
implementation of such an interface would be in itself a challenging task, however more inter-
estingly, studying how the proposed features impact on the collaborative and creative process of
group musical interaction would be a valuable contribution to the field of CDMI research.
8.5 Implications for Other Platforms and Modalities
This section addresses implications this research may have for other types of devices, and other
forms of interaction.
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8.5.1 Touch Interaction, Shared Screens, Tablets and Tabletops
The studies presented in this thesis used a separate computer for each participant. This decision
was motivated by the desire to develop collaborative software which could potentially work with
everyday computing devices such as laptop computers, as opposed to more esoteric devices such
as multi-touch tables. Devices such as laptops and computer monitors can be orientated so as to
afford users with visual privacy over their screen, whilst using headphones can afford auditory
privacy for users. Such affordances were exploited by the studies presented in this thesis. In
particular, the inclusion of the privacy features in Study One and Two allowed participants to
view and audition musical contributions in isolation from the group, whilst in Study Three the
awareness mechanisms allowed individual users to listen to personalised audio mixes. Incon-
gruence of this kind has previously been identified as beneficial in collaborative systems (Stefik
et al., 1987).
However, other forms of interface may not offer this degree of separation between each users’
view into the system. For instance an interface running on a screen which is shared by several
people will provide all users with visual access to all the information within the system. An
example of such a system could be a games console connected to a large TV or projector. In
computer games, applications such as Guitar Hero divide the screen into smaller sections for
each user, however this does not prevent players from viewing each others’ screens should they so
wish. Collaborative interfaces designed for shared screens can be regarded as examples of Single-
Display Groupware (Stewart et al., 1999). Although this thesis has not concerned the design
of SDG, there are a number of ways in which the finds may still be applicable. In particular,
although the screen may be shared, SDGs can still feature individual audio channels (Morris
et al., 2004), making the design implications related to audio presentation relevant. Presenting
audio through a combination of headphones and speakers is likely to be at least as difficult and
cumbersome when users orient around a shared screen as when they have individual screens, and
presenting audio through headphones as opposed to speakers might be expected to discourage
conversation and cause feeling of isolation between group members, although future studies
might investigate if these feelings are mitigated by the inclusion of a shared screen.
The introduction of touch interaction is another interesting case. Multi-touch screens are
not yet commonplace, however they represent an active field of research, and may soon become
common everyday computing devices. Musical collaboration on multi-touch interfaces has been
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investigated by a number of researchers. As well as reducing the level of visual privacy afforded
by the shared screen, the inclusion of touch potentially reduces the level of anonymity an interface
can support, as it is possible for collaborators to who is manipulating which aspects of the shared
interface, in much the same way as people can see others whist working together at a tabletop.
Similarities to tabletop interaction may also encourage heightened territorial behaviour, as people
may claim a physical area of the table (Scott et al., 2004).
Touch also provides collaborators with consequential information about the activities of oth-
ers, potentially reducing the need for awareness mechanisms to be designed into the software.
For instance a person’s orientation around the screen, and their gestures with the screen can be
seen by others, possibly making awareness information about authorship less useful than when
people are working on separate screens. This consequential information naturally reduces the ex-
tent to which users’ actions can be hidden from others, and may make the inclusion of personal
audio channels more important as a means of allowing users to work in isolation from the group
if so required.
Unlike multi-touch tables, tablet computers such as the Apple iPad1 are already common-
place computing devices. The opportunities these devices offer for musical collaboration are still
to be explored. A collaborative tablet interface designed such that multiple users share a single
device would be similar in many ways to small touch table. In comparison, a collaborative in-
terface which runs on multiple tablet computers, each held by an individual in a group, would
share many of the challenges faced within this thesis. Such an interface would provide each user
with their own screen, thus allowing for visual privacy, and the designer is still faced with similar
tradeoffs regarding the way audio is presented. In the case of users working on separate tablets,
the inclusion of touch interaction is perhaps less informative as a source of awareness, as it may
not provide detailed information about where a user is touching.
The mobility of tablet devices opens up yet more possibilities. For instance a number of
tablets could be re-arranged and moved during the interaction, potentially offering the opportu-
nity to combine the openness and visual access provided by a large touch table with the privacy
options afforded by individual computer screens. These kinds of interfaces and interactions have
yet to be fully explored in the literature, and may be an exciting avenue of future work.
Emphasis is often placed on the affordances and advantages of touch interaction in supporting
collaboration and providing awareness. Touch provides a direct indicator (through feedthrough
1http://www.apple.com/ipad/ Last Accessed 15 October 2012
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awareness) of who is working on a particular aspect of a shared representation. However the
findings of this thesis, and in particular Study Three suggest that too much information about
authorship can discourage individuals from engaging in co-authorship or co-editing of contribu-
tions. Furthermore, designers should consider that in a single screen touch table context a musical
parameter may be represented by a single graphical object (rather than duplicated across multi-
ple personal screens, as in this thesis), and that this may further contribute to people choosing to
work individually.
8.5.2 Remote Collaboration
Remote online collaboration has been the goal for a number of researchers and commercial ven-
tures in the past. However, this thesis has demonstrated that there is still much to be learnt about
co-located musical interaction using computers. A central issue for remote collaboration is the
support for communication between musicians. Unless there is a speech communication channel,
remote collaborators will not be able gain awareness information through verbal enquiries such
as identified in Study Three, Section 7.12. Interfaces for remote collaboration must therefore
work harder to provide such information to users, and must also incorporate flexible mechanisms
for communication. As noted above, text-chat is not an especially suitable method of commu-
nication for real-time interaction over a time based medium such as music. Interfaces should
therefore provide mechanisms to support planning, and should allow users to gain an overview
of what their collaborators are doing, so as to support anticipation of future contributions.
8.6 Summary
This chapter has drawn together the findings of the empirical studies, and discussed them in
relation to the overarching themes of privacy and awareness within CDMI. This has led to a
series of design implications which are rooted in the findings of this research. The final chapter
of this thesis concludes with a brief summary, a review of the limitations within this research and




This chapter summarises the key findings and restates the contributions of the thesis. Limitations
are presented and the thesis concludes with suggestions for future work.
Considering the extent to which music is a social and collective activity, it is surprising that there
are so few examples of collaborative music software, and it is surprising that the design and
evaluation of collaborative music systems remains an under explored field of academic research.
The subject domain of this PhD was characterised as Collaborative Digital Musical Interaction
(CDMI). The emphasis this term places on the collaborative nature of the interaction distin-
guishes it from previous definitions of musical interaction identified within the literature. The
activity of CDMI was examined through a review of technological constraints, a discussion of
the properties of sound as a medium, and a concern for the open ended, creative and problem
seeking nature of music-making.
Taking as a starting point the more academically established field of Computer Supported
Cooperative Work, the practical component of this PhD explored the implementation of mech-
anisms to support facets of privacy and awareness within systems for CDMI. This work makes
several novel contributions to the field. Firstly, there have been no previously published stud-
ies concerned with the evaluation of awareness mechanisms for co-located group collaborative
musical interaction supported via shared software interfaces. Secondly, the results of these stud-
ies point to two key implications; that privacy is a highly valued feature within CDMI, and that
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increased awareness of authorship can lead to a reduced tendency for people to edit musical con-
tributions they did not make. Finally, based on the empirical data gathered, a series of design
implications have been synthesised to aid designers in the creation of future systems for CDMI.
Implications have also been proposed to extend beyond the shared workspace metaphor studied
in this research.
The following sections present a brief synopsis of the empirical studies and a summary of the
key findings. The chapter draws to a close with suggestions for future work.
9.1 Overview and Major Findings
Several prototype music making environments were developed to facilitate this research. The
motivations for creating software as part of the research methodology are discussed in Section
4.2.1. The prototype music environments allow people working on separate computer work-
stations to interact via a shared graphical interface. The software allows groups of people to
collectively make ‘electronica’ style music together using multiple networked computers. Users
share an onscreen workspace which is mirrored across all computer screens, and which is based
on the ‘What you see is what I see’ (WYSIWIS) abstraction for collaborative desktop interfaces
discussed in Section 2.2.3. Users compose by creating ’virtual instruments’ within an on-screen
workspace which is shared across all currently connected computers. The virtual instruments
provided in the software are represented as small windows containing various controls, and the
instruments can be used to create rhythmic parts such as drum beats, as well as melodies, bass
lines and ambient textures. Later versions of the software (such as used in Chapters 6 and 7)
allow the virtual instruments to be routed through audio effects to add sonic variety, complexity
and richness.
Participants for each study were recruited with the requirement of having musical knowledge,
experience making music or an understanding of music technologies. In total, one hundred and
five participants took part in studies over the course of the research. While the three studies
looked at distinct aspects of interface design for collaborative musical software, they each held a
number of common properties:
• Three people per session
• Participants with musical background
• Participants were co-located
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• Interaction was co-temporal
• Interaction via a shared software workspace running on desktop computers
• The music software participants used had similar sounds and musical possibilities
9.1.1 Study One: Privacy and Awareness (Chapter 5)
Study One investigated the effects of introducing privacy into a collaborative music making en-
vironment. Three interface variations were used, one in which all music was shared and public,
one interface which allowed participants to work on musical contributions in privacy via a Private
space, and one in which participants were able to listen to the contributions held in each others’
private spaces via an additional awareness mechanism.
Nine groups of three participants interacted with all three interface designs. A range of quan-
titative measures were automatically collected during the interaction to study how the different
interface variations affected the way the participants used the software. The participants also
completed a questionnaire and took part in a group interview. Quantitative analysis showed that
when the Private Space was made available to participants, they created almost all their contribu-
tions in it, before sharing them with the rest of the group in the Public Space. The inclusion of the
additional awareness mechanism did not affect the way participants used the software, although
it did alter the reported quality of the interaction. The participants indicated that the additional
awareness it provided was useful for formulating contributions, however some participants found
it difficult to keep in mind what each person was doing in their Private Space.
The study pointed to several avenues of future work; the ability for individual users to mute
the spaces or define their own auditory representation of the shared interface, the use of pas-
sive awareness mechanisms to push information to users, and the use of different audio delivery
devices to separate the audio from different workspaces.
9.1.2 Study Two: Audio Delivery (Chapter 6)
Study Two looked at the way audio could be delivered to users of a collaborative environment as
a potential means of presenting awareness information. A three condition experimental design
was used, where each condition delivered audio using a different combination of speakers and
headphones.
Ten groups of three participants took part in the study. Analysis showed that when audio was
delivered using only speakers, participants made less use of their Personal audio channel. Analy-
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sis was performed on the way participants visually and spatially organised the shared workspace,
leading to the identification of territorial behaviour among around half the groups of participants.
Participants in the more territorial groups were less inclined to edit contributions made by other
group members. This form of spatial organisation was not affected by the way audio was deliv-
ered, and groups often used a similar spatial layout in each of the conditions they were presented
with.
Interviews and discussion between participants suggested that playing audio through a com-
bination of headphones and speakers was not effective in supporting collaboration due to dis-
rupted awareness between participants. More generally, the way audio was presented did not
engender awareness of who was doing what (Authorship Awareness), although some participants
noted using the personal audio channel as a means of determining which sounds were created by
which interface element (Source Awareness). Combined, these findings suggested that additional
awareness should be provided by the interface to scaffold understanding of where musical sounds
were originating, and who had created them.
9.1.3 Study Three: Identification Mechanisms (Chapter 7)
Study Three identified two concepts, Source Awareness and Authorship Awareness. These re-
ferred to notions of which interface component was creating a particular sound (Source Aware-
ness), and awareness of who was responsible for creating a particular contribution (Authorship
Awareness). Mechanisms to support the gathering of Source and Authorship awareness were
implemented in the software. These mechanisms provided users with the ability to aurally solo
and visually highlight specific musical contributions within the interface (Module Soloing), and
the ability to aurally solo and visually highlight all the musical contributions by a particular user
or set of users (Client Soloing).
A four condition study was conducted to investigate how these mechanisms effected the
way participants used with the software during musical collaboration. Sixteen groups of three
participants were recruited. All participants used two interfaces; the first included a feature
which enabled them to solo the contributions made by a particular user or set of users (including
themselves). The second interface excluded this feature. In addition, half the groups were given
an additional interface feature which enabled them to solo specific musical contributions within
the interface regardless of who created them.
A key finding was that for participants whose interface included the ability to solo any music
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module, the addition of the Client Soloing feature reduced the likelihood of participants editing
contributions made by other users. This was identified through analysis of the interaction logs,
and also through trends in the participant self reported data which were statistically significant.
The results also showed that the ability to solo specific contributions within the interface regard-
less of who created them (the Module Soloing feature) had no measurable effects on the way
the participants used the software, although the presence or absence of Module Soloing appeared
to influence the effect of the Client Soloing feature. Interfaces which included the additional
awareness mechanisms were regularly preferred by participants.
9.2 Limitations
This section acknowledges several key limitations to the contributions of this thesis, and where
appropriate proposes future work which might address these limitations. The final section of this
chapter then goes on to discuss future work more broadly.
9.2.1 Participant Groups
Although section 4.1.2 made a strong justification for the recruitment process adopted within this
research, there are several drawbacks to using groups of participants who have not previously
worked together. In particular, issues of social anxiety, evaluation apprehension and conflicting
musical taste may have inhibited the participants. Future studies could investigate this through
the observation of groups of musicians who have previously worked together. Studying smaller
or larger groups would be another interesting avenue of exploration. The studies in this thesis all
used groups of three participants, however the software developed to run the studies can support
a much larger number of simultaneous users.
9.2.2 Participant Personalty Types
Personality type has been previously identified as influencing musical preferences (Rentfrow and
Gosling, 2003) and has been discussed in relation to playing style, musical aptitude and com-
mitment to learning (Marcus, 2012). Within the context of this work, a ‘Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator’ (Quenk, 2009) or similar measure of personality type may have been a useful tool in
gathering information about the participants used for the studies, and may have provided addi-
tional insight into the personality makeup of the groups under observation. Such tests attempt to
categorise the personality type of an individual
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However, for primarily practical reasons, personality type was not controlled for or factored
into the experimental designs within this thesis. Crucially, the participant recruitment process
made it difficult to know what type of people would be arriving to participate prior to a study
session taking place. This was for the most part due to the ethical constraints of using e-mail
communication to contact participants. Such lack of control made it impossible to systematically
organise groups of participants featuring specific combinations of personality types without col-
lecting such information prior to running the session, and attempting to control for personality
type in this way would have made the recruitment and session organisation significantly more
complex and time consuming. For practical reasons participants were instead placed into groups
as and when they contacted the researcher to take part in the study. Furthermore, ethical and
financial constraints limited the duration of the study sessions, and collecting personality type
information would therefore have caused there to be less time for collecting interaction data or
running interviews.
Future studies could investigate the influence of personality type within CDMI. Particularly
interesting areas to explore would include the way groups with different combinations of person-
alty types assign roles, discuss changes within the music, and reach decisions about the musical
style they intended to explore. Studies could also investigate the use of awareness mechanisms
by people of different personality types. For instance, it may be the case that people who are
classified as being more introvert may be more likely to use awareness mechanisms within the
interface than to verbally ask other people in the group for information. Such studies remain as
future work.
9.2.3 First-time user experience
A third limitation of this research concerns the experience of the participants with the software
itself. Without exception, all the participants experienced the software for the first time when
taking part in the study. This step was justified in Section 4.2.1 as a means of controlling for
familiarity with the software by ensuring that none of the participants has previous experience
using it. Although the participants were given training and free time to explore the software
before being presented with the experiment conditions, this feature of the experimental design
does limit the scope of the findings, as they are based on first-time experience. As noting in
Section 6.13 this may have particular implications for aspects of the software which the partici-
pants found confusing or difficult to use, such as attempting to use an unfamiliar combination of
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headphones and speakers, and as users gain increasing experience with the software, these issues
may become less of a concern. One possible means of addressing this issue would have been to
run longer experiment sessions.
9.2.4 Study Duration
The studies were of a short duration, and although condition ordering was randomised, the short
time in which participants used the software may have exaggerated ordering effects, as partic-
ipants may have still been learning the features of the software during the earlier experiment
conditions. Future studies could address this issue by providing more time for participants to be-
come familiar with the software, and providing more time for observed use during the conditions
themselves. Financial reimbursement for the longer scale studies would clearly require a larger
budget than was available for this research.
9.2.5 Software Limitations
The outcomes of this thesis are aimed primarily at the future development of tools to support
experienced users in collaborative musical interaction. To this end, the software used in all the
studies borrowed from the metaphors of existing music production environments, and used ter-
minology which would be familiar to advanced users. However at the same time, the software
presented to participants was designed to support group interaction for the short duration of the
user studies. Future studies could explore collaboration using more advanced software environ-
ments. This approach is essential if research into musical collaboration is to move forward from
this point and begin to address how software can be designed to support advanced and expe-
rienced users in working together. Future studies could continue in this direction through the
inclusion of more advanced functionality and features which are in keeping with the options pro-
vided by real-world music applications, for instance the inclusion of wider sound pallets, and
support for plug-in effects (thus allowing users to create music with familiar tools. Such stud-
ies would likely require a much larger training period due to the additional complexities of the
environment.
9.2.6 Musical Style
The software environment used for the studies in this thesis was primarily suited to the creation of
electronic music. In all studies the interface featured virtual instruments such as sequencers with
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on-screen controls to determine their musical output and sonic characteristics. Such a design
would have been familiar to users of software such as Reason1, whist the software in Studies
Two and Three also featured a modular patching metaphor which might be familiar to users of
programs such as Max/MSP2, although it may not have been as easy to grasp for people who
were more experienced with sequencing environments such as ProTools3.
Due to these factors, it could be argued that the findings of this thesis apply only to the design
of interfaces for electronic music, and in particular modular environments which are designed
for the creation and layering of looping musical phrases. If this argument is to be accepted, the
findings of this thesis still apply to a wide range of potential music software applications. For
instance Section 4.2 highlights a number of existing commercial software environments which
employ similar interaction metaphors to the software used in this thesis.
Moving forward, it is important to restate that this thesis set out to study the design and eval-
uation of awareness mechanisms within collaborative music software, rather than investigating
the design of features specific a certain musical practice or particular musical style. As such,
the design implications related to awareness are not tied specifically to the modular form of mu-
sic creation which was adopted for the studies. In particular, the way awareness information is
presented, concerns for privacy within the interface, and the way personal and public audio is
delivered are likely to be pertinent subjects for a variety of collaborative music environments, re-
gardless of how the music is actually represented or created. These concerns could apply equally
to software designed for the creation of music which deviates from the loop-orientated styles as-
sociated with the software used in the experiments. For instance a multi-user DAW which allows
musical contributions from different people to be placed on a timeline might still need to provide
an indication of which sounds had been contributed by who, and where users are co-located, the
way in which audio is presented would be an equally important factor to consider.
This thesis is however concerned with the design of software interfaces which allow tightly
interwoven collaboration between users, and as such, findings may not be applicable to practices
such as live electronics, which might employ a range of computer based technologies, combined
with electronic devices and acoustic instruments. Performers engaged in such practices will
undoubtably rely on awareness information, however due to the wide range of possible setups
1http://www.propellerheads.se/products/reason/ Last Accessed 15 October
2http://cycling74.com/products/max/ Last Accessed 15 October
3http://www.avid.com/US/products/family/pro-tools Last Accessed 15 October 2012
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and technologies involved, it is difficult to propose specific implications for these scenarios.
Merritt et al. (2010) propose and evaluate a visual awareness system designed for these types of
situations, however there is arguably scope for more innovation in this area.
As the number of musicians worldwide, and as computers become increasingly integrated
into music production the scope and impact of collaborative computer music software will only
increase. Future research could look in more detail at systems which support the creation of a
broader range of musical styles and genres, and delve more deeply into the relationship between
interface metaphors and awareness mechanisms. Related concerns in this case would also be the
use of physical controllers and live instruments.
9.3 Future Work
The previous section identified future work in relation to the limitations of this thesis. This
section considers future work more generally, and points to avenues of research which are beyond
the scope of this thesis.
9.3.1 Touch Interaction, Tablets and Studies of Other Modalities
Alongside sound, haptic feedback is an under-explored modality within CSCW research, and
touch based interaction is an expanding field of research. The design implications suggested
for other devices and platforms (Section 8.5) require evaluation to assess their merit. Such re-
search may provide interesting opportunities for the presentation of awareness information in
future CDMI systems. The use of non-aural modalities such as haptic feedback has not been
investigated within this thesis, and remains a subject for future work.
9.3.2 Multiple Device Collaboration
The participants within this thesis all used identical computers, however in the real-world, people
have widely different computing devices and hardware setups. For instance ranging from desktop
computers to tablets and mobile phones. Future studies could investigate the affordances of
systems which support collaboration over a range of different devices.
9.3.3 Interaction Between Privacy and Congruence
Study Three (Chapter 7) explored the presentation of incongruent audio to participants, however
it did this without incorporating a privacy feature. A future study could explore the interaction
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between these two issues.
9.3.4 Remote Interaction
The studies conducted for this thesis were all based on co-located interaction. A clear avenue
for future work would be to evaluate the success of the current software environment when used
remotely. This would likely lead to a number of usability issues related to the absence of aware-
ness which collocated users would take for granted. Such a study would therefore be highly
informative for designers of both remote and co-located systems.
Digital Rights Management
The use of shared interfaces for musical collaboration and creativity potentially opens up issues
surrounding copyright and ownership. Such concerns may require legal scrutiny and clarification.
Performance
The systems developed for this research have a clear application in musical performance, a con-
text in which groups of musicians frequently engage in real-time musical interaction. Collabora-
tive computer supported musical performance has been addressed in laptop ensemble and laptop
performance projects (Collins et al., 2003, Dannenberg et al., 2007, Trueman et al., 2006, Wang
et al., 2009), as well as earlier projects such as The Hub (Gresham-Lancaster, 1998), although
there are few examples of research focusing on the study of collaborative performance systems in
use, or concerning the design of awareness mechanisms for live performance within ensembles
of computer musicians.
In a performance context, where music is being created in front of an audience, rather than
in a more relaxed studio environment, features such as privacy may be especially important, as a
means of testing and cueing musical contributions before they are made audible to an audience.
In addition, on-stage monitoring may require particular attention, as it may be necessary for
musicians to hear a mixture of audio which is private to them, sounds which are shared with the
group, and sounds which are being broadcast to the audience.
Concerning live performance, designers must not only consider awareness and communica-
tion between the musicians, but also their relationship with the audience, and the ways in which
an audience might relate what they are seeing on stage to the sounds being created. In the case
of computer interfaces which abstract the gestures and actions of the musicians away from the
sonic results, such a system might include awareness mechanisms designed specifically to aid
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the audience in understanding what is happening. CDMI for live performance is clearly a com-
plex issue, and therefore studying performance, performers, audiences and performer-audience
interaction has been left as future work.
Education
A number of participants expressed an interest in using the software as an educational or class-
room tool. This is another interesting and practical application of the software development
conducted as part of this thesis. Within an educational context, studies based on awareness and
privacy mechanisms could be performed to explore creativity in children, or to teach aspects
of team-working at an early age, and there are already a number of publications discussing the
use of collaborative music software by school-age children (Bryan-Kinns, 2004, Truman, 2011a,
Weinberg et al., 2002).
Collaboration with Artificial Agents
Previous work has demonstrated the ability for artificial agents to collaborate together without
human intervention (Bown et al., 2009). Such generative processes and live algorithms for com-
puter improvisation (Blackwell and Bentley, 2002) are beyond the scope of this thesis, although
incorporating autonomous musical agents into a collaborative environment could be an exciting
avenue of future exploration from both creative and research perspectives. It would, for example,
be possible to conduct studies where human and artificial collaborators worked together. In this
context, a deeper understanding of how human musicians collaborate could inform the design of
new intelligent agents.
Closing Remarks
The potential for future work outlined above suggests that the field of CDMI is still in an exciting
stage of development. It is hoped that the findings of this thesis will aid the development of new
and exciting technological advancements for the musicians and composers of the future.
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The Friedman Test was used to test for statistical significance within the interaction log data col-
lected for Studies One and Two. Both these studies feature an identical three condition within
subjects design where each participant was subjected to three different experimental conditions.
The interaction log data contained the quantities of specific actions performed by each partici-
pant. The results of these studies are presented in Section 5.10 and Section 6.11.
The Friedman test is an appropriate test for the analysis of data collected in this way, as it is a
non-directional (and therefore suitable for two-tailed hypothesis testing), non-parametric statisti-
cal test used to identify differences across three test treatments within a repeated measure exper-
imental design (Greene and D’Oliveira, 1999). The Friedman test operates on ordinal (ranked)
data, meaning it considers the tendency for a series of scores to follow a particular ranked order,
but does not take into account the relative quantities, or numeric differences between data points
from different conditions. With reference to the studies in this thesis, using an ordinal test reveals
the tendency for a particular condition to encourage more or less of an activity (such as module
creations), but does not provide any indication of the relative differences between the scores.
The Friedman test was also used in Study Two to analyse the post-test questionnaire results
(Section 6.11.1. The post-test questionnaire in Study Two asked participants to rank the condi-
tions against a range of statements (e.g. ‘the best music’, ‘The interface was most complex’).
The Friedman test was appropriate in this case as there were three conditions, and the ranked
nature of the data made it suitable for analysis using an ordinal test.
In Studies One and Two, a post-hoc test was applied to determine the statistical effect size of
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all significant findings identified with the Friedman Test. The post-hoc test performed pairwise
comparisons using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to identify which pairs of conditions out of the
three caused a significant effect. A Bonferroni correction was applied at this stage to account for
the increased chance of detecting a significant result when multiple pairs are compared. The final
part of the post hoc analysis was to calculate the statistical effect size for each pair, taking into




Where r is the effect size, N is the number of matched pairs in the analysis (Corder and
Foreman, 2009). The effect size shows the degree of association between the groups (Corder and
Foreman, 2009), and range from 0.0 to 1.0, with 0.10, 0.30 and 0.50 being widely accepted as
small, medium and large sizes respectively (Corder and Foreman, 2009).
The findings of Studies One and Two, have been been presented in three peer-reviewed pub-
lications Fencott and Bryan-Kinns (2010, 2012, 2013), all of which included results produced








































• Can you play a musical instrument? (Yes,No)
• If yes, how would you rate your musical proficiency? (Beginner, Intermediate, Semi-
Professional, Professional)
• Have you ever composed a song on your own? (Yes, No)
• If yes, approximately how many? (1 song, 2-5 songs, 5-10, more than 10 songs)
• Have you ever composed songs with others? (Yes, No)
• If yes, approximately how many? (1 song, 2-5 songs, 5-10 songs, more than 10 songs)
• What types of music do you listen to or like? (Pop, Rock, Indie, Metal, Rap, Hip Hop,
R’n’B, Classical, Electronic, Funk, Blues, Jazz, Latin, Country, World, Other - please
state)
• How computer literate are you? (Beginner, Intermediate, Expert)
• How frequently are you on-line? (For example, how often do you check your mail, browse
the web, make on-line purchases, play online games, listen to music etc.) (Never, Once a
week, Once a day, Once an hour)
• Have you ever used an instant messaging or text-chat tool? (e.g., msn messenger, google
chat, facebook chat, ICQ) (Yes, No)
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• Have you ever used computer software to collaborate in real time on any tasks? Please
use the comments box to give details. (Online gaming, Collaborative document editing,
Collaborative writing, Making music, Other - please state).
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Table C.1 presents the comments left by participants in the Study Two post-test questionnaire.
Table C.1: Written comments left by participants during post-test questionnaire
Statement Group Order Comment
The best music 4 The second prbably fitted the film best, and
at that point we were probably still con-
cious of other people’s sounds, whereas in
the third...it went a bit mental.
5 the 3rd condition was the best as we were
listening to each other more and the sounds
created seemed to flow better.
5 note - think condition 2 and 3 were gener-
ally both ranking the same
10 After we’ve got used with it things became
easier
10 got to enjoy the way the program worked
towards the end
10 In condition 3 my headphones seemed too
loud and there was no way to turn them
down without affecting the mix.
I felt most involved with
the group
4 The first as we were all figuring out how
to balance the group. I feel as if one par-
ticipant become overwhelmed at the noisy
third, so I slowed the tempo to see if they
could get a hook onto what was going on.
5 note - condition 2 and 3 could have been
ranked the same (high)
5 i felt equally involved in all 3
I enjoyed myself the most 3 actually I enjoyed each session equally...
4 The second as we became more familiar
with the software and being able to auto-
mate the sound manually as it played. The
third was fun but difficult to get heard and
take control of the musical structure.
I felt out of control 3 I didn’t feel out of control just finding my
way at some points
5 i felt in control most of the time
I understood what was go-
ing on
3 I wasn’t always sure who was making
which sound
5 all the time
I worked mostly on my
own
1 1 applies to all three
4 People kept thieving my effects...
I lost track of time 1 1 applies to all three
5 in all 3
Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Statement Group Order Comment
Other people ignored my
contributions
1 Don’t know what they were doing/thinking
3 I don’t think so....
5 this didn’t happen
5 i didnt feel this in any
We worked most effec-
tively
1 It all seemed fairly random
The interface was most
complex
4 There was quite a nice learning curve in the
software and really didn’t feel intimidating.
I had the most privacy 4 I wasn’t sure what others could see, or hear
for that matter, so I wasn’t entirely sure.
I knew what other people
were doing
4 It became more confusing as it went on
in terms of who was doing what, though
I could begin to pick out certain musical
forms and ideas/styles that came from the
other 2.
We edited the music to-
gether
4 Very hard to tell in each case
I feel that there was little constructive edit-
ing taking place.
I made my best contribu-
tions
I was influenced by the
other people
1 Can’t say
3 in each I think...
The condition I preferred
the most
6 I perfered being able to monitor my own
contribution on the headphones before sub-
mitting to group/speakers
Table C.1: Written (typed) comments left by participants in the post-test questionnaire. Incorrect
spelling and grammatical errors have been preserved.
C.1 Video Codes
List of codes generated in the first stage of coding dialog during interaction
• headphones shutting you off • not being involved with the group with headphones • good for
brainstorming • enjoyable • Preferred headphones • Couldn’t use speakers to identify contribu-
tions • noticing/appreciating other people’s changes • Hearing the music as it is made • fun to
play with • difficulty hearing what I was doing • Getting three people’s ideas • being excluded
• not much difference between personal and public with speakers • Different listening sensation
• working together • focusing • density of composition • felt like they were working together
• potential of the software • having too many modules • working together • getting busy • shar-
ing • Attending to texture of sound in headphones • Enjoying sonic field with speakers • Could
hear better with headphones • concentrating more with headphones • being influenced by others
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more with speakers only • not remembering what had been made • mixing • asking to change
things • Listening closely in headphones • listening to each other • taking things in and out
• intensity of working on headphones • hearing alongside other people • turning the volume
down • not doing something if someone has done it first • remembering to turn stuff off • hear-
ing changes • muting • combining contributions • rehearsing together in a digital way • putting
things in and out • ”creating sketches, rough ideas in headphones” • like being in a rehearsal
room • hearing your own ideas before •Monitoring your own work • refining ideas before shar-
ing • using personal to make sure things are on time • Controlling what you hear with speakers
• personal channel for ’setting things up’. ’trying out stuff’ • feeling like being in a chatroom
/ on the internet • picking out what my instruments were doing • using personal channel to
hear what I was doing • getting used to using the software • previewing • understanding how
it worked • infringing on others • colour coding • giving a final mix • presenting a final piece
• sticking them into the public • getting lost, not knowing which one is yours • stealing or having
contributions stolen • telling which was yours • not telling what was yours • knowing who’s is
who’s • losing track of who was doing what • knowing what others are doing • losing track of
what was happening • checking what was created by others • not knowing who was doing what
• other people hearing your ideas • checking what was yours • Constantly changing •working in
a specific area • resolving confusion over which sounds were what by using headphones (ability
to single out sounds in a different channel is useful for identifying sounds in a dense mix) • self-
organising • working in the top left, top right, bottom right • organic • working in different areas
of the screen to know who was doing what • working in top left, top right, bottom • Feeling
more involved • working in an area of the screen • getting lost in time (headphones) • sounding
better • filling gaps in the sound • working all over the place • putting stuff anywhere there was
space • doing the bass • doing the drums • experimenting with weird stuff • using extant mu-
sical knowledge • identity with colours • doing the kicks • becoming more familiar as a group
• cloning to get double tracks • doing melodies • getting better at making the music gel • doing
the snares • tidying up the screen • doing the cymbals • doing the drums, textures, melodies
• easier to hear changes in headphones • collaborating more with headphones • changing each
other’s sounds more in headphones • not asking each other • not talking much •wanting to create
roles • focusing on specific elements (beat, sounds) • fiddling • noticing each other’s physical





A pre test questionnaire gathered demographic information about the participants. The pre-test
questionnaire questions were identical to those used in Study Two (see Section C). Of the par-
ticipants included in the analysis, 32 were male (67%), 16 participants were female (33%). 46
participants (95%) gave their age. The average age was 27 years (SD = 6.19). The modal age was
23 years. The oldest participant was 45 years old, and the youngest was 18 years. 22 participants
(46%) were students. 14 participants (29%) worked as professional musicians or held jobs in
creative industries. 7 participants (15%) worked in other forms of employment and 2 participants
(4%) were unemployed. 3 participants (6%) did not indicate their occupation.
42 participants could play a musical instrument (88%). 8 participants (17%) rated their musi-
cal proficiency as ‘Beginner’ level, 18 (36%) rated themselves as ‘Intermediate’, 16 (33%) rated
themselves ‘Semi-Professional’ 3 (6%) rated themselves ‘Professional’ and 3 participants did not
respond to this question. 39 participants (81%) had composed on their own, while 9 participants
(17%) had not. 2 participants (4%) had written a single piece of music. 7 participants (15%) had
written 1-5 pieces, 7 participants (15%) had written 5-10 pieces, and 25 participants (52%) had
written more than 10 pieces. 7 participants did not indicate how many pieces they had written.
35 participants (73%) had previously composed with other people, 12 (25%) participants had
not, and 1 participant did not indicate either way. 4 participants had jointly composed a single
song or piece of music, 16 (33%) participants had composed 1-5 pieces, 5 participants (10%)
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had jointly composed 5-10 pieces, and 13 participants (27%) had jointly composed more than 10
pieces of music. Ten participants did not provide a response to this question. Figure D.1 shows
the participants reported musical preferences.
Two participants (4%) described their level of computer literacy as ‘Beginner’ level, 32 (67%)
described themselves as Intermediate and 14 participants (29%) described themselves as ‘Ex-
pert’. All participants used the internet. 17 participants (35%) responded that they went online
‘Once a day’, and 31 participants (65%) stated being online ‘Once an hour’. All 48 partici-
pants (100%) had previously used an instant messenger application. 19 participants (40%) had
played online computer games. 20 (42%) had used collaborative document editors, 12 (25%)
had used collaborative writing editors, 13 (27%) had used collaborative music making software,
and 5 participants (10%) had used ‘Other’ forms of collaborative software, such as ‘arts exper-
iments’, ‘web-cam chat’, ‘creative theatre making’, ‘MMORPGs’, ‘LucidChart’ and ‘Google
Documents’. One participant stated using video editing software in a ‘collaborative situation’.
Figure D.1: Participant reported musical preferences
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Figure D.2: Screenshot of Study Three server window
D.2 Server Window
D.3 Additional Thematic Analysis materials
List of initial codes generated in the initial stage of coding dialog during interaction
• vocalising • housecleaning • tidying up • being chaotic/a mass • too much stuff happening
• soloing as more/less collaborative • owning - your things • putting things together • discussion
of sound • reference to specific module • discussion of musical parts • comment on musical
parts • Statement of preference • sounding good • positive statement • discussion of what one
did • comparison of software to other programs • discussion of software possibilities/potential
• discussion of software • problems with the software • hitting limitations of software • features
• discussion of approach to using software • soloing • asking for help with the software • iden-
tification of others • providing help with software • revealing/sharing/disclosing knowledge of
software • uncertainty regarding consistency between users •Video loop • roles • thinking aloud
• invitation to make changes • statement of activity • statement of intent • planning • discussion
of style/genre • discussion of tempo • spatial organisation • discussion of co-editing • instruc-
tion to others • enquiry about activity of others • asking to co-edit • statement that co-edit was
made • ownership • comment on success / comment on failure • comment on quick passage
of time • comment on being engrossed • comment on enjoyment • reaction • identifying a
sound • confusion - instances of confusion trigger dialog • discussion of experiment • discus-
sion of conditions/changes/differences • discussion of experiment room • comparison of group
behaviour between conditions • Comparison to other experiences • discussion of life, skills and
knowledge outside of the experiment
List of initial codes generated from coding the M1 Condition interviews:
• Private • Fun • Exploration •More Time • Dissatisfied • Software Use • Software • Questions
about experiment • Finding a sound source • maybe you can work on your own • nice • explor-
ing • neede more time • not very satisfied • didn’t write comments • program was minimalist
• experiment • see which bit something is coming from • build lines the bring it back into • it
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went fine • messing around • needs patience • Song as a whole • thought it would be more fid-
dley • question about software functionality • experiment • Soloing • having the stems solo • not
for you if you have to work alone • fun • not possible to organise in short time • change to make
it sound better as a whole • didn’t use mute or solo • real-time music • used instrument soloing
a lot • soloing instruments helpful for melody • first one did everything ourselves • fun • might
have started to organise more with more time • Feature Suggestions • sub groups • normally
danuted by loads of dials and things •Wanting the recordng • didn’t use soloing • find out which
device is doing a particular sound •muteing everybody elese • fun • develop chemistry over time
• would be useful to add an instrument that is exactly the same • didn’t know how to connect the
filter at one point • don’t have to do much • send us the audio • used soloing less • used instru-
ment soloing more than person soloing • can listen on your own • interesting • Positive • might
have got more interesting songs with another session • would be useful to add an instrument that
is exactly the same • wouldn’t know how to connect if not told • relativley easy to make music
from it • create a track with the recording • client soloing helped get rid of mess • make sure
editing right one with solo • listen on own • amusing • drum sequencer is good • wouldn’t be so
cluttered if more time to discsuss what we wanted • single user version • if on own might layer
it a certain way • everybody has same instruments • getting copy of music • easier to focus with
client soloing • should have option to preview before adding to the pool • enjoyed it • some parts
sounded alright • Problems •maybe include a keyboard • Chaotic • wouldn’t have it all clogged
up if working on own • huge potential • can I get the music? • didn’t use soloing • listening in
private • really fun] • went better than expected • Spatial • minor problems • would be useful to
see other people’s mice • chaotic • two copies going to the same filter • same thing with pro tools
or logic • never listened anyone • make everyone hear when you’re ready • really fun • went
really well • bottom right • problems to do with the instruments • maybe 3d instead • chaotic
• two copies an octave apart side by side • problems of connecting through internet • didn’t use
instrument soloing • function so not everybody has to listen to you messing around • fun • had
a grea ttime • the right part • problem of making more synths to make a chord • rotating around
a table • first time was chaotic • handy to be able to move things around • unique • didn’t un-
derstand insturment soloing • add it, kind of • cool • surprised how quickly could create good
loops • keeping my stuf in the top • too repetative • different interface ideas • everyone doing
things at the same time • features and use • lots of potential • used thing on left (client soloing)
more than instrument soloing • really fun • would love to use in my music • bottom • goes
haywire • rotating like a cloud •more messy • slowing down to get a longer loop • introductory,
user firiend collaborative music software • Research • Questions to researcher • difficult because
always on • Planning • great experinece • experience was nice • right hand side • melodic se-
quencer was difficult • displayed as different perspectives • chaging pattern behind beat to create
something • was explained to be really simple • does researcher use the software? • easier to
tell who was doing what in second on because of soloing • made plans in second one • was
good • nice to have things set up properly • stayed at the bottom • difficult to pin-point pitches
with sliders • interest in expeirment • hear your things thing and compare with • talked to each
other helped in terms of planning • nice experience • top left side • not sounding very pleasant
• authorship might be nice • house cleaning • used in schools • interest in research • seeing
how something contributes • deligated in second one • music could be ussed somehow • bottom
left • no problems working together • colour code system • can be used as an instrument • used
on Wii, with cute characters and tweaked graphics • what are you desigining the software for?
• Politness • used solo if I wanted to adjust something • no plan • was interesting • stuck to
the right middle • not soloing properly • maybe colour changes after people have been editing
• not just used for editing • releasing software? • how long did it take to make • no body is
daring to do something • understood more in first (with soloing) • like how it works as a drum
machine • put it in one of the corners which was useful • soloing worked for some not others
• is it for commercial purposes? • polite • comparing sounds • sounds very good • ok, this is the
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chord, it’s coming from there • soling chains was confusing • option to change size of windows
• interest in experiment • strangers • listen to what other people are doing • top left • software
problem • choose to see your stuff in different ways • Easy to learn • Listening • influence of
experiment • would be more critical if wasn’t strangers • mostly soloed on synth • Negative
• started bottom right • software problem • feature suggestion • software was easy to pick up
• stop adding, and listen • planning to market software? • being shy • soloing to find a melody
• some parts didn’t sound very good • someone took my position • high tempo was glitchy • see-
ing scale on sequencer • didn’t need knowledge of signal flow • listeing to the whole without
myself • interest in experiment • didn’t want to spoil something • soloing different ingredients
• top right • couldn’t see connections when it was crouded • should make other boxes disapear
when soloing • software was simple • taking time out to listen to other people • interest in exper-
iment • soloing provided relief • Difference Between Conditions • bottom part • difficult to find
your way around • difficult finding pitches on the step sequencer • anyone can use it • listening
to things individually • interest in experiment • muted or took the volume out of things without
Client Soloing • had more practice in second one • bottom • took time to find what I wanted to
edit • should highlight connections as well • listening to individual elements • questionnaire was
confusing • soloing groups of modules was more important than soloing people • were better
at it second time • playing with the space • couldnt use delay tools • scrolling • like idea of
forcing people to listen to others • comment about questionnaire • Making Changes • solo just
for us •might have used soloing more if it was added second time • stuck to same place • trouble
making connections • scrolling could get confusing • questionnaire was repetative • I’m going
to change this now • taking out layers and groups made mixing easier • Soloing Self • made
plans in second one • Looking • top left • routing didn’t always work • make window you are
working on bigger • People within the group • interest in experiment • let everyone know what’s
happening • taking out layers to get basslines and rhythms to mix • listen to my own and figure
out what I was doing • first one did everything ourselves • looked at the lights to see what they
were doing • noticed working in separate places on the screen • it was always busy • could be
more user friendly • individual styles • was interesting • make sure editing right one with solo
• soloed a lot • used instrument soloing to know what I was doing • doing own thing in first
one • looking carefully for slide movement before co-editing • definitely working in particular
areas of the screen • takes time to find the notes • spaces for different instruments • thought
people had different things and sounds they liked • would like to see summary of PhD • used
soloing for instrument or effects • listen to my own and figure out what I was doing • deligated
in second one • looking at things • doing bottom • trouble finding the note • more physical
interface • individual styles • soloing to separate • started listening to myself • all using the
same instruments in the second one • see your synth next to other peoples • doing top • jumped
when changing tempo • walking around • Introducing Contributions • Onine • solo to hear only
instruments • see if my sound went with other people • had one box each in second one • no-
ticed tweaking at same time as others • same arrangement for most of the tunes • out of modules
• should have option to preview before adding to the pool • putting volume down when adding
something • if you could use it online • soloed when the option was available • see if I am
making loads of noise • had many in first one • arrangement just happened • terminology issues
• personal view before adding would be good • waiting for one person to do one ting • fine
tune with soloing • solo myself so I know what I’m doing • working together in second one
• bring all your stuff to one side • crashing problems • could be interesting to have two lines
to same effect • Comparison • Making Music • adding something • Creative Process • needed
to solo and put volume up to listen • good to know what I was contributing to the whole • first
one we were kind of independent • Chance • started on right • software problems • common
to have sounds going through one effect • reactable • evolves • taking out the layers is very
important for music • soloing is a good option • can’t solo in one version • turned out better
by chance • no one else noticed bottom corner • problems with interface • crossfader between
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synths • like instant messaging, but with synthesizers • inspired by what you hear • need to re-
lax ears every few bars to welcome new material • didn’t find any difference apart from soloing
• making something at random • grouped things in certain areas • editing tool tool for after • a
live jamming program • inspiration from outside • had a beat in my head • knew more what was
going on in the second condition (without soloing) • grouped step sequencers • like playing in a
band • might effect the way other people do things • Reflection on music • just expeirmenting
• understood more in first (with soloing) • Roles • grouping modules so you could see what
they meant • is there toher stuff like this? • leads to unexpected things • like a gian breathing
• I wasn’t thinking too much • missed relief of client soloing • no roles • doing right hand side
• Discussion of Software • coming from playing in bands • dance track • satan band • using
intuition • soloed when the option was available • someone start with the synth • knowing where
people were on the screen • share riffs with other people • compared to working alone • hit
record on our hands • a few monsters • got really opportunistic • Screen real-estate • people
more focusing on one in second time • someone do drums • changed position on screen •mostly
for a live set • digital jamming • building on each other • like a giant sleeping • Longer Sequence
• confusing because of screen real-estate • first time was chaotic • someone do something else
• bottom right • interfaces for people who are not musicians • simlar to Max/MSP • responding
to each other before finished • evolving loop throughout • wished there were more beats/longer
sequence • screen real-estate was an issue • second time decided to be more minimal • they’ll
do that, I’ll do something else • top left • would take longer to explain to someone who wasn’t
a musician • interactive sequencer • changed many times for beginning to end • longer loops
• ran out of space • changed in second one • if someone was doing the bass I’d do something
else • quite at the bottom • too hard to work in studio with this software • compared to working
together on one computer • interesting tempo changes • Uncertaintly • wanted longer sequence
• stacking things on top of each other • second was more consistent • orgnaised the chords • top
right • creative tool • reacting to other people’s beats • uncertaintly about muting for everybody
• longer sequence might detract from simplicity • space would always be limited unless a big
screen • first take was more melodic • not remembering who it was • assumed from direction
of screen from time before • flowing • didn’t know purpose of effects • would be nice to have a
longer sequence • filled up the screen • second was jst an experiment • organised master delay
• turn taking with Ableton Live • really easy • not sure if it soloed for everybody • just sixteen
beats • things were overlapping • better melodies in first one • mostly doing drums • Awareness
of others •Working Together • it was quite interactive • amazing how far you can go with basic
things • forgot what Q means • desperatley want to find an empty space for a box • second one
was just playing with software • put together the three machines • didn’t pay attention to who
was doing what • working on something that fits with someone • not like other programs • starts
by playing] • Ownership • Constraints • started to fill up • didn’t know what people we doing
in second one (no client soloing) • doing the bassline • wasn’t bothered who was doing what
• sometimes you can’t work with other people • reminds me of a thing at glastonbury • reflects
on method of working • unsure which was mine • working within limitaitons • no one else no-
ticed bottom corner • had no idea what was whos’ in second one (no client soloing) • didn’t
assign roles • didn’t have a clue who was doing what without soloing • teaches you you have
to cooperate sometimes • is there similar software? • just playing • matters little whos each
one was • being creative within limitations • Soloing Individuals • created less boxes in last
one • focused more on melody • hard to guess who is doing what • takes less time when you’re
working with other people • drum machines can be confusing for people who have not used them
before • building on each other’s ideas • within parameters of software • used soloing to see who
was creating which stuff • kept fewer but made just as many • take a pick • wasn’t important to
solo other people • might take more time with people • different to drum machines on market
• starts by playing • just sixteen beats • I could say, ah, this is what Marie is doing • in last one
weren’t into opening modules, more into making music • messing with the kicks • not bothered
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if this part was his or hers • throw ideas at each other • important to start with playing when
making music • A Mess • limited by one bar of music • see what others were doing • started
to listen in last one • experimenting with crazy things • didn’t know what people were working
on • having other people might distract you • Co-editing • can forget to play • a bit of a mess
• can’t really experiment with one bar • isolate what each person is doing • different approach
in last one • picked some drums • had no idea what was whos’ in second one (no client soloing)
• were good friends • comfortable editing each other • I couldn’t write a traditional song • too
many things going on • see what everybody is doing • second had better beats • tried to follow
the drums with the bass synth • didn’t know who was doing what so much in the second one (no
soloing) •would be more difficult with strangers • grabbing same thing as someone else • started
to have more fun with it • difficult to build lines with lots of stuff going on • clicked everyone
to see what it sounded like • didn’t know who was doing what so much in the second one (no
soloing) • focused on meldoy • colours to help know who was doing what • comfortable editing
each other • took time to start editing other people’s stuff • produced something which sounded
like a bit of music the second time • not possible if you hear all other stuff together • Preferrence
• listened to everyone’s seperatley • grouped drums • assumed from direction of screen from
time before • thought we worked together well • didn’t edit other people’s stuff • lots of stuff
going on • preferred second one • listen to whatever things everyone was doing • taking over
melody • play of what somebody else is doing • wasn’t appropriate to edit other peoples • start
from scratch and pile it up • listen to what other people are doing • screwing around with drums
• awkward not knowing each other • editing other people’s because it sounded good • gets messy
• preferred second one • loved soloing each and every one of us • Seeing parts fit together • get
additional input so you get inspired • editing other people’s because it’s fun • cluttered • cre-
ated something more coherant second time • check what the other people are doing • see how
parts fitted together • house cleaning • created something more coherant second time • see if my
sound went with other people • deleted modules that were not connected • preferred condition
with Client Soloing • first time sounded a bit of a mess • preferred first one because of group
function to see who did what • preferred music in first one
List of initial codes generated from coding the M0 Condition interviews
• fun • A Mess • Video • Seeing • Listening • Organisation • mute • Screen Space • Live
• Roles • enjoyed it • fun • just a mess at some points • not looking at the video • needing to
see things • everyone listening • organised ourselves • mute • working in any space available
• live creation • listening to each other encourages roles • fun • enjoyed myself • can be chaotic
• having video as backgroud • seeing things moving • listen and see • finding seat at the dinner
table • see it more as a live performance tool • people started adding different things they thought
would work • fun • good fun • gets cloggy • forgot about video • singling out modules visually
• everyone else listening • divided the screen • live performance • started doing mixing • fun
• time went quickly • too many things going on at once • quetsion about video • seeing things
moving on the screen • resting back and listening • generally on the right • live distributed
concerts • taking a backseta • fun • chaos was funny • didn’t look at video once • listen to
• maybe on the left • things develop in real time, • doing cymbals, snares • enjoyed it • screen
becoming a mess • started listening to each other later • in left • editing in real time • donate on
synthesizers • fun • crowded • listening to overall thing • top right • on the fly • harmonising
• was good • getting confused • simplistic • listening to yourself • probably on the left • jam-
ming • choose an instrument • good fun • confusing what is what because of limited number
of sounds • simplistic • separating it in your ears • screen position was not set • people want
human elelent, performance element • changing roles • enjoyed it • screen was messy • Learn-
ing • simple • forcing others to listen • control • expectations • stock to bottom • not so much
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for editing music • changing roles • enjoyed myself • messy if more people • more experience
• quite simple • control • expectations • same positions as training • composing in real time
• doing the drums • good time • getting hectic • got better • liked simplicity • having lots of
control • having a space to return to • not recording • did the first melodic thing • it was cool
• intruging • getting more used to it • more simple than other software • wanting more control
• assumed where people were • felt like performance tool • doing more of the synths • it was
pretty interesting • got complicated • initially figuring it out for ourselves • accessible • want-
ing more control • longer sequence • working at bottom • improvising together, not composing
• using kick • enjoyable • things got familiar and forgotten • just sort of worked • limits of
control • longer sequence • working at left • evolving • doing drums • enjoyied • so much stuff
going on • figuring out each bit • easy • Individual Style • series of sequences within one box
• working on right • make it a live performance • being more confident with drums • enjoyable
• getting better over time • easy to use • learning each others’ strengths •more steps in sequencer
• tended to shift • live performance •melodic and abstract • good fun • didn’t know what things
would soujnd like • easy for people with experience in music software • got a feel for each per-
son’s style • longer sequence • moved around screen • performative element to the experience
• taking charge • enjoyed it • get comfortable • it’s instant • starting to feel more comfortable
with the group • longer sequence • knowing where people were anyway • Co-Editing • did beats
• fun • not experience • things are going instantly • didn’t want to limit anyone’s opportunity
to experiment • longer sequence • working in different places • didn’t want to limit anyone’s
opportunity to experiment • did bass • fun • learning curve • sixteen steps is limiting • stayed
in same position • happy to let people work on things anyway • getting basis of tracks down
• fun experience • not having control or experience • becomes boring • forcing arrangement of
windows • might be different if online • one would do bass • enjoyed • take a while to get used
to the step sequencer • longer pharase • minimising modules • being shy • one person would
do melody • Soloing • Collaboration • easy to learn quickly • Chat tool • Soloing People • In-
troducing ideas • changing resolution of sequence • on the right • not wanting to change other
people’s • doing beats • didn’t use Client soloing • collaboration felt natural • some software is
easy for beginners • chat messages go unnoticed • live music • hearing individual people was
handy • put it live • making longer sequences by alternating • whoever got there first • using
other people’s stuff • doing a bit of everything • tried the solo • kind of always works • chat mes-
sages become unsynchronos • who did what • throwing in a sound • only so much you can do to
the loop • screen sharing is useful • editing other people • stopped feeling like roles • not sure
if soloing was shared or individual • did OK even though didn’t know each other • linking mes-
sages with sounds • figuring out who was who • put it in • need to go to the next sequence • right
hand side • better to work together • working on the drums • not sure if soloing was shared or in-
dividual •melding more •messages lose their meaning • hearing sounds from each person • not
interferring • getting worse instead of better • working along bottom • going straight to editing
someone’s stuff • working on details • didn’t use soloing • collabroation • chat wasn’t useful
• identifying others • things become established without discussion • putting things on screen
in relation to seating • taking too long to ask to edit someone else’s • gravitate more towards
melody • soloing was handy • better second time around • disconnection between chat messages
and music • awareness of others • difficulty making melody • using screen to distingusih who
was what • changing, rather than asking for permission • inclinded towards melody •would have
appreciated soloing after familiarity • can’t do this with other people • chat notification • didn’t
see the Solo as being helpful • difficulty making melody • neurolinguistic programming and
screen position • editing other people later • tweaking melody • didn’t use soloing • stamping
authority • chat tool doesn’t connect to music • solo wasn’t representative of what people were
doing • difficult to use synth • running out of space • working for the best outcome • I was the
drums • Soloing is useful • getting hits as to where it was going • chat tool didn’t scroll properly
• more representative of what they wanted to be part of the piece • synth is just luck • who was
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where? • attributed contributions to people • got into rhythms • using solo to take things out,
listen and put back • looks between people • Identifying Sound Source •manually scrolling chat
• hearing things for yourself • difficulty making melody • bottom right • at the end was more
common (shared) • I was drawn to the synths • used soloing a bit • would be more organised
with more time • finding out where a sound was coming from • things disappearing • see what
something sounded like • problem finding harmony • bottom left • someone else using my box
• making whatever • soloing didn’t make a difference • wanted to play • using Person Soloing
to identify sounds • not being able to type quickly enough • isolate each other’s stuff • hard to
find the right notes • having too many boxes at the same time • being anonymous • dividing
instruments to get an idea of what we were working towards • soloing didn’t make the group
more collaborative • can’t beat being around people • using Person Soloing to identify sounds
• get into the intricacies of what each other was doing • Element of Chance • hard to find notes
• decided to divide the screen and make things easier • using clone to make a modification to
someone else’s work • getting confused about roles • solo self • being with people within the
technology • using soloing to restrict field of possible sound sources • element of chance • hard
to do melodic stuff • section each, plus an effects section • modifying someone else’s work
• supposed to do drums • soloed at end • collaboration is better • identifying a sound/source
• using keyboard keys • running out of space • moved someone else’s • doing drum fills • did
use soloing • organic feel • problem finding a sound • sometimes couldnt’ see notes • divided
instuments second time • moved someone elses’ by accident • doing the chords • work around
not being able to solo • doing a jam • wanting to change a specific sound • hard to find the right
key • didn’t mute or delete each other • listening to others • didn’t contribute as much second
time, as liked what other people were doing • using soloing to pin stuff out • hard to find notes
• deleting other people’s stuff • listening to combinations • more of a flow • using client soloing
to find out where a sound was coming from] • Soloing Specific Modules • repetative • trouble
selecting notes • maybe more likely to co-edit if more annonymous • viewed composition as a
whole • things changing when you weren’t listening • ebb and flow in music • using solo to cut
shit out when hectic • would be interesting to solo one thing at a time • repetative • notes seem
random • accidentally changing someone else’s • viewed composition as a whole • using solo to
create more fiddley parts • not knowing what others were doing • using solo regardless of who
• would be interesting to solo one thing at a time • repetition • wanting to harmonise • editing
each others • soloing to work on a melody • eye contact • isolating sounds • a solo button for
each • hard to make interestingly melodic stuff • not wanting to mess with other people’s work
• soloing so as not to clash • knowing what sounds good etc • comparing sounds • soloing a
single object • more used to thinking of notes than slider positions • might mess with other peo-
ple’s stuff in the future • soloing to find the right notes • wanted more discussion • having a
way to isolate something so no one eles could change it • soloing specific instruments to make
a complex part • can’t see the notes • tingering with other people;s • was hard to hear things
without the solo button • talking while doing it would have been better • didn’t always know
where sounds were coming from • solo just for yourself • hard to make harmonies • his bassline
• confusing software error with actions of other users • would have liked to solo individual in-
struments • Screen Space • solo more than one tihing •Making Bad Contributions • hard to go
between note increments • not messing with his basline • Comparison • making a big change
might have been weird • not enough screen space • solo more than one instrument • disrupting
• using increment number to find notes • question of editing stuff together • similar to max/MSP
• keep screen neater • soloing certain instruments •making it bad • key next to the slider • don’t
want to invate private space • more interactive than logic • Discussing who did what • soloing
a group • people responding responding to mistakes • more fun than looking at logic • talking
about who did what • avoiding bum notes • like max/msp • changing tempo • putting things
in at a quiet volume • not sharing the mouse • talking about tempo • Getting to know people
• similar both times • add sounds that are not alient • software problems • annonymity • com-
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pard to pedal rig in guitar • talking about what happened • interesting with people you don’t
know • did similar to first time • removing things if they were intrusive • overloaded software
• Suggested Features • annonymity • like a game • discussion could have changed direction
of music • getting to know people thorugh making music • didn’t notice a difference between
conditions • making bad contributions • problem of it always running • rather play a melody
first • maybe more likely to co-edit if more annonymous • facebook app • feeling in the mid-
dle of something • more used to playing with people you know • not much difference between
conditions • didn’t want to mess it up • routing was difficult with lines • play a melody before
programming it • laptop garage jam • meeting other musicians online • laggy • play a mel-
doy without running the sequence • Online • like three DJs mixing together • laggy with too
many samples • additional features • online system/community • software is interacting pro-
ducing, arranging • colour coding • learning about people • software died • quick auditioning
of sounds • internet based would be good • routing through effects • colour coding • learning
about people • poor sound qualty • additional features • online bands • middle thing is your
mixer • visual cues • nice way to get to know people • poor sound qualty • play something into
the loop • online might be chaos • plug into the mixer • individual coloured boxes • corporate
tool for bonding • good to have other people’s ideas • Being Shy • poor sound qualty • additional
features • online interaction with specific people • simultaneously see the same thing • visually
easy to remember with colours • ice breaker at a confrence • good to have other people’s ideas
• starting to feel more comfortable • poor sound qualty • panning • remote interaction with
friends • signal path sort of thing • boxes are coloured individually • getting to know people
better • inspired by others • waiting before changing someone else’s • poor quality headphones
• additional features • online interaction • felt like a game • coloujr was helpful • no idea about
the technology or people’s backgrounds • not offending • poor quality headphones • realtime
sampling • online • new garage band • colour is helpful to make connection • not wanting to
mess with other people’s work • poor sound qualty • microphone • editing the same thing could
get annoying • connecting computers via midi • different colours • being polite • difficulty with
slider • additional features • musical paint • turning on to see colours the whole time • Experi-
ment • Good features • don’t want to invate private space • problem with slider • wanting more
instruments • live, real-time music paint • different colours • questionnaire isn’t a good way to
evaluate • liked chat function • if it was friends it would be differnet • couldn’t get right lev-
els then put to public • external controller • game • questions at end were difficult • good setup
• you would mangle and mash your friends stuff • not much feedback from interface • additional
features • collaborative music program • interested in the report • clone feature was cool • can’t
make musical phrases • additional features • similar to Max/MSP • interested in the research
• couldn’t drop in a beat • additional features • joing together objects that do things • what is the
purpose of the software • Strangers • Communication • couldn’t follow traditional dance music
style • more options on things to put in • box with instruments, plugging them together • three
is a good number of people • no idea about the technology or people’s backgrounds • forced to
communicate without Soloing • software problems • keyboard shortcuts • reacatble • identify-
ing others • personalities are a big variable • not knowing what other people liked • discussing
what to make • problem with effects routing • touch screen • limitations of other electronic mu-
sic making • trying to find out who was doing what • purpose of experiment • if it was friends
it would be differnet • Music Made • missing some features • Privacy • screen sharing is un-
common • not knowing who did what • what is the idea of the software? • sounded dubsteppy
• Problems • Software • automation • soloing things out • screen sharing in other software •who
did what • interest in experiment • liked the beats at the beginning • inconsistency • didn’t use
the clone • different sections of music • listeining to sounds before putting them into the pool
• never used collaborative software for making music • just knew where people were • interest
in experiment itself • preferred tempo • want something to go back to • using clone to make a
modification to someone else’s work • separators for different musical parts • hearing what you
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were doing in private • online gaming • not using soloing to hear specific people • interest in
experiment • got a bit hard work • creation of object does not always mean the person who was
editing • what is the idea of the software? • touch screens • audition button • plugging things
into the centre • hidden agenda of expeirment • preferred the middle • creation of module isn’t a
good indicator of ownership • getting a copy of the software • adding structure • preview before
sharing • similar software? • Positive Comments • interest in research • constraint • don’t know
where it’s going • can’t get certain sounds you want • muting centre • moving between differ-
ent musical parts • see something before hand • compared to max/MSP • enjoyed simplicity of
drums • interest in experiment • constraint • good rave riffs • hard to make a connection with
what is happening • complicated machines • simplified synthesizer to compliment simple drum
machine • personal channel • Visi/Max/MSP • surprised there are not more similar programs
• hidden agenda of expeirment • limited musical style • some cohearant bits • will software
be available? • synth could be more ’about sounds’ rather than notes • hearing what it sounds
like with the rest • could use three computers and midi • nice way of doing music • interest in
research • not allowed • more like sounds • clone function • different screen layouts or views
• needing privacy • plugging things into the centre • perfect for club • constrained • sounds
industrial • depends who software is designed for • more global parameters • previewing by
yourself • not much collaboration in a DAW • first program like this • limited • sketch • interest
in code • seeing other people’s cursors • soloing to try things out • difficulty working together
with a DAW • congratulations • constrained by the four four • good for making grime • faster lfo
• using soloing as personal channel • lots of possibilities • constrained by four four bar • driven
by rhythm • talking about who did what • Musical Creativity • chat notification • auditioning
stuff • software is impressive • limited of software • droping something out • making master
effects • wanting to create what’s in your head • different sequeces running at different rates
• spoiling the composition by adding something • new experience • limitations • unusual musi-
cal style • talking about who did what • everyone using the same software, no rebellion • second
bar • working on own initially • it’s instant • synthesizer was limiting • just chaning things
• reflecting on what others were doing • previous experience in bands • horns, vocals • soloing
to be more on your own • Know what you did • things are going instantly • limitations • good
at bringing in beats • talking about what happened • worked by self with technology • external
control • using solo to isolate own stuff • what you did • with friends who don’t use this sort
of stuff, one person could keep it together • electronica style • building up • talking about what
happened • works on own a lot • visual representation of track • instead of putting it straight
through • making sure what you are hearing is your sound • you can do a lot with it • can’t get
certain sounds you want • more of a flow • misses collaboraiton • feature suggestions • soloing
meant trying to make own stuff • forgetting what you’ve made • easy to collaborate • limitations
of software • ebb and flow in music • what’s inside counts • software functions • using soloing
to monitor • soloing to listen to exactly what I was doing • can’t make musical phrases • rhythm
was important • challenge •mini arrangement view • personal channel • single pointer/finger in-
teraction • accidents • modern technology allows people to get ideas out of their head • flashing
a box to draw attention • managing in ear first • Advantages of Collaborative Software • drums
are dominant • working within a system] • flash function on box • feature suggestions • start
working on your own • sharing a single computer • Listening back to music • Comments about
experience • Comparison of Conditions • can come up with something really good if creative
• external control • being perfectionist • not sharing the mouse • would like to listen back to
the music • feeling like coming out of a dark room • first condition was harder (without soloing)
• reflection on abilitiies • mixer • testing • sharing a single computer • feeling spacey • soloing
encouraged more individual work • writing music is theraputic • solo a track • listening to your
own stuff before sharing • not sharing the mouse • passage of time • didn’t contribute as much
second time, as liked what other people were doing • hard to collaborate instantly • iPad app
would be cool • hearing things in your head, but distracted by everything else • good to have in-
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dividual screen and mouse • first time not agreeing what to do • microphone for communication
• soloing encouraged more individual work • would be fun to do with friends • was hard to hear
things without the solo button • wii controllers for music on youtube • mute at the start • ok for
having fun • intuitive controller like wiimote • application in recording studio • different effects
to fuck with the sound • not much collaboration in a DAW • see it as an iPad or iPhone app
